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Abstract
Bioenergy supply chains have the potential to deliver renewable low-carbon en-
ergy, increased energy security and diversication of agricultural markets. In com-
parison to fossil fuels, biomass feedstocks are characterised by low spatial-yield and
bulk-energetic densities. Logistics are therefore a key factor in determining optimal
locations for biomass utilisation, and a signicant constraint on scales of deploy-
ment. Strategic planning of bioenergy implementation requires innovative, whole-
system modelling approaches which consider simultaneously both the technological
and spatial conguration of the system. Furthermore, there exists a relatively short
window of opportunity to explore the optimal conguration of bioenergy systems be-
fore they develop organically. Insights derived from such modelling approaches may be
of vital importance in informing national and international policy as well as strategic
decisions in industry.
This thesis presents a spatially explicit modelling framework for the design and
optimisation of bioenergy supply chain infrastructures. The framework integrates (i)
spatial distributions of biomass supply, (ii) locations of energy demand, (iii) logistical
ows, and (iv) technological economies of scale. A series of normative, minimum
cost optimisation models are formulated as large mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) problems.
Model applications have focussed on Great Britain. Geographic Information Sys-
tem (GIS) tools have been used to generate a map of domestic biomass resources,
existing infrastructure, and energy demands. A static-snapshot model has analysed
the whole-system performance of integrated heat and power supply chains. Road,
rail and ship transport of biomass have been examined, a range of alternative mar-
ii
ket structure scenarios characterised, and their impacts on the spatial conguration
of cost-optimal infrastructures assessed. An innovative dynamic model formulation
with endogenous technological learning has provided insight into mechanisms driving
the spatial-dynamic evolution of the bioenergy infrastructure system. A general ap-
plicability of the framework to renewable energy systems modelling is recognised.
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System Overview
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
For millennia Man has exploited the energy stored within biomass as a fuel for heat.
As recently as 1920, 20% of the farmland in England was used to generate transport
fuels, in the form of oats and hay for horses (Cleary, 2001). Traditional applications
of biomass fuels in domestic heating and cooking systems continue to provide ap-
proximately 10% of global primary energy consumption (Goldemberg and Johansson,
2004). Yet this practice remains as a technological legacy within developing coun-
tries. Vast increases in energy consumption to fuel economic growth since the start
of the industrial revolution have seen biomass energy progressively eroded from the
primary energy mix of developed, and increasingly global, economies through a series
of cyclical trends in primary fuel substitution. Wood, the dominant source of global
primary energy up until circa 1880, has been substituted rst by coal, then oil, and
nally gas (Marchetti, 1977). Over this period the role of biomass a primary source
of energy has become associated with defunct, `traditional' technologies and outdated
practice as fuels progressed towards ever more simple hydrocarbons. Only in the last
30 years have the beginnings of a reversal in this trend been observed, with a diverse
range of drivers.
The crises of the 1970's signalled the end of unlimited access to global, low-cost
energy resources. This has been compounded since 1990 by the realisation that carbon
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dioxide emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels are contributing signicantly
to climatic change. Sustainable economic growth (or even stasis) on national and
global scale is becoming increasingly reliant upon the discovery and implementation
of sustainable sources of primary energy. Focussing on the UK specically (it shall
form the case-study for our applied modelling), the 2003 Energy White Paper (DTI,
2003) set out four core goals for future energy policy:
 Put the UK on a path to cut carbon dioxide emissions by 60% relative to 1990
levels by 2050, with real progress by 2020. Recent advances target an 80%
reduction in emissions by 2050 supported by a 34% reduction by 2020 (HM
Treasury, 2009);
 Maintain the reliability of energy supplies;
 Promote competitive energy markets in the UK and beyond, helping to raise
the rate of sustainable economic growth and to improve productivity;
 Ensure that every home is adequately and aordably heated.
We recognise the potential for biomass energy to contribute towards each of these
strategic goals. Primarily, biomass energy is capable of contributing towards am-
bitious carbon dioxide emission reduction targets through the direct substitution of
current fossil-fuel feedstocks. Emissions from biomass combustion are captured within
a closed loop cycle through the photosynthetic absorption of carbon dioxide during
biomass growth. Furthermore, this cycle of growth provides a genuinely renewable
source of primary energy; biomass being regenerated at a rate some 9 orders of magni-
tude greater than geological fossil fuel formation. Within the broad portfolio of alter-
native renewable options, bioenergy pathways possess a number of niche advantages.
In contrast to intermittent wind and solar sources, they are capable of providing a
continuous, steady ow of energy services. This can be harnessed to provide valuable
`base-load' renewable electricity generation. Owing to its intrinsic carbon content,
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biomass provides a source of renewable high-grade heat and liquid transportation fu-
els which can be readily integrated into existing infrastructures. The latter has been
observed in the establishment of large biofuel sectors in Brazil and the US.
We recognise a broadening in terminology from the concept of renewable energy
to one of sustainable energy coupled to sustainable economic growth. If appropriate
methodologies are employed, bioenergy has the potential to provide improvements
in air and soil quality, erosion protection, degraded land remediation, increased bio-
diversity, and an array of positive social impacts (O'Connell et al., 2005). Biomass
supply-chains have the potential to stimulate rural economies through job creation
within an emerging `green-tech' economy. Dedicated energy crops could provide a
powerful stimulus for domestic agricultural markets.
Exploiting these niche benets of biomass within a portfolio of sustainable, low-
carbon energy-resources requires a general paradigm shift in the design and operation
of our energy infrastructures. Fossil fuel infrastructures are highly developed and
thoroughly embedded within our conceptions regarding how an energy system should
be fabricated. Supply chains have been optimised, providing transport fuels, electric-
ity and gas to consumers at high eciencies and low costs. This has been achieved
through large, centralised, continuous generation and processing coupled with national
and continental scale pipeline and cable distribution networks. In comparison, a shift
to genuinely sustainable energy systems requires the integration of a broad range of
spatially and temporally distributed sources of primary energy (wind, solar, biomass
etc.). Integrating these resources requires a general decentralisation of energy infras-
tructures, overcoming challenges arising from ineciencies in co-ordination, complex
logistics, and signicant sacrices in economies of scale.
A need for modelling tools
The UK energy system has typically been studied using the MARKAL family of mod-
els. MARKAL (an acronym for Market Allocation) forms a technology-rich, bottom-
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up modelling framework for estimating energy system dynamics over a multi-period
horizon (Loulou et al., 2004). In its most general guise it identies least cost tech-
nologies to meet specied energy demands, subject to constraints imposed on carbon
emissions. The Energy White Paper (DTI, 2003) employed MARKAL in analysing
the technologies and costs required for substantial CO2 reduction by 2050. However,
whilst it can be formulated for several regions, its technological richness precludes a
genuinely spatially-explicit modelling approach. There exists an inherent trade-o be-
tween spatial, dynamic and technological detail, constraining the analytical capability
of energy-systems models in accordance with computational tractability.
Future energy systems place a greater demand on modelling tools because they re-
quire the integration of spatial information (i.e. where are the primary energy sources
and energy service demands located) and temporal information on dierent scales (e.g.
diurnal and seasonal) and require co-ordination with demand management strategies.
Focussing on biomass systems in particular, the low density of biomass means that
logistics becomes a key factor in determining optimal locations for its utilisation.
In addition, logistics become a signicant constraint on economically ecient facil-
ity scales. The design of bioenergy infrastructures therefore requires new modelling
frameworks which can integrate: (1) Spatial distributions of supply and demand; (2)
Economies of scale; (3) Logistics; and (4) Market structures and policy instruments.
Systems modelling approaches have the potential to model these intrinsic interactions
in order to identify optimal infrastructure congurations, operational proles and
supporting policy frameworks. In this thesis we focus on modelling tools developed
in application to supply chain network design and strategic planning tools developed
within the process systems engineering community (for an overview, see Shah 2005).
We develop a spatially-explicit conceptual and mathematical framework for applica-
tion to the UK bioenergy system. This builds upon a model previously applied to
the optimisation of UK Hydrogen infrastructures (Almansoori and Shah, 2006; Hugo
et al., 2005).
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1.2 Aims and Objectives
The body of work presented within this thesis was completed as part of the TSEC-
BIOSYS 1 consortium: A Whole-Systems Approach to Analysing Bioenergy Demand
and Supply. The primary goal of this consortium was to develop a framework for
whole-systems research on bioenergy that could lead to credible scenarios for the
development of the UK bioenergy sector in the period 2010 to 2050. Within this
broad project remit this work was commissioned to analyse the spatial distribution
of bioenergy supply, related infrastructure and logistics. This would require a multi-
disciplinary approach incorporating energy-systems modelling, crop engineering and
land-use modelling, multi-criteria decision support, policy appraisal and design. Ulti-
mately, this would identify spatial constraints on UK bioenergy uptake (i.e. logistical,
technological-scale, cost) to be integrated within a UK-MARKAL biomass energy sys-
tems (BIOSYS ) module. This remit was suciently broad in scope so as to support
a range of personal and academic aims and objectives. These are discussed below.
1.2.1 Personal Perspectives
In relation to a proposed spatially explicit modelling approach, a key question presents
itself: why does place matter? An array of economic, social-political and environmen-
tal impacts can be identied which stem from decisions to locate and scale a system in
a particular location. We should therefore question to what degree the spatial cong-
uration of a system is determined by decisions which have endogenised spatial factors.
Crucially, which spatial degrees of freedom exist and to what level do these degrees
of freedom impact upon whole-system (i.e. infrastructure) performance? Within this
work, our measure of performance is expressed in predominantly economic terms.
In justifying the focus on an economic approach to the determining spatial con-
guration of infrastructures we appeal to the Weberian least cost model of indus-
1Consortium website: www.tsec-biosys.ac.uk
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trial location (Weber, 1929). This recognises the fundamental role of agglomeration
economies, or economies of scale: a concept encompassing a broad array of static
and dynamic forces and eects. This work functions as an exploration of the concept
of technology in its spatial and dynamic form. How do technologies interact? How
they become distinguished and dominant in a spatial context? How can we model
spatio-temporal technological diusion? These questions appeal to relationships with
spatially explicit modelling paradigms elsewhere, in particular within the regional
sciences (Isard, 1960), economic geography and recent advances in spatial economics
(Fujita et al., 1999). Whilst only touched upon briey within this work, relationships
with these bodies of work in other disciplines must be recognised in advancing theories
of spatial form of economic activity and modelling tools for its analysis.
Recognising this shared conceptual common-ground provides an opportunity to
expand the multi-scale modelling paradigm in Process Systems Engineering (PSE).
This paradigm can be envisaged as an information supply chain spanning the physical
sciences, chemical engineering through to enterprise-wide management. An overview
of multi-scale modelling activities in PSE is provided in Figure 1.1.
At the molecular scale, behaviours have been characterised through quantum-
mechanical models. These models build through the internally consistent process of
aggregation in length- and time-scales in order to explain, and subsequently synthesise,
behaviours at the cellular, unit-process, vessel, plant and production facility scales.
However, it is at this point that the multi-scale model reaches the limits of engineering
and management and emerges into the social world. Whilst the modelling framework
within this body work represents a highly constrained economic reality, we hope to
approach it and explain its form as a reduction of some elements of existing economic
theory. In doing so, assuming that the assumptions are symmetrical (reversible),
the synergy is complete in bringing the enterprise-wide extrapolation of the PSE
multi-scale model into the social, spatial-economic domain. Here, process systems
engineering has the potential to advance into the realm of policy design, analysis
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Figure 1.1: Multi-scale modelling in Process Systems Engineering
and appraisal. This has the potential to realign the engineering discipline, from one
focussed on private sector gains to a discipline providing for the global public good.
1.2.2 Academic Contributions
From an academic perspective the aims of this thesis are more focussed. Progress
can be measured against prior applications of the spatial energy systems modelling
framework; previously applied to Hydrogen infrastructures (Almansoori and Shah,
2006; Hugo and Pistikopoulos, 2005). Four principal contributions are targeted. The
rst of these provides a concise statement of required action(s):
1. Identify those principal system elements that comprise a functioning bioenergy
infrastructure. Characterise their spatial, dynamic and technological perfor-
mance. Incorporate this analytical representation of the biomass energy in-
frastructure within a mathematical modelling framework. Determine optimal
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spatial congurations of the infrastructure.
2. Explore the potential for increasing the spatial resolution of the model. Iden-
tify and limit computational complexities inherent in the modelling of logistics,
economies of scale and location decisions at multiple spatial scales.
3. Incorporate endogenous technological learning within a dynamic formulation of
the model. Use this to gain insights into the spatial dynamics of the bioenergy
infrastructure system from a technological perspective.
4. Develop performance metrics and visualisations for the presentation and analysis
of spatially explicit data derived from the model. Identify potential for the
modelling framework to support decision making for energy policy.
The combination of project, personal and academic ambitions form a core set of
aims and objectives of this thesis. Success on each of these accounts shall be judged
within our conclusions.
1.3 Thesis Structure
This thesis is broadly divided into 4 parts. In the remainder of Part I, Chapter
2 provides an overview of the energy systems modelling literature. There we iden-
tify relationships between economic, engineering, spatial and systems modelling ap-
proaches applicable to the bioenergy system. In Chapter 3 we focus exclusively on
the bioenergy infrastructure system; developing our conceptual model and making
critical assumptions that constrain our subsequent analysis.
Part II takes this conceptual whole-system model and formulates it as a mathe-
matical model. First, a static, snapshot formulation is developed and parameterised.
Chapter 4 characterises the spatial distribution of supply and demand, formulates a
model of conversion technologies with economies of scale, and characterises the logisti-
cal network and transport cost-model. It proceeds to integrate these system elements
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within an economic optimisation framework. Chapter 5 parameterises this static
snapshot model, demonstrating the breadth and depth of sub-models, and supporting
assumptions, required in order to characterise the biomass supply chain infrastructure
system. Chapter 6 extends the snapshot model formulation of Part II to a dynamic
case.
Part III forms the analytical body of the thesis. A number of quantitative analyses
are presented, each exploring an element of the spatial bioenergy infrastructure sys-
tem. Chapter 7 abstracts briey from the framework presented in Part II. A generic,
analytic, single-plant optimisation model for a combustion power generation technol-
ogy is developed and subjected to sensitivity analysis. This identies generic tech-
nological performance. This single-plant model is subsequently re-integrated within
the whole-system modelling framework. Chapter 8 analyses the interaction between
future UK biomass heat and power sectors. A range of performance metrics are dis-
cussed. Chapter 9 builds directly upon the previous chapter, analysing a range of
additional technologies, logistical modes and the potential for biomass imports. This
expansion of the model scope supports an analysis of whole-system sensitivity to tech-
nological change. Chapter 10 applies the dynamic formulation developed in Chapter
6 to analyse the dynamics of the infrastructure system through both exogenous and
endogenous technological learning scenarios.
Part IV draws this body of work to conclusion. Chapter 11 identies the main
contributions of this thesis. In Chapter 12 we identify promising avenues for future
research.
Chapter 2
Modelling Tools for Bioenergy and
Related Systems
Triggered by a realisation, following the oil-shocks of the early 1970's, that the
era of limitless, secure, cheap fossil fuels had come to an end, governments and pri-
vate energy companies alike turned to models in order to predict, plan, and appraise
their response. The resulting application of mathematical modelling tools in the
analysis of energy systems has been extensive in investigating energy-economy inter-
actions, regulatory policies, conservation, environmental issues, strategic competition
and the signicant impact of privatization within national energy sectors through-
out the 1990's (Bunn and Larsen, 1997). The legacy is a staggering array of models
covering the full spectrum of spatial and temporal system scales and, importantly, a
broad range of energy technologies at varying degrees of technological detail (Jebaraj
and Iniyan, 2006). In order to make sense of such diversity, and to clearly locate the
work of this thesis in relation to the broader energy-modelling literature, a system of
classication is required. Whilst the increasing scale of application and diversication
in both method and interpretation makes distinct categorisation dicult, the process
itself highlights important insights into dierent mathematical model formulations
and the broader interpretation of modelling output in a decision-making context.
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2.1 Classication of Energy Models
In classifying energy models it is rst required to identify the general purpose of the
model. General and specic model purpose are distinguished by van Beeck (1999).
General purposes reect how the future is addressed in the model regarding the ability
to: (1) predict or forecast the future; (2) explore future scenarios; or (3) backcast
from a future state to the present. Specic purposes distinguish the analysis of:
(1) energy vector demand ; (2) energy supply (i.e. primary energy source, technology
selection); (3) system or policy impact (i.e. annual cost, CO2;eq reduction); or in (4)
the appraisal of alternative systems. It is recognised that a number of advanced
energy systems models embody a range of both specic and general model purposes.
Examples include EFOM (Gronheit, 1997), NEMS (Kydes and Shaw, 1997), and
MARKAL (Seebregts et al., 2001). These models represent exible frameworks for
the analysis of national and regional energy systems; becoming data `hubs', integrating
endogenous-component modules and exogenous studies throughout the literature for
model validation, calibration and, more broadly, knowledge integration. An excellent
overview for the UK-MARKAL model, to which the work of this thesis is linked
through the TSEC-BIOSYS consortium, is provided by Strachan et al. (2007).
In further classifying energy models we follow van Beeck (1999) in distinguish-
ing the geographical coverage (global, national, regional, local or project) and the
time horizon (short, medium and long term). Here it is recognised that geographical
coverage cannot be assumed representative of an exclusively spatial dimension. In
its physical sense it embodies varying representations of both space itself (i.e. land
area) and spatial boundaries, whilst in its human sense it embodies dierent motives
and modes of interaction with the spatial element. In the case of global or national
governing bodies, a regional planning body, or a local authority, spatial coverage is
continuous and enclosed by boundaries established through social consensus. With
regard to the energy system, the scope, motives, means and performance metrics of
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interest are drawn from a broad range of economic, social-welfare, environmental and
ecological standpoints. Quite distinctly, `project' coverage is here considered to rep-
resent the geography relating to a commercial body; a company or rm whose spatial
scales can become extensive regarding interacting, multi-site plant structures operat-
ing at discrete locations. The motives of the commercial agent are typically purely
economic, embodied within minimum cost and, more typically, prot maximisation
objectives. This distinction, between the social (i.e. public) and commercial (i.e. pri-
vate) sectors is used to further classify, and bring into relief, the general purpose of
energy models found in the literature.
With regard to the temporal domain, the distinction between time horizons, and
their internal degrees of discretisation, highlights the need to identify the princi-
pal mechanisms that underly energy system dynamics. Short time horizons (here
termed operational) relate to minute, hourly or daily discretisation important in the
assessment of highly volatile residential heat and power demand satisfaction (Hawkes
and Leach, 2005). Medium time horizons (here termed planning) consider monthly,
seasonal or annual discretisation. This timescale is particularly relevant regarding
biomass systems owing to monthly growth, harvesting and drying dynamics in addi-
tion to large seasonal variations in heat demand (Dunnett et al., 2007). Long-term
(here termed strategic) horizons consider dynamics occurring over multiple years or
decades relative to the processes driven by infrastructure investment, capital asset life-
times, large-scale land-use change, technological development and transitions between
states of societal equilibrium. It is a recognised feature of energy planning models
that demand-level and specic technological characteristics at the operational scale
signicantly constrain performance observed at the level of the strategic horizon. This
has driven the requirement for multi-scale dynamic models (Strachan et al., 2007).
This multi-scale character signicantly increases the size and complexity of those data
structures required for the quantitative modelling of energy systems.
Perhaps most importantly, in addition to the spatial-temporal model dimension,
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energy models are distinguished in terms of their degree of sectoral and technological
resolution. The detail with which sectors of the economy (i.e. primary, secondary,
tertiary and specic sub-sectors), and their respective technologies, are characterised
distinguishes clearly between so-termed `Top-down' and `Bottom-up' energy systems
models. These denitions polarise in the application of pure economic models (Top-
down), where technologies are represented analytically through elasticities within sec-
toral production functions, and engineering models (Bottom-up), where technologies
are characterised in detail describing their inputs, outputs, unit cost, and several other
technical and economic characteristics. Top-down models sacrice this technological
detail in order to encompass macroeconomic variables arising from interacting sectors
of the economy such as wages, consumption and interest rates. These distinctions re-
sult in a required expansion of aforementioned spatial and temporal dimensions into
dimensions of sectoral coverage and technological detail.
The antithesis between Top-down economic modeling versus Bottom-up engi-
neering design is further observed in the form of models applied in each domain.
Top-down modelling applies statistical-econometric and macro-economic (e.g. Input-
Output analysis) methods in order to simulate short to medium term capital and
monetary ows between sectors. These models are used in order to compute a range
of sectoral indicators for economic output (GDP contributions), labour employment
and capital investment (Loulou et al., 2004).
Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models represent a further distinction in
modelling method. These models are applied at the long-term, strategic timeframe,
reliant on the assumption that, following system shocks and periods of subsequent
instability, macro-scale economic systems reach states of equilibrium. Rather than
calculating resource ows between sectors, they determine steady-state closed-systems
and associated resource allocations between prot maximizing production sectors and
utility maximizing consumers. Aggregate sectors of the economy are represented,
technologically, as production functions in which the macro-factors of production
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(typically capital, labour) and highly-aggregated sector-specic outputs (i.e. oil, ce-
reals, manufactured goods) can be substituted. An example constant-elasticity of
substitution (CES) production function is provided in Equation 2.1. This represents
a general form of production function from which special cases are derived.
Oj = [
X
i2Ui;j
(i;jI
j
i;j )]
1=j (2.1)
Here Oj is the output of sector j. Ui;j is the subset of inputs i required for
production in sector j and Ii;j represents the variable level of each input i allocated
to sector j. Technological performance is analytically modeled through input specic
scaling coecients (i;j) and the sector specic elasticity of substitution j.
In the context of bioenergy systems analysis, Gan and Smith (2006) develop and
apply a CGE model in order to determine coal prices, and the relative competi-
tiveness of biomass, under various CO2 emission and taxation scenarios. McDonald
et al. (2006) present a more integrated CGE modelling study using the Global Trade
Analysis Project (GTAP) database. They assess the complex, global, feedbacks re-
lating land-use change (converted from cereals to the production of switchgrass) on
agricultural output, traded agricultural goods, the global oil-price, and the resulting
distribution of impacts amongst 13 global regions. However, biomass specic con-
version technologies are not identied; switchgrass is assumed to be purchased as
an intermediate input by the petroleum sector. A similar, GTAP based assessment
is presented by Reilly and Paltsev (2008). A higher degree of technological detail
is incorporated, with specic production functions specied for a range of advanced
energy technologies, including biomass derived electricity and liquid fuels.
This seems an apt point at which to recognise that the fundamental constraint
on model detail (spatial, temporal, technological and ultimately mechanistic) is that
of computational power in relation to time required for solution and output analysis
(i.e. tractability). Policy advice is often required in hours, not days (Gronheit, 1997),
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and whilst strategic planning models might provide `perfect' solutions given weeks to
solve, their output will so-often raise further questions enticing the further expenditure
of computational power. The stark divide between multiple-sector technologically-
aggregate economic and single-sector technologically-explicit engineering models is
being slowly eroded. Hybrid approaches are emerging both in the specication of
technologically explicit sectors within CGE models (Reilly and Paltsev, 2008) and the
integration of macroeconomic modules within Bottom-up modelling frameworks such
as NEMS (Kydes and Shaw, 1997) and MARKAL-MACRO (Seebregts et al., 2001).
However, computational constraints still enforce a compromise between sectoral and
technological resolution, clearly distinguishing model capacity to assess the impacts
of energy system transition as apposed to the performance of the energy system per
se.
The work of this thesis has no aspirations to develop into such an integrated frame-
work and cannot aord the development of general equilibrium or macro-economic
analyses. Capturing the behaviour and eects relating to supply and demand equi-
librium is thus sought in exploring Bottom-up, `partial-equilibrium' models. As will
be demonstrated, these models facilitate a thorough assessment of the energy sector
whilst maintaining a high degree of technological resolution. In eect, they substitute
sectoral for technological resolution, the ability to analyse complex feedbacks in the
performance of national economies for the ability to observe technologies in direct
relation to energy sector performance.
2.2 Partial Equilibrium Models
Perhaps the most widely applied Partial-Equilibrium (PE) model in energy sys-
tems analysis is represented by the MARKAL (standing for MARKet ALlocation)
family of mathematical programming models (Seebregts et al., 2001; Loulou et al.,
2004), and their successor TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL EFOM System, Remme
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et al. 2001). Loulou et al. (2004) provides an excellent overview of the workings of
MARKAL and the general form of PE models. This document is referenced exten-
sively in the following discussion.
Partial equilibrium models, by their nature as partial, consider a limited sub-
system of the global, national or regional economy. They model open systems in that
they allow net- resource, capital, and labour inow and outow. This is in contrast
to closed-system CGE approaches that typically determine alternative allocations of
xed initial factor endowments. For the purpose of classication in this thesis, PE
models are identied as exhibiting three key factors.
 Maximisation of consumer and producer surplus
 Endogenous price-elastic demand
 Perfectly competitive markets
A critical distinction is therefore made in the objective function: the maximisa-
tion of consumer and producer surplus being quite distinct from cost-minimisation
approaches (Henning, 1996). The result is that both commodity ows and prices are
determined endogenously through the solution of an optimisation problem. The price
structure emerges as a result of competitive market interaction between suppliers and
consumers, supply and demand. Prices and demand are not exogenously specied,
but instead determined by supplier production costs. This reverse can be stated in
that the scale of production, and its associated costs, being determined by a con-
sumer demand sensitive to market price. The result is an endogenously determined
supply-demand equilibrium. Equilibrium is therefore partial in that an open-system
of the energy sector is considered in isolation. This has important implications in the
characterisation of demand. In the case of CGE models, demand is represented by a
broad utility function of a similar form to Equation 2.1, with Oj instead representing
consumer utility, rather than sector output. In the PE example of MARKAL (Loulou
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et al., 2004) the consumer is represented by a set of specic demand functions for each
energy-service commodity. This further reduces the degree of market interaction in
the model, sacricing computational tractability for resolution in the set of energy ser-
vices. Figure 2.1 demonstrates this interaction between the consumer demand curve
and the set of feasible power-generation technologies that comprise the equivalent
supply-curve. This example is taken from the IEA and OECD Energy Technology
Systems Analysis Program (ETSAP) documentation in reference to example TIMES
and MARKAL modelling output.
Figure 2.1: Example TIMES and MARKAL supply and demand curves.
Note(s): Source - www.etsap.org/Tools.asp (Checked 10/06/09).
A limited number of PE modelling applications are identied in the bioenergy
literature, often assessing similar questions to CGE approaches, namely: (1) biomass
competitiveness with current power generation technologies (McCarl et al., 2000);
and (2) the interaction between biomass and food production (Ignaciuk et al., 2006;
Johansson and Azar, 2007; Schneider et al., 2008). In each example the relaxation
of total equilibrium constraints facilitates a far higher technological and commod-
ity resolution. Johansson and Azar (2007) develop a detailed U.S. agricultural and
energy sector model (LUCEA) in order to assess the impact of biomass cultivation
on agricultural grazing- and crop-land availability. They model the impact on farm
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production systems (i.e. cattle-range, cattle-intensive, cattle-industrial), and the re-
sultant farm-gate prices of wheat and animal products. Ignaciuk et al. (2006) choose
to allocate their computational resource in simultaneously assessing the substitution
between energy from biomass and from fossil fuels in addition to the eects of changes
in demand for biomass on land use and associated GHG emissions. They apply their
modelling framework to a case-study of Poland. McCarl et al. (2000) expand their
Forest and Agricultural Optimisation Model (FASOM) to consider a number of new
supply chains for diverting biomass from the U.S. forestry and agricultural sectors.
It is clear that these models are not intended to consider the national, or even re-
gional, scale economies captured by the purely economic modelling approaches. They
are focussed on and thus employed in studies completed by specic sub-sectors of
the economy in supporting decision making, planning and deriving insight into the
potential impacts of widespread shifts in biomass deployment.
Both Gielen et al. (2001) and Trmborg et al. (2008) develop and apply partial
equilibrium models of the energy sector for Western Europe and Norway respectively.
Gielen et al. (2001) include a signicant degree of detail with regard to the bio-
electricity market whereas Trmborg et al. (2008) focus exclusively on heat market
technologies. In both cases xed conversion eciencies are specied, requiring the
allocation of biomass resource to a specic technology rather than the general sec-
toral substitution employed in more traditional economic approaches. Gielen et al.
(2001) apply an extended MARKAL variant, the MATTER4.2 MARKAL model, fa-
cilitating a detailed cost and GHG emissions assessment of a detailed biomass system
encompassing food, materials and energy. Trmborg et al. (2008) apply a regional-
ized partial equilibrium model (NTM II) in order to explore the impact of increased
biomass penetration within the Norwegian heat market upon prices for raw-material
(biomass and fossil fuel) and energy services. A detailed set of biomass commodities
are considered (distinguishing pellets, briquettes, wood chips etc.), applicable to a
range of heat-provision technologies. Market sectors are therefore prescribed owing to
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the particular biomass technology that they are anticipated to deploy (i.e. household
pellet stoves, wood-based district heating).
We should recognise that data requirements often become the dominant constraint
in the development of such ambitious models. Indeed, van Beeck (1999) identies
data-requirements, both their nature and degree of aggregation, as a factor in the
general classication of energy models. The Top-down economic CGE models that
were discussed above require long-term annual sectoral production, consumption and
price data in order to derive model parameters and establish initial, equilibrium sys-
tem states (e.g. the GTAP databases, Reilly and Paltsev 2008). These data sets are
highly aggregated, often publicly available, and embody little specic technological
detail. In contrast, the development of increasingly Bottom-up, engineering models
begins to infringe upon private sector commercial advantage. Detailed engineering
models require a rich set of xed, variable, capital, operating and maintenance costs,
eciencies, utilisation rates, capacity bounds and specic plant-component costing
correlations (e.g. Caputo et al. 2005). The transition from economic to engineering
models correlates with a shift from governmental (public) to commercial (private)
agency. With this transition, the model purpose shifts from determining socially
optimal states to the identication of opportunities for private advantage.
2.3 Engineering Design Models
Engineering design models are considered as distinct from partial equilibrium analyses
in that they abstract themselves from market interactions and focus exclusively on
individual technologies, technological systems, and the measure of performance. At
the range of scales of interest here (i.e unit operation up to enterprise and infrastruc-
ture wide), these models typically focus upon technology cost, present value project
appraisal and, more recently, environmental impact assessment (Stefanis et al., 1995).
Here we proceed in reviewing the application of the engineering design paradigm,
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specically in application to bioenergy systems.
2.3.1 Plant Scale Assessments
The assessment of technologies for bioenergy conversion at the plant scale are quite
distinct in that they are rarely decoupled from issues regarding biomass supply. This
can be attributed to two factors: (1) the lack of mature biomass markets requiring
vertical integration, and thus simultaneous assessment, of the biomass supply chain;
and (2) the signicant contribution of biomass logistics costs in determining optimum
plant scale. Despite this, isolated plant assessments still provide valuable insight in
comparing alternative conversion pathways, and represent valuable data sources for in-
tegration into system-wide modelling approaches. At one extreme, Aden et al. (2002)
present the results of a detailed design project for a lignocellulosic bioethanol plant.
They present rigorous unit-process performance and cost data, detailed mass and en-
ergy balances embodied within stream tables and supporting owsheet schematics.
A reduction in technical detail concurrent with an increasing technological scope is
presented by Bridgwater et al. (2002) in presenting a modular, analytical cost model
for a range of thermochemical conversion technologies. They make an important con-
tribution in identifying both capital and operating economies of scale in addition to
eciencies of scale. Hamelinck et al. (2005b) develop a similar, modular conversion
and cost model for a range of lignocellulosic conversion platforms. They characterise
each platform with regard to specic feedstock component conversion eciencies (e.g.
lignin, cellulose, hemicellulose to their respective reaction products) in addition to
specic steam pressure, power and enzyme input requirements.
It is only when biomass supply is considered simultaneously with plant design that
we begin to see the development of optimisation thinking, and ultimately optimisa-
tion model formulations in application to integrated bioenergy-systems design. These
simple models emerge initially as detailed cost models coupled to supply-side as-
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sessments of biomass availability, purchase and logistics (Caputo et al., 2005; Mitchell
et al., 1995). Caputo et al. (2005) present a detailed cost model comprising purchased
equipment cost correlations as functions of combustion and gasication plant scale.
Logistics are considered as a separate entity, subject to technological, congurational
and parametric sensitivity for xed plant capacities. The Bioenergy Assessment Model
(BEAM) developed by Mitchell et al. (1995) identies and assesses issues arising at
biomass conversion interfaces for a range of biomass harvesting and thermochemical
conversion technologies. Issues are identied in (1) biomass production (i.e. particle
size variation, storage location and conditions, transport, drying requirements) and
(2) electricity generation (regarding fuel clean-up). Whilst Mitchell et al. (1995) do
consider the resulting interplay between plant economies of scale and the biomass
supply curve, the style of presentation remains supply-chain component and tech-
nology centric, with trends emerging from sensitivity analyses sampling at discrete
operational capacities.
It is therefore a natural progression to the development of explicit optimisation
approaches arising in response to the counteracting forces of biomass logistics costs
and economies of scale. Here, biomass supply curves are specied endogenously as a
function of resource density, network tortuosity, geometric and geographical factors
(Overend, 1982) and coupled to aggregate-plant capital and operating cost corre-
lations. Both supply and conversion costs are specied as continuous functions of
plant scale. These analytical formulations therefore facilitate the identication of op-
timal biomass conversion plant scale under cost minimisation or prot maximisation
objectives. Such approaches have been applied in the analysis of coring biomass
with coal (De and Assadi, 2009), combustion power generation (Gan, 2007; Kumar
et al., 2003; Jenkins, 1997), biogas plants (Walla and Schneeberger, 2008), biofuel
production (Nguyen and Prince, 1996; Kaylen et al., 2000) and a range of biorenery
platforms (Wright and Brown, 2007). Such extensive application is testament to the
requirement for integrated, technologically explicit supply and demand assessments
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for biomass systems. However, despite detailed production cost data, these models
are compromised by poorly characterised economies of scale. This remains an issue
of concern regarding the sensitivity of optimal plant-size to economies of scale coe-
cients (Jenkins, 1997). Furthermore, these analytical formulations are limited in that
they apply system-wide averaged biomass resource densities and distribution topolo-
gies. The integration of resource supply, and energy demand, distributions into the
analysis is therefore considered by analysing the single conversion site as a component
within a multi-site, multi-echelon supply chain.
2.3.2 Supply Chain Modelling
The engineering design paradigm has been progressively expanded through the devel-
opment and application of models for the design and operation of integrated supply
chains. Owing to the strong system interactions with biomass supply distribution, lo-
gistics, and conversion technologies, supply chain wide assessments are highly relevant
in application to the bioenergy sector. Furthermore, these tools have the capacity to
model Bottom-up dynamics relevant at the integrated production and distribution
system level. An illustrative example of a hypothetical biomass supply-chain is pro-
vided in Figure 2.2. This clearly distinguishes the sequential processing stages through
which biomass must pass en-route to conversion facilities and, ultimately, the energy
consumer. A range of potential operations at each stage are identied.
Figure 2.2: A hypothetical biomass supply chain
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Applications to agricultural supply chain studies (Zuo et al., 1991; Cundi et al.,
1996) demonstrate the applicability of linear programming (LP) and mixed-integer
programming (MIP) modelling approaches to the co-ordination of multi-site harvest,
storage and transport processes. They also highlight the need to incorporate detail
regarding the physical properties of specic biomass commodities. The study by
Cundi et al. (1996) develops an LP model for the design of biomass storage capacity
and conversion-plant delivery schedule. The system studied consists of 20 discrete
biomass producers distributed in relation to a centralised conversion facility. Both
producer production and conversion plant consumption are exogenously specied. A
requirement for high timescale denition during the harvesting period, which can
be very short (daily) in comparison to the planning resolution elsewhere (monthly)
is recognised. Zuo et al. (1991) develop a suite of LP, MIP and hybrid models,
derived from the operations research literature, for the conguration of a large-scale
agricultural production and distribution network. They consider an interconnected
system of 20 facilities and 23 sales regions. Further agri-chain analysis is completed by
Gigler et al. (2002) in applying a dynamic programming (DP) framework for supply
chain optimization. Optimisation is completed to determine cost-minimal supply
strategies for Willow through predened, spatially-distributed agents.
The application of operations research methodologies is extended by Gunnarsson
et al. (2004) in applying a classical facility location formulation (Aikens, 1985) for a
two-level, capacitated, facility location problem over the planning horizon for wood
fuels. The authors recognise the need for annual planning where scheduling of harvest
is made in addition to ecient transportation and storage planning on a monthly basis
(consistent with the multi-scale dynamic problem posed by Cundi et al. 1996); thus
identifying a clear applicability of supply chain analysis at both planning and opera-
tional timescales. Relevant strategic planning situations are presented for a Swedish
case study. Another MILP optimisation approach is applied by De Mol et al. (1997)
in determining optimal biomass types, transport method and pre-treatment options
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within the exogenously dened supply chain structure. Limited computational ca-
pacity is an apparent constraint on the scope of the model developed. The evolution
of computational power forms a key dynamic inherent in the development of mod-
elling tools. This dynamic must be distinguished from development of conceptual,
qualitative systems models within the literature.
It is recognised through observation of the existing literature that integrating
structural design elements (e.g. supply distributions, logistical costs, alternative pre-
treatment pathways etc.) into models of the biomass systems comes at the expense
of detail, and endogenous design variables, associated with the focal production and
conversion-technologies employed. For example, there exist complex interactions be-
tween biomass production, storage and delivery scheduling. These factors can intro-
duce computational constraints in a rigorous modelling framework prior to consid-
eration of supply and demand distributions or conversion technology location design
(Dunnett et al., 2007). Tatsiopolous and Tolis (2003) present an analysis of biomass
harvest, logistics and warehousing focussing on the detailed scheduling of biomass lo-
gistics and warehouse storage policy. Within their analysis they deploy an LP model
for the optimisation of biomass logistics, however their method for integrating this op-
timisation with constraints arising from harvest and warehousing policy is not clearly
presented. A number of simulation approaches have therefore been developed in order
to provide detailed insight for decision support in the biomass supply chain. In these
approaches, pseudo-optimisation is completed through identication of the least cost
system amongst that set of alternatives (case studies) investigated. Nilsson (1999a)
and Nilsson (1999b) present the Straw Handling Model (SHAM), a dynamic supply-
chain simulation model incorporating geographical and infrastructural aspects, as
well as eld drying and weather conditions. The model supports the detailed perfor-
mance assessment of exogenously specied machinery chains, management strategies,
storage and conversion plant locations. Sokhansanj et al. (2006) present a similar
study deploying their dynamic integrated biomass supply analysis and logistics model
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(IBSAL). Consistent with Nilsson (1999a), the impact of weather conditions on eld
operations (i.e. harvesting, collection, working days) and ambient drying processes are
assessed. Harvesting technologies are specied in detail with regard to their power
requirements, collection eciency, throughput capacity (t:hr 1) and typical speed.
The result is a detailed simulation of the supply chain and its economic performance;
a synergy of man-power, machine and ambient weather dynamics.
Supply chain modelling tools, employing both optimisation and simulation meth-
ods, therefore allow us to delve deep in exploring the detailed performance of xed
biomass supply chain congurations and their embedded technologies. The design
element inherent in these approaches is embodied in identifying optimal systems of
co-ordination between various supply-chain actors. However, a broader design ques-
tion emerges, in the identication of which actors to incorporate within the bioenergy
system, where they should be located, what technologies they should be equipped
with and how they should be connected within a functioning supply-chain network.
Such considerations can introduce signicant top-down constraints on supply chain
performance, and whilst exploration of alternatives through scenario analysis (Tat-
siopolous and Tolis, 2003) can provide insight, the general design problem is poorly
tackled by such methods. In developing a generic formulation of this problem, and the
associated models and algorithms for its solution, a class of design models for multi-
product, multi-echelon production and distribution networks is identied emerging
from the `process systems engineering' literature (Tsiakis et al., 2001).
This class of model employs mixed integer linear programming (MILP) techniques
in modelling the selection, location and capacitation of component technologies and
transportation ows. The work of this thesis will focus upon the development and
application of these models to the bioenergy infrastructure system. Therefore, whilst
no explicit application is identied in the literature, elements of this class of model
are identied in a number of bioenergy studies.
(De Mol et al., 1997) develop an optimisation model to design both the network
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structure, the selection of possible super-structural nodes and pre-treatment technol-
ogy location, and the mixture of biomass types supplied to a single centralised en-
ergy plant. Computational constraints require the formulation of a knapsack model
in determining the contribution of variant biomass pre-treatment classes. Bruglieri
and Liberti (2008) develop a similar network optimisation model wherein the spatial
superstructure is explicitly represented as a graph of process site vertices and inter-
connecting logistical arcs. In incorporating binary installation-decision variables for
plants at each vertex they allow a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP)
formulation to emerge. Further non-linear complexities emerge in the model formula-
tion of Freppaz et al. (2004), through introduction of the heat-power ratio for a CHP
plant as a design variable. Such non-linear formulations preclude the analysis of large
structural networks by ecient MILP algorithms (e.g. CPLEX, ILOG 2008) and are
therefore generally avoided, or reformulated, within the work of this thesis.
It is in the studies of Freppaz et al. (2004), Rentizelas et al. (2008) and, in focussing
on demand side energy logistics, Nagel (2000) that we begin to see a structural bioen-
ergy system optimisation problem crystalise into a general form. All three explicitly
consider within their analyses, factors relating to:
 Spatially distributed biomass availability;
 Biomass collection, transportation and storage costs;
 Plant/unit aggregate technological performance;
{ Location
{ Fixed capital costs
{ Variable capital costs as a function of plant scale
{ Operating and maintenance costs
{ Feedstock energetic conversion ratios
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 Energy delivery logistics costs;
{ District heat networks
{ Electrical grid connection
 Spatially and temporally disaggregate heat and power demand;
 Minimisation of whole-system annuity adjusted costs.
In formulating the above framework into a mathematical model, Freppaz et al.
(2004) apply this conceptual framework to the development of an decision support
system for regional-scale (500km2) deployment of forest biomass. Decision variables
relating to location specic harvest, logistical ows, plant capacities and their heat and
power generation ratios are considered. Extensive integration with spatially explicit
databases is highlighted. Rentizelas et al. (2008) consider the problem of optimising a
single, tri-generation (heat, power and cooling) plant installation. Decision variables
relate to biomass feedstock selection, plant location, and a detailed district heating
and cooling network design. The endogenous determination of the heat, power and
cooling output from a single plant results in a non-linear formulation. Nagel (2000)
presents a concise mixed-integer formulation for the optimisation of a municipal energy
system incorporating both household, and district heating technologies.
In considering heat delivery through district heating networks, these studies each
constrain plant locations tightly to the location of heat demand. This inherently
limits the applied studies in their degree of spatial exibility and scale. However, the
interaction between biomass availability, biomass and energy logistics costs and plant
economies of scale remains inherent as a fundamental driver of technology selection,
location and scale (as was apparent in Section 2.3.1). These factors are integrated in
spatially explicit optimisation models developed by Leduc et al. (2008) and Alfonso
et al. (2009). Leduc et al. (2008) formulate a MILP model to determine the optimal
locations, capacity and sourcing strategy of bio-methanol plants and gas stations
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in Austria. Alfonso et al. (2009) develop a similar model in application to biomass
pellet production and small scale power generation1 (< 2:0MWe). Plant locations and
capacities are optimised for three districts of the Valencian region (C.V) of Spain. In
both studies economic and environmental (i.e. kgCO2:t
 1 of biomass) objectives are
considered. However, only a single facility location decision is considered in each model
run. Neither Leduc et al. (2008) or Alfonso et al. (2009) consider the complexities of
resource allocation between multiple plant installations or competing supply chains.
They therefore associate more closely with plant-scale and supply chain analyses than
integrated infrastructure design approaches discussed in Section 2.3.3.
An additional factor of interest, considered by Nagel (2000) and Yoshizaki et al.
(1996) (in an assessment of Brazilian ethanol distribution) is the impact of tech-
nology ownership and market structure on the optimal system conguration. Nagel
(2000) considers the system optimisation from the perspective of 3 alternative agents:
the municipality; the minimal cost private-demand satisfying investor; and the prot
making investor. Recognition that the dierentiation between the agents is required
early in the system boundary denition phase is consistent with the observed require-
ment for tailored, sector-specic models (Hektor, 2000). Furthermore, Nagel (2000)
species agent-specic mathematical balances regarding regional import and surplus
sale resulting in dierent model formulations for each agent. It is therefore clear that
agent-specic inuences on the system require careful attention beyond the simple
dierentiation of cost-minimising from prot maximising behaviour. We will further
attempt to further formalise and rene the components of this generic biomass-system
design problem in the next chapter (The Bioenergy Infrastructure System).
2.3.3 Infrastructure Design
Advances in computational capacity, algorithm performance, the development of ever
more succinct mathematical formulations and a natural evolution of conceptual model
1Throughout this work, subscript e denotes units of electrical energy (power).
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potential have precluded the expansion of the supply chain modelling paradigm iden-
tied above (Tsiakis et al., 2001) to consider a more general strategic infrastructure
design problem. The precise technological, spatial and dynamic composition of a
bioenergy infrastructure is developed thoroughly in the next chapter. Here we consider
the infrastructure design problem as one which encompasses multiple raw materials,
logistical modes (i.e. road, rail, ship), pre-processing and conversion technologies, and
energy service demands; forming a superstructure (we shall dene this term more
formally in Chapter 3) of alternatives applicable at the regional and national scale.
Given this denition and scope we recognise synergies with the Bottom-up energy sys-
tems modelling approaches already identied (i.e. EFOM (Gronheit, 1997), MARKAL
(Loulou et al., 2004), MODEST (Henning, 1996)). Synergies with these approaches
must therefore be explored.
A simple superstructure is depicted in Figure 2.3. This clearly highlights the
multitude of possible interconnections within an operating biomass infrastructure;
linking multiple farm and forest sites with the consumers of bioenergy through a
dense network of logistics and conversion processes.
Figure 2.3: A hypothetical biomass infrastructure
Almansoori and Shah (2006) and Hugo et al. (2005) both develop infrastructure
optimisation models for future hydrogen demand within the transportation sector.
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Almansoori and Shah (2006) focus their study on a superstructure encompassing 3
conversion technologies (methane reforming, coal and biomass gasication), 2 stor-
age modes (liquid and compressed gas) and 4 alternative logistical modes (tube and
tanker via road and rail). A complex mathematical formulation for logistics is iden-
tied incorporating a large number of binary variables, upper and lower bounds on
logistical ows, and a detailed cost model. Results are presented for a UK case study,
represented as a grid of 34 discrete locations. Hugo et al. (2005) shift their focus
from the detailed spatial-logistical system, instead considering the strategic dynamics
of infrastructure systems and the interaction between economic and environmental
performance metrics. The principle objective of their model is stated as \to support
the optimal strategic investment planning and asset management of hydrogen supply
chain networks over a long-term future horizon". They identify a four tier decision
support structure inherent in the analysis:
 Level 1: Strategic supply chain design;
{ Selection of primary feedstocks
{ Allocation of conversion technologies to sites
{ Assignment of logistics to link production sites to forecourt markets
 Level 2: Capacity and shut-down planning;
{ Capacity planning of production, distribution and refueling technologies
{ Shut down of production, distribution and refueling technologies
 Level 3: Production planning;
{ Procurement, production, logistical ows and demand satised in each
period
 Level 4:
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{ Computation of nancial and ecological objectives;
{ Multi-objective optimisation to establish optimal compromise solutions
This comprehensive model scope embodies a broad range of factors implicit in
general energy system modelling approaches, namely feedstock selection and strategic
scheduling of technology installation and shut-down. Distinctions in the approaches
of Almansoori and Shah (2006) and Hugo et al. (2005) are observed in the detailed
consideration of technology location, specic-plant capacity and logistical ows. As
is recognised in the literature reviewed above, these factors are inuential in the
performance of specic bioenergy supply-chains and therefore require consideration
in the design of bioenergy systems. The application of a static formulation of this
framework to the analysis of lignocellulosic-bioethanol supply-chains has already been
demonstrated by Dunnett et al. (2008). The focus of this study was in identifying
the potential for systems employing decentralised pre-processing technologies coupled
with intermediate-concentration ethanol (i.e. `crude' ethanol) logistics. Whilst limited
potential for such systems was identied, the demonstration of model principle was
successful and thus future applications to specic case-studies should largely supersede
heuristic-derived ethanol infrastructure design methodologies employed to date (e.g.
Reynolds 2002).
It is interesting to observe that the evolution of the general strategic infrastructure
design problem within the elds of process systems engineering and supply chain
analysis was superseded within the elds of regional science and economic geography
by nearly 20 years. Norman (1979) presents a model of the UK cement industry
which bears a striking resemblance to those of Hugo et al. (2005), Almansoori and
Shah (2006), Dunnett et al. (2008).
Despite clear similarities in mathematical formulation, The thesis of Norman
(1979) is constructed from three underpinning theories quite obscure in the tradi-
tional supply chain management and process engineering communities. These are
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listed here with reference to their seminal works:
 Least Cost Theory (Weber, 1929)
 Central Place Theory (Losch, 1954)
 Interdependence Theory (Hotelling, 1929)
The rst of these, Weber's Least Cost theory, develops a spatial economy embody-
ing distributed resources, demands, technologies and interconnecting transportation.
It therefore represents perhaps the rst formal model embodying those \general fac-
tors of location which are applicable to a greater of lesser degree in every industry"
(Weber, 1929). The latter two theories (Losch, 1954; Hotelling, 1929) focus on the
establishment of market areas through competitive interaction between rms. Whilst
Least Cost theory considers heterogeneous market areas with xed consumption speci-
ed at distinct locations, Losch (1954) introduces demand side considerations through
the prescription of a specic demand curve for each consumption agent. The resulting
spatial distribution of market areas is therefore an inherent result of supply and de-
mand function equilibrium, emerging in relation to resource availability (in this case
a heterogeneous plain). This relates quite clearly to the partial equilibrium model
behaviors identied in Section 2.2, however now being fundamentally linked to the
spatial distribution of agents. Whilst Losch (1954) considers the case of many such
economic agents, Hotelling (1929) considers situations of only a few agents. This
provides a theoretical basis for the assessment for oligopolistic market structures,
highlighting the potential impact of variant market forms and the resulting modes of
inter-agent competition on the spatial conguration of economic systems.
An important contribution, in combining the theories of Weber (1929) and Losch
(1954) to form a general theory of location, is provided by Isard (1960). Moses (1958),
a student of Isard, derives a critical conclusion from this branch of analysis: that
prot maximisation of the individual rm requires a proper adjustment of output, in-
put combination, location and price. Furthermore, he observes that the optimisation
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of these 4 variables can be derived from traditional economic theories of supply and
demand, with \no need for much of the esoteric paraphernalia sometimes employed
by location specialists". The crucial development upon Weberian location theory is
the replacement of constant coecients of production, providing rms with a techno-
logical exibility through the ability to substitute between factors of production (i.e.
feedstocks). The result is the inseparability of three fundamental design variables:
the optimum output; the optimum combination of inputs; and the optimum location.
The work of Norman (1979) therefore forms a direct link between the infrastruc-
ture design models emergent from the engineering domain with the rich literature
of spatial economics, economic geography and regional science. Furthermore, owing
to its economic foundations, synergies with the general and partial equilibrium mod-
elling approaches identied in Section 2.2 are highlighted. This brings us full circle,
via the applications of engineering design approaches in modelling the performance
of the bioenergy systems, to the energy sector market equilibrium that forms the
basis of MARKAL (Loulou et al., 2004). It is therefore recognised explicitly that
cost-minimising optimisation approaches, in contrast to consumer and producer sur-
plus maximisation, represent merely a simplifying assumption in the analysis of both
industrial and energy systems.
We have observed how, under constraints of computational tractability, the degree
of sectoral, technological, temporal, and to a limited extent spatial aggregation has a
signicant bearing on the classes of modelling tools developed and applied in energy
system analysis. It is central to this thesis, owing to its signicant inuence upon the
form and function of bioenergy system, that we turn our attention in detail to the
spatial dimension. This can be considered twofold, regarding: (1) the absolute scale
of the system boundaries (i.e. national, regional, local, project); and (2) the disaggre-
gation of bounded space into discrete locations (i.e. the spatial resolution). It is the
second of these features, and its relationship to a detailed hierarchy of spatial eects
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observed in biomass systems, that we focus upon here in identifying those modelling
approaches that focus in detail on the spatial distribution of material resources and
market demand. These models are henceforth referred to as being spatially explicit.
2.4 Spatially Explicit Modelling
Spatially explicit analyses have been identied in multi-regional Top-down general
equilibrium (McDonald et al., 2006; Reilly and Paltsev, 2008), Bottom-up partial equi-
librium (Remme et al., 2001), and dedicated engineering design models (Almansoori
and Shah, 2006; Cundi et al., 1996; Freppaz et al., 2004). In each of these analyses,
spatial distributions typically take the form of a set of nodes, each representing an ag-
gregated `local' system, embedded within an interconnecting logistical network. This
section focusses on those tools applied in characterising these localised systems from
bottom-up spatial factor distributions, locating them within a multi-scale conceptual
model synergetic with the energy systems modelling literature identied above. This
contrasts with eorts to disaggregate and spatially allocate Top-down data collected
at continental and national scales.
The principle category of tools applied in spatially explicit analyses are Geo-
graphical Information Systems (GIS). In their most generic form, GIS tools facili-
tate the handling of spatially orientated parameters through co-ordinate referenced
data-structures. These are typically integrated with visualisation and analysis tools.
Such systems are particularly applicable to renewable energy analysis (Dagnall et al.,
2000) wherein resource availability (wind, topological gradient, biomass), accessibil-
ity of resource and demand centres (particularly with reference to heat markets) are
distributed heterogeneously within the spatial energy system domain. This is in stark
contrast to the highly centralised fossil fuel mining, rening and electrical genera-
tion infrastructure. GIS methodologies are of particular interest in the assessment
of broadly distributed biomass resources owing to their ability to integrate multiple
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data-bases regarding fundamental yield inuencing parameters (temperature, rainfall,
soil-type, topography), agricultural land-classication, and extraction feasibility cri-
terion (e.g. road network accessability). The development of empirical yield models
for biomass energy crops as a function of spatially disaggregated parameters has been
demonstrated by Aylott et al. (2008) and Richter et al. (2008). The subsequent de-
velopment of detailed spatial yield maps, coupled with cultivation and harvest cost
models, can support decisions regarding the site-specic selection of optimally yielding
bioenergy crops. Downing and Graham (1996) present an example of a fully integrated
analysis of energy crop supply costs in the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) region
of the United States. The results of the detailed spatially explicit analysis are aggre-
gated into supply curves at the regional scale for subsequent application in higher-
level, multi-regional assessments; thus facilitating genuinely Bottom-up, multi-scale
model development and integration. Example output from such an analysis completed
by Bauen et al. (2009) is provided in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. In application to England
and Wales, high resolution yield maps for a range of energy crops support the identi-
cation of the maximum energy crop yield achievable in each parcel (Figure 2.4) and
the optimum energy crop on this basis (Figure 2.5). Linking these maps with detailed
harvest and logistical cost models has supported the analysis of national energy crop
supply-curves and the design of optimal supply-strategies for co-ring.
An important application of GIS is recognised in the application of multiple con-
straint layers/grids in order to identify those locations and logistical pathways which
are valid with respect to a number of siting conditions. These so termed `overlay'
analyses can support the design of spatial networks connecting resource supply, con-
version technologies and energy demand analogous to those identied in Section 2.3.2.
Dagnall et al. (2000) present an example of overlay analysis. Priority sites for a cen-
tralised anaerobic digestion (AD) plant development are identied through successive
screening of each discrete geographical locus. Heuristic constraints on radial feedstock
availability, road network locality, environmental sensitivity (i.e. nitrate leaching risk)
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Figure 2.4: Spatial distribution of maximum energy crop yields. Notes: The
maximum energy crop yield in each 1km2 parcel is expressed.
and locality of electricity grid sub-stations are formulated. These constraints were
mapped successively onto the region of interest in order to generate a set of feasible
site locations. A similar site-candidacy analysis is presented by Graham et al. (2000).
This study incorporates a GIS analysis of switchgrass yield and production costs sim-
ilar to that presented by Downing and Graham (1996) (discussed above). This crop
information is coupled with a logistics assessment in order to develop a detailed map
specifying marginal delivery cost estimates for pre-specied conversion plant scales
at each location. Locations exhibiting threshold feasible delivered biomass costs are
identied. Graham et al. (1997) present a similar analysis wherein a candidate set
of pre-scaled conversion-plant locations, regularly distributed across the study re-
gion, are assessed with respect to their marginal biomass supply cost. They deploy
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Figure 2.5: Spatial distribution of maximum yielding energy crops. Notes: The
energy crop exhibiting the maximum yield in Figure 2.4 is selected.
GIS tools in characterising the logistical network in detail, accounting for river cross-
ings, gradient and road quality. Graham et al. (1997) conclude that plant-location
feasibility assessments that deploy supply-curves based on aggregate farm-gate price
information and uniform transportation costs can be misleading. In extending the
GIS assessment to energy-vector delivery, Batzias et al. (2005) couple GIS derived
forecasts for biogas production from livestock manure with an assessment of potential
biogas injection into the natural gas distribution network. The analysis proceeds to
develop spatially explicit forecasts of biogas demand for heat, power and transport
applications. Voivontas et al. (2001) present an algorithm that implements a GIS tool
in developing a map of site-specic biomass availability and power-infrastructure grid
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access. Candidate plants are screened for feasibility through an iterative increase in
supply radius up to a heuristically dened upper limit. Production costs are deter-
mined incorporating an assessment of biomass delivery via the detailed road network
and high-voltage grid connection cost.
At the national scale, the identication of `priority' areas with regard to strate-
gic characterisation of bioenergy resource availability and demand can be facilitated
through GIS approaches. Two contrasting methodologies are presented by Schneider
et al. (2001), in assessing energy crop supply potential in Northeastern Brazil, and
Masera et al. (2006), in identifying regions of supply and demand imbalance for three
national case studies (Mexico, Senegal and Slovenia). The methodology of Schneider
et al. (2001) is rooted in an analytical biomass growth model calculating biomass pro-
ductivity at a regional scale using spatially explicit data for soil texture, soil depth,
solar insolation, ambient temperature, and precipitation. Subsequent factor overlay
analysis, accounting for susceptibility to degradation, agricultural activities and land
cover type, clearly highlights those areas which are preferential for energy crop de-
velopment and thus those areas which may require both careful management and/or
environmental protection in developing a bioenergy infrastructure. Masera et al.
(2006) demonstrate the applicability of a broad range of demographic, industrial pro-
ductivity and land-cover databases in the assessment of both supply and demand for
wood fuels. Detailed resource availability and consumption estimates are generated
and regions of net-supply decit/surplus (`hot spots ') are highlighted. Furthermore, a
number of potential scenarios are postulated wherein demographic and technological
shifts are considered with respect to a 2010 horizon. Identication of regions that
may exhibit future supply surplus/decit can aid in the design of robust policies in
order to facilitate eective technological, infrastructural and behavioral development.
The detailed characterisation of resource location, plant site candidates and lo-
cations of distributed biomass energy demand through GIS approaches has therefore
been demonstrated. The potential for integrating GIS analyses within infrastructure
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design models, specically those employing optimisation approaches, is therefore of
great interest. It is with this general objective in mind that Church (2002) outlines
the clear benets of coupling spatially explicit data-structures with facility location
models. Harnessing the capacity of GIS tools for data entry, spatial data organiza-
tion, spatial measurement (e.g. a distance matrix) and the mapping solution output is
recommended, as in most cases it is not cost eective to independently develop such
software functions for a location study. The Proctor & Gamble case study presented
by Camm et al. (1997) is cited as an excellent example of integrated GIS and facility
location models applied within cooperate decision support systems. Spatially explicit
output visualisation is recognised as a valuable tool in location decision support.
The integration of GIS systems with increasingly rigorous facility location algo-
rithms for bioenergy systems has been demonstrated. Panichelli and Gnansounou
(2008) present their BIOAL algorithm for the design of least-cost bioenergy sys-
tems incorporating multiple plant locations. A GIS resource assessment identies
a detailed set of resource nodes, characterised by availability and farmgate biomass
cost, whilst an LP model minimises delivery cost to each candidate plant location
via the road network. The BIOAL algorithm is then employed to determine least-
cost allocation of biomass resources between sets of candidate plants. However, the
algorithm, in attempting rigorous supply and demand site matching, is only demon-
strated for 2-plant systems and the feasibility of extension to multi-site systems is not
demonstrated. Venema and Calamai (2003) develop a hierarchical two-stage location-
allocation problem based on the p-median problem (PMP) for the design of bioenergy
infrastructures in rural India. GIS is again integrated deployed in identifying biomass-
supply and domestic-demand locations, and in screening for candidate commercial
conversion plant locations. They employ a Genetic Algorithm in solving the integer
PMP formulation. Exhaustive global optimisation is not sought. The bioenergy spa-
tial design problem is recognised as one where access to a pool of strong-candidate
solutions for further screening is more valuable than the optimality of any partic-
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ular solution. Dong (2008) builds upon the work of Venema and Calamai (2003),
developing a p-uncapacitated facility location problem for the spatial optimisation of
bioenergy systems. Least cost energy systems are designed, embodying decisions on
resource extraction and plant-site location, technology selection (2 alternative power
generation technologies are considered) and logistics network design. Dong (2008) also
presents, in detail, a comprehensive GIS-based site candidacy analysis incorporating
residential, oodplain, slope, airport locality (concerning chimney discharge safety),
and environmentally sensitive area location data. The model, solved again by GA,
represents a comprehensive framework for the integration of detailed GIS data and
systems design at a range of spatial scales.
The p-median location-allocation models developed by Dong (2008) and Ven-
ema and Calamai (2003) emerge from the discipline of Operations Research (OR).
These models typically adhere to strict model formulations coupled with structured,
problem-specic algorithms in order to enhance computational eciency in solution.
As a result they appear capable of handling a large number of discrete locations in
solution. Dong (2008) considers 87 candidate sites supplied from 2835 resource nodes.
In demonstrating a more exible engineering approach to model formulation and so-
lution, Freppaz et al. (2004) reduce the spatial resolution of their analysis to consider
only 6 candidate sites supplied by 370 aggregated resource parcels. The detailed
logistics formulation implemented in a spatially explicit analysis of a UK future hy-
drogen infrastructure by Almansoori and Shah (2006), incorporates only 34 discrete,
interconnected regions. At the extremes, the large CGE models incorporating global
trade ows (McDonald et al., 2006; Reilly and Paltsev, 2008) consider a limited set of
15-20 regions, whereas near-optimal solutions to large-scale facility location problems
exploiting the highly-specic OR formulations alluded to above have been demon-
strated for instances in excess of 3000 supply and 3000 demand locations (Barahona
and Chudak, 2005). Whilst it is unfair to compare model spatial resolution directly
with model form without considering the general purpose, computational capacity
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available and time constraints specic to each analysis, there exists a clear trade o
between model mechanistic detail and the spatial resolution at which activity location
and logistical interconnections are characterised.
The feasible development of spatially-explicit analyses for the design of bioenergy
systems has been demonstrated. Supported through GIS tools for the handling, ma-
nipulation and visualisation of spatial data, a number of integrated assessments have
been completed, focussed across the bioenergy supply chain. These include: (1) high-
resolution resource assessments for both quantity and farmgate-cost; (2) logistical cost
analyses incorporating details of the road network topography; (3) candidate site lo-
cation screening through multi-factor overlay analysis; (4) facility location-allocation
matching and capacitation; and (5) mapping energy distribution infrastructure and
demand locations. Methods for the integration of these Bottom-up, spatially explicit
analyses into higher-level infrastructure design models will be explored within the
work of this thesis.
2.5 Limits to Bioenergy Modelling?
In the preceding discussion, a rich and ambitious conceptual model of the bioenergy
system has started to emerge without bounds. It is perhaps required therefore to
consider potential limits to the capacity of bioenergy systems modelling as tools for
decision making. In this vein Roos and Rakos (2000) discuss a broad range of issues
associated specically (although not exclusively) with the modelling of the bioenergy
system. They recognise three key features of bioenergy systems which have limited
the predictive power of quantitative modelling approaches. First, the applicability
of specic biomass fuels sources and conversion technologies can be highly localised,
with markets often resulting from highly specic local industry conditions (i.e. US
and Swedish forestry infrastructure). Madlener and Myles (2000) support this point,
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highlighting the diculty in quantifying supply side eects due to the highly case-
specic, social relationships implicit in focused local economies. Secondly, the quality
and quantity of available data associated with highly-localised, immature bioenergy
markets and conversion technologies preclude general sectoral analysis. In particular,
poor empirical correlations are observed in analysing bioenergy markets arising from
hidden opportunity costs and local specicities. Finally, the by-product nature of
bioenergy in contrast to the dedicated infrastructure, technology and market of the
nuclear or oil generation sectors, results in a highly complex system at the whim of
exogenous market forces. This is of particular interest to the UK system wherein the
strategic role of domestic and industrial waste within the bioenergy system requires
clarication at a policy level (DEFRA, 2007a).
Roos and Rakos (2000) also recognised a number of issues that bring into doubt the
validity of traditional economic analyses of community-scale and domestic bioenergy
deployment, in particular when aggregated to regional and national scales. Highly
localised knowledge pervades the sector resulting in large disparities in information
availability and technological know-how which can signicantly inuence project costs.
Furthermore, it is recognised that in response to energy costs, private households
and communities perceive the economics of an energy system in a fundamentally
dierent manner to that of a company. Strategic motivations are also observed to
vary signicantly between the local biomass fuel producer and large energy companies.
Endogenising the value and information structures that support such heterogeneity in
agents therefore represents a complex, and perhaps impenetrable barrier to bioenergy
systems modelling. Roos and Rakos (2000) suggest a solution; that the modeller
might \spend as much time in the eld investigating the real problems of bioenergy
introduction, as in front of the computer."
Hektor (2000), in summarizing his experience on a wide range of bioenergy projects,
calls for planning models to suit the purpose; not generated for utilization as standard
tools. With view to potential model scope the author warns of potentially inconsistent
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feasibility of solutions generated for national planning in contrast to local focus pro-
grams; a result of bottom-up constraints arising from highly localised factors that are
not observable when aggregated at higher-levels. Regarding the economic assessment
of projects, despite their consistent unit basis (i.e. $, $, Euros etc.), Hektor (2000)
recognises that a clear distinction between values, costs (prices), and money (i.e. cap-
ital requirements) is required. The applied rate of interest in modelling project value
is also highlighted as critical; a value between 2-5% is suggested.
Madlener and Myles (2000), in assessment of existing modelling tools applicable
analysis of the socio-economic aspects of bioenergy systems, further highlight the gen-
eral requirement for dierentiation between national planning and localised solution
resolution. They identify a broad range of benets associated with local bioenergy
production that is not often incorporated into national-scale planning models. In par-
ticular, social aspects regarding increased social cohesion and stability (particularly
regarding the mitigation of rural depopulation), employment and its eects on labour
and population mobility require analysis. It is of note that models derived from the
eld of economics (e.g. Norman 1979) explicitly recognise labour as a spatially dis-
tributed factor of production, whereas engineering approaches assume that sucient
labour is always available. Madlener and Myles (2000) also recognise that the level
and nature of capital investment, local good and service availability, regional mone-
tary leaks, the time scale of both construction and operation, and governmental policy
all have substantial impact on the applicability and interpretation of plant impacts
with regard to geographical scale. The result of the review completed is that majority
of the models reviewed are in agreement with the views of both Hektor (2000) and
Mitchell (2000); the preference being to write models from scratch for each specic
application rather than adapting existing models. The requirement to assess energy
systems at the project scale in order to observe the full complement of benets and
feasibility constraints is further re-enforced.
Both Mitchell (2000) and Overend and Mitchell (2000) are in agreement in that
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for all the potential of bioenergy modeling practice, the complexity of the system
regularly brings to the attention of the decision maker more questions than it solves.
Overend and Mitchell (2000) propose that the modeling of widespread land realloca-
tion is self defeating; any resultant system will be so far removed from the dened
system of study that any potential information to be drawn from the model about
the future system would become irrelevant and thus decisions on comparative futures
inconsistent. This seems a rather negative outlook, particularly in light of the capac-
ity for economic equilibrium approaches to provide insight regarding the re-allocation
of biomass resources (including land) between sectors (Johansson and Azar, 2007).
Furthermore, the task of planning wide-spread land-use change cannot be ignored; it
is imperative in tackling climate change and achieving ambitious 80% reductions in
carbon dioxide emissions in relation to 1990 levels by 2050 (Committee on Climate
Change, 2008). Roos and Rakos (2000) argue that uncertainties arising through the
location of bioenergy within highly localised market conditions, lack of any global
markets and the by-product nature of many biomass fuels result in a requirement
for highly case specic models if any predictive insight is to be derived at all. The
concerns of the experts discussed here are heeded. The modelling philosophy taken
forward within this thesis is therefore an open one striving to gain insight into the be-
haviour of the bioenergy system, to identify its mechanisms, and develop a modelling
framework with which to support focussed analysis at the project level.
So far in this review we have highlighted a broad range of technical and spa-
tial modelling approaches developed and applied in the analysis of energy, and more
specically bioenergy, systems. Despite expansive scope in the spatial, dynamic and
technological dimensions this body of literature has limited its focus almost exclu-
sively to the economic performance of subject systems. In shifting our focus to the
assessment and quantication of environmental impact we identify a powerful new
paradigm routed rmly within a whole-systems modelling philosophy. This emergent
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body of literature is categorised and referred to here as Life-Cycle-Assessment (LCA).
2.6 Life Cycle Assessment
Whilst cost analysis of bioenergy systems provides insight into the economic behaviour
and resulting feasibility of such systems, it does not directly assess a predominant
driver of the bioenergy sector (McKendry, 2002a); namely that of the net-reduction
of carbon-dioxide to the atmosphere. Although there exists a substantial body of
work which has assessed the environmental impacts of bioenergy (of which a selection
is presented below), few studies have attempted to incorporate environmental impact
assessment as a core component of analytical modelling method (Freire et al. (2002),
Hu et al. (2006) and Hugo and Pistikopoulos (2005) representing exceptions to this
rule). Furthermore, although the environmental impacts of isolated process chains
reect to some degree the potential benets through substitution of existing processes,
it is only in analysis of the complete life cycle (from cradle-to-grave) of the process
that a true quantication of its impact on the environment can be determined. As
such, a complete systems analysis methodology termed Life-Cycle-Assessment (LCA,
ISO-14040 1997) is proposed in order to provide a framework for identication and
quantication of process impact on the environment.
The generation of detailed carbon and energy balances for bioenergy fuel chains
form the crux of the feasibility assessment studies within the eld of bioenergy decision
making processes (Elsayed et al., 2003). In compiling such balances, methodological
advances within the eld of LCA since the early 1990s have resulted in it becoming a
widely accepted procedure for such process evaluation with regard to energy use and
environmental impact assessment in both the private and public domains (Azapagic,
1999).
Explicit application of the dened LCA framework (ISO-14040, 1997) is, in prac-
tice, representative of only a limited range of the studies incorporating methodological
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LCA elements (the argument can, and perhaps should, be inverted to state that LCA
incorporates a limited range of methods shared throughout the broader systems mod-
elling community). The importance of goal and scope denition (ISO-14042, 2000)
being of particular relevance within broad bioenergy systems analysis (Carbon Trust
(2005), Woods and Bauen (2003)) for decision making. The applicability of life cycle
inventory (LCI) analysis (ISO-14042, 2000) in the assessment of specic bioenergy
option energy economics (Forsberg (2000a), Yoshida et al. (2003)) is also clear; the
full LCA evaluation of environmental burden and human risk lying beyond any such
research scope. Even in the case that no direct reference to the LCA framework is
cited (Groscurth et al., 2000), it is clear that the components of LCA analysis form a
comprehensive modelling basis for bioenergy feasibility and impact assessment.
In dening specic modelling issues within the eld of LCA, Forsberg (2000b)
nds limited scope for complexity in the solution of steady state linear problems
(the model category within which the large majority of LCA studies exist). Whilst
the core modelling principles of formulation, construction, derivation, testing and
implementation (Rivett, 1980) are dened strongly within the LCA guidelines, the low
degree of computational complexity in purist LCA studies results in few numerical
modelling issues arising. Thus it appears that the challenge concerning modelling
with LCA is the integration of the large system boundaries and heavy data handling
requirements into the more traditional systems design, optimization, uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis methodologies.
Azapagic (1999) presents the potential role for LCA within process selection
through system boundary expansion in assessment of Best Practicable Environmental
Option (BPEO) and Best Available Technique Not Entailing Excessive Cost (BAT-
NEEC) abatement alternatives. Yoshida et al. (2003) present a typical example of
such a study wherein the LCI is utilised to scope, justify and quantify the boundaries
within the development of an overall energy system model for 3 current electrical gen-
eration processes. However, this represents merely a `bolt-on' LCA procedure within
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the scoping of a more focussed issue. Azapagic (1999) discusses the integration of
LCA alongside economic and technological considerations at an early stage of process
development through an integrated `Life Cycle Process Design' (LCPD) methodol-
ogy. It is advocated that the full supply chain should be included within the design
framework; supplier compliance with stringent, LCA dened environmental standards
forming a key decision criterion.
Azapagic (1999) provides an overview of the potential for integration of LCA into
an optimisation framework. Freire et al. (2002), Hu et al. (2006) and Hugo and Pis-
tikopoulos (2005) expand upon this proposition in detail with regard to the application
of multi objective optimisation in facilitating simultaneous economic, environmental
and energy aspects in systems analysis. Freire et al. (2002) initially present a simple
form of prot maximization objective whilst constraining the resulting environmen-
tal burden as determined through a Life Cycle Activity Analysis (LCAA) procedure.
However, the desired incorporation of environmental (minimization), farmers' surplus
(maximization) and governmental expenditure (through subsidy of biofuels, mini-
mization) objectives is overwhelming and the issue is tackled through a reference
point approach. Aspiration levels relating to 12 multi-criteria analysis parameters
are utilised to nd new `compromised', optimum solutions. This need to expand
to a multi-criteria optimisation approach is recognised by Hugo and Pistikopoulos
(2005) in that minimizing an LCA dened environmental impact as a design objec-
tive, rather than a constraint on operations, can lead to the discovery of novel process
alternatives that achieved dual environmental and economic optimality. They present
a dual objective function model resulting in the generation of result sets which clearly
demonstrate the detrimental action of economically favourable solutions on environ-
mental impact (also recognised by Chinese and Meneghetti 2003). Further expansion
to a three objective function set is presented wherein the representation of Pareto
surfaces allow visualisation of alternative solution trade-os.
Hu et al. (2006) apply the multi-objective optimization framework to a cassava-
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based fuel ethanol chain. A detailed life cycle framework is identied and whilst
external cost, net energy yield and life cycle cost functions are developed, they are
combined within a `cost of net energy' indicator which is subsequently minimized.
Whilst this provides point optimal solutions, the quality of such information to the
decision maker in contrast to the Pareto surfaces generated by Hugo and Pistikopoulos
(2005) is surely reduced. The value of modelling output to the decision maker is not in
providing solutions open to debate upon the validity of `subjective' criteria weighting,
but in provision of an objectively optimized, non-inferior solution set from which a
preferential solution can be extracted.
Elsayed et al. (2003) compile a comprehensive review of LCA studies relating to
the eld of bioenergy in order to generate detailed energy and emissions inventories
for 23 distinct fuel chains (dierentiated through fuel resource, form and conversion
technology). They highlight the importance of transparency within such studies with
regard to the origin of basic data, parameters and assumption basis. Without such
transparency, the validity of any model outputs and subsequent decision making pro-
cesses (quantitative and qualitative) are deemed open to criticism. The relevance of
the studies surveyed were therefore screened heavily on the transparency of the liter-
ature in addition to the geographical location and output metrics deemed applicable
to their own objectives.
The work of Kaltschmitt et al. (1997) is recognised by Elsayed et al. (2003) as
exhibiting exceptional quality with regard to the transparency of the analysis pro-
vided. They incorporate the treatment of airborne pollutants (NOx, SO2, Benzol
etc.), specic furnace emission models, high resolution fertilizer balances and agri-
cultural practice models in a detailed assessment of 19 bioenergy carriers. Applying
a consistent LCA procedure to a broad range of fuel chains provides an invaluable
resource in allowing unbiased chain comparison in the absence of potentially contra-
dictory data treatments. Elsayed et al. (2003) do criticize the work on the basis of
reliance on underlying source validity, however this is unavoidable in works of such
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scope.
Further dening (if not transparent) LCA studies exist for biofuels in those pre-
sented by IEA (1994) and Beer et al. (2000). Whilst the focus on road-fuels is consis-
tent, the two studies look at the issue from two very dierent perspectives. The IEA
(1994) study focusses upon the generation of metrics characterising CO2 emissions
in relation to fuel expenditure, land use and abatement costing for bioethanol and
biodiesel production. This is in contrast to the highly focussed LCA of alternative
fuels for heavy vehicles in Australia provided by the CSIRO study. This demon-
strates the applicability of LCA to instigate quantitative decision making across the
full spectrum of bioenergy impact assessment, in the scoping of potential fuel chains
right through to local, project specic option assessment.
Whilst Kaltschmitt et al. (1997) consider the issue of alternative land use with
regard to reference system determination, Kim and Dale (2005) and Bowman and
Turnbull (1997) apply a more detailed approach to agricultural allocation regarding
the issue of carbon sequestration; dierentiating soil organic carbon from that within
harvested biomass. Kim and Dale (2005) consider a functional unit of 1 ha over a 40
year period in their assessment of varying cropping system scenarios in biofuel produc-
tion. Signicant variation in global warming and eutrophication impact is observed
between practices. Bowman and Turnbull (1997) provide a discussion of literature
regarding issues in soil carbon accumulation and nitrogen xation in soils. However,
the presented LCA, regarding dedicated fuel supply systems in 4 USA-based reference
cases, does not demonstrate any transparency in the application of such considera-
tions despite the potential impact of such mechanisms on the balances. Indeed, this
is common in all bioenergy literature, wherein tailpipe CO2 emissions are not de-
clared within emissions balances, justied on the basis that any carbon emission is
sequestered through successive crop cycles. However, in instigating land-use decisions
on an emission impact analysis, the consideration of potential sequestration potential
in comparison to a reference system is clearly required (IPCC, 2001).
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Whereas the ISO-14040 guidelines specify the metrics for comparative LCA anal-
ysis (e.g. summated GWP, Ozone depletion and human toxicity), the generation of
alternative metrics allows for a broad range of sustainability potentials to be for-
mulated. Krotscheck et al. (2000) expand upon their earlier work (Krotscheck and
Narodoslawsky, 1996) in developing the `Sustainable Process Index' (SPI) wherein
both materials and emissions are characterised in terms of their geographical land
area required for eective assimilation or regeneration, thus developing a model of
true ecological footprint.
An alternative characterisation of materials and their impact on the socio-eco-
economic environment can be completed through the use of exergy and emergy analy-
sis in contrast to the classically distinct energy and emissions basis for process compar-
ison. Ayres et al. (1998) argues that the standardization of materials through exergy
allows assessment of potential environmental impact through the free energy principle
wherein excess entropy represents the potential to disrupt delicately balanced dissi-
pative structures far from equilibrium. Nilsson (1997) develops the exergy concept,
presenting an exergy analysis for a straw fueled CHP generation plant. The analysis
demonstrates that the combustion and steam generation process exhibits poor en-
tropic eciency and argues that the entropic eciency has substantial benets over
energy eciency in the representation of system quality with regard to potential for
improvement. Nilsson (1997) continues in the presentation of an emergy analysis for
the same system wherein the `solar transformity' is determined as the characteristic
process eciency parameter. The analysis is rooted within the characterisation of
process ows in terms of the total joules of solar energy required in order to generate
each unit of resource. Thus, the emergy analysis facilitates systematic process com-
parison on the basis of their ability to eciently utilise the ultimate limit on energy
use, that of the solar ux upon the earth's surface.
Incorporating the above methodologies into the analytical and simulative frame-
works for bioenergy systems analysis will allow an increasingly diverse assessment
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of both solution feasibility and inherent optimal decision denition. However, at
the strategic horizon, the potential impact (both environmental and economic) of
widespread bioenergy implementation will not be fully characterised if a static projec-
tion of current technological cost, eciency and social acceptance is assumed. There-
fore, the issue of dynamic technological development requires consideration; repre-
senting the nal piece in developing an analytical modelling framework for bioenergy
systems assessment.
2.7 Technological Learning Dynamics
Technological learning dynamics are observed as high-level econometric trends. These
trends are typically modelled as learning or experience curves. The basis of the ex-
perience curve is founded within the economic implications of learning by doing as
presented in the economic literature by Arrow (1962) and Levhari (1966). The de-
tailed economical models developed by these authors attempts to derive a fundamental
measure of endogenous learning for machine operation and as such represent a method
of accounting for learning and experience that is beyond the scope to be considered
here. An empirical determination of the experience curve from historical trends is pre-
ferred, as presented by McDonald and Schrattenholzer (2001). In this concept, the
cost development of a product is investigated as a function of cumulative production,
and plotted on a dual logarithmic scale, often resulting in a linear curve, the experi-
ence curve. From such curves the endogenous progress ratio is derived, expressing the
rate of unit cost decline with each doubling of cumulative production; the progress
ratio is referred to here as the `learning rate'. Determination of the learning rate
allows forward projection of future cost reductions and thus a strategic parameter of
considerable value to the decision maker. These trends have been widely identied
and applied within the manufacturing industries (Argote and Epple, 1990) and have
formed the basis for fundamental corporate strategy decades prior to their characteri-
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sation in economic theory; as was the case at the Ford Motor Company between 1910
and 1931 (Abernathy and Wayne, 1974).
McDonald and Schrattenholzer (2001) collate a broad range of studies in order
to determine learning rates for energy technologies; allowing subsequent application
in long-term energy models. A broad range of energy technologies is considered, in-
cluding ethanol manufacture in Brazil and electricity from biomass, and their learning
rates are estimated from a range of performance and experience measures. The derived
learning rate distribution is compared with that for manufacturing rms; a median of
16-17% for energy technologies correlates well with 19-20% for manufacturing rms.
This suggests that the learning rate methodologies are not restricted to those studies
within manufacturing (Argote and Epple, 1990). Care must be taken however with
regard to the interpretation of the performance measures applied; particularly sales
price when production cost gures are not available. McDonald and Schrattenholzer
(2001) recognise a number of sources of potential variability or bias:
 Experience depreciation (i.e. lost knowledge through lack of practice)
 Short term pricing behavior
 Dierences in performance measures (e.g. investment costs vs. production costs)
 Dierences in experience measures (e.g. cumulative capacity or production)
 Varying intensities of R&D
 Economies of scale
 Cost variability (e.g. payments driven by property, nancial and labour mar-
kets)
A further issue, particularly relevant to bioenergy, is the exogenous inuence of
policy interactions on the derived learning curves for environmental technologies. This
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is considered by Rubin et al. (2004) in determining the learning curves for SO2 and
NOx control technologies within the US. The authors recognise that whilst policy
instruments akin to BACT (Best Available Control Technology) can promote rapid
uptake of otherwise uneconomical technologies, the inherent endogenous learning rates
are still observed and thus applicable. The incorporation of learning rates within
integrated policy assessment models is subsequently recognised to produce signicant
reductions in capital investiture required for environmental impact reduction over
a strategic timeframe to 2100. However, further renement is required in order to
clarify the role of largely experimental technologies and their development over such
a timeframe.
In an attempt to assess the impact of cumulative learning associated with both
R&D and subsequent market penetration (in the absence of exogenous policy inter-
action) Grubler et al. (1999) present a detailed analysis of technological diusion in
competitive markets. They identify three observations resulting in improvements to
modelling technological change in the energy sector and its consequences for global
environmental change: (1) the progressive decarbonization of fuels arises with in-
frastructure replacement; (2) that incorporation of endogenous learning can generate
patterns of technological choice that mirror the real world; and (3) that these learn-
ing phenomena can be integrated into macro-scale models to yield projections within
lessened environmental impact without negative eect on the economy. They recog-
nise the pioneering work of Marchetti (1977), in deriving empirical trends that reect
the observed substitution of primary fuels, and replicate the observations through
analytical models incorporating endogenous learning.
Modelling the learning curve requires careful consideration of the discontinuities
that arise during shifts between stylised phases of technological development. Grubler
et al. (1999) recognise 6 distinct phases of development: (1) Invention; (2) Innovation;
(3) Niche market commercialisation; (4) Pervasive diusion; (5) Saturation; and (6)
Senescence. The realisation of those phases (3)-(5) result in the `S-curve' prole in dy-
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namic market penetration. Messner (1997) observes learning curve dynamics from a
broader perspective through discontinuous R&D and commercialization phases. Em-
pirically derived learning rates are constant within each phase. An adapted variant
of the MESSAGE energy systems model is presented with incorporated endogenous
learning; reducing in investment costs with cumulative installed capacity. In agree-
ment with Grubler et al. (1999), large market share increases and cost reductions are
recognised for new energy technologies but it is concluded that further insight is to
be drawn through more accurate characterisation of the R&D phase. Integration of
technological learning with the MARKAL energy systems modelling framework has
been demonstrated by Barreto (2001). Common sense conclusions are drawn, namely
that early R&D investment, demonstration projects and niche market deployment are
required in order to ensure that learning curve eects are maximised and long run
competitiveness is achieved. Despite these eorts, modelling the complex relation-
ships between capital investment and innovation in the early stages of technological
development may not be plausible through the standard learning curve formulation.
Grubler et al. (1999) go some way to recognising this limitation through the endoge-
nous generation of `surprises' such as the appearance of radically new technologies.
Further adaptations to the MESSAGE modelling framework are presented by
Gritsevskyi and Nakicenovic (2000) wherein the reduction of cost uncertainty is also
recognised as a direct result of cumulative experience. Furthermore, `spillover' learn-
ing between technologies is encompassed through both global demand driven learn-
ing through net-chain cost reductions (i.e. gasication reactor technology investment
driven through reduced gas turbine capital costs) and shared learning within techno-
logical `clusters' (i.e. stationary and mobile fuel cell technologies). However, it is the
characterisation of uncertainty in both cost and technological learning rates over the
strategic timeframe that form the crux of the discussion presented and the substan-
tial complexity in solving the resultant stochastic optimisation model is highlighted.
Furthermore, the perfect foresight nature of many strategic optimisation models is
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recognised as insucient in truly capturing technological learning dynamics and thus
rolling horizon based approaches are advocated. In conclusion, the authors recognise
that within cost/risk-aversion optimal pathways `spillover' eects have maximal eect
over the rst few decades of the strategic timeframe resulting in eective technological
`lock-in'. They therefore recommend that R&D focus and investment should be dis-
tributed across identied technological clusters rather than focussed at singular `best
in class' technologies.
With regard to the modelling of bioenergy systems, learning processes present a
large potential for future development of the sector. Junginger et al. (2006) study
the causes and eects of technological learning on bioenergy technologies, assessing
global trends in uidised bed boilers in comparison to national-scale experience with
biomass-red CHP and biogas plant projects. Studies of Swedish wood-fuel supply
chains (Junginger et al., 2005), the Brazilian ethanol program (van den Wall Bake
et al., 2009) and US corn ethanol production (Hettinga et al., 2009) further validate
the learning-curve as a model of performance and cost improvements within bioenergy
systems. Crucially, the focussed nature of these studies supports the identication of
learning within specic process-system envelopes, namely: (1) biomass plant invest-
ment; (2) plant operation and maintenance; and (3) the fuel supply chain. We add to
this list (4) feedstock production. Hettinga et al. (2009) observe cost reductions and
yield increases relating to US corn (i.e. feedstock) production which can be correlated
with accumulated experience through a learning-curve approach.
Focussing on the supply chain, there exist many opportunities for increased crop
yields, increased processing eciency and reduced emissions. Potential future im-
provements identied by Junginger et al. (2005) for the Swedish wood fuel supply
chains include: (1) Increased utilization of pulp wood; (2) Application of bundling
technologies; (3) Optimization of transport distances; and (4) complex system co-
ordination (scheduling). With regard to logistical co-ordination, local analyses of
logistics that are well developed within the existing forest wood supply infrastruc-
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ture could provide valuable information. The ability for learning to diuse between
industry sectors is potentially analogous to the diusion of technological learning be-
tween the wood-fuel sectors of Sweden and Finland (Junginger et al., 2005). Similarly,
Grubler et al. (1999) recognise that those technologies that exist in interlocking net-
works with other components typically take the longest time to diuse and co-evolve
with other technologies in the network. This is in contradiction to the experience
`spillover' benets identied by Gritsevskyi and Nakicenovic (2000); perhaps due to
the realistic location of technologies in more complex `clusters' of broader inuence
and thus more complex learning diusion mechanisms. Appreciation of the benets
and drawbacks of shared learning and interconnected sector development is therefore
required in order to truly assess the strategic potential of a technology. This is of par-
ticular importance for the array of renewable energy providers, including bioenergy,
currently undergoing (and emerging from) extensive phases of research and develop-
ment.
2.8 Concluding Remarks
Our review of the literature has provided us with a rich insight into modelling tools
for bioenergy and related systems. Focussing specically on tools for the modelling
of energy systems, we have identied clear distinctions between technologically and
spatially aggregate, top-down economic approaches and technologically rich, bottom-
up paradigms for engineering design and environmental impact assessment. The
widespread application of these tools for the strategic planning within the energy
sector suggests an evolving interface between the disciplines of economics and engi-
neering, providing decision support for policy at the national and global scales. We
recognise that elements of both disciplines and their respective modelling approaches
must be brought together within a whole-systems modelling paradigm in order to
analyse and appraise the full social, economic and environmental costs and benets
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of infrastructural change.
Focussing specically on the bioenergy infrastructure system, we have identied a
broad range of modelling tools applicable to planning and design tasks at the process,
plant-wide, supply chain and infrastructural scales. Elements of each of these are ap-
plied throughout this thesis in developing our understanding of the bioenergy system.
With regard to the spatial dimension, data-rich Geographical Information System
(GIS) applications have been demonstrated for location selection, procurement plan-
ning and logistics routing in bioenergy systems. Integrating the spatial component of
these tools within an engineering design framework poses a broad array of research
challenges that must be overcome. We envisage complexities in (1) handling detailed
spatial data, (2) aggregation and disaggregation between spatial scales, (3) the ana-
lytical characterisation and identication of technologies in the spatial domain and,
ultimately, (4) computational constraints upon the spatial and temporal resolution of
any rigorous mathematical model.
From our survey of the literature, a structural model of the spatially explicit bioen-
ergy infrastructure system is beginning to emerge. In the following chapter we for-
malise this, through component identication and constraining assumptions, into a
conceptual model. This forms the basis for the quantitative analysis of future UK
bioenergy infrastructures that follows in Parts II and III.
Chapter 3
The Bioenergy Infrastructure
System
3.1 Chapter Overview
A broad array of political, social, environmental and economic factors act to steer the
development of bioenergy systems. We must therefore introduce perhaps our most
critical model assumptions at the earliest stage when we select a limited set of these
factors to be represented explicitly within our analysis. Mathematical models devel-
oped in Parts II and III of this thesis are constrained, with regard to their sphere
of specic insight, to the interrelationships between those factors identied within a
broader conceptual modelling framework. Each conditionality, assumption and struc-
tural connection explicitly stated within this largely qualitative chapter thus denes
the scope and scale of all subsequent work. They determine the valid interpretation of
this thesis and ultimately its value in steering UK energy policy and future research.
We proceed to develop a conceptual model of a bioenergy infrastructure system.
The structure of this model is reected in the structure of this chapter. At a high level
the model may be considered applicable to the challenges of the broader renewable-
energy sector or biomass based industries. Sub-levels (subsections) act to focus the
system towards a spatial analysis of a UK-specic bioenergy infrastructure system.
We identify a range of structural components, explicitly selected for inclusion within
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the modelling framework and data structure. We also identify a range of system
characters implicit in model assumptions and the mathematical formulation of the
modelling framework to follow in Part II.
In Section 3.2 we develop our concept of the technological superstructure. Our
discussion follows a highly aggregate representation of a biomass supply chain in-
corporating: biomass resources (Section 3.2.1); Logistical process (Section 3.2.2);
Conversion technologies, and the data structure used to represent and distinguish
between them (Section 3.2.3); and the range of energy vectors potentially generated
from biomass feedstocks (Section 3.2.4). We subsequently develop our concept of the
spatial infrastructure in Section 3.3. Here we identify four key factors which act to de-
termine the optimum spatial infrastructure conguration. These include: the spatial
distribution of supply and demand (Section 3.3.1); logistics as a spatial force (Section
3.3.2); economies of scale (Section 3.3.3); and the mode of interaction or competition
between individual supply-chain agents (Section 3.3.4). Finally, in Section 3.4 we
present some concluding remarks on Part I as a whole.
3.2 Technological Superstructure
The concepts underpinning the technological superstructure are developed from a
systematic framework for process representation, mathematical formalisation and op-
timisation. Yeomans and Grossmann (1999) develop a general problem statement in
application to chemical and process system design. This problem can be restated
to develop a more general, spatially-explicit technological system (i.e. infrastructure)
design problem:
Given a set of locations, commodities, conversion technologies and logistical modes,
and the set of potential, feasible interconnections between them. The objective is to
establish a systematic procedure for representing these elements in a superstructure,
and for deriving a mathematical programming model with discrete and continuous
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variables to devise an optimum infrastructure design.
This statement will be developed and rened in Part II through the formalisa-
tion of a clear set of decision variables for the bioenergy infrastructure system. For
now we focus on the qualitative development of the system superstructure, through
identication of its constituent elements and their respective interconnections.
Yeomans and Grossmann (1999) develop the superstructure representation through
the denition of principle system elements: (1) States, the set of physical and chemical
properties that characterise a process stream; (2) Tasks, the physical and chemical
transformations that occur between adjacent states; and (3) Equipment, those units
capable of performing a specic task. These elements can subsequently be incor-
porated within a range of interconnecting superstructural representations. The form
considered here, becoming the core modelling formalism within this thesis, is the state
task network (STN) presented by Kondili et al. (1993). The STN superstructure dis-
tinguishes a detailed state-task-network topography, specifying those feasible inter-
connections between system states via those conversion tasks that transform them.
The process equipment represents a disjoint physical-unit topography, related to the
state-task system through feasible task-unit connectivity. An example superstructure
is presented in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: An example State Task Network (STN) superstructure
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Figure 3.1 depicts a STN comprising of 6 states (S), 4 tasks (T) and 3 units
(U). Two relevant STN characteristics are demonstrated: (1) the exibility of units
to undertake multiple tasks; and (2) alterative network pathways (state-task-unit
congurations) capable of generating the same output state (S6). It is this systematic
representation of technological exibility that is integral to this work wherein a broad
array of feedstocks, technologies and logistical modes are applicable to the bioenergy
system in order to generate heat, power and transport fuel energy vectors.
Within this thesis, in relation to the denition of the general infrastructure design
problem stated above, states represent primary biomass resources (i.e. land, residue
streams etc.), intermediate-feedstocks, and energy-vectors. Conversion technologies
can be considered to represent network tasks, and spatial cells to represent the equip-
ment units within which conversion technologies are located. Alternatively, it is
possible to consider a spatially explicit STN formulation through expansion of the
system dimensionality to consider the potential location of process equipment (units)
at any possible location. In either case, the STN representation, and mathematical
formulation, provides a basis for the systematic representation of a spatially-explicit
technological system. We proceed by exploring those states1 (commodities) and tasks
(conversion technologies) that compose the technological superstructure for the UK
bioenergy infrastructure system.
3.2.1 Biomass Resources
In characterising those biomass sources potentially applicable to the bioenergy sec-
tor, a distinction is drawn between biomass that is specically cultivated for energy
production (i.e. dedicated energy crops) and that which is arises as a by-product of
activity within other sectors. In the context of the UK, this distinction is amplied by
1Throughout this work the terms state and commodity are used interchangeably to refer to the
general superstructural element. References to state are reserved for more formal identication in
relation to the STN formulation whilst commodity is employed in more general discussions of biomass
resources and energy vectors.
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the current (although reducing) disparity between energy and waste policy (DEFRA,
2007a,b). This requires us to identify clearly those biomass streams which are subject
to external waste directives, and the complex array of social factors that presup-
pose the availability of waste biomass for energy recovery, and those that are readily
incorporated into a dedicated bioenergy infrastructure. The UK biomass strategy
(DEFRA, 2007a) recognises the signicant potential of the biomass embodied within
waste streams, so termed `tertiary residues' (Faaij, 2006); paper and card, garden/-
plant waste, waste wood and sewage sludge (dried solids) account for 150 PJ.yr 1
of a total 280 PJ.yr 1 identied biomass resource (taking upper-bound availability
estimates). Despite their signicant potential, for reasons explained below tertiary
residue streams will not be considered further within this work.
A further distinction is made across all residue categories between wet and dry
biomass. Biomass with a moisture content over 60%wb is generally not considered
viable for thermo-chemical conversion owing to an excessive drying requirement.
Sources of wet biomass include egg-laying-poultry and pig manures, cattle slurries,
domestic and industrial food waste. These represent an upper-bound potential wet-
biomass resource of 37 PJ.yr 1 that is assumed to be allocated, almost exclusively,
to anaerobic digestion conversion pathways (DEFRA, 2007a). Wet biomass is not
considered further within this work.
Current, so termed 1st generation, biofuel production pathways consume estab-
lished agricultural commodities including wheat grain, rapeseed and sugar beet as
feedstocks. As of June 2008, the total UK arable land coverage of 4540 kha incorpo-
rated 2070 kha of wheat, 600 kha of oil seed rape and 120 kha of sugar beet (DE-
FRA, 2008). Upper-bound net-energy yield estimates would measure this resource at
370 PJ.yr 1 (Borjesson, 1996). However, signicant economic and social competition
with food supply chains exists, particularly in the case of wheat grain. Furthermore,
processing by extraction and esterication dominates the industrial allocation of of
rapeseed, akin to the application of anaerobic digestion for the processing of wet-
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wastes. These crops are therefore assumed allocated to exogenous supply chains in
their entirety. Established agricultural starch, sugar and oil crop commodities are not
considered further within this work.
Signicant assumptions have thus already been introduced in forming a conceptual
model of the UK bioenergy infrastructure. Those assumptions relating to biomass
resources are repeated here for clarity:
1. Tertiary residue streams are allocated to an exogenous waste treatment sector;
2. Wet-biomass for bioenergy is allocated to anaerobic digestion pathways;
3. Starch and sugar crops are allocated to exogenous food production and con-
sumption supply chains;
4. Oil crops for bioenergy are allocated to extraction and esterication pathways.
Those biomass resources that remain can be characterised twofold. First they are
predominantly lignocellulosic (i.e. woody or stem biomass). Lignocellulosic species
represent all forest wood, woody energy crops, brous grasses and agricultural residues
such as straw. They dier most signicantly from traditional, arable, non-cellulosic
starch and sugar crops (i.e. wheat grain, sugar beat and potatoes) through their high
lignin content, comprising 10-25% on a dry mass basis (Hamelinck et al., 2005b).
Lignocellulosic perennial crops are promising feedstocks due to high yields, low costs,
good suitability for low quality land and low environmental impact (Hamelinck et al.,
2005b). Lignocellulosic biomass is expected to provide the majority of feedstock for
any future bioenergy schemes (Berndes et al., 2001). A number of bioenergy schemes
in the UK to date have focussed on lignocellulosic species due to the emphasis on
electricity production (to which dry lignocellulosic biomass is well suited) in prefer-
ence to liquid biofuels (McKendry, 2002a). Secondly those resources considered within
the model represent potential biomass commodities that could be freely traded, and
broadly substituted for each other, within any emergent dedicated bioenergy system.
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This is not to suggest that oil, starch and sugar crops will not perform an important
role within the bioenergy sector feedstock mix. However, it is assumed that these feed-
stocks will not compete directly with established lignocellulosic biomass commodities.
Wet-biomass and tertiary residues can be generally categorised as waste streams and
thus will not exhibit general market cost and price behaviour in the short to medium
term. Indeed, many organic waste streams exhibit negative value (positive disposal
cost), distorting competitive process economics (Gielen et al., 2001). Direct com-
petition with established lignocellulosic biomass commodities is therefore assumed
negligible.
The set of lignocellulosic biomass resources explicitly modelled in this work in-
cludes primary and secondary residues. These arise from: (1) the production of food
crops and forestry products; and (2) the processing of biomass for biomass materi-
als (i.e. saw and paper mills) respectively. The potential for primary and secondary
residues within bioenergy chains is both recognised and applied extensively within
the US wherein 1.94% of total U.S. energy consumption is generated from forest in-
dustry residues, pulping liquors and urban arboricultural arisings. (Perlack et al.,
2005). Dry biomass residues arising from agriculture are deployed within the UK at
plants located in Thetford (38:5MWe) and Ely (38:0MWe). These are fueled on dry
poultry litter (arising from meat-producing birds) and straw respectively. Dry chicken
litter represents the only non-lignocellulosic resource considered within the model. In
addition to these valuable residue streams (by-products), the potential for dedicated
bioenergy crop production is incorporated in our model. We examine the establish-
ment of Miscanthus energy-grass, poplar and willow short-rotation coppice (SRC)
plantations. Owing to the strategic-investment nature of these crops (i.e. 20 year
plantation lifetime), they are conceptually modelled as the product of a cultivation
technology (detailed below) installed on available agricultural land. It is this avail-
able land resource, specically arable and horticultural or improved grassland, which
is modelled explicitly as a primary resource. Those biomass resources considered by
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the model are depicted in Figure 3.2.
A potential barrier to bioenergy generation from these feedstocks arises from com-
peting alternative markets. In the case of dry poultry litter these are very limited,
with incineration and digging-in as fertiliser common methods of disposal. Wheat
straw is a far more valuable agricultural by-product by comparison. Current markets
exist in providing animal bedding, providing inputs to horticulture, and ploughing
back into the soil so as to reduce phosphate and potash treatment required the fol-
lowing year (Stott, 2003). In the longer term, both straw and the lignocellulosic
energy crops could experience competition from the bio-material and bio-chemical in-
dustries. Process routes for bre (e.g. pulping, steam explosion) and chemicals (e.g.
fermentation, direct extraction etc.) support the use of lignocellulosic feedstocks in
producing a vast range of solvents, emulsiers, nutritional supplements, silicon prod-
ucts and thermoplastics (Fowler et al., 2003). Miscanthus has additional potential
uses as a construction material, both as medium density breboard (MDF) and light
natural sandwich materials (LNS) owing to its high strength to weight ratio. Forestry
residues are currently diverted to the traditional forestry industries (timber, paper
etc.) which typically cascade biomass through to both value-added products and en-
ergy generation. However dedicated energy applications should be highly competitive
against current low-quality residue and sawdust consumers (e.g. chipboard manufac-
ture). Perhaps the most signicant competition for forestry residues (as apposed to
urban waste wood arisings) arises from the ecosystem services that they provide in
protecting soil structure, maintaining water quality by controlling sediment transport,
maintaining bio-diversity and sequestering carbon (Brierley et al., 2004).
The model explicitly represents 3 categories of biomass feedstocks: (1) Energy
Crops (EC); (2) Agricultural Residues (AR); and (3) Wood Residues (WR). Primary
resources associated with each feedstock are characterised with regard to their loca-
tion and their potential availability at each location (i.e. within each grid-cell). The
availability of each resource is identied at a national or regionally aggregated level
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Wet Biomass
Anaerobic Digestion Extraction + Esterification
Oil Crops
Waste Sector
Waste Treatment
Broadleaved Coniferous Forest Industries Arboricultural
Miscanthus WillowPoplar
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Energy Crops (EC)
Improved Grassland Arable + Horticultural Land
Figure 3.2: UK biomass resource characterisation. Note(s): Those resources
explicitly represented within the model are highlighted in bold.
and mapped to a specic land cover type (i.e. Urban, Coniferous Woodland, Arable
and Horticulture etc.). These land-cover types form the spatially-explicit input infor-
mation that describes the bioenergy-system resource distribution. The development
of the spatially-explicit supply and demand distribution is presented in Chapter 4.
Once identied and located, each biomass category becomes a homogeneous aggre-
gate of its constituent resources with regard to its bulk properties (density, energy
content) and market price. These bulk properties can be substantially altered by
pre-processing, densication and logistical activities.
3.2.2 Logistics
Material transfer is not explicitly considered within the STN framework. Therefore,
in relation to the technological superstructure, logistics can be incorporated in a
number of ways: (1) as transport tasks, wherein each system state now represents a
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location specic commodity; (2) as modes of transfer between tasks, tasks now taking
a location-specic form; or (3) as modes of state transfer between equipment units,
here analytically representative of specic spatial locations. Existing formulations of
the infrastructure design problem (Norman, 1979; Tsiakis et al., 2001; Almansoori
and Shah, 2006; Dunnett et al., 2008) clearly distinguish logistics from any state-task
topography. Interpretation (3) therefore emerges as the most general form in practice.
By abstracting logistical process from those represented by the state-task topography,
a second-tier of technologies and processes can be represented analytically. This logis-
tical tier can be considered in isolation wherein the spatial relocation of commodities
represents the dominant system factor driving the locations at, or paths along which
processes are located. Logistical processes, in particular transportation costs, are
developed as an element of the spatial conguration in Section 3.3.2.
A simple logistical model is proposed that distinguishes Fixed costs that are pro-
portional only to quantity transported and Variable costs which are proportional to
both quantity transported and the distance traveled. In the simplest case, xed costs
account for the labour and equipment required to load and unload the transport ves-
sel. Variable costs typically derive from the costs vehicle depreciation, fuel and driver
wages. A general trend in alternative modes for freight logistics is observed wherein
increased xed costs are oset by a decrease in variable costs. This model allows sys-
tematic comparison of a broad range of alternative transportation modes, specically
regarding the distance ranges over which dierent modes become optimal. Borjesson
and Gustavsson (1996) applies this model for the comparison of tractor, truck, train
and ship transport modes in Sweden. For the example of straw, tractor transport is
cheaper than truck transport up to a range of 30 km, whilst trucks remain competitive
until displaced by train transport at 280 km. This is presented graphically in Figure
3.3. Borjesson and Gustavsson (1996) recognise that ship transport in isolation can
be cheaper than than train transport at all transport distances. In this case, a more
detailed analysis is required considering the transhipment between modes (i.e. truck
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Figure 3.3: A xed and variable cost logistics mode comparison
to train) as the relative location of transhipment terminals and biomass resources be-
comes a crucial element in the development of a multi-modal logistics network. Rail
and truck transhipment systems are considered extensively by Mahmudi and Flynn
(2006) in designing the biomass supply chain for power plants in regions of diuse for-
est residue resources. Searcy et al. (2007) develop this model to consider transhipment
systems incorporating pipeline and power distribution by electrical cable.
In this work the xed cost data structure is expanded to integrate a broader
range of logistical system activity than merely the loading and unloading of biomass.
Elements of storage, drying and densication processes are incorporated into the
xed costs specic to each explicit logistics mode. Furthermore, the net-energetic
eciency of each logistical mode (the aggregated logistical system performance) is
developed, and explicitly represented. This allows the incorporation of dry-matter
losses in storage and transfer, net-energy consumption within the supply-chain and
power-losses in cable transmission to be accounted for. This will form the basis for
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the mathematical formulation of the logistics system developed in Chapter 4.
Fixed Cost (1): Storage
In classical manufacturing supply chains, storage is typically required for three rea-
sons: (1) holding stock that bring economies of scale in bulk ordering and delivery,
thus resulting in periodic stock replenishment strategies throughout the supply chain;
(2) providing buer stock to cover against uncertainty in upstream supply or down-
stream demand; and (3) to minimise the impact of seasonal variation in supply and/or
demand on achieving high production-capital utilisation rates. Whilst biomass supply
chains are subject to all three of these factors, the issue of coordinating highly seasonal
supply and demand predominates. Whilst energy crops are best harvested through-
out their period of senescence, from October to April for miscanthus (Lewandowski
et al., 2000), this is typically at the expense of signicant dry matter yield losses of
up to 40%. This motivates farmers to harvest early, within a short harvest window.
Furthermore, access to forest biomass can be severely limited during periods of heavy
rainfall, as forest roads become unsuitable for heavy loading and transportation ma-
chinery. On the demand side, domestic heating proles in the UK are highly seasonal.
Daily aggregate demand for heating and hot water during the summer months (pri-
marily July and August) can fall to < 10% of that during the winter peak months
(Newborough, 2004).
The process of storage is further complicated owing to potential for the microbial
degradation of biomass, resulting in dry matter losses (<3% per month) for biomass
with moisture contents >20%wb (Suurs, 2002). However, this process of degradation is
concurrent with ambient drying of biomass, increasing its lower heating value (LHV)
and thus the net-energetic eciency of the logistics system. This process of concurrent
ambient drying and dry matter losses is also observed in-eld for Miscanthus crops
during the period of senescence alluded to above (Lewandowski et al., 2000). A
number of complex dynamic interactions relating harvest, storage and demand are
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therefore prevalent. Dunnett et al. (2007) consider this problem in simultaneously
optimising the design and operational schedule a biomass supply chain system. This
level of dynamic and structural detail, whilst not explicitly represented within the
model developed here, can be incorporated through aggregate cost and eciency
parameters specic to each logistics system (i.e. logistical mode).
Fixed Cost (2): Handling and Loading
Handling and loading activities are synonymous in transportation and storage pro-
cesses within the logistics system. Loading into and out of storage at the small scale
might be completed by harvesting equipment, or by forklift at centralised conversion
facilities. However, this category must also consider large-scale transhipment pro-
cesses at the interface between road, rail and ship transport modes in multiple-mode
transhipment pathways. As is highlighted in an example analysis for road and rail
presented by Mahmudi and Flynn (2006), signicant capital costs might be entailed
in upgrading solids handling infrastructure at rail and port termini.
Fixed Cost (3): Drying and Densication
Drying and densication processes are characterised within the logistics system model
as factors aecting xed costs and net-energetic eciency. A uniform 30%wb moisture
content is assumed for all biomass forms in determining their lower heating value
(LHV). This should be feasibly achieved from harvested moisture content through
a combination of ambient drying during decentralised storage and convective drying
using waste heat at central plant locations. Densication, either chipping or baling of
biomass, is assumed to be completed concurrent with harvesting and therefore inte-
grated into each unit biomass purchase cost. Owing to the interpretation of logistics
within the STN superstructure, logistical systems cannot change state properties as
this is the exclusive capacity of tasks. This point explains in part the representation
of the pelletisation process as an explicit conversion technology (Section 3.2.3), whilst
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distributed drying and densication processes are integrated into the logistical system.
Logistical eciencies relating to net energetic consumption in drying, densication,
or lost dry-matter throughout the supply chain can be attributed to logistical ows
through eciency parameters on inbound logistics. These eciencies are formulated
explicitly in Chapter 9.
Variable Cost: Transportation
Both energy-mass and bulk mass-volume densities for biomass are low compared to
traditional fossil fuel energy vectors. Table 3.1 highlights this point for a range of
biomass commodities. Low energy densities are compounded by the dispersed nature
of biomass resources and the ineciencies entailed in solids handling as compared
with liquid or gas pipeline transport. Biomass energy systems therefore require a more
comprehensive analysis of transportation (as a principle component of energy vector
logistical systems) than is typically facilitated by more established energy system
modelling approaches (e.g. MARKAL (Loulou et al., 2004), EFOM (Gronheit, 1997)).
Here, transportation refers exclusively to that mobile element of the logistics system
wherein discrete quantities of biomass commodities are moved between locations by
a particular mode. The associated costs are thus variable in so far as that they are
directly proportional to both the absolute quantity of biomass being relocated and
the distance over which that quantity is moved. A general model for logistics costing
is developed from that presented by Almansoori and Shah (2006). Components of
transportation capital (a function of total transport units required), fuel, driver wage,
maintenance and general overhead costs are distinguished and allocated according to
their respective distance (variable) and time (xed) specic costs.
Three modes for the transportation of biomass are explicitly represented within
our system superstructure: (1) road transport by truck; (2) rail transport; and (3)
close-coastal ship transport. An additional cable mode is incorporated solely for the
transportation of electrical power. In dening the logistical network topography, each
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Table 3.1: Biomass and fossil-fuel mass and energy densities
Energy Carrier
LHVa Bulk Density Energy Density
GJ:odt 1 odt:m 3 GJ:m 3
Willow 17.4b 0.230 4.00
Miscanthus 16.8 0.240 4.04
Straw 17.5 0.155c 2.71
Hardwood 17.6 0.230 4.06
Softwood 18.2 0.190 3.46
Coal 30.4 0.833 25.36
Oil 40.2 0.881 35.42
Natural Gas (85bar) 37.7 0.068 2.57
aCalculated via Milne equation and Phyllis composition data (http://www.ecn.nl/phyllis/)
bBiomass LHV determined for a 30%wb moisture content
cStraw density for baled form, all other biomass assumed chipped
mode is subject to constraints regarding both logistical network access (i.e. road or
rail) and terminus location (i.e. coastal ports). The resulting topography represents a
dense network of feasible logistical arcs connecting each location considered explicitly
within the model.
In the above discussion, the range of processes classied as `logistical' incorporates
all those involved in the transfer of biomass from the location and time of harvest,
or collection, to the location and time of its conversion into a dierent commodity,
or consumption as an energy vector. As such, a specic logistical-system embodies a
schedule of multiple storage, densication, and transportation processes in addition
to the loading and unloading of biomass from each constituent stage. At the strategic,
UK-wide resolution of the model developed here, the performance of a logistics system
and its associated schedule is aggregated; technologically, spatially and temporally.
In this process of aggregation, a principal distinction is observed between those capi-
tal investments embodied in logistics processes (e.g. chipping, baling, ambient drying
etc.) and those considered explicitly as conversion technologies in Section 3.2.3. Lo-
gistical processes are broadly decentralised; located on farms, by forest roadside and
at multiple intermediate locations en-route to the point of conversion. The result is
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that at the spatial and temporal resolution of the model observation capital and oper-
ating costs entailed in logistics processes can be assumed directly proportional to the
total quantity of biomass that ows though them in any given time. Crucially they
are assumed to exhibit no economies of scale. This assumption allows the analysis of
aggregate logistics systems within this work to embody substantial technical details
regarding the conguration and operation of the biomass supply chain.
3.2.3 Conversion Technologies
In Chapter 2 we discussed the relationship between Top-down and Bottom-up energy-
systems modelling paradigms. Top-down econometric and general-equilibrium models
were distinguished by their use of xed factor coecients and substitution elasticities
to model aggregate technological performance across entire industry sectors. By con-
trast, the Bottom-up systems modelling paradigm was characterised by its capability
to distinguish between specic technologies within a sector. In order to distinguish
between alterative technologies any modelling activity must select a consistent set
of metrics on which to assess technology performance. From a purely economic ba-
sis this might include marginal cost of energy-vector generation (e.g. $:MWh 1e ), or
a compound metric of abatement cost in relation to greenhouse gas emissions saved
(e.g. $:tCO 12;eq). From a supply-chain or superstructural perspective we might specify
some limited set of feedstocks, by-products or product ratios in order to distinguish
between two cost-equivalent technologies. Here we must be even more explicit as
we are concerned with both the location and scale at which technologies are to be
deployed within a spatially explicit bioenergy infrastructure system. We must there-
fore develop an analytical model of conversion technologies, and a supporting data
structure, which captures their spatially explicit performance.
A fundamental level of technological characterisation is dictated by its superstruc-
tural interconnections, in other words its inputs and outputs. A network of bioenergy
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conversion-technologies characterised on this basis is presented in Figure 3.4. This is
adapted from Dunnett and Shah (2007) and clearly highlights the dense array of path-
ways derived from the thermochemical platform. This is a clear legacy of fossil-fuel
infrastructures which have exploited this technology so extensively.
When formulating a technological network as a STN superstructure (e.g. as de-
picted in Figure 3.1), two alternative analytical representations of conversion tech-
nologies become apparent. Firstly, they can be modelled as discrete tasks (T) which
enact the transformation of a set of input states (S) into a set of output states in xed
proportions. In this case units (U) are free to represent discrete spatial locations or
higher-levels of plant activity co-ordination. Alternatively they can be modelled as
exible units to which a specied subset of tasks can be allocated. In this case we
require a distinct spatial index to be specied in order to identify the location of
the conversion unit. Both of these interpretations is consistent with the simple STN
presented in Figure 3.5(a). In practice we adopt a hybrid representation. This hybrid
structure is presented in Figure3.5(b). Here the allocation of a feedstock state to a
technology forms a discrete feedstock conversion task. All feedstock conversion tasks
are then aggregated and subject to a constant conversion eciency specic to the
general technological unit. This unit generates a constant set of product commodi-
ties in xed proportion to its total feedstock capacity (i.e. the sum of all feedstock
tasks). We therefore parameterise each technology as having a single, xed conversion
eciency; sacricing our ability to analyse feedstock-specic impacts on overall con-
version eciency resulting from high ash fraction or high moisture content feedstocks.
However, we retain full substitutability between feedstocks. This important condition
supports the general spatial mobility of the technology by allowing it to freely select
residue and/or dedicated energy crop feedstocks and thus locate optimally in relation
to their respective distributions. A full mathematical and computational justication
for this is representation is provided in Chapter 4.
In addition to the superstructural connectivity of dened inputs and outputs, tech-
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(a) Original
(b) Hybrid
Figure 3.5: Comparison of primary and hybrid STN representations
nologies are characterised by a set of parameters that determine their performance
and a set of metrics that measure their performance in relation to alternatives. Fun-
damental to both parameter specication and metric calculation is the concept and
measure of technological scale. This must be considered in both spatial and tem-
poral dimensions. Scale can be representative of the absolute capacity of a single
technological unit; for example, a stand-alone boiler2 (10kWth) or a single power-
plant installation (> 10MWe). It can represent a cell-aggregate capacity composed
of multiple single units; for example, a system of boiler installations, CHP units, or
multiple district heating schemes. At the highest level it can be considered as the to-
tal capacity operational at the national or global scale. From a dynamic perspective
of technology it can encompass all prior installed capacity in addition to all opera-
tional experience accumulated as some measure of technological learning. (Silberston,
1972) discusses this array of complexities inherent in dening any concrete measure
of technological scale. A critical scale eect arises in the specication of a xed spa-
tial resolution (i.e. the cell resolution) at which system-wide performance is observed
and thus characterised. This requires the model developed to be able to distinguish
2Throughout this work, subscript th denotes units of thermal energy (heat).
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between variant technologies at a range of implementation scales, ranging from the sin-
gle large-scale unit installation (e.g. combustion steam-turbine power plant) through
to the widespread installation of multiple small-scale units (e.g. household biomass
boilers). This is achieved through the explicit representation of both single-unit and
aggregated multiple-unit technological capacities and performance within each cell.
Extending this aggregate representation of technologies within each cell, we can char-
acterise detailed portfolios of energy technologies installed in xed capacity ratios
(e.g. XMWe Combustion Power : YMWth Pellet Heat) and scaled to match local
supply and demand. These so-termed `regional polygeneration infrastructures' can
thus embody a broad array of processes and individual supply chains much as the
aggregated logistical systems discussed above capture operational scheduling and a
broad array of distributed process performance. This has potential computational
benets by reducing the number of technologies that require explicit identication
within the continuous and binary variable data-structure (see Chapter 4). These con-
ceptual linkages further extend the multi-scale (spatial, temporal and technological)
model character. The set of factors used to characterise technologies must therefore
be robust across a broad range of technologies, temporal and spatial scales. This
principle is expanded upon in Section 3.3.
The technological factors explicitly incorporated within the model are listed here
with reference to their potential location (space), period (time) or capacity (scale)
specic dimensionality. A brief discussion of each factor follows, detailing how these
factors analytically represent technological detail emergent at variant resolutions. An
overview of the economic cost model deployed is also provided.
1. Absolute Lower-Bound Capacity
2. Absolute Upper-Bound Capacity
3. Latent Capacity:= ffLocation, Periodg
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4. Location-Specic Maximum Capacity:= ffLocationg
5. Capital Cost:= ffLocation, Capacityg
6. Operating Cost:= ffLocation, Capacityg
7. Load Factor:= ffCapacityg
8. Conversion Ratio:= ffCapacityg
Technology Capacity
Absolute lower and upper bound capacities constrain a particular technology to a
xed range of application scales. For example, whilst dedicated power generation via
combustion and steam turbine might be technically feasible at capacities < 100kWe,
this is not considered to be economically competitive with decentralised ICE or small-
scale gas-turbine technologies. We assume that it would be dominated at this scale
on all metrics of economic performance. We can therefore remove it from our concep-
tual superstructure by setting the absolute lower-bound capacity higher. Similarly,
a unit fuel-cell technology would not be competitive (or even technically feasible)
at capacities as large as 100MWe. Upper and lower bound capacity can therefore be
placed to constrain individual unit installations of technologies. However, it is feasible
that an aggregate system fuel-cell installations within a particular regional boundary
could reach and exceed 100MWe of capacity whilst maintaining competitive economic
performance. We must therefore turn to other technological parameters in order to
distinguish single-unit from aggregate performance. This is predominantly completed
through our representation of economies of scale. This is discussed in detail in Section
3.3.3.
Latent capacity implies the total capacity of a technology in a given location
installed prior to the initial period of the model which remains operational during
any subsequent model period (e.g. 2020, 2030, etc.). This allows the system `initial
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condition' to be specied and reected as a technological legacy of capacity that
extends into the future. Latent capacity of background system technologies (e.g.
coal, gas or oil powered power generation) that are scheduled to reach their capital
lifetime can also be identied, exposing supply gaps in energy markets which bioenergy
systems can potentially satisfy. An example timeline for UK thermal power generation
technologies is presented in Figure 3.6. Plant fuel and capacity data has been taken
from the Digest of UK Energy Statistics (BERR, 2008b). A 50 year plant lifetime from
commissioning date is assumed. This clearly demonstrates, at the national scale, the
requirement for signicant energy infrastructure investment over the period 2010-2020
as the lifetime of existing coal-red generating capacity expires.
Figure 3.6: UK thermal power generation legacy for 2010-2050 timeframe.
Note(s): Assumes 50 year plant lifetime from commissioning date; Plant fuel
and capacity data taken from the Digest of UK Energy Statistics (BERR, 2008b).
Location-specic maximum capacity constraints allow the specication of upper-
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bounds on the total technological capacity installed at a particular location. This
provides a basis for the incorporation of bottom-up demand and spatially explicit tech-
nological feasibility analyses (e.g. Jablonski et al. 2008c and DEFRA 2007 for biomass
heat and CHP respectively) into the model. An alternative application might be to
incorporate location-specic plant capacity constraints which reect local logistical-
network constraints on biomass deliveries per unit time. An open analytical mindset
allows a broad array of spatially-explicit technical and social constraints to be incor-
porated through local capacity constraints.
Economic Performance
Capital costs represent the total sum of costs accumulated prior to the onset of tech-
nology operation. Capital costs are accumulated without direct compensatory return
from net output and thus require an initial amount of capital (a barrier to entry)
either in reserve or to be raised through lending in order to proceed with the invest-
ment. They carry an associated cost of money-capital which must be accounted for.
Operating costs (i.e. utilities, labour, overheads) are accumulated in the act of pro-
duction. They can be assumed to be paid for from working money capital constantly
generated through product revenues. No cost of money is therefore associated. A cru-
cial factor fundamental to both capital and operating costs arises through economies
of scale. Economies of scale embody a complex range of technological, economic and
social phenomena that inuence the economic performance of a technology. They are
discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.3.
The economic performance of technological investments is modelled via a dis-
counted cash-ow (DCF) analyses. The array of DCF accounting methods and met-
rics, including internal rates of return (IRR) and net-present value (NPV), are gener-
ally characterised by their concept of the time-value of money wherein a discount rate
is applied to future cash-ows in order to determine their equivalent, current money
value. This discount rate reects a perceived percentage decrease in value per unit
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time attributed to cash ow. This typically reects the cost of borrowing capital and
is therefore closely tied to available interest rates. In practice this value is specic
to and therefore reects the motivations of particular economic agents. Dierent
discount rates can be applied for dierent technological ownership or agency. For
example, the discount rates for a publicly owned district heating network (approx.
3.0%), a household boiler (8.0%), or a commercial biomass power generation (15.0%)
investment can be specied uniquely. Thus, within our conceptual model, technologies
can be explicitly identied with regard to their ownership and associated economic
motivations. Discount rates are combined with a measure of capital lifetime for a spe-
cic technology in order to determine an annuity fraction of capital to be allocated
to each year of operation. This is specied such that the sum of discounted annuity
payments made in each subsequent period (of equal duration) for the duration of the
capital lifetime, is equal to the total capital investment as paid in the initial period. A
short mathematical proof of this above annuity condition is provided in Appendix A.
Each future period within which the technology operates is allocated equal annuity
fractions of capital and periodic operating costs (i.e. $:yr 1). A per-unit, marginal
production cost (e.g. $:MWh 1e ) constant over the entire lifetime of the technology
can be therefore be determined in relation to total periodic output. This cost is equal
to the unit-output revenue required to break-even over the technology lifetime in a
NPV analysis of the investment ("levelised cost"). It therefore determines the mini-
mum unit-output market price at which the technology becomes economically feasible
from the perspective of the installing agent, exhibiting an agent-specic discount rate.
Technological Performance
In combination with the STN superstructure, factors relating to a more classical
engineering model of technological performance are represented by the conversion
ratio(s) and the load factor. The conversion ratio dictates the xed proportions in
which technologies generate a xed set of outputs (products) relative to their installed
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capacity basis (e.g. MWe, GWhe:d
 1). This factor can therefore embody the general
trend of increasing conversion eciencies with increasing technological scale that has
been identied for a range of thermal biomass conversion technologies (Bridgwater
et al., 2002; Dornburg and Faaij, 2001). The analytical, aggregate nature of the
conversion ratio emerges as it represents the net-conversion eciency for the whole
technological `envelope'. This is required to represent a broad range of technological
scales ranging from the single household installation through to complex plant and
regional polygeneration infrastructures.
Whilst the conversion ratio dictates the proportions in which products are gener-
ated, the load factor dictates the absolute aggregate product output of a technology
over a xed period of time in relation to its installed capacity. Whilst breakdowns and
scheduled shut-downs for cleaning and routine maintenance can account for a portion
of unutilised technological capacity, the dynamics of energy demand, and the partic-
ular role of a technology in satisfying that demand as part of a broader technology
mix, have a signicant impact on performance.
Periodic operation of installed technologies emerges at a higher degree of tempo-
ral resolution than that explicitly represented by the model developed in this work.
This work focusses on the strategic timeframe. Technological performance is observed
as an aggregate of total, dynamic operation over a period of 5, 10 or 20 years. We
observe household boiler usage averaged over its entire lifetime. We do not observe
hourly peaks in the supply of hot-water or heating demand shifting with seasonal
temperatures. We observe an industrial-scale combustion plant operating at an es-
tablished long-run steady-state; devoid of maintenance shut-downs, retrotting or
seasonal uctuations in output. As temporal resolution is increased (i.e. progressively
disaggregated), dynamic uctuations about the mean energy demand emerge at sea-
sonal, daily and hourly timescales. Ordering each time period by decreasing demand
allows the dynamic demand prole to be presented as an annual load duration curve.
The methodological background and value of this form of energy demand representa-
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Figure 3.7: A hypothetical load curve
tion is discussed by Poulin et al. (2008). An example for a hypothetical power load
duration curve is presented in Figure 3.7. This clearly distinguishes two alternative
roles for a generating technology associated with two distinct operational proles: (1)
peak load shaving; and (2) base load provision. Crucially, a technology must have suf-
cient installed capacity to match its peak throughput. However, the marginal cost of
generation (e.g. $:MWh 1e ), which is used to compare relative generation technology
costs, is calculated through the allocation of capital cost across total output. Low
load factors (i.e. peak shaving in Figure 3.7) therefore transcribe to proportionally
high capital costs per unit output.
The load factor of a particular technology is thus an indication of where within the
load duration curve that it is located. This is dictated by a diverse range of factors
including unit-technology scale, ramp rate (i.e. the rate at which a technology can
increase or decrease its output), output eciency at partial loads, and, critically, the
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wider portfolio of competing technologies that are available to the energy sector from
which an optimal mix capable of satisfying total demand must be identied. Henning
(1996) presents an energy system cost-optimisation study which tackles precisely this
problem. In the analysis of a local Swedish utility a diverse range of heat technolo-
gies are selected, integrating base-load provision from ground-source heat pumps and
woodchip boilers with electric and oil-red boilers to meet peak hot-water demand.
Biomass electricity is expected to provide predominantly base-load capacity in an
increasingly renewable energy mix (Bain et al., 1998), at least until the problem of
large-scale electricity storage is solved, owing to the inherent intermittency of other
renewable energy sources (e.g. wind, solar, wave, tidal). Therefore, by recognising the
location of a specic biomass conversion technology within the load-curve, the load-
factor can integrate information regarding the potential role of biomass technologies
within the broader energy-system.
Selected Technologies
We identied a broad range of conversion pathways that comprise the bioenergy sys-
tem in Figure 3.4. In relation to this, the set of biomass conversion technologies
modelled explicitly within this thesis has already been constrained subject to those
assumptions regarding biomass feedstocks introduced in Section 3.2.1. The set of
feedstocks identied and modelled explicitly can be broadly characterised as dry lig-
nocellulosic biomass. This directs our analysis towards two general technological
platforms: (1) Thermochemical, incorporating combustion, gasication and pyrolysis;
and (2) Biochemical, focussing on ethanol production via hydrolysis pre-treatment
and fermentation.
In contrast to a more traditional `engineering' view of technology, incorporating
information regarding the intrinsic mechanisms and methods deployed in process op-
eration, the model of technological performance employed here is somewhat abstract,
taking on a primarily `economic' character. The principle aim of the model from
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a conversion technology perspective is to identify and integrate those technologies
which realise optimal whole-system performance. An alternative perspective is that
it provides a formal means for identifying those factors which distinguish the per-
formance of specic technologies from a strategic, spatial, whole-system perspective.
This point is reiterated in the comparison of gasication combined-cycle (G/CC) and
combustion steam-turbine (C/ST) technologies for power generation (5   50 MWe).
From a mechanistic `engineering' perspective, these two technologies are distinguished
quite fundamentally by the mode of energy extraction from biomass wherein gasi-
cation processes isolate an energy-rich gas fraction from biomass feedstocks prior to
combustion. This precludes the application of high eciency gas-turbines in contrast
to traditional steam-turbine technologies coupled with combustion processes. Ab-
stracted for comparison using the model factors considered here, gasication is distin-
guished from combustion by its higher net-energy eciency (i.e. conversion ratio) and
greater capital investment required per unit capacity (owing predominantly to the
signicantly greater accumulated experience with combustion technologies). The two
technologies are broadly equivalent with regard to their superstructural connectivity
(e.g. feasible feedstock inputs and energy vector outputs), load factors, discount rate
as private capital investments, capital lifetime, and their economies and eciencies of
scale (Bridgwater et al., 2002). Both can therefore be assumed to exhibit generally
similar location preference and scale behaviour within any future bioenergy system.
Within this thesis we consider a limited subset of conversion technologies and their
associated supply chains. Through qualitative analogy we hope to gain insight into
spatial-dynamic performance of a broad range of conversion technologies other than
those analysed explicitly.
In Chapter 7 we focus exclusively on dedicated power generation through combus-
tion coupled with steam-turbine. This is anticipated to remain the dominant technol-
ogy for power generation from biomass in the near to medium term (2010-2030). At
the spatial resolution of the model developed and applied in Parts II and III, single-
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plant installations are observable, exhibiting strong economies of scale and sourcing
biomass from multiple spatial cells. This supports a general analysis of industrial-
scale centralised biomass conversion technologies and their spatial interactions with
distributed biomass resources.
In Chapter 8 we introduce a pellet factory and pellet boiler supply chain for the
provision of commercial and domestic heat. At the spatial resolution of the applied
model, we observe single plant factory installations exhibiting strong economies of
scale. Pellet boilers are represented as an aggregate of multiple, modular-unit in-
stallations and therefore exhibit no economies of scale at the resolution of the model
applied. This supports a general analysis of biomass densication technologies cou-
pled with distributed consumption technologies which are spatially `locked' to urban
and suburban environments. The 2-tier supply chain supports an analysis of how
economies of scale and capital costs are distributed throughout the supply chain, and
how this distribution determines optimal location and capacity decisions in relation
to spatial distributions of supply and demand.
In Chapter 9 we introduce two additional technologies: (1) Co-Firing with coal
for power generation; and (2) Combined Heat and Power (CHP) for commercial and
large-domestic applications. Co-ring within existing renewable capacity is observed
as an aggregate technological substrate available within each spatial cell. Technology
installation is modelled as the cost of retrotting this substrate to accept biomass
feedstocks. The spatially xed nature coupled with high feedstock capacity and low
capital costs of co-ring have the potential to signicantly distort the spatial cong-
uration of the infrastructure. Combustion power generation and pellet heat supply
chains are considered to constitute the general form of the biomass infrastructure;
free to select their location and capacity in relation to the spatial distribution of
supply and demand. The legacy of xed infrastructure introduced through co-ring
technologies has the potential to perturb the spatial conguration of the bioenergy in-
frastructure in the short to medium term (2010-2030). In contrast to industrial-scale
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co-ring, commercial and large-domestic CHP technologies are observed as aggregate
unit installations, akin to pellet boiler uptake. They are anticipated to exhibit strong
performance from a whole-systems perspective owing to their high net-energetic ef-
ciencies (as high as 95% total feedstock to energy service conversion). As we shall
observe in Chapter 7, biomass purchase costs are the most signicant factor in deter-
mining whole-system cost performance. CHP has the potential to signicantly reduce
the quantity of biomass required in generating a specied portfolio of heat and power
energy services.
Finally, in Chapter 10 we introduce a pressurised gasication and gas turbine com-
bined cycle technology. This is introduced to analyse dynamic trends in technology
substitution driven by technological learning processes. Within the model it is observ-
able as a more ecient, higher-cost manifestation of the combustion steam-turbine
technology. Its general character can be assumed to follow similar trends with re-
gard to the centralisation of biomass from multiple spatial cells and location decisions
driven by predominantly by biomass resource location, as apposed to power demand.
We do not consider biochemical fermentation pathways for ethanol production
explicitly in the applied modelling of this thesis. Primarily this is a result of our focus
on the 2020 timeframe which forms our frame of reference for the snapshot model
applied in Chapters 7-9. In this timeframe hydrolysis pre-treatment technologies
are not anticipated to become commercially competitive. As we shall make explicit
in Part III, governmental targets for biofuel uptake circa 2020 are expected to be
provided extensively through imported, 1st generation biofuels BERR (2008a) derived
from conventional biochemical starch crop and mechanochemical oil crop conversion
pathways (see Figure 3.4). The requirement to analyse 2nd generation lignocellulosic
biofuel supply chains in the GB context remains a target for future work. Whilst
progress in the application of spatially explicit modelling approaches to this system
have been made by Dunnett et al. (2008) in relation to this thesis, we proceed in
identifying this as an area requiring extensive future research in Chapter 12. We also
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remove pyrolysis from the set of thermochemical pathways analysed. This owes to
the lack of projected cost competitiveness in comparison to combustion steam-turbine
for power generation. At current scales of commercial biomass-power generation (<
50MWe) pyrolysis appears less limited. However, if we are to envisage the emergence
of large scale (> 100MWe) biomass-combustion facilities then pyrolysis becomes cost-
inecient owing to lost economies of scale. Pyrolysis is anticipated to exhibit niche
capability in regions with low aggregate biomass density but high total availability.
We envisage the application of pyrolysis to produce a high-density bio-oil in localised
regions of high biomass density, prior to transport of this `crude' intermediate to
industrial-scale purication and thermal conversion plants. This follows from the
analysis of distributed, `crude' bioethanol infrastructures analysed by Dunnett et al.
(2008).
Ultimately this requirement for constraining the technological superstructure is
driven by the computational complexities inherent in a spatial modelling approach.
As existing national-level energy-systems optimisation frameworks (e.g. MARKAL,
TIMES, NEMS, EFOM) demonstrate, technologically-rich bottom-up systems anal-
yses are both feasible and readily integrated into the policy decision making process.
However, these modelling approaches are a legacy of the spatially aggregate paradigm
applicable in the analysis of fossil-fuel system where logistics are not a constraining
factor on location or operational scale. In shifting to a more diverse energy mix
comprising of spatially (e.g. biomass) and temporally (e.g. wind, solar) distributed
resources we require the development and demonstration of modelling tools capable
of handling this increasing complexity. Despite its inherent limits owing to a lack of
technological richness, this thesis represents one such approach.
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3.2.4 Energy Vectors
Within the STN superstructure, energy vectors are characterised as states (commodi-
ties). They are structurally equivalent to all forms of agricultural land, biomass and
supply-chain intermediates (e.g. biomass pellets). Amongst this set of commodities
they are distinguished by the identication and spatial allocation of market demands
for their respective energy services. In particular, it is important for us to identify lo-
cations where bioenergy demand might become saturated. The saturation of localised
markets results in the demand distribution becoming an active constraint determin-
ing the location and scale of conversion technology investment and logistical ows
within the infrastructure. We also associate energy-vectors with a unit cost or price.
This allows us to measure the relative competitiveness of bioenergy in comparison to
aggregate market energy prices. With price information we can analyse the potential
for prots and estimate rates-of-return on capital investment within the bioenergy
sector. This can provide invaluable insight for the development of nancial policy
instruments to both stimulate and control sector development.
Demand characterisation for each energy-vector commodity is considered on three
levels. First, we characterise demand with regard to its spatial distribution and
dynamics over the strategic timeframe. We can locate energy demands directly in
relation to population, urban or industrial centres. Similarly, the dynamics of these
demands can be estimated from past consumption data (BERR, 2008b) and projected
as a series of scenarios. Our spatial-temporal model of energy demand is developed
in Chapter 4.
Secondly, we distinguish between absolute and relative demand. Absolute demand
relates to the total demand for a particular energy service: either heat, power, or
transport fuels (see Figure 3.4). Whilst this might take on a spatial (e.g. demand
within a particular urban area) or temporal (e.g. total demand for a particular year)
component it contains no information relating to the demand for bioenergy-services
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explicitly. It therefore represents the criteria for measuring attainment of sector pene-
tration, renewable energy, or carbon mitigation targets. For the purposes of this anal-
ysis, absolute demand is assumed price inelastic. By contrast, the relative demand for
bioenergy is realised under competition between bioenergy technologies, traditional
fossil fuels and alternative sources of renewable energy. Relative demands are there-
fore fundamentally price elastic, taking into account the economic competitiveness
of bioenergy in relation to alternatives. It can be specied as a function of a broad
range of qualitative and quantitative constraints on the potential market demand for
bioenergy specically and can therefore be highly localised, subject to a broad range
of spatially distributed factors. For example, proximity of the gas grid represents a
signicant barrier to biomass derived heat uptake (i.e. the relative demand) owing to
highly cost competitive gas heating. Alternatively, a relative component of demand
might emerge as a prior installed technology expires (e.g. decommissioning of a coal-
red power plant). In this case no increase in the absolute demand for power has
occurred, rather a relative component of demand has become apparent.
Finally, it is also important to identify from which of the domestic, commercial or
industrial sectors energy service demands are derived. Dierent sectors exhibit widely
dierent demand proles and specications regarding the quality (e.g. uctuations,
intermittency) of energy service provision. Furthermore, they exhibit varying discount
rates (i.e. measures of the time-cost of money) which aect the relative demand for
bioenergy as a function of capital investment required in conversion technologies. This
is of particular relevance in the case of biomass heat and CHP wherein the relative
demand for bioenergy is intrinsically linked to a technology investment decision. Here
we note a critical assumption applied in this work in the ignorance of demand arising
from the industrial sector. Industrial energy demands are highly location- and process-
condition specic. Further justication of this assumption is provided in Chapter 4.
Further constraining assumptions on our system superstructure are introduced in
selecting a subset of conversion technologies to analyse explicitly (see Section 3.2.3).
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In Parts II and III we model explicitly only heat and power as energy service demands.
We do not analyse the demand for, and supporting supply chains for the provision
of, biomass derived liquid fuels. Heat and power are expanded upon below, regarding
the specic character of their respective demands.
Heat
Heat demands, in both the domestic and commercial sectors, can be assumed to
comprise exclusively demands for space heating and hot water energy services. The
demand for biomass heat is a synthesis of decisions made by multiple agents regarding
the installation of biomass boiler systems. The relative demand for heat is assumed
to emerge dynamically as existing fossil fuel boiler systems expire. An additional
potential demand is anticipated through the installation of boiler units in newly con-
structed buildings. Relative heat demand thus emerges dynamically at a rate driven
by the expiry of existing boiler stock in addition to the rate of new build properties.
Combined heat and power demand can also be considered to emerge from, and be
represented as, the potential uptake arising from the rational economic decision mak-
ing of multiple commercial and domestic agents. Combined heat and power demand is
therefore represented explicitly as a constraint on conversion technology installation.
The demand represented here is determined through external analyses specic to the
CHP sector (DEFRA, 2007). We provide a more detailed discussion of CHP demand
characterisation in Chapter 9.
Power
Owing to the existing structure of the electricity industry in the UK, power can be
generally assumed to be pooled as a common system-wide resource. Specic con-
sumers cannot distinguish power generated from biomass from that generated by a
fossil fuel, or alternative renewable, process supply chain. We can therefore assume
that the demand for biomass power is equal to the absolute power service demand. A
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spatial component of absolute and relative power demand is identied associated with
spatial population dynamics (e.g. migration, immigration) and locations of planned
power generation construction and de-commissioning. These spatial-temporal factors
aect the distribution of supply and demand across the national power grid. A limited
set of regional power network constraints are analysed in Chapter 9. However, the
task of planning capacity installation to ensure spatial supply and demand balance
across the national power grid poses a complex spatial dynamic optimisation problem
which extends beyond the scope of the bioenergy system considered in this work.
Within the scope of the model developed here, the spatial component of demand
becomes an active driver of the infrastructure conguration once energy-vector logis-
tics are taken into consideration. In the case of heat, no mode of energy logistics
is identied explicitly within the model formulation. At the spatial resolution of the
model applied, the distribution of heat as steam pumped through a heat-pipe network
is considered infeasible between adjacent cells (i.e. over distances beyond 50km). Heat
logistics are therefore implicitly modelled through constraints dictating that heat de-
mand satised within any cell is fully provided through technological capacity installed
within that same cell. In the case of power distribution, long distance transfer through
electric cables is common practice. However, this carries an eciency penalty owing
to joule heating losses in the cables which accounted for 7.72% of all power generated
in 2007 (BERR, 2008b). When this factor is introduced, the spatial distribution of
power demand becomes a spatial system driver. We analyse this logistical eciency
factor in Chapter 9.
In this section we have developed a conceptual model of the technological super-
structure. We have identied those elements to be integrated within the mathemat-
ical modelling framework developed in Part II and those analyses completed in Part
III. Figure 3.8 depicts the State-Task-Network of the GB bioenergy system which is
modelled explicitly. This highlights the hybrid feedstock-task formulation employed.
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Logistics form pseudo-tasks, capable of transforming the location of each state, but
not the material or chemical properties of each state.
In the next section we focus on the spatial form of the infrastructure system. We
seek to identify how a set of spatial forces interact with the technological superstruc-
ture in determining the optimal spatial congurations.
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3.3 Spatial Conguration
When observing the bioenergy infrastructure system from the perspective of its tech-
nological superstructure, our decisions focus on the selection and sizing of resource
purchases, energy demand satisfaction, conversion technologies and ows between
these elements. We focus on discrete resources, technological units and their logisti-
cal interconnections, each selected on the basis of relative superiority from a whole-
chain perspective. This superiority is achieved through higher eciencies, reduced
costs or lower emissions expressed as net-contributions to whole-system performance.
Our view of the infrastructure in this case is highly reductionist. In this section
we focus on the spatial conguration of the infrastructure. We explore the forces
(mechanisms) by which discrete activities interact within the spatial domain and how
these forces determine optimum plant location, capacity, biomass sourcing and energy
supply strategies. A crucial distinction is drawn between `whole-system' and `single-
plant' or project (i.e. local biomass-heat installation program) optimality. In moving
from a concept of single plant optimality to a whole-system paradigm we move from
discussion of discrete unit location and scale to the creation spatial congurations,
expressed as the interrelationship between multiple units.
These conceptual shifts require us to relax our conception of optimality from one
of quantitative dominance. Within optimal congurations, forces dictating the spatial
location of system factors (purchase, conversion, demand satisfaction) sit in equilib-
rium. Forces of attraction balance against forces of repulsion. In relation to the
spatial domain, the strength of these forces is ultimately measured as the sensitivity
of the objective function to each factor as a function of distance. Measuring these
forces and their resultant impact on whole-system performance is crucial in justifying
the spatially explicit modelling paradigm that is integral to this thesis. This justi-
cation is initiated in the proceeding section and forms an overarching objective of
those analyses completed in Part III. However, it is important to recognise that these
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forces are not xed. Owing to spatial heterogeneity in biomass resource supply and
energy demand, these forces are themselves dependent on location. The result is a
complex interrelationship between those forces which dictate the location and scale of
bioenergy system activity and the spatial domain within which the system is located.
Those forces considered explicitly within this thesis are resultant from: (1) the spa-
tial distribution of supply and demand; (2) economies of scale; (3) logistics costs; and
(4) the mode of competition. We re-iterate that within the full spatial-infrastructure
model no single force can be considered in complete isolation. It is the interactions
between these forces which which ultimately determine the spatial conguration of
the infrastructure. This forms a conceptual model for understanding optimal facil-
ity location dating back to Alfred Weber's Theory of Location in Industries (Weber,
1929). In this section we explore the underpinning phenomena that give rise to system
forces, interactions between the component forces, and cause and eect relationships
with regard to the technological superstructure.
3.3.1 Spatial Distribution of Supply and Demand
In order to explore the eect of the spatial distribution of supply and demand upon the
spatial conguration of the infrastructure system it is useful to abstract a simplied
version of the whole-systems model. First, relaxing constraints on capacity bounds
and economies of scale our conception of technology becomes purely transformative
(i.e. feedstock to product at a xed ratio) and fully exible with regard to its location.
Secondly, if biomass supply logistics costs are assumed to dominate those for energy
delivery, as is the case for power generation and transmission, then spatial infrastruc-
ture purchase and activity location decisions can be assumed to correlate directly with
the location of minimum-cost resources. Decisions regarding activity levels would be
constrained to the quantity of resource available at that lowest price. Activity levels
above this level would freely move to a new location at zero-cost. From this simple
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analysis two key parameters emerge that determine the spatial conguration of infras-
tructure: (1) location-specic resource availability and (2) location-specic resource
cost.
In the case of biomass-heat systems high distribution network costs and low heat
transport eciencies place upper bounds on feasible heat transport radii (< 10km).
A third key parameter is therefore identied regarding location-specic energy-vector
demand. The short range of feasible heat logistics implies a strong logistical force (see
Section 3.3.2 that acts to constrain the relative location of production and consump-
tion; requiring co-location of heat generation and demand. Spatial complexities arise
in the design of ecient (i.e. near-optimal) heat distribution networks for domestic
and commercial CHP systems (DEFRA, 2007). In this system, location now relates
to the siting of the CHP facility and connection to individual oce blocks, public
buildings and homes. Co-location of supply and demand is therefore merely a result
of our observation of the system at a particular scale or resolution. The location and
scale of heat-generation is dictated by the relative spatial distribution and magnitude
of supply and demand.
A multi-scale conceptual framework is beginning to emerge. Fundamental to this
framework, and ultimately determining the resolution adopted within a quantita-
tive modelling exercise, is the relative strength of forces associated with logistics,
economies of scale and the market-structure (elaborated upon in Section 3.3.4). These
combine to dictate the sensitivity of system operation to spatial spatial distributions
in supply, demand and their relative disparity. Dependent on our chosen system
resolution (here specied as a system of 50  50km cells) we can expect to observe
variant spatial distributions. In characterising these distributions we recognise 3 key
phenomena:
1. Spatial heterogeneity in the biomass resource supply distribution;
2. Spatial heterogeneity in the energy demand distribution;
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3. Spatial disparity between supply and demand.
Elaborating briey on these, it is clear that if at a particular resolution the biomass
resource distribution observed is homogeneous then it would have no inuence on
location decisions. Assuming that the logistical and economies of scale force ranges
were equivalent to the geographical length scale (e.g. coast to coast), the location
of facilities would be determined exclusively by geographical boundary constraints.
Infrastructure design would tend to become separable at the point of production, or
more accurately collection. Such a paradigm is explored in Chapter 7 for the case
of dedicated biomass power generation. Similarly, if demand were homogeneously
distributed, even in the case of those systems with strong demand-side logistical forces
(i.e. heat-distribution), location decisions would reduce to a function of the supply
distribution only. Finally, if there is any measure of of heterogeneity in supply or
demand it remains to identify the disparity in the distribution of these two factors. If
heterogeneities in supply and demand are spatially correlated then the complexities
in optimally locating production are signicantly reduced.
Each of these potential factor scenarios is summarised graphically in Figure(s) 3.9.
Drawing upon a Weberian model of optimum location (for a review see Wesolowsky
(1993)) we consider the balance of forces acting upon a technology location decision
in relation to spatially distributed supply and demand nodes. These forces result
from the measure of heterogeneity in the set of nodes. The potential to constrain the
`space' considered explicitly within the facility location problem is clear.
As suggested in the introduction to this section, we are required to justify the en-
dogenisation of spatial complexities within our conceptual and mathematical model.
Whilst we have highlighted the discourse regarding the low-density of biomass and its
spatially distributed character, we have yet to analyse this quantitatively. The spa-
tial density of biomass resources (i.e. odt:km 1:yr 1) can only be interpreted within
a quantitative analysis of an integrated system (i.e. economies of scale, logistics and
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(a) Homogeneous Demand (b) Homogeneous Supply (c) Heterogeneity or Disparity
(d) Key
Figure 3.9: Alternative spatial-factor scenarios
mode of competition). Such analyses are completed extensively within Part III. Fo-
cussing on the spatial distribution of supply and demand in isolation, we require a
measure of spatial heterogeneity. For this purpose we adopt the Lorenz-curve and the
associated Gini-coecient.
The Lorenz curve is typically applied in economics and ecology to describe inequal-
ity in wealth or size within a sample. The Lorenz curve is specied as a function of the
cumulative proportion of ordered samples (e.g. individuals, discrete locations) plotted
against the corresponding cumulative proportion of their size (Dagum, 1980). Here,
in application to the spatial distribution of resources, this is adapted to consider the
cumulative proportion of Total land area in relation to the total Productive and/or
Urban (i.e. consuming) land area in each cell. If, for example, each cell contains an
equal measure of Productive land area, the resulting Lorenz curve will be a straight
diagonal line of equality. If there is any inequality (i.e. concentration) of Productive
land area within a subset of cells then the Lorenz curve will fall below the line of
equality. The Gini-coecient measures the ratio between (1) the area enclosed by
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the line of equality and the Lorenz curve and (2) the area that falls below the Lorenz
curve. This provides us with a measure of spatial disparity and can be interpreted as
a fractional deviation from spatial homogeneity at a particular spatial-cell resolution.
Example Lorenz curves are depicted in Figure(s) 3.10 for GB-system Productive and
Urban land area correlations at varying spatial resolutions. The construction of these
curves is detailed below.
In Chapter 4 we will provide a more detailed overview of the spatially explicit
database Land Cover Map 2000 (LCM2000, Fuller et al. 2002a) in developing a de-
tailed map of biomass supply and energy demand. Here shall simply refer to 2 gen-
eral land-type classications: (1) Productive comprising Mixed Woodland, Coniferous
Woodland, Arable and Horticulture, and Improved Grassland cover; and (2) Urban
comprising Urban and Suburban land cover. We consider two alternative cell resolu-
tions of 1 1km and 50 50km. We dene a local nomenclature:
FX Ordered-cumulative vector of the independent factor for each cell
FY Corresponding vector of the dependent factor for each cell
Lorenz curves are developed for 3 characteristics of the spatial distribution: (1)
Productive homogeneity (FX = Productive area, FY= Total area); (2) Urban homo-
geneity (FX = Urban area, FY = Total area); and (3) Productive-Urban disparity
(FX = Productive area, FY = Urban area). Figure 3.10 presents the Lorenz curves for
each of these characteristics at the 1  1 km and 50  50 km cell resolutions. Gini
coecients for each case are presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Gini coecients for Urban-Productive distribution
Characteristic
Resolution
1 1 km 50 50 km
Productive Homogeneity 0.280 0.481
Urban Homogeneity 0.812 0.697
Productive-Urban Disparity 0.728 0.099
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(a) 1 1 km
(b) 50 50 km
Figure 3.10: Lorenz Curves for Urban-Productive distribution
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At the 1km resolution Productive land area is fairly homogeneous (G = 0:280)
in comparison to Urban land area which is highly concentrated within a limited set
of cells (G = 0:812). Urban land area is therefore distributed in accordance with
the often quoted 80 : 20 rule observed for social systems (i.e. 80% of the total urban
area is concentrated in 20% of the total land area). A high-level of Productive-Urban
disparity is measured (G = 0:728). The exclusive nature of land-cover when observed
at this resolution can be attributed to two key factors: (1) the spatial resolution
of the underpinning database and system of classication; and (2) a fundamental
measure of the spatial scales at which the Urban environment (as an aggregate of many
complex processes) is constructed. Shifting to the 50km resolution we see a striking
reduction in Productive-Urban disparity (G = 0:099). This implies that within each
50  50 km parcel their exists a general proportional balance (i.e. fraction of total
land-type) of Productive and Urban land cover across the total system. This suggests
an intrinsic coupling of Productive and Urban land area when observed at this spatial
resolution. It is quite possible at lower resolutions that this disparity might again
increase as, for example, we expand our system boundary to consider a productive but
population-sparse hinterland. A nal point of note is made in reference to the decrease
in Productive homogeneity (G = 0:481). This suggests a relative spatial concentration
of Productive land cover at the 50km resolution. Regarding cells exhibiting a high
concentration of Productive cover, and with some foresight to Chapter 4, this is
in logical agreement with dense regions of agricultural coverage located in the South
and East of Great Britain. Regarding cells exhibiting low concentration of Productive
cover, we must anticipate some sensitivity to the spatial boundary owing to the low
total land-area coverage of some coastal cells (e.g. << 2500km2).
Each of the spatial system scenarios outlined in Figure 3.9 focusses our system
analysis on a particular spatial distribution. If either supply or demand logistics
can be ignored as a factor in a technology location decision, then we can reduce
the scope of our analysis to one of these scenarios. For example, in the case of
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biomass power systems we assume that power logistics are essentially free of charge
from the perspective of the producer. The location decision in this case reduces
to a supply-side problem as depicted in Figure 3.9(a). We are therefore concerned
only with the spatial distribution, and measure of homogeneity, of Productive land
area. It remains to specify the resolution at which the spatial distribution is to
be characterised. This resolution should be aligned with the spatial scale at which
forces of logistics and economies of scale for the subject technology are in balance
(i.e. close to the optimum sourcing radius calculated for a system aggregate resource
density). If the Gini-coecient calculated at this resolution is low (e.g. < 0:20) limited
spatial preference would be expected. Whilst a small proportion of cells might exhibit
particularly high or low concentrations of productive resources, the bulk majority
would appear homogeneous. This would result in some degree of spatial degeneracy
implying that the sensitivity of total plant costs to location would is low. In this
case, a spatially explicit modelling approach might entail signicant computational
complexity without adding value to the analysis. However, if the Gini coecient is
high (e.g. > 0:80) a signicant degree of spatial preference would be expected: high
coecient values implying a concentration of Productive land area within a limited
set of cells and a similar exclusion of Productive land area from the complement.
In this case system costs would be sensitive to facility location. A spatially explicit
modelling approach could provide valuable information, guiding decisions regarding
the spatial conguration of the system.
This subsection has focussed on developing our conceptual model of spatial distri-
butions and their inuence on the spatial conguration of the infrastructure system.
We have focussed on issues regarding the spatial resolution of our model observation
and measures of homogeneity and heterogeneity within a discretised spatial domain.
This has required us to appeal to the notions of logistical and economies of scale forces
and their respective ranges of action in order to relate absolute spatial scales to those
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at which technologies interact with the spatial domain. We proceed to develop these
force concepts further.
3.3.2 Logistics
Logistics were introduced in Section 3.2.2 as a component of the technological super-
structure. There we developed an analytical model identifying xed and distance-
variable costs. This was sucient to distinguish between alternative modes of trans-
port (e.g. truck, rail, ship etc.) in determining the optimum mode as a function of
distance traveled. Meanwhile, our concept of space was developed as series of dis-
crete location units, now termed cells, within the STN superstructure. In expanding
the conceptual infrastructure model into the spatial domain we observe logistics as
performing a crucial role in linking these technological-superstructural and spatial
topographies.
Returning to our force analogy, the force strength associated with logistics is ex-
pressed as the distance-dependent variable cost3 (i.e. $:MWh 1f :km
 1). Whilst our
concept of distance from a spatial perspective is absolute, measured in kilometers
traveled in moving between two locations, from an economic perspective it becomes
a relative concept measured in units of accumulated cost. Locations are positioned
in relation to each other in accordance with the least-cost pathway through a logis-
tics network. Our concept of space as constructed from a purely physical perspective
(i.e. absolute euclidian measure) thus moulds to an economic topography generated
through logistical interrelations between locations, and vice versa. Variant logistical
costs introduced through alternative modes (e.g. rail, ship, pipeline) result in dierent
spatial scales and economic topographies becoming apparent. We explore multi-modal
logistics networks and their mathematical formulation in Chapter 9. It is here, ab-
stracted to a mathematical representation of the spatial infrastructure system, that
all absolute measures of distance are discarded and replaced by costs. Our explicit
3Throughout this work, subscript f denotes units of fuel energy (typically biomass).
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model of the spatial system is expressed in purely economic terms.
The analytical xed and variable model of logistics in isolation is a simple one
requiring little further expansion. However, when placed in relation to the spatial
factors identied in this section it becomes the principle force acting both upon and
within all other factors. As discussed above, in the context of the spatial distribution
(and disparity) of supply and demand, logistics act to transform the spatial into an
economic topography. As we shall see below, in the context of economies of scale,
logistics costs manifest as the ultimate diseconomy of scale. In relation to modes of
economic interaction and competition between a broad range of supply-chain agents,
logistics take on the general appearance of a market access or transaction costs.
Before we proceed, we recognise a particular feature of logistics costs in relation to
biomass supply and demand. Variable logistics costs are assumed to increase linearly
with increasing transport distance. This is in contrast to the absolute quantity of
biomass supply and demand which, owing to its distributed nature, increases as a
function area. Assuming a purely radial sourcing strategy within a homogeneous
distribution of resources, if biomass consumption at a particular location is doubled its
total supply area will also double. However, the average distance traveled to collect (or
deliver) each unit of biomass increases by a factor of
p
2. When we advance to consider
economies of scale accumulated with increasing capacity, this geometric relationship
between capacity (as an area) and logistical range (as a length) becomes an economic
relationship between capital and operating costs and variable logistics costs. The rate
at which these costs vary with increasing capacity (i.e. supply footprint) becomes the
principle determinant of optimal plant scale.
3.3.3 Economies of Scale
In developing our conceptual model of economies of scale we again abstract to a simple,
classical model focussing on a single production (or generation) facility. Initially we
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assume this facility to be located within a homogeneous resource distribution. We
assume that long-run reductions in the marginal cost of production can be achieved
with increasing scale (i.e. economies of scale exist). Such a model places no limits
on facility location or capacity other than those enforced by absolute system resource
availability or product demand. This model is clearly limited owing to its ignorance of
logistical forces which act against the tendency to expand. These act to increase the
marginal cost of each successive unit of delivered feedstock and/or the cost to access
a product market. If we introduce logistics costs and counteracting diseconomies of
scale, the potential to identify economically optimum facility scales becomes apparent.
At an optimum, minimum-cost point the marginal benets of economies of scale
balance against the marginal costs of diseconomies of scale. The system is in economic
equilibrium with its market environment.
Two constraints on facility scale are identied: (1) absolute accessible resource
or market availability; and (2) an optimal scale beyond which governing economic
objectives deteriorate owing to diseconomies of scale. In an analysis of economies of
scale in a range of industry sectors, Silberston (1972) compares this optimum single-
plant scale, termed the minimum optimum or ecient scale, against the absolute
size of the regional and national product market. This supports the identication of
whether economies of scale are a signicant factor in the economics of an industry
sector. Here, accepting the limited contribution of biomass to the total national energy
demand, we focus on the measure of feedstock consumption of an optimally scaled
technology. Specically, we focus on the number of optimal single facilities (units)
potentially contained within a single spatial cell, or how many cells are required to
support an optimal facility. The cell resolution therefore dictates the extent to which
economies of scale are `observable'. In the case of a small scale technology (e.g. 15kWth
household boiler) no economies of scale are observable at the 50  50km resolution.
Instead, we observe the aggregate of multiple modular unit installations. Conversely,
as we shall observe throughout Part III, optimally scaled combustion power-generation
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facilities consume resources sourced from a number of spatial cells. Our observation
of economies of scale is therefore conditioned by both technical parameters and the
resolution applied in our spatial modelling approach.
Sources of Economies of Scale
Turning our attention to the sources of economies and diseconomies of scale, a diverse
range of technical, organisational and market factors are identied. These exist both
internal and external to the individual rm or production facility and occur at a range
of spatial and temporal scales. Typically they are observed as high-level econometric
phenomena in plant and industry cost-data. A limited number of analyses have probed
deeper to identify the sources of economies of scale emergent from the bottom-up. In
one such study Haldi and Whitcomb (1967) identify a range of internal economies of
scale routed at the process unit level. These include:
1. Costs of basic industrial equipment units:
(a) Indivisibilities of machinery and individual workers;
(b) Geometric relationships between material requirement and unit capacity;
2. Construction costs of plants and process areas:
(a) Uniform expansion of all equipment;
(b) Breaking of bottlenecks through increasing utilisation;
(c) Change in technique or method;
3. Operating costs:
(a) Raw materials;
(b) Utilities;
(c) Labour;
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(d) Supervision and management;
(e) Maintenance;
4. Dynamic and stochastic sources of increasing returns:
(a) Manufacturing progress functions and set-up costs;
(b) Stochastic increasing returns.
Economies of scale at the process-unit level are a well established phenomenon.
Geometric ratios between volumetric capacity of vessels and pipes in comparison to
their material costs (typically a function of surface area) are simple to formulate. Sim-
ilarly, the allocation of xed costs (i.e. indivisibilities) with increasing productivity4
generates returns to scale as the system tends to full capacity utilisation. Economies
of scale arising through xed-cost allocation accounts for a broad range of techno-
logical, logistical and temporal economies of scale observed throughout the supply
chain. Indeed, the breaking of process `bottlenecks' with increasing scale, alluded to
by Haldi and Whitcomb (1967) in the list above, refers to a similar phenomenon.
Indivisibilities in the size of some plant equipment allows throughput to be increased
by enlarging the capacity of a critical subset of process units. Total plant costs there-
fore exhibit economies of scale: a twofold increase in throughput requires less than a
twofold increase in equipment costs.
We recognise an important distinction between economies of and returns to scale.
As Silberston (1972) makes clear, our concept of system `scale' must be clearly dened.
The temporal resolution considered within this work is generally aggregated to the
10-year scale. Both the static-snapshot model formulated in Part II and the dynamic
extensions introduced in Chapter 10 observe technologies as an aggregate system
of operation over this approximate time period. A long-run load-factor and xed
conversion ratios (for a more detailed discussion of these parameters see Section 3.2.3)
4Here the term productivity refers to the net-output of a xed-composition of value-added products
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are specied which relate the installed technology capacity to an aggregate, averaged
daily output observed at the 10-year scale. Returns to scale are dened as those
economies which are achieved as the system tends towards full utilisation and therefore
the minimum marginal allocation of installed-capital and operating costs. They are
equivalent to capacity utilisation or an operational load-factor. Having specied a
xed technology load-factor over the strategic time-period, we observe only economies
of scale in relation to capital costs. These are dened as those economies which result
explicitly from an absolute increase in technology-system scale.
As xed project (i.e. planning, land and license) and capital-cost economies are
absorbed by increasing scale, operating costs begin to dominate long-run system costs.
Access to a range of labour and energy-saving technologies therefore becomes available
at certain scale thresholds. These changes in `technique' or `method' (i.e. technology)
for achieving a constant system productivity can be envisaged as a general substitution
of operating costs (i.e. labour and utilities) for increased capital investment. For
example, signicant economies of scale in labour are observed in industrial systems
(Haldi and Whitcomb, 1967). This results from the fact that the role of labour
within the modern industrial complex is typically one of monitoring and maintenance.
With increasing scale comes an increasing capacity to justify the electrication and
automation of system processes on the basis of labour cost savings. In relation to
utilities, heat integration schemas can be justied once energy becomes a signicant
factor in total system costs. Complex heat-exchanger networks, improved materials
and advanced control strategies (albeit required to manage the complexity inherent
feed-forward and feedback eects stemming from plant-wide energetic integration)
become viable. A general substitution of capital for labour and utilities with increasing
process-system scale is complete.
Dynamic economies of scale can be attributed to two key phenomenon: (1) the al-
location of xed `set-up' times over extended production periods; and (2) technological
learning-curve eects. The rst of these merely represents a dynamic variant of xed
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cost allocation discussed above wherein labour costs, charged on a per unit time basis,
for batch process preparation and set-up periods for campaign runs can be allocated
across a greater quantity of total product. Technological learning-curve eects have
been discussed at length in Chapter 2. They are explored in more detail in Chapter
10. Here we simply recognise the complexity of clearly isolating economies of scale
at static plant and process level from dynamic economies of scale acquired through
technological learning. Stochastic economies of scale relate to concepts of `failure rate'
and required insurance against system failure. Haldi and Whitcomb (1967) refers to a
hypothetical spare-parts inventory model to demonstrate the economies of scale which
can be acquired through appeal to the law of large numbers.
Focussing our scope at the aggregate facility or rm scale, Silberston (1972) iden-
ties additional potential sources of scale economies. Two key factors are highlighted:
1. Vertical linking economies (supply-chain integration);
2. Specialisation of labour.
In relation to the biomass and bioenergy industries, vertical linking economies in
feedstock procurement are recognised as a key mechanism for cost control (Altman
and Johnson, 2008). Economies of scale in transaction costs can be achieved through
increased control of contractual structures, reducing exposure to spot market `risk'.
These dynamic, market factors further expand our concept of stochastic and dynamic
sources of economies of scale highlighted above. The specialisation of labour is ob-
served at scales ranging from job-shop run-length (i.e. short-run learning by doing)
through to the establishment of installation, operation and maintenance expertise at
an industry level and over the strategic timeframe. A range of important scale ef-
fects are identied at this industry-wide level. Roos et al. (1999) identify 5 so-termed
external sources of economies of scale relevant to the bioenergy sector:
1. Standards are introduced that reduce transaction costs;
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2. Market specialists (e.g. fuel-dealers, consultants) enter and improve the perfor-
mance of biomass markets;
3. Technological specialists (e.g. farmers, engineers) emerge, improving technolog-
ical performance;
4. Learning and innovation throughout the supply-chain creates positive feedbacks.
5. Positive network externalities are acquired within a technological cluster;
Each of these factors can be considered the result of a dynamic learning process:
component-technology, supply chain, market and ultimately infrastructure perfor-
mance increasing with the total level of accumulated experience. We should recognise
the potential for these learning eects to be location specic. Regions of local exper-
tise might be expected to emerge where uptake is initially high as positive feedbacks
result in spatial `lock-in'. Whilst we do not explore this basis of location-specic
learning further in this thesis, we recognise it as a possible means of interaction, as-
sociating economies of scale, their dynamic interpretation as learning eects, and the
emergent spatial conguration of the bioenergy infrastructure.
Given the widespread recognition and diverse sources of economies of scale a
question arises, namely why are large rms in practice so small? (Camback, 2002).
Anti-monopolistic market regulation plays a key role in constraining rm size from
a market-share perspective. However, we also recognise those diseconomies of scale
which emerge with the increasing complexity in management and co-ordination of
large systems (rms). Camback (2002) analyses these `bureaucratic' limits to rm
size through a transaction cost economics approach developed by Williamson (1979).
Four key sources of diseconomies are identied:
1. Atmospheric consequences of increasing specialisation, less commitment, lack of
purpose and alienation amongst employees;
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2. Bureaucratic insularity drives management to maximise personal benet rather
than corporate performance;
3. Incentive limits of the employment relation wherein tenure and position are
favored over merit;
4. Communication distortion due to bounded rationality within hierarchical infor-
mation ow.
These sources each relate to the increasing complexity and ineciencies of co-
ordination within the rm as it increases in scale. In our model of the bioenergy
system we observe the rm as an aggregate, charged with the management of a single
technological installation. At the level of the aggregate conversion facility (e.g. com-
bustion plant, pellet factory) we do not envisage these `management' diseconomies
to become limiting. Modern industrial processes are highly automated, with labour
co-ordination no longer placing signicant demands on management. Signicant dis-
economies of scale are envisaged in managing industrial-scale biomass supply chains;
delivering multiple feedstocks sourced from multiple locations, with each location ex-
hibiting variable qualities and quantities of biomass available. In relation to this
work, Dunnett et al. (2007) develop a scheduling model of a Miscanthus to Heat
supply chain to support decision making when faced with such a complex array of
dynamic factors. However, we do not consider this level of supply chain detail further.
The primary diseconomy of scale considered within this thesis is the cost of biomass
logistics. Specically, the increase in distance-variable costs inherent when sourcing
biomass in ever greater quantities.
Economies of scale force strength
Mathematical models of economies of scale are typically formulated as empirical
power-law relationships representing cost as a function of capacity in relation to a
base-case system cost and capacity. This form has been widely validated through
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econometric and engineering analyses (Silberston, 1972; Haldi and Whitcomb, 1967;
Dornburg and Faaij, 2001). In the form used extensively throughout this thesis, the
scale coecient is assumed constant with capacity. Higher-order models wherein the
scale-exponent is a function of capacity are postulated by Jenkins (1997). This more
complex formulation is examined briey in Chapter 7.
Here we demonstrate the general formulation of the economies of scale for biomass
systems and relate this to the marginal cost of output attributed to capital costs. We
proceed to determine the economies of scale force; comparable with the logistical force
expressed as the distance-variable logistics cost ($:MWh 1:km 1). We dene a local
nomenclature and unit basis:
C Capacity dependent cost ($:d 1)
C0 Base capacity dependent cost ($:d
 1)
L Sourcing radius (km)
MC Marginal unit cost ($:MWh 1f )
V System feedstock capacity (MWhf :d
 1)
V0 Base system feedstock capacity (MWhf :d
 1)
Y Biomass yield density (MWhf :km
 2:d 1)
 Economies of scale coecient (-)
The power-law expression of cost as a function of scale is presented in Equation
3.1.
C = C0

V
V0

(3.1)
Capacity is here specied as the rate of consumption of biomass feedstock. We
can therefore represent system capacity on a distance basis as the radius required in
order to source feedstock biomass. Assuming a homogeneous biomass distribution
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and a purely radial sourcing strategy, system capacity is expressed as per Equation
3.2.
V = :L2:Y (3.2)
Substituting into Equation 3.1 and dividing through by capacity we identify the
marginal contribution of scalable capital costs as a function of the sourcing radius.
This is presented in Equation 3.3. Finally, taking the gradient of this expression we
can determine the cost-force associated with economies of scale. Note that Equation
3.4 is a decreasing function with distance ( < 1). Therefore, variable logistical
costs, relating to both supply and demand, become increasingly dominant as capacity
and the associated sourcing radius increases. The optimal system capacity is located
where logistical and economies of scale forces are equal. The optimum system is in
equilibrium.
MC =
C0

:Y:L2
V0

:Y:L2
(3.3)
@MC
@L
=
C0(2   2)
V 0
:(:Y ) 1:L2 3 (3.4)
In the above narrative we have assumed a homogeneous distribution of resources
and thus ignored a signicant mode of interaction with the spatial domain. Non-linear
distributions of biomass resource availability and energy demand result in yield density
becoming a function of sourcing radius. Heterogenous resource distributions coupled
with geographical constraints specic to each location reduce the validity of our radial
sourcing assumption. Furthermore, the potential for competition between multiple
plants for biomass resources becomes apparent as soon as we relax our conception of
the single plant operating in isolation. We consider this mode of interaction, arising
through competition for local biomass resources, in the following section.
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3.3.4 Mode of Interaction
Within the whole-systems optimisation model developed and applied in this work, the
principle mode of interaction observed between system elements (i.e. superstructural
components) arises through the direct assignment of supply and demand to specic
elements and locations on a least cost basis. In cases where logistics costs are modelled
explicitly (i.e. biomass transport) or implicit in absolute constraints on technology
location (i.e. heat provision), this assignment results in spatial exclusion. By this
we imply that no other technological unit can access either the biomass resources
consumed or market demands serviced by another installed technology exhibiting
a lower access cost. This conforms to the optimum minimum-cost allocation basis
which is general to all whole-system objective functions considered in this work. This
general basis of allocation, through central planning at minimum cost, contrasts to the
purist economic discipline where allocation is completed through the market pricing
mechanism. If we are to infer any character of the rm upon unit technologies installed
within the infrastructure (i.e. assume that plants will be operated as autonomous
economic agents) we must recognise the implications of our model result from a market
perspective.
In analysing market structures that might arise within established bioenergy sys-
tems, we recognise signicant potential in the discipline of transaction cost economics
(Williamson, 1979). This mode of economic analysis has been applied by Altman and
Johnson (2008) and Altman and Johnson (2009) in order to study market and con-
tractual mechanisms employed in supplying biomass resources to the US bio-power
sector. It is also recognised by Roos et al. (1999) as a powerful tool in identifying
critical factors for successful bioenergy system implementation. Here we simplify this
mode of analysis to a consideration of three factors: (1) technology ownership; (2) the
mode of energy logistics as a spatial transaction cost; and (3) the degree of vertical
integration employed within the supply chain.
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From a demand perspective, interpreting the allocation of demand to the consumer
requires us to focus on the generating technology and means of energy logistics. In
the case of biomass power, we have already recognised in Section 3.2.4 the non-
discriminatory nature of power demand. We assume that power is allocated to the
national grid transmission and regional distribution networks and subsequently to
the consumer through pre-existing market structures. In the case of heat, feasible
heat transport ranges make the path from heat generation to consumption far shorter
from a supply-chain perspective. Heat demands are typically satised directly through
private technology (e.g. boiler) ownership and generation. The burden of market or
contractual co-ordination in heat supply therefore passes to boiler-fuel access. For
the pellet-heat supply chain analysed explicitly in this work, we must assume that
in practice pellets would be purchased from pellet factories through a conventional
market mechanism. This is in contrast to the direct allocation of pellets determined
through model solution. If the spatially cost-optimal allocation of pellets to installed
boilers is to be perturbed through the market-based allocation of pellets, we rely on
sectoral innovations brought about by the coercive laws of competition to overcome
additional costs implicit in increased (i.e. sub-optimal) logistical ranges. Although
not considered in detail in this work, we should also appreciate the additional level
of co-ordination required to supply heat via district heating and CHP technologies
coupled to steam-pipe networks. These highly localised energy transactions occur at
spatial resolutions higher than are formulated explicitly in this work. We therefore
postulate as to their nature without recourse to a detailed analysis. As is the case for
pellets, we assume that their co-ordination would act to increase costs beyond those
derived through a normative modelling approach such as that developed and applied
in this work.
Focussing on the direct assignment of biomass to conversion technologies (e.g. pel-
let factory, combustion plant, etc.), we assume that energy crop cultivation and agri-
cultural or forestry residue collection are completed by independent farm or forestry
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management agents respectively. The principle concern in biomass supply is there-
fore the measure of vertical integration between the producer of biomass and the
operator of the conversion technology. Altman and Johnson (2009) recognise that
approximately 75% of US bio-power industry agents purchase some quantity of their
biomass feedstock through contractual agreements, whilst in excess of 50% rely en-
tirely on vertical integration or internal procurement of biomass. We should recognise
that these results are biased towards pre-existing bio-power producers, consisting of
forestry, wood and pulp and paper manufacturers as well as food manufacturing com-
panies that have integrated forward into bio-power production (Altman and Johnson,
2008). However, it is clear that spot markets do not currently provide a viable alloca-
tion mechanism for the quantities of biomass demanded by industrial-scale conversion
plants.
Pellets are assumed to have the potential to become an established commodity
form. Their increased density (> 10:0GJ:m 3) reduces the inherent spatial-logistical
constraints on market establishment. It is perfectly feasible that raw biomass might
fail to achieve this. This would result in a fully vertically integrated industry. This
would be spatially excluding; expected to follow the minimum-cost pattern of spatial
allocation determined by the normative, whole-systems modelling framework. We
must therefore recognise the potential for either distributed densication technologies
(e.g. pelletisation, pyrolysis) to support market establishment wherein additional pro-
cessing costs are recouped through the benets of market coordination. Otherwise,
rail logistics and port access might prove crucial in reducing spatial constraints to
competitive market establishment.
A general mode of interaction between installed technologies and their input-
output transactions emerges as a result of our assumptions regarding minimum-cost
allocation. We recognise that a precedent for this `mode' of interaction is set at a
higher, superstructural level, in dictating some overarching system objective. Our
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objectives take a general form which can be stated as:
Determine the infrastructure exhibiting optimum economic performance whilst
achieving a specied level of resource utilisation.
Aspects of this general objective function form are identied here with regard to
their respective inuence on the spatial conguration of the infrastructure system.
Resource Utilisation
Resources are here considered in their broadest sense incorporating both biomass and
technological (i.e. capital) factors. Resource utilisation can therefore be specied in
terms of demand-pull (market demand satisfaction), supply-push (biomass resource
uptake) or even in terms of technological-utilisation (e.g. uptake of specied technol-
ogy). In maximising the production of a specied energy vector we enforce the total
utilisation of available biomass resources. From a spatial perspective this locks the
system to a blanket uptake of resources. In totality we lose specicity and thus no
spatial preference for biomass resource uptake can be identied. In relation to the
technological superstructure, production maximisation forces the system to adopt the
most ecient conversion technologies available. This technological `lock-in' limits the
inherent capacity of the system to adjust its technology mix and economies of scale
in order to minimise the economic impact of spatial disparity in resource density,
composition and demand location.
If we instead progressively increase the level of production of a specied energy
vector at minimum cost we would expect to see clear spatial preferences in technology
selection and facility location emerge. Uptake at the cost-optimal location would
grow until some optimal capacity was reached as dictated by the location specic
supply curve (a cumulative function of biomass purchase and logistical access cost)
in relation to economies of scale. Assuming that the allocation of resources to this
location are then xed (i.e. exclusive) then subsequent locations of activity would
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emerge following an underpinning cost hierarchy (i.e. whole-chain supply curve). As
the total production level increases, cost-optimal locations might emerge which no-
longer adopt least-cost, radial sourcing proles owing to spatial constraints established
by (1) existing spatially excluding capacity or (2) geographical boundary constraints.
We explore this sequential allocation scenario in Chapter 7. However, in the case
of normative, whole-system optimisation, all capacity (i.e. biomass consuming) units
are established simultaneously. We observe a mode of interaction wherein optimality
for a particular location in isolation might be sacriced in order to improve whole-
system performance. Returning to the dynamic narrative, as the specied level of
resource utilisation is increased we expect an increasing number of capacity units to
be installed. As these are sequentially tted into the pre-existing system, biomass-
supply and satised energy demands are continuously updated; reallocated optimally
from a whole system perspective. Whilst this might require the sacrice of location-
specic optimality, equivalent to the desired performance of an individual rm at each
location, this achieves whole system minimum cost congurations.
The result remains a set of technological installations which continue to exhibit
exclusive supply and demand allocation. But in relation to the set of equivalent
location-specic optimum congurations there might be some degree of compromise:
an inecient allocation of resource type, an excessive logistical requirement, a sub
optimal capacity. In this case, competition within the system for resources might be
expected to occur where sourcing radii, determined under conditions of no competition
for resources, overlap. An simple example of this principle is provided in Figure 3.11
for a hypothetical grid-cell system.
Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) detail the optimum sourcing strategy for plants located
in cells 6 and 7 respectively. These sourcing strategies would be expected to emerge
through cost-minimum capacity scaling and feedstock sourcing decisions made by
independent economic agents located in each grid cell. Figure 3.11(c) details the
optimal `compromise' solution satisfying a specied level of resource uptake. In this
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(a) Cell 6 Optimal (b) Cell 7 Optimal
(c) Whole-System Optimal (d) Market Competition
(e)
Figure 3.11: Normative resource allocation and emergent competition
case, the sourcing strategy for each installed plant is sub-optimal from the perspective
of each plant agent taken in isolation. As a result, resource competition between
installed plants would be anticipated where optimum, single-plant sourcing strategies
overlap. This case is depicted in Figure 3.11(d).
Economic Performance
In the analysis of multiple-technology, multiple supply-chain infrastructure systems,
three tiers of economic performance are identied explicitly. First there is that re-
garding the specic capital and operating costs associated with each technological
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investment. Secondly, we must consider the performance of specic supply chains
that integrate resource purchase, logistics, conversion technology investment and en-
ergy vector delivery. Thirdly, and most importantly, we wish to measure the economic
performance of the integrated infrastructure system.
These issues introduce feasibility constraints on the infrastructure regarding the
protability of each internal agent. If agent interactions are assumed to occur ex-
clusively through vertically integrated structures, then whole-system feasibility only
is required. However, as disaggregation of the supply chain becomes more readily
apparent, it becomes important to ensure protability is achieved at each stage in the
supply chain and in operation at each discrete location. A key attribute of a whole-
system modelling paradigm is in the capability to identify where in the supply-chain
that policy support through grants and subsidies is required to ensure economically
feasible operation.
In relation to a whole-system modelling paradigm, as we shall observe in Chapter
7, prot maximisation objectives at the single-plant level have the potential to greatly
aect the spatial conguration of the bioenergy infrastructure. However, from an ag-
gregate whole-systems perspective they are essentially negligible. A crucial element of
prot maximisation, embracing equilibrium economic approaches, is the simultaneous
determination of price and quantity at equilibrium. In the normative, whole-systems
model both the absolute quantity of each energy vector and the price level oered for
each energy vector are exogenously specied. Under these conditions prot maximisa-
tion is entirely equivalent to cost-minimisation. This highlights the perfectly collusive
or monopolistic market structure analogy wherein price control exists fully in the
hands of the producer. Within this work, the position of monopoly market power
is assumed to be held by a central planner solely responsible for decisions regarding
strategic bioenergy policy.
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3.4 Concluding Remarks
Over the course of Part I we have progressively constrained our focus from high-
level challenges, focussed on sustainable energy futures at the global scale, to those
specic to the spatially explicit modelling of a bioenergy infrastructure system. De-
spite our focus on the bioenergy system specically, the conceptual model which we
have developed within this chapter forms a general structural basis for the analysis of
technological systems (e.g. renewable energy systems) and their interaction with the
spatial domain. We have identied two principle structural forms: (1) the technolog-
ical superstructure, representing the interconnectivity of material and energy states,
technologies and logistical process and (2) the spatial conguration of those system
elements placed in relation to one another. These structural forms are intrinsically
linked through logistical processes, the friction of distance. We have developed our
concept of space in both absolute and relative-economic terms.
In Part II we take the qualitative conceptual model of the bioenergy infrastructure
developed in this chapter and formulate it as a quantitative mathematical model. This
is presented in a modular form, sequentially developing each of those factors identi-
ed in this chapter as determining the spatial conguration (Section 3.3). We rst
develop the spatial distribution of supply and demand for Great Britain as a system
of grid-cells. We then characterise conversion technologies (focussing on economies of
scale), logistical processes, mass and energy balances and system objectives. Those
superstructural elements identied in this chapter (see Figure 3.8) are parameterised
explicitly. By aligning the structure of Part II with those spatial-technological factors
identied in this chapter, we hope to enrich our interpretation of model analyses,
results and conclusions drawn in Parts III and IV.
Part II
Mathematical Model Building
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The following 4 chapters provide an overview of the static, snapshot model formulation
applied extensively in Part III. Set-Index, parameter and variable nomenclatures and
data-structures are systematically developed and model equations are listed. These
are representative of the system factors and decision variables identied here explicitly
and derived from the analysis of Chapter 3. Important sub-models used to calculate
system parameters are also described and data sources provided.
Chapter 4
Static Snapshot Model [1]:
Formulation
4.1 Chapter Overview
In this chapter we develop the conceptual bioenergy infrastructure system outlined in
Part I into a static `snapshot' model of the system. This model is adapted from the
hydrogen infrastructure model of (Almansoori, 2006). The static formulation allows
us to analyse optimal resource and technology selection, facility location, and logistical
inter-connection. However, it does not allow us to analyse the staging of investment
and location decisions. The static snapshot model should therefore be viewed as a
single-period reduction of the more complex dynamic model developed in Chapter 10.
In Section 4.2 we outline a problem statement which acts to specify the model
functionality. A model nomenclature is developed in Section 4.3 which is subse-
quently used to develop the mathematical model in Section 4.4. In developing the
mathematical model we systematically develop each model component. Section 4.4.1
develops the spatially explicit model of supply and demand. Section 4.4.2 details
the model of technology location decisions, capacity constraints and economies of
scale. Section 4.4.4 develops our model of inter-cellular logistics. Finally, Sections
4.4.7 and 4.4.9 detail the integrated mass and energy balance that binds the model
components together, the integrated cost model, and the objective functions used in
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optimising system performance. We abstract and summarise the mathematical model
formulation in Section 4.5.
4.2 Problem Statement
In Part I we developed and described a conceptual model of the bioenergy infrastruc-
ture system, as it has emerged in the relevant literatures. Here this conceptual model
is summarised as the following problem statement:
Given the following:
1. System Superstructure denition;
 Set of spatial system cells
 Set of biomass resource and energy vector states
 Set of logistical modes
 Set of conversion technologies
 Set of conversion technology capacity scales
 Subset of states transported by each mode
 Subset of states consumed by each technology
2. Spatial system data
 Distance between each pair of cells
 Spatial distribution of biomass and land resources in each cell
 Spatial distribution of energy vector supply in each cell
 Latent capacity of each technology in each cell
3. Technological performance data:
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 Capacity bounds for each technology
 Conversion ratios for each technology
 Load factor for each technology
 Operational lifetime for each technology
4. Economic performance data:
 Market prices of resources and energy vector states
 Fixed logistics costs for each state transported by each mode
 Variable logistics costs for each state transported by each mode
 Installed capital costs as a function of capacity for each technology
 Operating costs as a function of capacity for each technology
 Economies of scale factor for each technology
 Annuity cost factor for each technology
5. Demand-pull drivers:
 Total demand satisfaction scenario
 Cell -specic local demand satisfaction
Determine the optimal, minimum cost infrastructure conguration identifying the
level of the following within each cell :
1. Quantity of each state resource purchased
2. Flow of each state by each logistical mode between each pair of cells
3. Capacity of each technology installed (including energy crop production)
4. Capacity of each technology operational (including energy crop production)
5. Quantity of each state consumed by each technology
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6. Quantity of each state demand satised
We should also recognise an array of `decision' variables implicit in the relations
between explicit system variables. This process of disaggregation and compilation of
model output supports a rich array of system characterisation at a range of system
spatial scales. The problem statement is extended to include the identication of
additional variables.
Identify the following:
1. For each quantity of state resource(s) purchased in each cell:
The technology by which it was consumed;
The cell in which that technology was located;
Any downstream state production, including demand satised, or transfor-
mation by a specic technology.
2. For each level of state demand(s) satised in each cell:
The technology from which it was generated;
The cell in which that technology was located;.
Any upstream state production, including resource purchased, and transfor-
mation by specic technology.
4.3 Model Nomenclature
No unit-basis is specied explicitly when presenting the model nomenclature. A gen-
eral units system applicable to all parameters and variables is developed in-situ with
parameterisation in Chapter 5. Variables are categorised according to their domain:
Free (2 <); (2) Positive (2 <+); (3) Binary (2 [0; 1]); or (4) Integer (2 Z). Vari-
ables are allocated to each of these domains in accordance with logical constraints on
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their feasible values. For example, Positive variables are subjected to non-negativity
constraints (i.e. x  0) within any explicit model formulation.
In specifying a nomenclature for the characterisation of conversion technologies,
parameters and variables for economies of scale sub-model, developed in Section 4.4,
are marked [EoS] and do not exhibit technology specic set dependency (i.e. j 2 J).
When specifying a nomenclature for the logistical infrastructure sub-model, a tonnage
unit basis is provided in order to support interpretation of the cost model.
Set Indices:
c 2 C Set of conversion technology capacity scales
g 2 G Set of spatial cells
j 2 J Set of conversion technologies
k 2 G Alias index for spatial cells
m 2M Set of logistical modes
n 2 N Set of GB regions
s 2 S Set of material and energy commodities or states
G
(1)
g;rg  G Subset of cells g located within each region rg
G
(2)
s;m;g;k  G Subset of feasible network arcs for transfer of state s via mode m
from cell g to cell k
J (1)  J Subset of uptake constrained conversion technologies
S(1)  S Subset of local demand states
S(2)  S Subset of global demand states
S
(3)
s;j  S Subset of states s consumed as feedstock by technology j
S
(4)
s;m  S Subset of states s feasibly transported via mode m
Parameters:
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AMaxg;s Total availability of state s in cell g
DMaxg;s Total demand for state s in cell g
CC0 Base capacity capital costs
CLs;m;g;k Logistics cost for transporting state s via mode m from cell g to cell
k ($:t 1)
COP0 Base capacity operating costs
CSs Purchase cost or sale price for state s
CBj;c Cost upper-bound for technology j at scale c
D
(0)
g Absolute heat demand in cell g for the base year
D
(T )
g Absolute heat demand in cell g for the snapshot year
DRj Discount rate for technology j
DWm Driver wages for mode m ($:hr
 1)
fR Fraction of boiler replacement market available
fN Fraction of boiler new-build market available
FEm Fuel economy for mode m (km:L
 1)
FPm Fuel price for mode m ($:L
 1)
GEm General overheads for mode m ($:d
 1)
Lg;k Distance between cell g and cell k
LEg Easting co-ordinate of cell g
LNg Northing co-ordinate of cell g
LL Lower-bound adjacent cell distance
LU Upper-bound adjacent cell distance
LFj;c Capacity load-factor for technology j at scale c
LUTm Total trip loading and unloading time for mode m (hr)
LTj Capital lifetime for technology j
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MEm Maintenance expenses for mode m ($:km
 1)
OPm Annual operation for mode m (d:yr
 1)
PPm Capital payback period for mode m (yr)
SPm Average trip speed for mode m (km:hr
 1)
TCm Unit capital cost of mode m ($)
TMAm Unit availability of mode m (hr:d
 1)
TCAPs;m Container capacity for commodity s within mode m (t)
V Bj;c Capacity upper-bound for technology j installed at scale c
V 0j;c;g Latent capacity of technology j at scale c in cell g
V Min Capacity range lower-bound [EoS]
V Max Capacity range upper-bound [EoS]
V Maxj;g Maximum potential capacity of technology j installed in cell g
s;m Fixed logistics cost for transporting state s via mode m ($:t
 1)
s;m Variable logistics cost for transporting state s via modem ($:t
 1:km 1)
m Tortuosity of mode m ( )
 Aggregate economies of scale power law coecient [EoS]
T Duration from base to snapshot year
s;j Conversion ratio for technology j generating states s

Gs Global demand satisfaction for state s

Ls Local demand satisfaction for state s
Positive Variables (2 <+):
Bs;j;g State s feedstock consumed in technology j cell g
CVj;g Total capital and operating cost of technology j in cell g
Ds;g Sale of state s in cell g
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Qs;m;g;k Flow of state s via mode m from cell g to cell k
QDAs;m;k;g Direct-assignment of state s via mode m from cell k to cell g
Rs;g Purchase of state s in cell g
Vj;c;g Total operating capacity of technology j at scale c in cell g
V Ij;c;g Capacity of technology j installed at scale c in cell g
Ec Maximum error in scale bracket c [EoS]
EOV Maximum error within any scale bracket [EoS]
V Lc Lower bound capacity of scale bracket c [EoS]
V Uc Upper bound capacity of scale bracket c [EoS]
V c Maximum error locant within scale bracket c [EoS]
ZLc Scaled lower bound of scale bracket c [EoS]
ZUc Scaled upper bound of scale bracket c [EoS]
Zc Scaled maximum error locant within scale bracket c [EoS]
Free Variables (2 <):
BF Best feasible integer solution located via branch and bound
BP Best partial relaxed solution located via branch and bound
OptCR Branch and bound solution optimality criterion
SDAs;g Net-balance of state s in cell g for Direct-Assignment sub-model
TCDA Total direct-assignment logistics costs
TCC Total capital and operating costs
TLC Total logistics costs
TPC Total purchase costs
TR Total revenues
TTC Total infrastructure system costs
TP Total infrastructure system prot
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Subscripts:
e Denotes electrical energy (power)
f Denotes fuel energy (typically biomass)
p Denotes energy stored in biomass pellets
th Denotes thermal energy (heat)
4.4 Model Development
In this section we provide an overview of the development of each component of the
static snapshot model.
4.4.1 Spatially Explicit Supply and Demand
System cells are spatially located relative to each other by the straight-line distance
between each cell pair (Lg;k). In modelling transport between cells this distance can
be modied by a tortuosity factor specic to each logistical mode (see Section 4.4.5).
Each cell is internally aggregated and characterised by its sum total of extensive prop-
erties (e.g. quantity of resource available) and mean-average of intensive properties
(e.g. cost of resource). Extensive properties are assumed located at the center of each
cell.
Spatial constraints on the bioenergy system arise through the underlying distri-
bution of resource availability (AMaxg;s ) and demand (D
Max
g;s ). Equation 4.1 constrains
the purchase of each resource within each cell to the total quantity available within
that cell.
Rs;g  AMaxs;g 8 s; g (4.1)
A similar constraint is specied for demand satisfaction in each cell by Equation
4.2. In characterising demand we distinguish a subset of states constrained at the
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local scale (S(1)) from those constrained at the global scale (S(2)). Those constrained
globally can satisfy demand at a whole-system level of aggregation without requiring
explicit logistical transfer between cells. This constraint is required in modelling the
satisfaction of power demand. Cable transport through the grid is assumed available
at zero cost and entailing no signicant loss of power. Global demand constraints are
enforced by Equation 4.3.
Ds;g  DMaxs;g 8 s 2 S(1) ; g (4.2)
Ds;g 
X
g
DMaxs;g 8 s 2 S(2) ; g (4.3)
Equivalent local and global lower -bounds on demand satisfaction are specied in
order to guarantee desired levels of system activity under cost-minimisation conditions
(see Section 4.4.9). Equation 4.4 imparts a minimum local demand scenario for specic
cells within the system. Equation 4.5 imparts a minimum global demand scenario
onto the system. Cost minimisation objectives will typically minimise total output
resulting in levels of generation equal to the lower bound. By formulating the demand
constraints as inequalities, we can model scenarios wherein co-generation, valuable
by-product revenues, or discrete capacities make production above any specied level
optimal.
Ds;g  
LsDMaxs;g 8 s; g (4.4)
X
g
Ds;g  
Gs
X
g
DMaxs;g 8 s (4.5)
When discussing the spatial character of the bioenergy system two key factors are
of interest: (1) the location of energy production; and (2) the level of centralisation
observed. The balance between local and global demand satisfaction constraints (i.e.
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Ls and 

G
s ) plays an important role in determining the level of centralisation allowed.
This work employs global constraints exclusively. However, by allowing both local and
regional targets for bioenergy uptake to be specied, we provide a method to assess
the impact of local demand targets on whole-system (optimal) performance.
4.4.2 Conversion Technologies
Economies of scale introduce a non-linearity into the model as capital and operating
costs become a function of installed capacity. This requires us to consider an inte-
grated mathematical model of conversion technologies wherein technology selection,
location, capacity, performance and costs are determined simultaneously. Technolo-
gies are characterised explicitly at two levels. The rst is general technology type
(j 2 J) which determines the set of feedstocks consumed, states generated and gen-
eral economic parameters (e.g. discount rate, capital lifetime etc.). The second is the
scale at which the technology is implemented (c 2 C). This scale determines the load
factor achieved in addition to the marginal capital and operating costs as a function
of unit capacity (i.e. economies of scale). Given the nomenclature outlined above it is
possible to formulate a mathematical model wherein the each selection decision (i.e.
j;c;g) relates to a specic installed capacity located at the capacity bound (V Bj;c).
However, owing to the uneven distribution of biomass resources and energy-vector
demand (see Chapter 4) continuous capacity scaling is required. Continuous capacity
scaling prevents logistical ows (Qs;m;g;k) from emerging as a result of mismatches be-
tween installed units of discrete capacity, biomass availability and biomass demands
within each cell. Discrete capacitation therefore promotes logistical activity driven by
the specied capacity bounds, not by the inherent interaction of economies of scale
with the spatially explicit supply-curve observed at each location.
An absolute lower bound on installed capacity is modelled by preventing of selec-
tion at the lowest bound (i.e. c = 1). This constraint is formulated as per Equation
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4.6. Equations 4.7 and 4.8 enforce upper and lower bound constraints on installed
capacity within each scale bracket.
j;c;g = 0 8 j; c = 1; g (4.6)
V Ij;c;g  j;c;g:V Bj;c 1 8 j; c; g (4.7)
V Ij;c;g  j;c;g:V Bj;c 8 j; c; g (4.8)
In the snapshot model formulation a logical condition is assumed dictating that
at most a single installation of each technology can be completed in each cell. This
is enforced through Equation 4.9. This forms a cut constraint on the B&B tree,
reducing the number of feasible nodes (i.e. congurations) as cells become populated
with technologies, progressively channeling the search space towards feasible integer
solutions.
X
c
j;c;g  1 8 j; g (4.9)
At the heart of the continuous-capacity model with economies of scale is an interpo-
lation equality which determines the cost of each discrete unit of conversion-technology
investment as a function of installed capacity. This is formulated in Equation 4.10 and
demonstrated graphically in Figure 4.1 for a 3-bracket example. Capacity is related
to cost through a linear interpolation within each capacity scale bracket (c 2 C).
Scale brackets combine to form a piece-wise-linear cost curve. Owing to the snapshot
formulation annuity adjusted capital costs can be combined with lifetime averaged
operating costs in order to determine a daily average cost for each technology oper-
ating at a specied utilisation. Therefore, only a single technology cost parameter is
required at each capacity scale (CBj;c) representing the combination of capital and
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operating costs. The method for constructing this hybrid cost-curve is detailed in
Section 4.4.3.
Figure 4.1: Piece-wise linear cost curve for the combustion technology
CVj;g =
X
c

CBj;c 1:j;c;g +

V Ij;c;g   V Bj;c 1:j;c;g
V Bj;c   V Bj;c 1

(CBj;c   CBj;c 1)

8 j; g
(4.10)
Focussing on technological capacity we identify 4 explicit forms in addition to
those scale bounds (V Bj;c) which act to constrain the installation decision: (1) initial
or Latent capacity (V 0j;c;g); (2) Installed capacity (V Ij;c;g); (3) Operational capacity
(Vj;c;g); and (4) cell-specic Potential capacity (V
Max
j;g ). Latent capacity represents
that which has been installed prior to the snapshot period analysed in the optimi-
sation analysis. This introduces potential constraints on the system arising from
haphazard installation decisions made without information regarding the optimal in-
frastructure conguration. Operational capacity is the sum of latent and installed
capacity as calculated via Equation 4.11. Operational capacity determines the levels
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(i.e. quantities) of state consumption and generation within each cell.
Vj;c;g = V
0
j;c;g + V Ij;c;g 8 j ; c ; g (4.11)
Potential capacity supports the characterisation of technological constraints on
bioenergy-vector demand. This allows us to distinguish a form of relative, as apposed
to absolute demand (i.e. DMaxs;g , Chapter 4), arising through limits to technological
uptake. For example, the absolute demand for domestic heat as an energy-service is
a function of outside temperature, the thermal rating of building stock, individual
heat-utility functions etc. The demand for biomass-heat is a complex sub-function
dependent on space availability, incumbent fuel infrastructure availability, the poten-
tial for carbon displacement and a complex array of policy and legislation eects on
the unit cost (Jablonski et al., 2008c). This relative demand is highly technology spe-
cic and is therefore incorporated explicitly through constraints on capacity as per
Equation 4.12.
X
c
Vj;c;g  V Maxj;g 8 j 2 J (1); g (4.12)
As was described in Chapter 3 our model of technological capacity within the
system superstructure is adapted from the explicit task and unit distinction applied
in a general STN formulation. A hybrid model is developed. Owing to the broad
range of biomass types, particle sizes and moisture contents that can be employed
within conversion technologies it is desirable to model `exible' feedstock sourcing for
each technology. This is achieved through the denition of a feedstock consumption
`task' variable (Bs;j;g) which can be constrained so that each technology (j) accepts
only a limited set of applicable feedstocks (S
(3)
s;j  S 8 j). Technological capacity is
specied as a function of the total feedstock consumption. This resulting constraint on
operational capacity is expressed in Equation 4.13. This is coupled with Equation 4.14
which prevents the model 'dumping' surplus commodities into conversion technologies
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at zero cost. This behaviour can obscure model results when `non-cost' objective
functions are applied.
X
s2S(3)s;j
Bs;j;g =
X
c
LFj;c:Vj;c;g:s;j 8 j; g (4.13)
Bs;j;g = 0 8 s =2 S(3)s;j ; j; g (4.14)
A range of scale-specic parameters can be specied within the data-structure for
conversion technologies. In the above formulation the load-factor (LFj;c), capacity
(V Bj;c), capital and operating costs (CBj;c) are characterised as a function of scale
(c 2 C). It is possible to introduce a wide range of scale behaviour both explicitly
through extensions to the data structure presented here and through those sub-models
applied in parameterising the model.
4.4.3 Economies of Scale Sub-Model
Applied models of economies of scale typically assume analytical power law rela-
tionships between technological scale (i.e. capacity) and capital and operating costs.
Incorporating economies of scale into the mathematical formulation requires us to
introduce the resulting non-linearity. In order to avoid the computational complica-
tions of NLP formulations, economies of scale are modelled through the introduction
of binary decision variables (j;c;g). Technology costs are determined as a function of
scale through interpolation on a piece-wise linear cost curve (Equation 4.10).
A sub-model is required to convert the power-law representation of economies of
scale into a piece-wise linear cost-curve. Furthermore, it is in our interest to maximise
the `quality' of information associated with the computationally costly binary-variable
data structure. We formulate an optimal piece-wise linear regression model. The
method employed here derives from that proposed by Shah et al. (1994) for deter-
mining optimal piece-wise linear undersestimators for batch equipment cost functions.
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In the formulation presented, no technology index (j 2 J) is made explicit as the
analysis is applied uniformly to each technology. Also, consistent with Equation 4.6,
capacity scales (c 2 C) are represented here as brackets with explicit upper and lower
bounds.
Upper (c = C) and lower (c = 1) bracket bounds are assigned by Equations 4.15
and 4.16 respectively.
V Lc = V
Min 8 c = 1 (4.15)
V Uc = V
Max 8 c = C (4.16)
A maximum deviation of the linear approximation from the power law function
within each bracket is determined via Equation 4.17. For a full derivation of this func-
tion see Shah et al. (1994). The power law coecient applied here () is derived from
an aggregate of capital and operating cost functions by simple power law regression.
V c =
 
1

"
V Uc
   V Lc 
V Uc   V Lc
#! 1
 1
8 c (4.17)
Equation 4.18 links the upper and lower bounds of successive brackets.
V Uc = V
L
c+1 8 c 6= C (4.18)
The model variables are scaled via Equations 4.19-4.21. This supports a general
model capable of comparing regression quality for a range of power-law functions.
ZUc =
V Uc
V Max
8 c (4.19)
ZLc =
V Lc
V Max
8 c (4.20)
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Zc =
V Mc
V Max
8 c (4.21)
Equation 4.22 determines the scaled absolute error in each bracket. By the nature
of the model derived, a condition of the optimum regression is that this error term
will be equal in all brackets. The objective variable is assigned via Equation 4.23.
Ec =
 
Zc
   ZLc 
ZUc
   ZLc 
!
 

ZUc   ZLc
ZUc   ZLc

8 c (4.22)
EOV  Ec 8 c (4.23)
The regression model is formulated as a NLP and solved using the CONOPT solver
(Drud, 2009) minimizing the scaled absolute error (EOV ). An initial condition is
specied equivalent to equal spacing of all brackets. The computational time required
for solution of this mildly non-linear problem is negligible.
An example output for the combustion steam turbine technology (see Section 5.3
for details) was provided in Figure 4.1. This 3-bracket example clearly demonstrated
the piece-wise linear under-estimator in relation to the economies of scale power law
function. For a 5-bracket case, as applied in the full model formulation, the error
term (Ec) is < 0:02.
4.4.4 Logistical Modes
The spatial system developed in Chapter 4 is represented as a set of cells (g 2 G).
Each cell is identied by its relative spatial co-ordinates (LEg , L
N
g ). Although this
work applies a uniform 5050km grid structure, there is no constraint on the relative
location or coverage-area of each cell. The straight-line distance between the centres
of each pair of cells is calculated by Equation 4.24. Deviations from straight-line
transport can be modelled through a tortuosity factor specic to each logistical mode.
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Lg;k =
2
q 
LEg   LEk
2
+
 
LNg   LNk
2 8 g; k (4.24)
It is assumed that logistics services would be provided by external logistics rms
and that the required transport modes are not dedicated (i.e. specialised) to biomass
transport. We assume that biomass logistics form a fraction of their total activity and
that capital costs embodied in biomass logistics do not require discrete (i.e. vehicle-
specic) costing. We can therefore calculate logistics costs for each commodity, mode,
source and sink as a simple function of xed and variable costs as was discussed in
Chapter 3. Unit logistics costs for each network arc are calculated by Equation 4.25.
The sub-model employed in determining the xed () and variable () cost parameters
is detailed in Section 4.4.5.
CLs;m;g;k = s;m + s;m:Lg;k 8 s; m; g; k (4.25)
Here we should note that the model formulation only explicitly account for inter -
cellular (i.e. between cell) logistics, and associated logistics costs. All intra-cellular
(i.e. within each cell) logistics are subsumed within the xed purchase cost of biomass
(or equivalent commodity). Biomass purchase is assumed to incorporate a minimum
transport distance. Inter-cellular logistics account for transport beyond this distance,
required only when moving between cells. As system scale increases (> 50km) the
proportion of logistics which occurs within each cell will therefore increase, requir-
ing additional care to be taken in the modelling of intra-cellular logistics. This might
require cell-specic parameterisation to account for those cells with high biomass den-
sity, and therefore lower average transport distances from biomass supply to locations
of demand (i.e. consumption).
Road transport of biomass feedstocks and intermediate fuels forms the predomi-
nant mode of logistics analysed in this work. We can therefore limit feasible transfers
to between adjacent cells, forcing the model to route biomass through the grid-cell
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network. This reduces the number of active logistics variables (Qs;m;g;k) by a factor of
20 (i.e. card(G)
8
) for our system of 159 spatial cells. Dierent logistics modes (m 2M)
are assigned a subset of feasible commodity payloads (S
(4)
s;m  S). Feasible mode and
adjacent cell constraints are combined through the specication of a high dimensional
set (G
(2)
s;m;g;k). This set denotes the logistics network as a set of feasible arcs along
which transfer may occur. It is assigned through Equation 4.26. A diagrammatic
representation of the action of this constraint is provided in Figure 4.2
G
(2)
s;m;g;k = ffs;m; g; kgjfs;mg 2 S(4)s;m
\
LL  Lg;k  LUg (4.26)
The feasible logistics network is enforced endogenously through Equation 4.27.
Qs;m;g;k = 0 8 fs;m; g; kg =2 G(2)s;m;g;k (4.27)
4.4.5 Logistics Cost Sub-Model
Fixed and variable logistics costs are specied for each state s and mode m. The
model employed for their calculation is adapted directly from the work of Almansoori
and Shah (2006); the principle dierence being the relaxation of the integer number of
logistics capacity units. This permits exogenous calculation of per-unit (i.e.MWh 1f )
logistics costs independent of the total logistical activity. Fixed and variable logistical
cost parameters are calculated via Equations 4.28 and 4.29 respectively.
s;m =
LUTm
TCAPs;m

GEm
TMAm
+
TCm
TMAm:OPm:PPm
+DWm

8 s; m (4.28)
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Figure 4.2: Adjacent cell transfer logistics constraint
s;m =
2m
TCAPs;m

GEm
TMAm:SPm
+
TCm
TMAm:SPm:OPm:PPm
+
DWm
SPm
+
FPm
FEm
+MEm

8 s; m
(4.29)
Equation 4.28 calculates xed costs arising from the time spent loading and un-
loading biomass. Fixed costs are a sum of contributions from general overheads, ve-
hicle capital costs and drivers' wages. Equation 4.29 calculates variable costs arising
from the duration and distance traveled assuming an empty return trip. In addition
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to a consistent set of time-dependent costs, distance-dependent costs relating to fuel
consumption and maintenance expenses are also accrued.
4.4.6 Logistics Direct-Assignment Algorithm
In Section 4.4.4 we incorporated an adjacent cell transfer constraint into our logistics
model. Whilst this signicantly reduces the number of active logistics ow variables
(Qs;m;k;g), the passage of logistical ows from source to sink is no longer explicit in
the model output when multiple cell to cell transfers are employed. We can observe
only those transfer between specic cell pairs. Identifying through-ow, en-route to
a centralised processing facility or large demand centre, must be inferred through
manual analysis of the model output. It is also desirable to identify specic source
and destination pairs in order to identify logistical ranges and associated forces of
attraction (i.e. economies of scale) acting over distance. A post-optimisation model is
formulated in order to calculate the minimum cost ow of logistics within the system.
Optimal purchase, conversion and consumption variables calculated via the whole-
system optimisation are xed and the least cost conguration of directly-assigned
logistical ows is determined.
Each active cell within the logistics network is modelled as a black-box exhibiting
a net-surplus or decit (SDAs;g ) in one or more states. The net-balance is calculated via
Equation 4.30 from those state-purchase, generation, consumption and sale variables
assigned through whole-system optimisation.
SDAs;g =
 
Rs;g +
X
j
X
c
LFj;c:Vj;c;g:s;j
!
 
0@X
j2Us;j
Bs;j;g +Ds;g
1A 8 s; g (4.30)
The DA-optimisation problem is solved minimising total logistics costs. This ob-
jective function is stated for completeness in Equation 4.31).
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min [TCDA] (4.31)
Total logistics costs are calculated by Equation 4.32a. Direct-assignment logistics
balance the net state surplus in each cell via Equation 4.32b. Equation 4.32c is
included to prevent internal cycling of material ows in the absence of a minimum
cost objective function. Equation 4.32d constrains logistics to that subset of feasible
modes for each state.
TCDA =
X
s
X
m
X
k
X
g
CLs;m;g;k:Q
DA
s;m;k;g (4.32a)
SDAs;g +
X
m
X
k
 
QDAs;m;k;g  QDAs;m;g;k

= 0 8 s; g (4.32b)
QDAs;m;g;g = 0 8 s; m; g (4.32c)
QDAs;m;g;k = 0 8 fs;mg =2 S(4)s;m g; k (4.32d)
4.4.7 Integrated Mass and Energy Balance
System decision variables relating to purchases (Rs;g), logistical transfers (Qs;m;k;g),
technological capacity (Vj;c;g), feedstock composition (Bs;j;g) and demand satisfaction
(Ds;g) are related through Equation 4.33. This forms a steady-state mass or energy
balance specic to each cell g and state s.
Rs;g+
X
k
X
m
(Qs;m;k;g  Qs;m;g;k)
+
X
j
X
c
LFj;c:Vj;c;g:j;s  
X
j
Bs;j;g  Ds;g = 0 8 s; g
(4.33)
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4.4.8 System Costs
Each factor expressed within Equation 4.33 incurs an associated cost. Equation 4.34
calculates the total daily cost of purchases.
TPC =
X
s
X
g
CSs :Rs;g (4.34)
Equation 4.35 calculates the total daily cost of conversion technology capital costs
and operation.
TCC =
X
j
X
g
CVj;g (4.35)
Equation 4.36 calculates the total daily cost of system logistics.
TLC =
X
s
X
m
X
g
X
k
CLs;m;g;k:Qs;m;g;k (4.36)
Finally, Equation 4.37 calculates the total daily cost of the infrastructure as the
sum of purchases, capital annuity and operating costs, and logistics costs.
TTC = TPC + TCC + TLC (4.37)
The minimisation of total daily costs remains our primary economic objective.
However, it is still of interest to identify the protability of infrastructure operation.
A measure of protability allows us to identify the competitiveness of bioenergy in
comparison to alternative energy technologies. It is assumed that the aggregate bundle
of existing energy-generation technologies, dominated by carbon-intensive fossil fuel
feedstocks, determines the market `price' of energy-vectors (i.e. the cost of satisfying
demand, CSs ). The resulting prot (assuming that it is negative at the current time)
provides a measure of the level of policy support required in order to achieve a specied
level of bioenergy uptake (i.e. 
Gs , Equation 4.5).
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Equation 4.38 calculates the total daily revenue received for the sale of energy-
vector or by-product commodities.
TR =
X
s
X
g
CSs :Ds;g (4.38)
Equation 4.38 calculates the total daily prot.
TP = TR  TTC (4.39)
Component costs, revenues and prots are expressed here at the system-aggregate
level. Disaggregation at the cell and regional scales supports the analysis of bioenergy
system performance at specic locations, often relating to specic plant operations,
within the infrastructure. A range of performance metrics derived from the explicit
model variables are developed and analysed in Chapter 8.
4.4.9 Objective Function
In specifying an objective function we recognise the interaction between the economic
driving force expressed in the process of optimisation and those motivating demand-
pull or supply-push constraints within the data structure. In Chapter 4 we stated
our primary objective as satisfying a specied fraction (
Gs ) of energy-vector demand.
The model objective function minimises the total daily cost of the resulting bioenergy
infrastructure ($:d 1). This is formalised for completeness in Equation 4.40.
Minimise
h
TTC
i
(4.40)
The combination of Equation 4.5 and the minimum cost objective function of
Equation 4.40 represent a `central-planner' scenario. This is also representative of a
pure monopoly or a perfectly collusive market environment wherein least-cost produc-
tion planning can be separated from revenue generation under general prot maximis-
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ing conditions. Alternative objective and constraint congurations can be envisaged
which reect alternative market structures and planning scenarios. For example, prot
maximisation objectives (Equation 4.41) make optimal levels of system activity and
the spatial conguration of the infrastructure sensitive to energy prices and available
subsidies (i.e. net-revenue).
Maximise
h
TP
i
(4.41)
The measure of system prot can also be incorporated within a maximum pro-
duction scenario as per Equations 4.42 and 4.43. If protable operation is feasible to
some extent, total production would be greater than in a purely prot maximisation
scenario. Marginal unit production costs greater than the unit price are eectively
subsidised by protable production below the partial equilibrium level (i.e. maximi-
sation of producer and consumer surplus).
Maximise
hX
g
DPower;g
i
(4.42)
s.t.
TP  0 (4.43)
In Chapter 7 we briey consider prot maximisation objectives and their eect
on optimal infrastructure congurations in comparison to minimum cost scenarios.
Elsewhere in Part III, cost minimisation objectives are applied.
4.5 Summary of Static Model Formulation
Here we collate and summarise the mathematical model for the static snapshot case:
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Spatially Explicit Supply and Demand:
Rs;g  AMaxs;g 8 s; g
Ds;g  DMaxs;g 8 s 2 S(1) ; g
Ds;g 
X
g
DMaxs;g 8 s 2 S(2) ; g
Ds;g  
LsDMaxs;g 8 s; g
X
g
Ds;g  
Gs
X
g
DMaxs;g 8 s
Conversion Technologies:
j;c;g = 0 8 j; c = 1; g
V Ij;c;g  j;c;g:V Bj;c 1 8 j; c; g
V Ij;c;g  j;c;g:V Bj;c 8 j; c; g
X
c
j;c;g  1 8 j; g
CVj;g =
X
c

CBj;c 1:j;c;g +

V Ij;c;g   V Bj;c 1:j;c;g
V Bj;c   V Bj;c 1

(CBj;c   CBj;c 1)

8 j; g
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Vj;c;g = V
0
j;c;g + V Ij;c;g 8 j ; c ; g
X
c
Vj;c;g  V Maxj;g 8 j 2 J (1); g
X
s2S(3)s;j
Bs;j;g =
X
c
LFj;c:Vj;c;g:s;j 8 j; g
Bs;j;g = 0 8 s =2 S(3)s;j ; j; g
Logistical Modes:
G
(2)
s;m;g;k = ffs;m; g; kgjfs;mg 2 S(4)s;m
\
LL  Lg;k  LUg
CLs;m;g;k = s;m + s;m:Lg;k 8 s; m; g; k
Qs;m;g;k = 0 8 fs;m; g; kg =2 G(2)s;m;g;k
Integrated Mass and Energy Balance:
Rs;g+
X
k
X
m
(Qs;m;k;g  Qs;m;g;k)
+
X
j
X
c
LFj;c:Vj;c;g:j;s  
X
j
Bs;j;g  Ds;g = 0 8 s; g
Cost Calculation:
TPC =
X
s
X
g
CSs :Rs;g
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TCC =
X
j
X
g
CVj;g
TLC =
X
s
X
m
X
g
X
k
CLs;m;g;k:Qs;m;g;k
TTC = TPC + TCC + TLC
Objective Function:
Minimise
h
TTC
i
The formulation summarised here forms a general model for the spatially explicit
optimisation of bioenergy infrastructure systems. As such, it forms the basis for the
analyses presented in Chapter(s) 7-9. In the proceeding Chapter 5 we derive a set
of model parameters in order to support our analysis of the bioenergy infrastructures
specic to Great Britain. In Chapter 10 we expand upon this snapshot model in
formulating the dynamic case.
Chapter 5
Static Snapshot Model [2]:
Parameterisation
5.1 Chapter Overview
In this chapter we parameterise the static snapshot model. In-situ we state and justify
a number of additional model assumptions which should be noted in the interpretation
our subsequent system analyses, presented in Chapters 7-10.
As in Chapter 4, each model component is discussed in turn. Of note, Section
5.2.2 discusses the GIS databases used to map the location of system factors whilst
Section 5.2.3 details the sub-models employed for mapping biomass resource availabil-
ity and resource costs to the grid-cell system. Section 5.2.4 develops a map of energy
demand as a function of population density across the grid-cell system coupled with
assumptions regarding heat and power consumption in the domestic sector. Section
5.3 parameterises those conversion technologies modelled explicitly with the snapshot
model. These include energy crop cultivation, pellet heat boilers, the pellet factory,
and centralised combustion power generation. Section 5.4 parameterises the Road
mode of transport using a simple xed and variable costing model adapted from Al-
mansoori and Shah (2006). Finally, Section 5.5 provides an overview of the Branch &
Bound (B&B) algorithm used to solve the MILP model formulation, and the measure
of optimality used throughout subsequent model applications.
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5.2 Spatially Explicit Supply and Demand
5.2.1 Specifying The Grid-Cell System
The spatial system boundary dened is that of Great Britain (GB), incorporating Eng-
land, Scotland and Wales. Northern Ireland is excluded owing to: (1) the requirement
for ship logistics in transporting biomass to the UK mainland; and (2) the border with
the Republic of Ireland. The rst of these factors is not inherently a constraint on its
incorporation, however it does preclude simple annexation and treatment as a sepa-
rate entity owing to signicant constraints on logistical interconnection. The second
factor represents a more serious barrier to methodological validity as land-boundaries
are assumed open to the transfer of biomass commodities. The inclusion of Northern
Ireland therefore promotes the inclusion of those adjoining regions of the Republic
of Ireland, with their associated resources and market demand. The GB coastline
forms a natural boundary enabling the analysis of a `closed' bioenergy infrastructure
system.
Having dened the absolute spatial scale of our analysis, the explicit spatial reso-
lution of the model is important in determining the range of spatial system behaviour
that the model can analyse. The total number of cells must be balanced against
computational tractability in determining optimal system congurations. From a
computational perspective we therefore aim to minimise the number of cells support-
ing total land-area coverage (i.e. maximise cell area). However, in order to observe
and analyse economies of scale interacting with biomass feedstock logistics we require
the capability to identify individual conversion plants operating at close to their opti-
mal single-plant capacity. Current heuristics suggest that maximum radii of 80km (50
miles) are economically feasible for centralised biomass power generation in the UK
(Cook, 2000). Throughout this work we apply a uniform 50  50km grid expressed
as a system of 159 internal cells (g 2 G). Thus for each cell 8 adjacent neighbours
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fall within the 80km heuristic bound. This allows exible plant capacity scaling in
response to local resource density variation and competition between multiple plants
for limited resources. The resulting grid-cell system is presented in Figure 5.1(a).
An eect of applying uniform grid is that low-coverage is observed for a number of
coastal cells. In the case that computational resource was constrained, these coastal
cells could be removed by incorporation into adjacent cells and readjustment of the
cell centroid as expressed by relative inter-cell distances (Lg;k). Alternatively, an ex-
clusion constraint could be formulated to prevent conversion technologies exhibiting
economies of scale from being installed in these low-coverage cells, under the assump-
tion that they would always be inecient.
For purposes of data input disaggregation and model output interpretation the
system cells are also characterised at the aggregate regional level. A set of 11 GB
political sub-regions are identied explicitly (n 2 N). This set includes the East (E),
East Midlands (EM), North East (NE), North West (NW), London (L), Scotland (S),
South East (SE), South West (SW), Wales (W), West Midlands (WM), and Yorkshire
and Humber (YH). Cells are allocated to their respective region on the basis of their
central co-ordinate location. These regions are represented in Figure 5.1(b). A list of
cells incorporated within each region is provided in Appendix B.
5.2.2 Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
In order to develop a spatially explicit database of supply and demand for the GB
system we require a means to both locate and measure the availability of primary
resource (supply) and energy-vector (demand) commodities in relation to the spatial
system developed in Section 4.4.1. A model is developed capable of mapping each
primary biomass resource and energy-vector to specic land-cover categories, and
distributions of higher-level factors (e.g. population). The GIS database Land Cover
Map (LCM) 2000 (Fuller et al., 2002b)) was selected for this purpose. LCM2000
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(a) Grid-cell system (b) GB regions
Figure 5.1: Grid-cell system at 50km resolution
provides UK-wide coverage density data (ha:km 2) at a 1km2 parcel resolution for 27
land cover categories. Of these, 6 categories have been identied within the LCM2000
as relevant to the bioenergy system:
1. Broad-leaved and mixed woodland (BL);
2. Coniferous woodland (CF);
3. Improved grassland (IG);
4. Arable and horticulture (AH);
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5. Suburban and rural development (S);
6. Continuous urban (U);
Improved grassland refers to areas of grass cover that are dominated by agricultur-
ally `preferred' species, typically improved by reseeding and/or fertilizer treatment.
Suburban and rural development land cover is distinguished from continuous urban
cover owing to a mixture of built and vegetated surfaces. A detailed classication is
provided by Fuller et al. (2002b). The distributions for each category are mapped in
Figures 5.2-5.4.
National scale spatial patterns applicable to the GB bioenergy system can be iden-
tied directly from these maps. A clear east-west divide in the location of agricultural
land is observed. Dense (i.e. > 50ha:km 2) arable and horticultural cover is concen-
trated in the East region and along the length of the east coast stretching northwards
into Scotland. In the west agricultural land-cover is of a lower density and increasingly
comprised of improved grassland cover. Whilst not distinguished explicitly in the re-
source availability and cost model developed in Chapter 4, the conversion of existing
rotational agricultural land as apposed to established grassland cover to energy crop
cultivation can have a signicant impact on the life-cycle greenhouse gas balances of
the resulting energy crop (St. Clair et al., 2008). In comparison to agricultural land
cover categories (Figure 5.2) woodland cover, a source of wood residue feedstocks,
exhibits a much lower cover density. Coniferous woodland is predominantly located
in the north of England and Scotland (Figure 5.3(b)) whilst sparse broad-leaved and
mixed woodland cover is concentrated in the South-East (Figure 5.3(a)). Suburban
cover tracks the dense urban centres of London, the West Midlands and North West
(Figure 5.4). At this resolution the spatial mismatch between areas of dense resource
availability (i.e. Woodland in Scotland, Agriculture in the East) and urban (high) de-
mand centres is clear. In Section 5.2.3 we develop this resource map to take account
of the dierent biomass yields (i.e. odt:ha 1:yr 1) available from each land-cover type.
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(a) Arable and horticulture (b) Improved grassland
(c)
Figure 5.2: Agricultural land-cover distributions
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(a) Broad-leaved woodland (b) Coniferous woodland
(c)
Figure 5.3: Woodland land-cover distributions
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(a) Suburban and rural (b) Continuous urban
(c)
Figure 5.4: Urban land-cover distributions
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The distributions presented here are fundamental to a range of spatial system be-
haviour observed in the following chapters. Crucially they relate the abstract work
of this thesis and the reality of the spatial GB system. In generating the LCM2000
datasets each and every village, town, eld and parcel of woodland has been mea-
sured, aggregated and classied. This provides a basis to relate the grid-cell system
to precisely where and in the vicinity of whom the bioenergy infrastructure system
might be located and the impacts of system operation realised. Furthermore these
maps allow model output to be correlated with those physical phenomena that fur-
ther underpin each specic land cover category (e.g. topography, altitude, soil-type,
etc.). Model output can thus be interpreted within a rich spatial and geographical
narrative. We proceed to develop the model of biomass resource supply and energy
vector demand through their association with each land cover category.
5.2.3 Characterising Biomass Resources
The set of biomass resources considered explicitly was developed in Chapter 3. This
set includes general categories for: energy crops (EC); Agricultural-residues (AR) ;
and Wood-residues (WR). energy crops are assumed to be generated from a primary
agricultural Land resource. Those primary resources are outlined here regarding ab-
solute availability estimates and the method applied for developing their respective
spatial distribution.
Agricultural Land
Wright (2006) identied only 18; 000ha of dedicated energy crop cultivation within the
EU-25 circa 2006; predominantly SRC-willow and energy-grasses. This is estimated
to represent less than 0.05% of the total biomass contribution to primary energy con-
sumption (the majority being made up by forestry residues and waste). Total UK
planted area was estimated at < 2500ha of willow. energy crop supply chains are
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therefore undeveloped even within the edgling bioenergy market sector. Estimates
of GB agricultural land area that is potentially available for dedicated energy crop
production are highly uncertain and open to much debate. Allocation targets for the
UK are currently stated at 350kha by 2020 (DEFRA, 2007a), whilst upper bound
environmentally-compatible production might be feasible on > 1500kha of arable
land by 2030 (EEA, 2007). Here we assume a conservative 10.0% availability for both
AH and IG land cover uptake within each cell. This is equivalent to 568:6kha and
488:3kha of total AH and IG cover respectively. As was recognised in distinguishing
local and global demand satisfaction constraints (see Equations 4.5 and 4.4), it is
important to recognise that the spatial allocation of this constraint has a potentially
signicant eect on the spatial distribution of energy crop cultivation. If it is con-
sidered as a bottom-up constraint (e.g. applied at the 1km2 scale) then it will not
aect the underlying distribution of land cover categories but will dilute their gen-
eral concentration supporting a global, low density pattern of cultivation. If applied
at the national scale, high density regions of biomass cultivation (i.e. >> 10% local
land uptake) may be established within a particular cell, whilst the GB system as
a whole satises the same total uptake constraint. This work applies the constraint
at the intermediate level of cell aggregation (2500km2). In formalising a mapping
nomenclature we write:
 [Agricultural Land] 7! AH [ IG
This states that the Land state, or commodity, is mapped to the LCM2000 cate-
gories for arable and horticulture (AH) and improved grassland (IG). More accurately,
the total available agricultural land for the GB system is distributed uniformly across
each hectare of those land-cover categories to which it is mapped.
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Agricultural Residues
Agricultural residue availability is derived from UK Biomass Strategy (2007). Esti-
mates for cereal straw (3:0modt:yr 1) and meat-poultry manure (1:1modt:yr 1) are
assumed to be homogeneously distributed across the remaining 90% of arable and
horticultural land cover for each cell: a total of 5120kha. This results in a system-
aggregate biomass yield of approximately 0:80odt:ha 1AH. The mapping for agricultural
residues is presented for completeness:
 [Agricultural Residues] 7! AH [ IG
Wood Residues
Wood residue yields were derived from Forest Research availability forecasts1 for forest
and woodland residues (distinguishing between coniferous and broadleaved sources),
primary processing co-products and arboricultural arisings. Future potential esti-
mates were taken for the period 2017-2021. Yields specic to each GB region (i.e.
East, East Midlands etc.) were determined for each constituent residue stream ac-
cording to their relevant underlying land cover category availability at the aggregated
regional scale. These yields were then mapped onto the land cover distributions for
our grid-cell system. Regional yields range between 1:2 2:2odt:ha 1CF for Pine, Spruce
and Conifer residues, 0:1 0:4odt:ha 1BL for Broadleaved residues, 0:2 0:6odt:ha 1CF TBL
for primary processing co-products and 0:1 0:7odt:ha 1STU for arboricultural arisings.
The calculated total GB resource sums to approximately 4:45modt:yr 1. The land
cover categories to which each wood-residue stream is mapped are:
 [Wood Residues] 7! BL [ CF [ S [ U
[Pine, Spruce and Conifer Residues] 7! CF
[Broadleaved Residues] 7! BL
1Available online: www.eforestry.gov.uk/woodfuel/
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[Primary processing co-products] 7! CF [ BL
[Arboricultural arisings] 7! S [ U
Whilst not considered explicitly in the model, DEFRA (2007a) identify a combined
12:1modt:yr 1 of potentially available waste wood, paper, card and garden waste
arisings. This signicant quantity biomass resource, mapped to urban and suburban
land cover results in a GB averaged yield of 7:48odt:ha 1STU . Allocated on a per capita
basis, yields may be 3-5 times more concentrated in dense urban areas. High density
biomass yields are potentially attainable from urban environments, eliminating the
spatial mismatch between locations of biomass supply and bioenergy demand. This
highlights the potential value in completing a similar systems-wide analysis integrating
the waste sector in addition to the bioenergy sector, as dened and constrained in its
feedstock base in Chapter 3.
Resource Costs
There exists great uncertainty regarding the production costs of UK biomass feed-
stocks owing to the absence of mature, dedicated supply chains. Determination of
potential market prices is further complicated by competition for this feedstock from
alternative industrial sectors. In this work, biomass purchase is costed uniformly (i.e.
there exists no spatial variation in cost) at $25:0odt 1 for baled straw or poultry-litter
agricultural residues and at $35:0odt 1 for chipped wood residues. These costs rep-
resent the price paid to the producer upon the removal of biomass simultaneous with
harvesting or from storage at the harvest location. As such they embody purchase
costs for the raw material in addition to pre-treatment and densication processes
(e.g. chipping, baling, ambient drying) completed prior to transfer to the logistics
system. Domestic biomass costs have been validated with the feedstock cost review
completed by Alberici (2007).
Rather than costing energy crops directly, a cultivation and harvest cost model
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has been developed in order to parameterise a conversion-technology for the produc-
tion of energy crop from agricultural land resource. This cost-model is developed in
Section 5.3. Land, as an input factor for energy crop production, is costed uniformly
at $150ha 1:yr 1. This represents a general opportunity cost for alternative land-
application as quoted from Nix (2007). No variability in land costs as a function of
its quality has been considered explicitly.
A regional summary of those primary resources considered explicitly within the
model is provided in Table 5.1. This demonstrates the sensitivity of yield to spatial
location at the regional level of aggregation. A far greater range in yield density
would emerge if the spatial resolution of analysis is increased (i.e. cell at 2500km2).
The lowest resource density is observed for the London region owing to a reliance
on low-yielding arboricultural wood residues. The highest resource density is ob-
served for the East region owing to underlying high arable and horticultural land
cover density providing both agricultural residues and the potential for energy crop
plantation establishment. Whilst regional boundaries do not form a natural barrier
to the movement of biomass, and thus do not represent an eective mode of aggrega-
tion for MILP spatial representation, the data in Table 5.1 provides insight into the
preferential location of biomass conversion facilities in relation to available resource
density.
Underpinning primary Land resource is measured in terms of available area (ha).
For purposes of comparison, Land resources are converted to equivalent energy crop
yields and production costs. energy crop energetic yields are assumed as 0:158MWhf :d
 1.
The Cultivation technology, for the conversion or Land into Energy Crop, is charac-
terised in Section 5.3. Biomass resources are measured in terms of their available
energy content expressed as a Lower Heating Value (LHV). Both wood-residue and
agricultural residue feedstocks were assumed to carry a standardised moisture con-
tent of 30:0%wb and a resulting average LHV of 17:5GJ:odt
 1 (Phyllis, 2009). This
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Table 5.1: Aggregate regional biomass resource availability. Note(s): All
resources are expressed on a MWh:d 1 basis; Densities is specied in terms of
the specied units for each resource per unit area (km2).
Region
Area Energy Crops Wood Residues Agri. Residues
(km2) Total Density Total Density Total Density
E 19571 19288 0.986 10834 0.554 2078 0.106
EM 15819 15559 0.984 7519 0.475 1813 0.115
L 1599 900 0.563 329 0.206 1036 0.648
NE 8669 6104 0.704 1987 0.229 1953 0.225
NW 15021 8971 0.597 1290 0.086 2115 0.141
S 85198 28579 0.335 7320 0.086 30567 0.359
SE 19435 21196 1.091 8144 0.419 5107 0.263
SW 24222 27827 1.149 7536 0.311 4442 0.183
W 21094 12548 0.595 1191 0.056 5128 0.243
WM 13009 13696 1.053 3600 0.277 2954 0.227
YH 15556 12322 0.792 4839 0.311 2084 0.134P
x
S
x 239193 166990 0.698 54588 0.228 59279 0.248
Unit Cost - $8:46MWh 1f $7:20MWh
 1
f $5:14MWh
 1
f
is multiplied through biomass yield to a generate an energy-ow basis of megawatt
hours per day (MWh:d 1). This basis is used extensively throughout this work and
can be universally assumed to be the unit of energy ow unless otherwise stated.
The limited availability and format-compatibility of spatially explicit data sources
represents a signicant barrier to spatially explicit systems analysis. Thus, whilst
simple in principle the process of factor disaggregation and mapping to underlying
land cover distributions (demonstrated here for both Agricultural and Wood residue
resources) form a fundamental modelling component of this thesis.
5.2.4 Characterising Energy Demand
Demand for bioenergy is not a static phenomenon. Whilst the biomass resources
modelled explicitly in Section 5.2.3 are latent within the current system and as yet
unutilised, bioenergy demand comprises a set of energy service demands which are
sensitive to market conditions relating to both the absolute and relative energy-vector
demand. This relative demand is determined by the availability and cost of alterna-
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tive, competing energy supply chains. For example, biomass heat demand is highly
conditional on the expiry rate of currently installed domestic heat technologies in or-
der to expose latent market potential. The demand for biomass power generation can
also be considered relative in the context of replacing retired fossil-fuel and nuclear
capacity. An example power generation prole is presented in Figure 3.6. However,
biomass power is assumed to enter a common power resource pool and is therefore
indistinguishable from the perspective of the nal energy consumer. As a result no
constraint on demand arises through exogenous decisions by the consumer regarding
technology choice. Similarly it is recognised that biomass transport fuel demand is
being created through blending with absolute petroleum and diesel demands. In order
to model demand growth a series of dynamic energy demand proles are developed.
These are viewed as a series of `snapshot' demands at specic epochs in the future
(e.g. 2020, 2030 etc.). The snapshot modelling approaches of Chapters 7-9 focus on
the 2020 demand scenario specically.
The spatially explicit modelling of energy vector demand is completed through
a process equivalent to that outlined for wood residues above. Namely, national
and regional level data is disaggregated and allocated to those land cover categories
assumed to correlate with locations of activity. In considering energy vector demand
for heat, power and transport fuels, the principal spatial distribution is population.
A simple model for predicting the location of human population and its particular
dynamics is developed.
Population Distributions
The distribution of population is here assumed directly proportional to the distribu-
tion of Urban (U) and Suburban and Rural Development (S) land cover categories.
Spatially explicit population and population density data for GB is available from
the 2001 census2 specic to each local authority. Population density can thus be
2Available online: www.statistics.gov.uk/StatBase/Product.asp?vlnk=601
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correlated, via a simple 3-factor linear regression, with the mean aggregated Urban
(U) and Suburban (S) land cover density for each local authority. This regression
identies a ratio in the concentration of population on Urban relative to Suburban
land cover of 4.77:1. This ratio is used to map the 2007 base-case GB population
(approx. 59:2  106) onto the grid-cell system in relation to aggregated cell-specic
Urban and suburban land cover density.
 [Population] 7! S [ U
Government estimates for UK population growth rates over the period 2002-2020
are applied in order to predict future population in each cell. Region-specic pro-
jected growth rates range from a projected depopulation at a rate of  0:01%:yr 1
for Scotland, up to net growth of +0:71%:yr 1 for London. These relate a GB-wide
average of +0:50%. Region-specic growth rates are applied and compounded up to
the snapshot year (2020) for each cell g in each region rg (i.e. 8 g 2 G(1)g;rg).
Trends in annual energy vector demand per-capita (i.e. increases or decreases in
net MWh.Capita 1.yr 1), whilst potentially incorporated into the data-structure, are
not parameterised explicitly as no spatially explicit component of this growth has been
identied. This assumption is defended by recognising that it is the relative location
and concentration of demand and not the absolute value of energy vector demand
that represents a dominant driver of the spatial bioenergy infrastructure system.
Heat Demand
Whilst a more rigorous sector-specic heat demand assessment (Jablonski et al.,
2008c) can assist in rening bioenergy potential estimates, particulary with regard
to relative demand, methods for the spatial disaggregation and allocation of demand
represent the predominant constraint on model accuracy. Domestic heat demand is
spatially allocated on a simple per capita basis, each capita receiving an equal fraction
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Table 5.2: Aggregate regional heat and power demand. Note(s): All demands
are expressed on a MWh:d 1 basis; All Density is specied in terms of the
specied units for each resource per unit area (km2).
Region
Area Heat Power
km2 Total Density Total Density
E 19571 130580 6.67 25747 1.32
EM 15819 172935 10.93 34426 2.18
L 1599 244233 152.74 50058 31.31
NE 8669 96735 11.16 20238 2.33
NW 15021 162514 10.82 33230 2.21
S 85198 138166 1.62 27935 0.33
SE 19435 314298 16.17 62611 3.22
SW 24222 190823 7.88 37243 1.54
W 21094 81882 3.88 16204 0.77
WM 13009 235574 18.11 48462 3.73
YH 15556 140549 9.04 28318 1.82P
x 239193 1908289 7.98 384471 1.61
of the total domestic heat demand. A total domestic demand of 452TWhth:yr
 1 is
estimated by Brown et al. (2005).
Intermittent and continuous commercial heat sub-sectors are identied with de-
mands of 125TWhth:yr
 1 and 80TWhth:yr 1 respectively (Brown et al., 2005). These
demand-sectors are distinguished by their operational load-factors of 23% and 60%
respectively. This load factor information does not aect demand characteristics at
the level of temporal aggregation considered here. It is endogenised in the load-factor
specied for the boiler technology in Section 5.3. Commercial heat demands are
spatially allocated proportional to cell-specic urban land cover as a fraction of the
GB-system total Urban land cover. A summary of aggregate regional heat demand is
provided in Table 5.2.
 [Heat] 7! S [ U
[Domestic Heat] 7! [Population] 7! S [ U
[Commercial Heat] 7! U
Biomass represents one of a limited number of renewable sources of high tem-
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perature heat as demanded by industry. Alternatives include concentrating solar
thermal (CST) and the combustion of hydrogen derived from wind. Heat demands
for high temperature and low temperature processes, separation and drying, in addi-
tion to space heating, for UK Industrial sector in 2005 accounted for an additional
271TWhth:yr
 1 (Prime and Millard, 2005). However, owing to the private nature
of industrial enterprise no database for the spatial location of industry was identi-
ed. Furthermore, industrial energy demands are highly process- and thus location-
specic. They are not therefore well characterised through homogeneous allocation to
any substrate land cover category employed in this work. This highlights a signicant
fallibility of the modelling approach demonstrated in this thesis in that the approach
is dependent on consistent spatially explicit datasets for each factor incorporated in
order to preclude fair comparison. Industrial sector demand is not considered further
in this analysis.
Power Demand
Domestic and commercial power demands for 2007 are derived from the Digest of UK
Energy Statistics (DUKES) database (MacLeay et al., 2008). Domestic electricity
demand is estimated at 72:7TWhth:yr
 1 and is spatially allocated on a per capita basis
via the population location model outlined in Section 5.2.4. Commercial electricity
demand is estimated at 63:3TWhth:yr
 1 and is spatially allocated on a cell-specic
urban land cover as a fraction of the GB-system total Urban land cover. A summary
of aggregate regional power demand is provided in Table 5.2.
 [Power] 7! S [U
[Domestic Power] 7! [Population] 7! S [ U
[Commercial Power] 7! U
Future absolute power demands for both the domestic and commercial sectors are
assumed to develop in direct proportion to cell-specic population. In addition, the
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evolution of signicant relative power demand can be identied as arising from the
expiry of existing fossil fuel based power generation. This emergent relative demand
was demonstrated in Figure 3.6. However, this work focuses on the absolute technical
and economic potential of the bioenergy sector contribution in isolation. We do not
consider the composition of each energy sector in totality. We instead focus our
computational capacity on identifying the optimal location and scale of technology
operation at the cellular level (i.e. 50km scale). This thesis aims to contribute towards
assessment of the broader energy mix through the provision of data regarding the
spatial constraints on biomass energy demand to ongoing UK energy-sector analysis
through MARKAL (Jablonski et al., 2008a).
5.3 Conversion Technologies
In the following subsections, a limited set of conversion technologies which form the
core of the analyses in Chapters 7-9 are discussed and parameterised. The economies
of scale sub-model is applied for those conversion technologies which exhibit economies
of scale.
Energy Crop Cultivation
Energy crop plantations are represented explicitly as conversion technologies owing
to the strategic lifetime of the plantation investment (> 20 yr, Powlson et al. (2005)).
This is as opposed to the explicit characterisation of energy crops as latent resources
available for purchase. Economies of scale and technological learning eects are con-
sidered as means by which the economic performance of energy crop cultivation could
be improved. Technological learning eects are modelled explicitly in Chapter 10.
The technology envelope is assumed to encompass all those processes entailed in
energy crop production: (1) plantation establishment; (2) cultivation; (3) harvest-
ing; and (4) on-farm storage. The result is an aggregate production process which
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converts the land commodity input into a biomass energy crop commodity. Capital
and operating costs for a Miscanthus plantation are estimated through a sub-model
analysis using data from Alberici (2007). An annualised discounted cash-ow analysis
of the plantation lifetime is completed. Capital costs, accounting for establishment
and grubbing-up activities, are costed at $982:1ha 1. Annualised cultivation, harvest
costs and land-rents are costed at $238ha 1:yr 1.
Assuming a potential yield of 12odt:ha 1:yr 1, production costs are calculated as
$42:3odt 1 for Miscanthus production compared with $44:5odt 1 for SRC Willow
(Alberici, 2007). A miscanthus energy crop is assumed as a system-wide represen-
tative energy crop and economic parameters specic to miscanthus cultivation are
adopted. This is considered a moderate assumption as miscanthus is indistinguish-
able from SRC varieties from a biomass commodity perspective at the level of system
aggregation applied in this work owing to broadly similar bulk and energetic densi-
ties. This work considers a single averaged energy crop yield applied across the whole
system. The potential to explicitly represent, and distinguish between, alternative
energy crops requires that yields can be identied specic to each cell. Such an anal-
ysis could be completed through the integration of spatially explicit yield maps as
developed by Aylott et al. (2008) for SRC willow and poplar and Richter et al. (2008)
for Miscanthus. These spatially explicit assessments of crop yield are incorporated
into this analysis as aggregate yield parameters. We make the assumption that the
yield-optimal energy crop will be cultivated on each parcel of land purchased. At
a 1km2 resolution the mean Miscanthus yield for England and Wales is calculated
as 9:6 odt:ha 1:yr 1 (Richter et al., 2008). The equivalent mean SRC Willow yield
for England and Wales is calculated as 9:7 odt:ha 1:yr 1 (Aylott et al., 2008). If
the maximum yielding crop for each parcel is selected the mean yield increases to
11:85 odt:ha 1:yr 1. This yield is used to characterise the conversion ratio for the
energy crop cultivation technology.
Throughout the remainder of this work, references to this technology are abbrevi-
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ated to Cultivation. A summary of cultivation model parameters is provided in Table
5.3. Base capacity, capital and operating cost parameters relate to the power-law
expression of cost as a function of scale, as presented in Equation 3.1, which forms
the basis for the aggregate capacity bracket derivation in Section 5.2.3. Discrete cost
and capacity brackets (V Bj;c, CBj;c) for all conversion technologies are reported in
Appendix B.
Table 5.3: energy crop cultivation technology parameters. Note(s): Capital
and operating cost economies of scale parameters are dierentiated and
normalised to the base capacity.
Parameter Symbol Units Value
Base Capacity V0
ha
1000
Min Capacity V Min 0
Max Capacity V Max 20000
Base Capital Cost CC0 $ 103 982.1
Scale Coecient  - 1.000
Discount Rate DR % 8.0
Capital Lifetime LT yr 20
Base Operating Cost COP0 $ 103:yr 1 238.0
Scale Coecient  - 1.000
Load Factor LF % 100.0
Eciency  MWhf :ha 1:d 1 0.158
Pellet Heat Boiler
Jablonski et al. (2008c) recognise that in order for biomass to make signicant (i.e. be-
yond `niche') penetration into the heat market, boiler technologies applicable not only
in rural settings but also in dense urban environments are required. Space constraints,
for both the boiler and the storage of biomass fuel, are identied as a signicant factor
impacting upon the technical feasibility of biomass boiler systems. Thus, pellet boilers
are assumed the general mode of biomass heat provision as they minimise the impact
of this constraint. Furthermore the development of a standardised pellet commodity
is assumed to be pre-requisite to the widespread uptake of biomass fuels for domestic
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application; concerns regarding the quality of biomass solid fuels representing a fur-
ther barrier to uptake (Jablonski et al., 2008c). Pellet heat is therefore the only heat
supply-chain incorporated within the model analyses.
Domestic and commercial biomass heat demand is constrained to new-build boiler
installations and the replacement of existing gas-red boilers within each region. This
relative biomass-heat demand is explicitly incorporated as a constraint on biomass
heat uptake in each cell (Equation 4.12). The maximum potential pellet-boiler ca-
pacity in each cell (V Maxj;g ) is determined through a simple sub-model.
Maximum potential demand for the pellet-boiler technology is calculated via Equa-
tion 5.1. Note that no technology index (j 2 J) is specied as it is only applicable to
the boiler technology within this work.
V Maxg =
1
LF:Heat
 
fR:D
(0)
g :T
LT
+ fN :
 
D(T )g  D(0)g
! 8 g (5.1)
In order to prevent signicant demand-side constraints from arising in the heat
market sector, locating demand estimates rmly in the category of optimistic `technical-
potential', an optimistic 100% of any new-build demand within a region (i.e. popu-
lation growth driven) and 25% of boiler replacements are assumed accessible at any
future snapshot epoch. A conventional boiler lifetime of 20 years is assumed. The
technical potential in the boiler replacement market is therefore signicant, represent-
ing 1.25% of total domestic and commercial demand accumulated each year forward
from the 2007 base year. For the 2020 snapshot case, the fraction of absolute heat
demand (i.e. domestic and commercial) that is `available' ranges between 16-24% on
a cell specic basis.
Boiler cost and performance parameters are derived from those presented by
Jablonski et al. (2008c). The boiler technology is assumed to represent an aggre-
gate heat-sector mean unit capacity of approximately 130kWth. Base boiler installed
capital costs are estimated at a mid capacity-range value of $310kW 1th . Operating
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costs are assumed to account for 2:5%:yr 1 of total capital cost. Installed boiler ca-
pacity represents a collection of individual (e.g. household) installations completed
within each cell. Owing to this modular nature, pellet boiler units are assumed to
exhibit negligible economies of scale when observed at the aggregate cell level. In real-
ity, economies of scale might be achieved through the development of installation and
maintenance expertise through widespread local adoption; a mechanism more akin to
those dynamic learning eects analysed in Chapter 10. An aggregate mean load factor
of 15.0% is applied. This is in agreement with a range of sources in characterising a
predominantly domestic demand prole (Brown et al., 2005). It should be recognised
that the high capital cost of distributed boiler technologies make marginal heat costs
($MWh 1th ) highly sensitive to achieved capacity utilisation. A boiler conversion ratio
of 90.0% is assumed for heat generation from pellet feedstock. A summary of pellet
boiler model parameters is provided in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Pellet boiler technology parameters. Note(s): Capital and operating
cost economies of scale parameters are dierentiated and normalised to the base
capacity.
Parameter Symbol Units Value
Base Capacity V0
MWhp:d
 1
1000
Min Capacity V Min 0
Max Capacity V Max 350000
Base Capital Cost CC0 $ 103 11625
Scale Coecient  - 1.000
Discount Rate DR % 8.0
Capital Lifetime LT yr 20
Base Operating Cost COP0 $ 103:yr 1 290.6
Scale Coecient  - 1.000
Load Factor LF % 15.0
Eciency  MWhth:MWh 1p 0.900
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Pellet Factory
In order to connect it to the underpinning biomass resource distribution (Chapter 4)
the pellet boiler technology requires an endogenously generated pellet feedstock. The
pellet factory technology is modelled as an aggregated plant operation; the system en-
velope encompassing drying, grinding, pelletisation, cooling and silo storage processes
(Thek and Obernberger, 2004). Agricultural residue, wood residue and energy crop
feedstocks are assumed viable for the manufacture of a homogeneous pellet product.
The resulting pellet output represents a tradable, intermediate commodity that acts
as a feedstock for the pellet boiler conversion technology (see Section 5.3). Pellet fac-
tories are assumed to exhibit economies of scale and thus form centralised production
facilities within their region of operation. This is in contrast to pellet boilers which
are represented at the regional scale as an aggregate of multiple domestic and com-
mercial installations. Thus, the pellet-heat supply chain can be assumed to exhibit
weak economies of scale when viewed as an integrated system.
Pellet factory performance was characterised through a sub-model developed from
Thek and Obernberger (2004). This model accounts for a range of capital and oper-
ating costs arising from each unit-operation. Energy costs of drying and grinding are
assessed in detail. Although only small plant scales have been demonstrated to date
(< 500MWhf :d
1), the technology is extrapolated to industrial scales comparable with
power generation (> 10; 000MWhf :d
1). This supports the analysis of widespread cen-
tralisation of biomass and pellet re-distribution. Economies of scale are assumed at a
scale factor () of 0.589. This gure is derived from limited cost data as a function of
production rate also provided by Thek and Obernberger (2004). The conversion ratio
is calculated from a mass balance analysis of pellet factory operation. A summary of
pellet factory model parameters is provided in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Pellet factory technology parameters. Note(s): Capital and
operating costs are aggregated. An aggregate annualised cost is calculated from a
cost model developed by Thek and Obernberger (2004).
Parameter Symbol Units Value
Base Capacity V0
MWhf :d
 1
2500
Min Capacity V Min 100
Max Capacity V Max 22500
Base Capital Cost CC0 $ 103 3536.6
Scale Coecient  - 0.589
Discount Rate DR % 8.0
Capital Lifetime LT yr 20
Base Operating Cost COP0 $ 103:yr 1 -
Scale Coecient  - -
Load Factor LF % 90.0
Eciency  MWhp:MWh
 1
f 0.971
Combustion Power Generation
Dedicated biomass combustion is the only thermal power-generation technology rep-
resented explicitly in the snapshot model. Gasication and Pyrolysis technologies are
not considered cost competitive for the snapshot period 2010-20 which is analysed in
Chapters 7-9. The technology envelope applied captures an entire combustion steam
turbine power plant. It incorporates on-site pretreatment (screening, bulk-storage,
re-chipping, drying), combustion unit (boiler) and steam turbine cycle unit processes.
Bridgwater et al. (2002) provides a comprehensive economic analysis of thermal con-
version technologies for biomass power generation. This reference is used extensively
in parameterising capital and operating costs for the combustion technology as a
function of plant feedstock capacity.
A small number of dedicated biomass combustion power plants consuming lignocel-
lulosic biomass resources are already in operation within the UK. These are typically
operating at the small to medium scale (10   50MWe). Existing dedicated biomass
combustion capacity has been identied from BERR (2008b). Assuming a feedstock
conversion eciency of 35.0%, a total of 21200MWhf :d
 1 active feedstock capacity is
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identied and located spatially within the GB infrastructure system. Table 5.6 details
the location of this latent capacity in relation to the grid-cell system.
Table 5.6: Cell location of biomass combustion power generation capacity.
Note(s): Capacity measured in MWhf :d
 1.
Cell Capacity
29 2400
30 16
37 27
38 34
45 67
46 7
48 1097
50 2633
56 181
65 1368
66 494
74 41
81 41
88 2415
93 2898
98 8
In comparison to existing biomass combustion plant capacities (Table 5.6) and
given the high potential feedstock densities identied in Chapter 4, the potential for
large combustion plants to become optimal is recognised. A wide range of feedstock
capacity scales are explicitly represented ranging from 500   22500MWhf :d 1. A
general net power generation eciency of 35.0% is assumed. This is validated with
operational experience data collected by (Dornburg and Faaij, 2001). On this basis,
plant generation capacities range between 7:5   300MWe. These capacities remain
signicantly smaller than current combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) and coal-red
power generation facilities (120 3800MWe, BERR (2008b)). A summary of combus-
tion steam-turbine technology model parameters is provided in Table 5.7. Throughout
the remainder of this work, references to the combustion technology relate to the com-
plete combustion steam-turbine system for power generation.
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Table 5.7: Combustion steam-turbine technology parameters. Note(s): Capital
and operating cost economies of scale parameters are dierentiated and
normalised to the base capacity.
Parameter Symbol Units Value
Base Capacity V0
MWhf :d
 1
10000
Min Capacity V Min 500
Max Capacity V Max 36000
Base Capital Cost CC0 $ 103 77370
Scale Coecient  - 0.839
Discount Rate DR % 8.0
Capital Lifetime LT yr 30
Base Operating Cost COP0 $ 103:yr 1 12817
Scale Coecient  - 0.827
Load Factor LF % 90.0
Eciency  MWhe:MWh
 1
f 0.350
5.4 Logistical Modes
Road logistics parameters are derived from Road Haulage Association 2008 cost ta-
bles3. Those parameters used in this work to model solid commodity logistics are
provided in Table 5.8. This mode (m) is generally referred to as Road and is charac-
terised as a truck unit coupled to a 44-tonne tri-axle trailer 90m3. A payload adjusted
capacity is assumed at 2=3 of rated trailer capacity (Bonilla, 2008).
Notice that in Table 5.8 truck container capacity is specied on both a tonnage
and volumetric basis. In practice, the unit capacity parameter (TCAP ) is specied
for each commodity on an energetic basis (i.e. MWhf ) dependent on which capacity
constraint is reached rst. Wood residues (WR) and energy crops (EC) are assumed
transported as chips (5-10mm) of density 0:240odt:m 3. Agricultural residues (AR)
are assumed to be transported as bales of density 0:150odt:m 3. Pellet bulk-density is
assumed as 0:610odt:m 3 (Thek and Obernberger, 2004). Owing to their signicantly
increased bulk density, pellet capacity is limited by mass. All other biomass logistics
are constrained by volume. The logistics capacity and the associated xed and variable
3Available online: http://dcosts.sglinform.com (Checked 13/05/2009)
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Table 5.8: Parameters for Road logistics sub-model. Note(s): Operating
parameters are distinguished from cost parameters.
Parameter Symbol Units Value
Fuel economy FE km:L 1 2.55
Loading and unloading LUT hr 2.00
Annual operation OP d:yr 1 240
Capital payback period PP yr 6
Average trip speed SP km:hr 1 50
Availability TMA hr:d 1 18
Tonnage capacity TCAP tonnes 29.3
Volumetric capacity TCAP m3 60.0
Tortuosity  - 1.6
Driver wages DW $:hr 1 8.50
Fuel price FP $:L 1 1.06
General overheads GE $:d 1 23.7
Maintenance ME $:km 1 0.089
Unit capital cost TC $ 81620
logistics cost for each commodity are provided in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Road logistics parameters for biomass commodities. Note(s):
Abbreviations: AR - Agricultural Residues, EC - Energy Crops, WR - Wood
Residues, P - Pellets.
Parameter Symbol Units WR AR EC P
Capacity TCAP MWhf :trip
 1 70.0 43.8 70.0 145.0
Fixed Cost  $:MWh 1 0.373 0.597 0.373 0.180
Variable Cost  $:MWh 1:km 1 0.035 0.056 0.035 0.017
5.5 Model Solution
5.5.1 Branch and Bound Algorithm
Solution of the MILP formulation is completed via the Branch and Bound search
algorithm (B&B). An example B&B search tree is provided in Figure 5.5 for a simple
example targeting objective minimisation.
The B&B algorithm proceeds from a complete linear (LP) relaxation of the model.
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Figure 5.5: Example branch and bound algorithm. Note(s):Each node reports
a hypothetical objective value for the LP solved at that node.
Each subsequent `branch' assigns a selected binary variable to each of its feasible val-
ues (i.e. 0 or 1) creating 2 new nodes within the search tree. The resulting constrained
LP is solved at each new node and the partially relaxed objective at each is reported.
Upon reaching the base of the search tree an integer solution, at which all binaries are
assigned to feasible values, is located. A measure of solution optimality can then be
determined in relation to the current best unexplored (i.e. partially solved) node. If
this measure of optimality falls within a specied optimality criterion (e.g. tolerance,
OptCR) the search is halted and the current best integer solution is accepted. If the
desired optimality criterion is not achieved, backtracking occurs in order to explore
more partial nodes and locate more integer solutions. This proceeds until either: (1)
an acceptable solution is found through improvements in the best integer solution;
(2) the existing best integer solution satises the optimality criterion through degra-
dation of the best partial node; or (3) rigorous global optimality is proven in that no
partial node improves upon the best integer solution. In models of the size employed
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in this work, rigorous global optimality is rarely proven by B&B algorithm. The spec-
ied optimality criterion therefore becomes our predominant arbiter of solution, and
therefore system optimality.
5.5.2 Measure of Optimality
The measure of optimality used in this work is equivalent to that applied by the
CPLEX solver (ILOG, 2008). This is shown in Equation 5.2. Here, BF denotes
the best integer solution (i.e. system conguration) identied with all technology
installation decision variables (j;sc;g) set to either 0 or 1. This best integer solution
is measured against the best `relaxed' (i.e. partial) solution within the B&B search
tree not yet fully explored (BP ). Proven global optimality is therefore sensitive to
both the quality of the best integer solution identied and the best lower bound. As
a result, it is quite possible that the solver might locate the globally optimal integer
solution yet fail to prove global optimality. Consistent with its mathematical form,
this measure is also referred to as the optimality gap.
OptCR =
jBP  BF j
BF
(5.2)
When terminating the branch and bound search at default values of OptCR
(10:0%) absolute biomass purchase and capital costs (e.g. biomass boiler costs), and
their associated decision variables, dominate advances in the best integer solution
up to this point. This can result in poorly optimised spatial system congurations.
We therefore typically assign OptCR to values  5:0%; allocating sucient computa-
tional resources in order to achieve this. In our experience, this supports a satisfactory
degree of optimisation with respect to the spatial conguration of the infrastructure.
Chapter 6
Dynamic Model: Formulation
6.1 Chapter Overview
In this chapter we develop a dynamic version of the spatial infrastructure model. This
is formulated as a multi-period version of the static model, developed in Chapter
4, by expanding the MILP formulation in the temporal dimension. The resulting
model comprises multiple strategic time-periods, supporting the analysis of migration
pathways towards future bioenergy systems. Each period is linked and therefore
constrained through the operational lifetime of xed capital investment. Furthermore,
recognising that dedicated bioenergy conversion technologies and supporting supply-
chains have experienced very limited uptake within the UK (in comparison to their
maximum theoretical potential) we incorporate the dynamic eects of endogenous
technological learning. The eects of dynamics coupled with technological learning on
the spatial infrastructure system are explored conceptually and analytically through
the further development and application of the whole-system infrastructure modelling
framework.
Section 6.2 outlines a general problem statement. Section 6.3 develops a model
nomenclature, mostly consistent with the static model developed in Chapter 4. Sec-
tion 6.4 formulates the dynamic model in a systematic fashion, and the resulting
formulation is summarised in Section 6.5.
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6.2 Problem Statement
The general problem statement for the dynamic infrastructure model is provided
below. The snapshot model applied in Chapters 7-9 should be conceived of as a
single-period version of this general case.
Given the following:
1. System Superstructure denition;
 Set of time periods
 Set of spatial system cells
 Set of biomass resource and energy vector commodities or states
 Set of logistical modes
 Set of conversion technologies
 Set of conversion technology capacity scales
 Set of conversion technology accumulated capacity levels
 Subset of states carried by each mode
 Subset of states consumed by each technology
2. Dynamic system data;
 Duration of each period
3. Spatial system data
 Distance between each pair of cells
 Spatial distribution of biomass and land resources in each cell
 Spatial distribution of energy vector supply in each cell
 Latent capacity of each technology in each cell in each period
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4. Technological performance data:
 Capacity bounds for each technology
 Conversion ratios for each technology
 Load factor for each technology
 Operational lifetime for each technology
5. Economic performance data:
 Market prices of resources and energy vector states
 Fixed logistics costs for each state transported by each mode
 Variable logistics costs for each state transported by each mode
 Installed capital costs as a function of capacity for each technology
 Operating costs as a function of capacity for each technology
 Economies of scale factor for each technology
 Annuity cost factor for each technology
Given the following:
1. Demand-pull drivers:
 Total demand satisfaction over the entire timeframe
 Period -specic global demand satisfaction
 Period - and cell -specic local demand satisfaction
2. Dynamic system factors:
 Exogenous cost improvement for each technology in each period
 Exogenous performance improvement for each technology in each period
 Endogenous cost learning curve for each technology
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 Endogenous performance learning curve for each technology
Global period-specic satisfaction relates to demand across the aggregate spatial
system specied for each time-period. Total demand satisfaction here relates to a
specied fraction of the maximum feasible energy generation across the entire strategic
horizon. It is this Total satisfaction which we employ in modelling the dynamic
system.
Given the above, we wish to determine the optimal, minimum cost infrastructure
conguration identifying the level of the following within each cell and occurring
during each period :
1. Quantity of each state resource purchased
2. Flow of each state by each logistical mode between each pair of cells
3. Capacity of each state installed
4. Capacity of each state operational
5. Quantity of each state consumed by each technology
6. Quantity of each state demand satised
A wide range of spatial and temporal aggregations of these system variables can
be envisaged. These include intermediate variables explicit within the model formu-
lation, for example the accumulated installed capacity in any period as a measure of
technological learning, in addition to a wide range of system performance metrics (see
Chapter 8). These are each reected in a range of directly associated cost variables at
varying degrees of temporal and spatial aggregation. These are summarised to form
a whole-system cost function. The minimisation of this function forms our system
objective.
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6.3 Model Nomenclature
We dene a nomenclature for the dynamic infrastructure model. This is generally con-
sistent with the set-index, parameter and variable data structure developed through-
out Chapter 8. No unit basis is specied explicitly here. The unit basis is should be
assumed consistent with that developed in Chapter 5.
Set Indices:
c 2 C Set of technology capacity scales
g 2 G Set of grid-cells
k 2 G Alias index for grid-cells
j 2 J Set of conversion technologies
J (1)  J Subset of global cost curve technologies
J (2)  J Subset of local (cell-specic) cost curve technologies
J (3)  J Subset of biomass-consuming technologies
l 2 L Set of levels of accumulated capacity
l0 2 L Alias index for accumulated capacity levels
m 2M Set of logistical modes
s 2 S Set of material/energy commodities or states
S(1)  S Subset of logistically active commodities
S(2)  S Subset of logistically inactive commodities
S
(3)
s;j  S Subset of commodities s consumed as feedstock by technology j (8 j)
t 2 T Set of time periods
 2 T Alias index for the set of periods
LAs;m;g;k Subset of cost-optimal logistics mode m for commodity s transfer
from cell g to cell k
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Parameters:
AMaxg;s Total latent availability of commodity s in cell g
AFj Daily annuity fraction of capital investment for technology j
CLs;m;g;k Logistics cost for commodity s via mode m from cell g to cell k
COPj;c;l Global operating costs for technology j 2 J (1) in scale c in level l
COP;0j Operating costs for latent technology j capacity
COP;Gj;c;l Local operating costs for technology j 2 J (2) in scale c in level l
CSs Purchase cost or sale price for commodity s
DMaxg;s Total latent demand for commodity s in cell g
DRj Discount rate for technology j
LFj Capacity load-factor for technology j
LTj;g;t Operating lifetime of technology j in cell g installed in period t
NTt Duration of each time period t
TCBj;c;l Global cost for technology j 2 J (1) at scale c at level l
TCBGj;c;l Local cost for technology j 2 J (2) at scale c at level l
TV Bj;l Accumulated capacity level bracket for technology j at level l
V 0j;l;g;t Latent capacity of technology j at level l in cell g in period t
V Bj;c Global capacity for technology j 2 J (1) installed at scale c
V BGj;c;g Local capacity for technology j 2 J (2) installed at scale c in cell g
Cj;t Exogenous cost learning for technology j in period t
Lj;t Exogenous conversion ratio learning for technology j in period t
j;s;l Conversion ratio for technology j producing commodity s at level of
accumulated capacity l

Gs;t Global demand satisfaction for commodity s at time t

T Total fraction of maximum generation
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Free Variables (2 <):
TCCt Capital costs in period t
TLCt Logistics costs in period t
TOCt Operating costs in period t
TPCt Purchase costs in period t
TRt Revenues in period t
TTCt Total infrastructure system costs in period t
Positive Variables (2 <+):
Bs;j;g;t Consumption of commodity s via technology j in cell g in period t
Ds;g;t Sale of commodity s in cell g in period t
Ds Maximum generation of commodity s over the strategic horizon
DC Average daily cost of the infrastructure over the strategic horizon
Qs;m;k;g;t Flow of commodity s via mode m from cell k to cell g in period t
Rs;g;t Purchase of commodity s in cell g in period t
TCVj;g;t Installed capacity cost of technology j in cell g in period t
TVj;l;t Accumulated capacity of technology j at level l in period t
Vj;l;g;t Operational capacity of technology j at level l in cell g in period t
V Ij;c;l;g;t Installed capacity of technology j at scale c at level l in cell g in
period t
Binary Variables (2 [0; 1]):
j;l;t Allocation of technology j to level l in period t
j;c;l;g;t Selection of technology j at scale c at level l in cell g in period t
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Subscripts:
e Denotes electrical energy (power)
f Denotes fuel energy (typically biomass)
p Denotes energy stored in biomass pellets
th Denotes thermal energy (heat)
6.4 Model Development
In developing a dynamic model formulation from the static snapshot model presented
in Part II a signicant number of adaptations to the data-structure and mathematical
formulation are required. Therefore, the mathematical formulation is presented here
in full. In developing the mathematical model framework to incorporate the eects of
technological learning we also comment extensively on the implications of this from
the perspective of a broader conceptual model incorporating learning eects and their
inuence on spatial system evolution.
Here, the strategic timeframe is represented as a series of discrete periods, or
system observations. Model variables are determined as representative of the state
of the system in the concluding year of each period. Operation within each period is
aggregated and reported at the conclusion of each period. In the model formulated
here we consider 5 discrete periods each of 10 years proceeding from 2010. This is
demonstrated in Figure 6.1.
6.4.1 Material Balance
At the core of the model remains the material balance, ensuring conservation of each
commodity within each spatial cell. In the dynamic formulation developed here this is
expanded to ensure conservation within each time-period, specied through a tempo-
ral index (t 2 T ). In comparison to fossil-fuel supply chains wherein strategic reserves
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Figure 6.1: Periodic time-series for dynamic model
of energy commodities might be maintained in order to provide fuel-security and to
support future deployment, no long-term storage is considered for biomass owing to
its biodegradable nature. This is reected in the model formulation through the ex-
clusion of any storage variable linking accumulation from a prior period with available
resources in the current period. This places an emphasis on a rapid establishment
of the sector under maximum utilisation objectives. Biomass resources not utilised
in the short term, in particular unutilised agricultural land and agricultural residue
streams, do not lie dormant and accumulate untouched. They are either employed
in alternative supply-chains, lie-dormant or decay. Measuring the maximum techni-
cal potential and measures of resource utilisation in the GB bioenergy infrastructure
system over the strategic timeframe must account for this.
The resulting dynamic material balance is specied in Equation 6.1. Here we en-
force equality between commodity purchase, logistical inow and outow (i.e. import
and export in relation to each cell), generation via conversion technologies, consump-
tion by those same technologies and, ultimately, sale in order to satisfy the exogenous
market demand (i.e. service consumption).
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Rs;g;t+
X
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m
(Qs;m;k;g;t  Qs;m;g;k;t)
+
X
j
X
l
Vj;l;g;t:j;s;l:
L
j;t:LFj  
X
j
Bs;j;g;t  Ds;g;t = 0 8 s; g; t
(6.1)
In addition to the expression of all system variables for each period (t) the data-
structure is adapted further to explicitly consider technological learning. Whilst the
impact of technological learning on capital and operating costs is specied below (see
Section 6.4.3), we also specify a performance learning factor as a function of the
accumulated technological scale (l). This is important in recognising the dynamic na-
ture of technologies and technological learning as components within extended supply
chains. Such a formulation supports the analysis of scenarios embodying the evolution
of `2nd generation' bioenergy technologies. Accumulated capacity and experience can
allow access to a broad range of benets including increased crop yields, conversion
eciencies and preferential co-product ratios. The potential for exogenous learning
eects on conversion eciency is introduced through the parameter Lj;t. Scenarios
wherein technological performance improvements are anticipated to occur external to
the spatial system of study can therefore be analysed. The ratio of the potential for
endogenous technological learning through capacity investment to that specied to
occur exogenously only as a function of time is crucial in driving the system to invest
in `primitive' technologies. It is by this action that the system can realise potential
benets in future performance rather than wait for these benets to become avail-
able externally. This ratio relates to the absolute resources (i.e. absolute accumulated
installed capacity potential) and innovative capability (i.e. endogenous learning rate
assumed) available to the system under analysis. It can also be interpreted as the
potential for specialisation, to become a technological leader, in relation those state
and rm agents that comprise the broader, global energy system at large. A crucial
policy question becomes apparent:
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Does the whole-system possess sucient resources and innovative capacity
to improve technological performance to a level at which it is both cost-
competitive and ultimately cost-optimal in the long-run? Or should it
wait for sucient external technological improvements to become avail-
able through exogenous learning and subsequently import the mature, cost-
competitive technology?
The potential for exogenous learning and its relation to endogenous learning ca-
pacity is mirrored within the capital and operating cost formulation developed in
Section 6.4.3.
6.4.2 Supply and Demand
The total commodity supply and demand forecasts developed for 2020 in Chapter 4
are now considered to represent the underlying upper bound on supply and demand
for all future periods. Whilst growth in absolute energy vector demand is anticipated
in the long-term (i.e. 2020-2050), it is the absolute energy demand satised rather
than any xed proportion that is of interest. Neither absolute or cell-specic demand
side constraints are envisaged to become constraining on the provision of electrical
power from biomass. The only constraint of signicance is the cost of power generation
(the optimised provision of which forms the overarching objective of this analysis) in
relation to competing energy technologies. If desired, staged uptake scenarios can
be specied through the period-indexed global demand obligation parameter (
Gs;t).
This parameter can be tuned in relation to absolute commodity demand in order to
enforce the satisfaction of governmental policy objectives.
In order to reduce the number of nonzero logistical ow variables (Qs;m;g;k;t) in the
model solution we identify sets of those that are to be considered logistically active
(S(1)) and those which are to be considered inactive (S(2)). Power is assumed sold
to the grid at the location of generation and is therefore considered inactive. This
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transaction is not subject to local (i.e. cell-specic) constraints on power demand,
rather the absolute power demand of the system as a whole. Two alternative forms of
the general demand constraint are therefore specied. Equation 6.2 constrains local,
logistically active commodity sale to levels of demand in each cell (DMaxs;g ). If local
demand is constraining, the system will therefore either curtail production or access
the logistical network to deliver surplus commodity to external markets. Equation
6.3 constrains the sale of logistically inactive commodities.
Ds;g;t  DMaxs;g 8 s 2 S(1); g; t (6.2)
Ds;g;t 
X
k
DMaxs;k 8 s 2 S(2); g; t (6.3)
Global demand penetration scenarios are specied by Equation 6.4.
X
g
Ds;g;t  
Gs;t
X
g
DMaxs;g 8 s; t (6.4)
In addition to precise, quantitative targets for bioenergy uptake a more general
goal for continual growth in the provision of bioenergy is specied via Equation 6.5.
In conjunction with Equation 6.4 this supports the analysis of the role of mandated
policy targets in promoting the progressive growth of the bioenergy sector over the
strategic timeframe.
X
g
Ds;g;t 
X
g
Ds;g;t 1 8 s; t (6.5)
Finally, we formulate the dynamic form of the commodity supply constraint in
Equation 6.6.
As;g;t  AMaxs;g 8 s; g; t (6.6)
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6.4.3 Technological Capacity
At the core of the dynamic model is the dynamic representation of technological
capacity. This is true from both a conceptual model perspective, wherein the role of
technological learning as a function of accumulated capacity is prevalent, and in the
computational requirements in model solution. The focus of the model formulation
has shifted somewhat from the spatial-resource to the temporal-technological domains.
However, it must be recognised that the value implicit in the modelling approach and
analysis completed here, as compared to more conventional energy systems analyses
(e.g. MARKAL, EFOM, MESSAGE, NEMS etc.), is in the explicit representation of
the spatial dimension. The spatial component of the model is therefore conserved
in full, underpinning the technological superstructure that acts upon it. It is in
the spatial analysis of the bioenergy infrastructure system that we must consider the
installation of discrete units of capacity. We must therefore capture the mode by which
specic units of capacity contribute to the total accumulated capacity, and associated
experience with each technology, within a dynamic system. This calls for a multi-
scale model of the infrastructure system; relating discrete technological selection,
location and capacitation with the status of the technology from an aggregate whole-
system perspective (i.e. total accumulated installed capacity). We therefore require
a mathematical formulation capable of capturing the dual character of (1) economies
of scale, in relation to single unit installed capacity, and (2) economies of learning
achieved in relation to the capacity accumulated prior to and during any model period.
Barreto (2001) and Messner (1997) propose mathematical formulations that cap-
ture the learning curve within MILP modelling frameworks. In both these cases, the
learning curve is integrated over its full capacity range and the resulting total in-
vestment cost-curve as a function of installed capacity is piecewise linearised through
an integer variable interpolation. Period-specic investment can be identied as the
increase in total installed capacity and capital costs acquired across each period (i.e.
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P
Costt  
P
Costt 1). However, both Barreto (2001) and Messner (1997), adapting
MARKAL and MESSAGE model frameworks respectively, consider spatially aggre-
gate energy sectors and do not therefore model discrete units of capacity investment.
There remains an open problem in the coupling of economies of scale, and their
relationship with the spatial distribution of supply and demand mediated through
commodity logistics, with endogenous technological learning.
The integer variable data-structure now consists of two tiers. The rst tier (j;l;t)
tracks the current level of installed capacity of each technology in relation to its
learning curve. The second tier (j;c;l;g;t) models the discrete investment decision
relating to each unit of capacity. This investment decision is expressed using upper
and lower bounding constraints on unit capacity for both global and local technologies
through Equations 6.7-6.10.
V Ij;c;l;g;t  j;c;l;g;tV Bj;c 1 8 j 2 J (1); c; l; g; t (6.7)
V Ij;c;l;g;t  j;c;l;g;tV Bj;c 1 8 j 2 J (1); c; l; g; t (6.8)
V Ij;c;l;g;t  j;c;l;g;tV BGj;c 1;g 8 j 2 J (2); c; l; g; t (6.9)
V Ij;c;l;g;t  j;c;l;g;tV BGj;c;g 8 j 2 J (2); c; l; g; t (6.10)
The total active capacity (Vj;l;g;t) of each technology in each period is determined
by Equation 6.11. This is composed of both latent capacity remaining in operation
at the termination of each time period in addition to the summation of all installed
capacity which remains in operation. It is noted that active capacity is identied
with regard to the level of accumulated technological learning (l) prevailing during
its particular period of installation. This is reected in the conversion ratio ascribed
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to the installed capacity through Equation 6.1. The result is an amplication of the
eects of xed capital investment in that it constrains (i.e. locks-in) the performance
of the system in the presence of continuous technological innovation. The dynamic
nature of xed capital therefore provides a direct motivation for its own replacement
or adaptation through retrot.
Vj;l;g;t = V
0
j;l;g;t +
X
t;
>t LTj;g;t
X
c
V Ij;c;l;g; 8 j; l; g; t (6.11)
Feedstock consumption in relation to operational capacity within each period is
calculated through Equation 6.12. This is coupled with Equation 6.13 which prevents
the model dumping surplus commodities into conversion technologies at zero cost and
thus clouding the results when non-cost system objectives (e.g. maximise production)
are employed.
X
s2S(3)s;j
Bs;j;g;t = LFj
X
l
Vj;l;g;t 8 j; g; t (6.12)
X
s=2S(3)s;j
Bs;j;g;t = 0 8 j; g; t (6.13)
Active capacity within each cell at each time period has its aggregate equivalent
within the multi-scale model in the identication of the total accumulated capacity
installed up to any given period (TVj;l;t). In order to account for continuous learning
within each period we assume a linear rate of capacity investment. Equation 6.14
accounts for an averaged contribution of investment to technological learning and
associated cost and performance improvements across the current period. All prior
accumulated investment (i.e. learning) is maintained.
X
l
TVj;l;t =
X
c
X
l
X
g
"
V Ij;c;l;g;t
2
+
X
<t
V Ij;c;l;g;
#
8 j; t (6.14)
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Accumulated capacity is allocated to its associated level bracket by Equations 6.15
and 6.16. Equation 6.17 enforces a single active level bracket. Equation 6.18 species
the level of accumulated learning relating to each discrete unit capacity investment
decision (j;c;l;g;t) . This constraint therefore enacts the multi-scale coupling between
whole-system (i.e. global) historical investment and individual installations within
each cell g in each period t.
TVj;l;t  j;l;tTV Bj;l 1 8 j; l; t (6.15)
TVj;l;t  j;l;tTV Bj;l 8 j; l; t (6.16)
X
l
j;l;t = 1 8 j; t (6.17)
j;c;l;g;t  j;l;t 8 j; c; l; g; t (6.18)
As in the case for learning eects in relation to technological conversion ratios
(j;s;l) expressed in Equation 6.1, the eect of learning on capital costs is modelled
as a discrete set of cost reductions. A xed reduction in capital costs in relation
to the base-case cost is specied for all capacity installed within each accumulated
capacity bracket. This allows continuous capacity scaling to be employed without the
requirement for a 2-dimensional interpolation of the total cost curve as a function
of both discrete-unit and accumulated capacity. Discrete-unit costing is therefore
completed through interpolation of a piece-wise linear cost curve (capturing economies
of scale only) specied for each level of accumulated capacity. The interpolation is
explicitly formulated for both global and local (i.e. possessing a cell-specic cost-curve)
technologies via Equations 6.19 and 6.20 respectively.
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TCVj;g;t =
C
j;t
X
c
X
l

TCBj;c 1;l:j;c;l;g;t+
V Ij;c;l;g;t   V Bj;c 1:j;c;l;g;t
V Bj;c   V Bj;c 1

(TCBj;c;l   TCBj;c 1;l)

8 j 2 J (1); g; t
(6.19)
TCVj;g;t =
C
j;t
X
c
X
l
"
TCBGj;c 1;l;gj;c;l;g;t+ 
V Ij;c;l;g;t   V BGj;c 1;gj;c;l;g;t
V BGj;c;g   V BGj;c 1;g
! 
TCBGj;c;l;g   TCBGj;c 1;l;g
# 8 j 2 J (2); g; t
(6.20)
A graphical example of the capacity cost surface is presented for a gasication
technology in Figure 6.2. Parameters specic to this technology will be identied
in detail in Section 10.3. In graphical form we observe the step-changes in cost
performance acquired at certain levels of accumulated capacity; a product of our
mathematical formulation. In the dimension of unit capacity we recognise economies
of scale represented as a piece-wise linear cost curve. During model solution, cost
interpolation proceeds along a particular cost-curve designated by the accumulated
capacity level which is active within the period that the installation occurs.
6.4.4 System Costs
With some measure of foresight towards the objective function formulated in Section
6.4.6 we recognise that the daily infrastructure cost, now calculated for each time
period, remains our primary concern. A key assumption is made in that no period-
specic discounting is considered in the identication of total system costs. This
prevents any motivation to maximise short-run benets at the expense of long-run
performance. We are not looking to maximise returns on money capital. We are
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Figure 6.2: Discrete cost surface for the gasication technology
looking to identify normative, least-cost trajectories for bioenergy infrastructure de-
velopment. However, capital discounting is not ignored completely. Discount rates
are endogenised within the annuity cost of capital wherein the specied discount rate
applied (i.e. the assumed interest rate on accrued money loans) models the cost of
money raised in nancing each capital investment project.
In order to prevent distorting `edge-eects' from penalising capital investment in
later time periods (i.e. full lifetime productive capacity is not utilised whilst full capital
costs are accrued) a periodic annuity cost model is developed. This is adapted from
the method suggested by Norman (1979), applied here in the absence of period-specic
discounting, and represents a logical extension of the annuity cost model applied in
the snapshot model to the dynamic case. This supports direct comparison between
average generation costs over the strategic timeframe and snapshot infrastructure
generation costs derived in Chapters 7-9. The general model for capital costs accrued
in each period is expressed in Equation 6.21.
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TCCt =
X
j
X
g
X
t;
>t LTj;g;
TCVj;g;tAFj 8 t (6.21)
A similar formulation for operating costs is employed in Equation 6.22. This
accounts for operating costs relating to both global (J (1)) and local (J (2)) cost-curve
technologies in addition to any latent initial capacity which remains active in each
period. As was discussed in Section 6.4.3, with regard to the conversion ratio specic
to each unit of installed capacity, operating costs are xed in relation to the level
of technological learning prevalent at the time of installation and are not accrued
through continued operation. This suggests a constraint on the conceptual model of
technological learning employed here in that we do not recognise the accrued benets
of learning by doing achieved by conversion technology operators (this category here
includes farmers cultivating energy crops) through the continuous performance of
operation and maintenance tasks. Such internal learning can be simply incorporated
into the operating cost model through the expression of either (1) a lifetime average
operating cost or (2) through period-specic operating costs, allocated as a function
of the installed period, which account for progressive learning. As for capital costs
(Equations 6.19 and 6.20), the eects of exogenous learning can be incorporated for
each technology within each period (Cj;t).
TOCt =
0BB@X
j2J(1)
Cj;t
X
c
X
l
X
g
COPj;c;l
X
t;
>t LTj;g;
V Ij;c;l;g;
1CCA
+
0BB@X
j2J(2)
Cj;t
X
c
X
l
X
g
COP;Gj;c;l;g
X
t;
>t LTj;g;
V Ij;c;l;g;
1CCA
+
X
j
X
l
X
g
V 0j;l;g;tC
OP;0
j 8 t
(6.22)
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Commodity purchase costs for each period are calculated by Equation 6.23. Com-
modity, mode and cell-specic logistics costs (CLs;m;g;k) are calculated in the same
manner as for the snapshot model (see Chapter 4 and model extensions formulated in
9). Logistics costs for each period are calculated by Equation 6.24. Total system costs
and revenues for each period are calculated by Equations 6.25 and 6.26 respectively.
TPCt =
X
s
X
g
CSs Rs;g;t 8 t (6.23)
TLCt =
X
s
X
m
X
g
X
k
CLs;m;g;kQs;m;g;k;t 8 t (6.24)
TTCt = TPCt + TLCt + TOCt + TCCt 8t (6.25)
TRt =
X
s
X
g
CSs Ds;g;t 8 t (6.26)
6.4.5 Model Reduction
The mathematical model formulated up to this point entails a signicantly higher
degree of complexity than the snapshot model analysed in previous chapters. The
extrapolation to the dynamic case combined with the incorporation of technological
learning has greatly expanded the data-structure, signicantly expanding the number
of continuous variables, binary variables (particularly in the case of j;c;tc;g;t) and
the number of model equations. As a result it is in our interest to reduce the model
complexity (i.e. degrees of freedom) through the introduction of additional constraints
that assign specic variables, and combinations of variables, to xed values. During
the solution phase, the pre-solver function of the CPLEX solver can interpret the
information implied by these constraints in order to eliminate redundant variables and
equations from the model and to generate cuts on integer variables which direct the
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branch-and-bound (B&B) search. This results in a more compact model for which, in
principle, superior integer solutions can be identied in a shorter total computational
time. This section systematically outlines those additional constraints incorporated.
Equation 6.27 constrains logistical ows between cells to only those specied in the
feasible logistics network (LAs;m;g;k). This network of commodities, transport modes,
sources and sinks is specied via the methodology outlined in Chapter 9.
Qs;m;g;k;t = 0 8 fs;m; g; kg =2 LAs;m;g;k; t (6.27)
It is desired that a lower bound on conversion technology capacity can be specied
through Equations 6.7 and 6.9. As result, no installation is allowed within the lowest
scale bracket as per Equation 6.28. Information relating to to the lowest scale bracket
(i.e. ord(sc) = 1) is maintained as cost and capacity parameters (TCBj;c;l, V Bj;c)
which now form the lower bounds on unit installation for each technology.
j;c;l;g;t = 0 8 j; ord(c) = 1; l; g; t (6.28)
Particular conversion technologies are constrained regarding their potential to
achieve cost and performance benets through economies of scale and/or technological
learning. Two technologies considered explicitly here fall into this category. Firstly,
no technological learning is assumed for the co-ring technology. We can therefore
constrain the active binary variables to a single level of accumulated capacity (l).
This constraint is imparted upon the model binary variables through Equations 6.29
and 6.30.
Co-Fire;l;t = 0 8 ord(l) > 1; t (6.29)
Co-Fire;c;l;g;t = 0 8 c; ord(l) > 1; g; t (6.30)
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Secondly we assume that no economies of scale are available for the Grow tech-
nology. This constraint is imparted via Equation 6.31.
Grow;c;l;g;t = 0 8 ord(c) > 1; tc; g; t (6.31)
In addition to simple model reduction constraints imparted through Equations
6.27-6.30 a series of binary variable constraints are introduced which enforce the ex-
clusionary nature of unit capacity installation observed in earlier static model appli-
cations. From the static perspective these specify that in each cell, in each period, at
most a single unit scale of each technology can be installed. From a dynamic perspec-
tive, technological exclusion is extended through the assumption that only a single
conversion technology can be operational in each cell at any given time. An excep-
tion to these constraints is the co-existence of energy crop production via the Grow
technology with biomass-consuming conversion technologies. We therefore specify a
subset (J (3)  J) denoting those technologies which consume biomass.
Technology operation is constrained in relation to any installed unit through a pro-
jected forecast, which prevents future installations until the completion of the unit
technological lifetime, and a projected backcast, which prevents prior installations
whose operational lifetimes would overlap with the subject unit. The resulting con-
straints are expressed by Equations 6.32 and 6.33 for biomass-consuming technologies
and Equations 6.34 and 6.35 for the Grow task.
X
j2J(3)
X
c
X
l
0BB@j;c;l;g;t + X
>t;
<t+LTj;g;
j;c;l;g;
1CCA  1 8 g; t (6.32)
X
j2J(3)
X
c
X
l
0BB@j;c;l;g;t + X
<t;
>t LTj;g;
j;c;l;g;
1CCA  1 8 g; t (6.33)
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X
c
X
l
0BB@j;c;l;g;t + X
>t;
<t+LTj;g;
j;c;l;g;
1CCA  1 8 j =2 J (3); g; t (6.34)
X
c
X
l
0BB@j;c;l;g;t + X
<t;
>t LTj;g;
j;c;l;g;
1CCA  1 8 j =2 J (3); g; t (6.35)
In the case of the co-ring technology (i.e. subset j 2 J (2)) a further constraint is
introduced to allow only a single installation in each cell across all periods. This is
required owing to the cumulative nature of co-ring capacity brackets (V Bj;c) in rela-
tion to the supporting coal-red generation capacity. The location of each installation
on the piece-wise linear cost curve in each period (Equation 6.20) therefore becomes
a function of all prior-installed capacity. This introduces a complex non-linearity
into the data-structure outlined in Section 6.4.3. We treat this by constraining the
technology to a single installation in each cell across all periods as per Equation 6.36.
X
c
X
l
X
t
j;c;l;g;t  1 8 j 2 J (2); g (6.36)
Further cut constraints are also applied to the accumulated capacity level variables
(j;l;t). These express the requirement implicit in the formulation of Section 6.4.3 that
accumulated capacity must increase or remain constant in each successive period. The
applied Equations 6.37 and 6.38 are adapted from those formulated by Barreto (2001).
X
l08ord(l0)ord(l)
j;l0;t 
X
l08ord(l0)ord(l)
j;l0;t+1 8 j; l; t (6.37)
X
l08ord(l0)ord(l)
j;l0;t 1 
X
l08ord(l0)ord(l)
j;l0;t 8 j; l; t (6.38)
Cut constraints of the type specied in Equations 6.32-6.38 can signicantly reduce
the time taken to nd good integer solutions to the model. By their nature, positive
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branching (i.e. binary variable set to 1) on any variable contained in each constraint
eliminates a range of lower-level nodes as infeasible, therefore reducing the size of
the feasible B&B tree and speeding the location of an integer solution. However, an
increase in `integer' model solution speed comes at a price of increasing the number of
constraints in the underpinning linear-model (i.e. LP solved at each node) and there-
fore reducing the speed of solution at each node. It is therefore important to balance
the performance of the IP-model solution by Branch-and-Bound algorithm against
LP-model solution by Dual-Simplex algorithm (the default employed by CPLEX 9.0
commercial solver).
6.4.6 Objective Function
A complete mathematical formulation of the dynamic bioenergy infrastructure model
comprises all those equations developed in this section. In summary these include: the
dynamic material and energy balance (Equation 6.1); the set of demand, supply and
enforced growth constraints (Equations 6.2-6.6); the set of multi-scale capacity con-
straints linking economies of scale in installations at the cell level with accumulated
capacity at a temporally and spatially aggregate system level (Equations 6.7-6.18)
and associated unit capital cost interpolations (Equations 6.19-6.20); system compo-
nent cost and revenue functions (Equations 6.21-6.26); and the set of integer variable
constraints (Equations 6.27-6.38).
In specifying an objective function we formulate a policy question to ask of the
model. This is composed of two elements. Firstly, the underpinning economic objec-
tive is set. Here we wish to minimise the average daily cost ($:d 1) of the infrastruc-
ture across the strategic time horizon. Secondly, given that we are considering a cost
minimisation objective we must specify the total level of bioenergy uptake or market
penetration that is desired. This can be enforced through period-specic targets via
Equation 6.4, in relation to the absolute energy-vector demand in each period, or as
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a fraction of the maximum total generation (MWhe) potentially achieved over the
entire strategic timeframe. The latter case is applied here.
In solving the model we proceed by maximising the total power generation over
the strategic horizon (DPower) as per Equation 6.39.
DPower =MAX
"X
g
X
t
NTt:DPower;g;t
#
(6.39)
The resulting upper bound on power generation is then scaled (0  
T  1) in
order to specify a level of total generation under a minimum cost objective. This is
completed through the incorporation of Equation 6.40 into the model formulation.
X
g
X
t
NTt:DPower;g;t  
TDPower (6.40)
Constraining the total level of generation over the strategic horizon is preferred
to the imposition of a period-specic demand satisfaction prole (i.e. S-curve). The
power market can be assumed both latent and non-discriminatory regarding the gen-
erating technology. With regard to policy design it is therefore of interest to allow the
system the degrees of freedom to determine its internal growth dynamics (enforced
by Equation 6.5) in response to endogenous system factors. Crucially, this allows the
system the freedom to adopt an invest now and save later strategy wherein, through
the process of endogenous technological learning, early capital investment can have a
net positive payback over the strategic timeframe.
Given the desired level of power generation we solve for the minimum average
daily cost of the dynamic infrastructure as per Equation 6.41. Here the daily cost in
each period is weighted by the duration (i.e. years) in each period.
DC =MAX
24
P
t
NTt:TTCtP
t
NTt
35 (6.41)
In the development of the system objective applied we have made explicit our
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focus on the generation of power exclusively. This is owing to concerns regarding
computational tractability in analysing both power and heat sectors (see Chapters 8
and 9). In particular, it was desired to investigate the mode of competition between
substitutable learning technologies over the strategic timeframe. A relevant case study
was observed in the potential dynamics in power generation technologies, namely co-
ring, combustion and gasication. This case study is developed in Chapter 10.
6.5 Summary of Dynamic Model Formulation
Here we collate and summarise the mathematical model for the dynamic case:
Spatially Explicit Supply and Demand:
Ds;g;t  DMaxs;g 8 s 2 S(1); g; t
Ds;g;t 
X
k
DMaxs;k 8 s 2 S(2); g; t
X
g
Ds;g;t  
Gs;t
X
g
DMaxs;g 8 s; t
X
g
Ds;g;t 
X
g
Ds;g;t 1 8 s; t
DPower =MAX
"X
g;t
NTt:DPower;g;t
#
The equation above is applied in the model solution algorithm in order to deter-
mine the maximum level of power generation that is feasible over the entire model
timeframe. This information is subsequently introduced into the nal model solution
as a constraint of the form below:
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X
g
X
t
NTt:DPower;g;t  
TDPower
As;g;t  AMaxs;g 8 s; g; t
Conversion Technologies:
V Ij;c;l;g;t  j;c;l;g;tV Bj;c 1 8 j 2 J (1); c; l; g; t
V Ij;c;l;g;t  j;c;l;g;tV Bj;c 1 8 j 2 J (1); c; l; g; t
V Ij;c;l;g;t  j;c;l;g;tV BGj;c 1;g 8 j 2 J (2); c; l; g; t
V Ij;c;l;g;t  j;c;l;g;tV BGj;c;g 8 j 2 J (2); c; l; g; t
Vj;l;g;t = V
0
j;l;g;t +
X
t;
>t LTj;g;t
X
c
V Ij;c;l;g; 8 j; l; g; t
X
s2S(3)s;j
Bs;j;g;t = LFj
X
l
Vj;l;g;t 8 j; g; t
X
s=2S(3)s;j
Bs;j;g;t = 0 8 j; g; t
Technological Learning:
X
l
TVj;l;t =
X
c
X
l
X
g
"
V Ij;c;l;g;t
2
+
X
<t
V Ij;c;l;g;
#
8 j; t
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TVj;l;t  j;l;tTV Bj;l 1 8 j; l; t
TVj;l;t  j;l;tTV Bj;l 8 j; l; t
X
l
j;l;t = 1 8 j; t
j;c;l;g;t  j;l;t 8 j; c; l; g; t
Logistical Modes:
Qs;m;g;k;t = 0 8 fs;m; g; kg =2 LAs;m;g;k; t
Integrated Mass and Energy Balance:
Rs;g;t+
X
k
X
m
(Qs;m;k;g;t  Qs;m;g;k;t)
+
X
j
X
l
Vj;l;g;tj;s;l
L
j;tLFj  
X
j
Bs;j;g;t  Ds;g;t = 0 8 s; g; t
Dynamic Cost Calculation:
TCVj;g;t =
C
j;t
X
c
X
l

TCBj;c 1;l:j;c;l;g;t+
V Ij;c;l;g;t   V Bj;c 1:j;c;l;g;t
V Bj;c   V Bj;c 1

(TCBj;c;l   TCBj;c 1;l)

8 j 2 J (1); g; t
TCVj;g;t =
C
j;t
X
c
X
l
"
TCBGj;c 1;l;g:j;c;l;g;t+ 
V Ij;c;l;g;t   V BGj;c 1;g:j;c;l;g;t
V BGj;c;g   V BGj;c 1;g
! 
TCBGj;c;l;g   TCBGj;c 1;l;g
# 8 j 2 J (2); g; t
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Total capital costs in each period:
TCCt =
X
j
X
g
X
t;
>t LTj;g;
TCVj;g;tAFj 8 t
Total operating costs in each period:
TOCt =
0BB@X
j2J(1)
CJ(1);t
X
c
X
l
X
g
COPj;c;l
X
t;
>t LTj;g;
V Ij;c;l;g;
1CCA
+
0BB@X
j2J(2)
CJ(2);t
X
c
X
l
X
g
COP;Gj;c;l;g
X
t;
>t LTj;g;
V Ij;c;l;g;
1CCA
+
X
j
X
l
X
g
V 0j;l;g;tC
OP;0
j 8 t
TPCt =
X
s
X
g
CSs Rs;g;t 8 t
TLCt =
X
s
X
m
X
g
X
k
CLs;m;g;kQs;m;g;k;t 8 t
Total costs in each period:
TTCt = TPCt + TLCt + TOCt + TCCt 8t
DC =
24
P
t
NTt:TTCtP
t
NTt
35
Objective Function:
MIN

DC

We further summarise the set of model reduction formulae:
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Model Reduction:
Logistics Network Constraints:
Qs;m;g;k;t = 0 8 fs;m; g; kg =2 LAs;m;g;k; t
Technology scale and experience constraints:
j;c;l;g;t = 0 8 j; ord(c) = 1; l; g; t
Co-Fire;l;t = 0 8 ord(l) > 1; t
Co-Fire;c;l;g;t = 0 8 c; ord(l) > 1; g; t
Grow;c;l;g;t = 0 8 ord(c) > 1; tc; g; t
Dynamic installation constraints:
X
j2J(3)
X
c
X
l
0BB@j;c;l;g;t + X
>t;
<t+LTj;g;
j;c;l;g;
1CCA  1 8 g; t
X
j2J(3)
X
c
X
l
0BB@j;c;l;g;t + X
<t;
>t LTj;g;
j;c;l;g;
1CCA  1 8 g; t
X
c
X
l
0BB@j;c;l;g;t + X
>t;
<t+LTj;g;
j;c;l;g;
1CCA  1 8 j =2 J (3); g; t
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X
c
X
l
0BB@j;c;l;g;t + X
<t;
>t LTj;g;
j;c;l;g;
1CCA  1 8 j =2 J (3); g; t
X
c
X
l
X
t
j;c;l;g;t  1 8 j 2 J (2); g
Learning progress constraints:
X
l08ord(l0)ord(l)
j;l0;t 
X
l08ord(l0)ord(l)
j;l0;t+1 8 j; l; t
X
l08ord(l0)ord(l)
j;l0;t 1 
X
l08ord(l0)ord(l)
j;l0;t 8 j; l; t
This mathematical formulation comprises the dynamic infrastructure model ap-
plied in Chapter 10. Parameterisation for those components specic to dynamic model
scenarios is provided in Chapter 10.
Part III
Model Applications
Chapter 7
Analytic Modelling and Sensitivity
Analysis
7.1 Chapter Overview
Within the whole-system optimisation algorithm1 developed in Part II each cell can
be assumed to represent an independent economic agent. Decisions made by these
cell-agents regarding feedstock procurement, technology selection, etc., are directed
through a combination of motivating demand satisfaction or production constraints,
and the overarching objective to minimise daily infrastructure cost. The resulting
optimal spatial infrastructure conguration can be interpreted as the result of inter-
actions occurring between individual cell agents. The predominant mode of interaction
arises through spatial competition for constrained local supply of biomass resources
and energy-vector demands (i.e. market potential). On this basis, the whole-system
model poses a normative resource allocation problem wherein the objective is cost
optimal whole-system performance. Interpreted as a structured `bioenergy market'
scenario, this is representative of a monopolistic, or perfectly collusive condition. The
performance of specic agents (i.e. cells) under such conditions cannot be expected
to correlate precisely with the optimum performance for each agent calculated in
isolation. A key question emerges:
1Referred to interchangeably as the whole-system model.
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To what extent does each economic agent compromise its individual optimal
performance in order to optimise aggregate whole-system performance under
monopolistic market structure conditions?
In order to answer this question we must abstract our analysis from the limi-
tations of the whole-system model and consider the performance of individual cell
agents in isolation. An analytical model for this purpose is developed in Section
7.3. In demonstrating this approach we limit our concept of the `agent' to a decision
maker with the potential to install, scale, and source biomass resources for a combus-
tion steam-turbine power plant operating at each location. This allows us to ignore
demand complexities through the assumption that only biomass supply distributions
are a factor in the location and capacitation of plants2. Analysis of single plant sys-
tems in isolation enables us to explore the concept of optimal performance without
the computational complexities associated with solving the MILP formulation of the
whole-system model. Furthermore, an analytic formulation allows rigorous sensitivity
analysis to be completed in continuous parameter space. In this chapter the sensi-
tivity of single-plant performance is analysed as a function of: (1) alternative cost
and `prot-centric' objectives (i.e. maximisation of NPV, IRR); (2) the measure of
optimality achieved in model solution; and (3) the implications of eciencies of scale.
This chapter therefore provides a basis upon which bioenergy infrastructures derived
in later chapters, and the system of conversion technologies which they embody, can
be analysed and interpreted without the need for cumbersome sensitivity analysis
of the MILP model formulation. It forms a basis for developing our understanding
of single-plant behaviour in isolation prior to embedding it within the whole-system
infrastructure environment.
In Section 7.3 we develop the analytic single-plant model. The model is parame-
terised in Section 7.4. Aggregate system parameters are derived from the data struc-
2We recognise that this is not the case for heat supply chains, where relative heat demand `avail-
ability' constrains technology location decisions.
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ture established in Part II. In Section 7.5 the model developed is subject to sensitivity
analysis in order to ascertain the impact of model parameters on plant performance.
Section 7.6 develops the analytical form within the resource distribution developed in
Chapter 4 and integrates it with the MILP model to form a hybrid algorithm. This
hybrid algorithm is applied extensively in Section 7.7 in order to analyse alterna-
tive system objectives and methods for system design, employing a sequential market
entry algorithm. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 7.9.
7.2 Chapter Nomenclature
The nomenclature employed in this chapter is presented. A unit basis is declared
explicitly in order to support interpretation of the subsequent model formulation.
Owing to the analytic nature of much of the analysis presented here, the nomenclature
presented in Part II is no longer general.
Set Indices:
i 2 I Set of installation rounds
g 2 G Set of spatial cells
G0i  G Subset of feasible cells for installation round i
gi  G0i Current optimal cell for installation round i
Parameters:
AGg Total land area of cell g (km
2)
AMaxg;s Total availability of state s in cell g (MWh:km
 2)
CC0 Base-capacity xed capital cost ($)
CF0 Annuitised daily base xed capital and operating cost ($:MWh
 1
f :d
 1)
CO0 Base-capacity xed operating cost ($:d
 1)
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CP Purchase cost of biomass ($:MWh 1)
CSs Purchase cost or sale price for state s ($:MWh
 1)
CV Variable operating cost ($:MWh 1f )
DR Discount rate (%:yr 1)
LF Operating load factor (%)
LT Capital project lifetime (yr)
Pe Revenue per unit power output ($:MWh
 1
e )
r Interest rate (%:yr 1)
V0 Base plant feedstock capacity (MWhf :d
 1)
Y Biomass yield density (MWhf :d
 1:km 2)
 Fixed biomass logistics cost ($:MWh 1)
s Fixed biomass logistics cost for state s ($:MWh
 1)
 Variable biomass logistics cost ($:MWh 1:km 1)
s Variable biomass logistics cost for state s ($:MWh
 1:km 1)
 Economies of scale coecient (-)
 Plant conversion eciency (MWhe:MWh
 1
f )
 Limiting fraction of total resource uptake (%)
 Fraction of capital costs attributed to interest bearing capital (%)
Variables:
Ci Infrastructure conguration vector for installation round i
COP Daily system operating costs ($:d 1)
CDs;k;g Delivered cost of biomass s from cell k to cell g ($:MWh
 1
f )
IRR Internal rate of return (%:yr 1)
L Optimal plant biomass sourcing radius (km)
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MC Marginal cost of power generation ($:MWh 1e )
MC Optimal marginal cost of power generation ($:MWh 1e )
MCi Marginal-cost objective benchmark for round i ($:MWh
 1
e )
MCg;i Optimum marginal-cost bid for cell g in round i ($:MWh
 1
e )
NPV Net present value ($)
V Plant feedstock capacity (MWhf :d
 1)
V  Optimal plant feedstock capacity (MWhf :d 1)
V U Upper bound plant feedstock capacity (MWhf :d
 1)
V L Lower bound plant feedstock capacity (MWhf :d
 1)
V i Benchmark facility vector for installation round i (MWhf :d
 1)
Vg;i Facility vector for cell g in installation round i (MWhf :d
 1)
TC Total cost of power generation ($:d 1)
TU Total resource utilisation (%)
Us;k;g Biomass s uptake from cell k consumed in cell g (MWhf :d
 1)
 Capital annuity factor (%:yr 1)
g Operating prot of plant in cell g ($:yr
 1)
Subscripts:
e Denotes electrical energy (power)
f Denotes fuel energy (typically biomass)
p Denotes energy stored in biomass pellets
th Denotes thermal energy (heat)
7.3 Analytic Model Development
The development of analytical models for the determination of optimal plant scales has
been demonstrated for biomass co-ring (De and Assadi, 2009), dedicated combustion
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power generation (Gan, 2007; Kumar et al., 2003; Jenkins, 1997), biogas plants (Walla
and Schneeberger, 2008), biofuel production (Nguyen and Prince, 1996; Kaylen et al.,
2000) and a range of biorenery platforms (Wright and Brown, 2007). The model
developed here is methodologically consistent with these studies.
This section rst considers the raw mathematical formulation that is later sub-
jected to sensitivity analysis. The model is composed of a number of independent and
dependent model variables. In keeping with the terms of reference used elsewhere
in this thesis, independent variables are classied as model parameters. The remain-
ing set of dependent variables relating to plant performance are constrained to plant
capacity (V ), sourcing radius (L) and marginal cost of power generation (MC).
The total daily system cost for a particular plant is calculated via Equation 7.1.
Total system costs are here a function of 4 contributing elements: (1) biomass pur-
chase; (2) biomass logistics; (3) plant operating costs as production inputs propor-
tional to output; and (4) plant capital and operating costs as a function of installed
plant capacity.
TC = CP :V:LF +
"
+ 
r
V:LF
2Y
#
V:LF + CV :V:LF + CF0

V
V0

(7.1)
In Equation 7.1 the power-law exponent () models a broad range of factors which
contribute to economies (or dis-economies) of scale. An overview of these factors was
provided in Chapter 3. The logistical range applied here assumes an average trip
distance in relation to the total sourcing area. This distance is specied as the sourc-
ing radius containing 1=2 the total supply of biomass feedstock. The formulation
used here introduces one of the critical abstractions from the whole-system modelling
paradigm through the implicit assumption of a homogeneous biomass resource distri-
bution coupled with perfectly radial sourcing.
The marginal cost of power generation is determined via Equation 7.2. An ana-
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lytic expression for the minimum marginal cost optimal plant capacity (V ) is derived
through dierentiation of Equation 7.2 and setting to zero. This results in the ex-
pression for marginal-cost optimal plant capacity presented in Equation 7.3.
MC =
TC
:V:LF
=
1

"
CP + + 
r
V:LF
2Y
+ CV +
CF0
LF:V 0
V  1
#
(7.2)
V  =
"
V 0 :LF
3=2:
CF0 :(1  ):
p
8:Y
# 2
2 3
(7.3)
The existence of a minimum-cost optimal plant capacity results from counteract-
ing scale eects relating to biomass logistics and plant capital costs. Logistics costs
per unit biomass delivered increase with plant capacity owing to an increase in re-
quired sourcing area, and the average logistical trip distance required to satisfy plant
feedstock demands. Plant capital and operating costs per unit capacity decrease with
plant capacity owing to economies of scale. The optimal plant scale is located at the
balance between these two counteracting economic forces. Biomass purchase costs,
whilst not inuencing the optimal plant scale, contribute towards the cost of power
generation and therefore determine the relative sensitivity of total and marginal costs
to model parameters. This single-plant optimisation principle is demonstrated graph-
ically in Figure 7.1.
Given the optimal plant capacity, analytic expressions for the optimal sourcing
radius (L) and marginal cost (MC)can be determined. The optimal sourcing ra-
dius is calculated by Equation 7.4. The optimal marginal cost can be calculated by
substituting the optimal plant scale (V ) into Equation 7.2.
L =
r
V :LF
Y
(7.4)
When considering those externalities associated with plant operation, a range of
factors can be directly correlated with plant capacity (e.g. trucks per hour passing
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Figure 7.1: Plant cost composition as a function of capacity
through the immediate locality). Within the constraints of the analysis presented
here, the optimal sourcing radius is considered representative of the broader impacts
of the plant installation. It suggests the absolute radius over which the plant will
derive its feedstocks and thus act as a stimulus for supply-chain activity. It provides
some indication of the spatial scale at which plants are to be coordinated and thus
those administrative agents whom should be engaged in planning plant investment,
operation and managing associated impacts.
7.4 Aggregate System Parameterisation
Prior to the presentation of the model sensitivity analysis, the determination of model
parameter values and their respective upper and lower-bound ranges is required. The
assumption of a homogeneous biomass resource distribution requires the aggregation
of system parameters to form a general case-study representative of the GB system.
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7.4.1 Spatial Aggregation
A signicant complexity in the spatially explicit modeling of energy systems is in-
troduced through the highly non-linear distributions of supply and demand in the
spatial domain. The MILP model formulation tackles this problem through partial
aggregation of the underlying spatial distributions and representation as a series of
spatial cells. Each cell is indexed and treated as a discrete entity in the mathemat-
ical programming formulation (see Chapter 4). The analytic model developed here
simplies the spatial domain further, representing a single plant located within a ho-
mogeneous biomass resource distribution. Model parameters for biomass energy yield
density (Y ) and biomass purchase (CP ) costs are calculated as mean average values.
We calculate the aggregate system yield density via Equation 7.5.
Y =
P
g
P
s
AMaxg;sP
g
AGg
(7.5)
Aggregate system biomass purchase costs are calculated via Equation 7.6.
CP =
P
g
P
s
AMaxg;s :C
S
sP
g
P
s
AMaxg;s
(7.6)
In specifying aggregate yield and cost parameters we exclude the region of Scotland
owing to the signicantly lower arable and horticultural and improved grassland land-
cover density. This would otherwise reduce the validity of the homogeneous land-cover
density assumption and applicability to the majority of the GB system. Aggregate
biomass resource densities for each region are presented in Table 5.1.
7.4.2 Logistical Aggregation
In addition to biomass yield and cost parameters, aggregate xed () and variable
() logistics cost parameters are calculated. Owing to the diering logistical densities
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of biomass commodities, aggregate logistics costs for the single-plant system must be
determined as a weighted average relative to the aggregate system biomass composi-
tion. Aggregate xed and variable logistics costs are calculated via Equations 7.7 and
7.8 respectively.
 =
P
g
P
s
AMaxg;s :sP
g
P
s
AMaxg;s
(7.7)
 =
P
g
P
s
AMaxg;s :sP
g
P
s
AMaxg;s
(7.8)
We consider only Road transport in this analysis, therefore no mode-specic (m)
indexing is required. Alternative logistical modes can be modelled by varying the
absolute and relative values of xed and variable cost components.
7.4.3 Capital and Operating Costs
Consistent with Chapter 5, the combustion steam turbine technology was parame-
terised using a cost model derived from Bridgwater et al. (2002). Here we model 3
cost components explicitly. These are: (1) xed capital costs that scale with installed
capacity (e.g. equipment purchase); (2) xed operating costs that scale with installed
capacity (e.g. labour, site maintenance, overheads); and (3) variable operating costs
which are proportional to plant output (e.g. cooling water, turbine maintenance).
Crucially, only variable operating costs are sensitive to the plant load factor (LF )
in their contribution to total plant costs (Equation 7.1). The compound economies
of scale ratio () is calculated via a power law regression against the combined xed
capital and operating costs as a function of plant feedstock capacity (MWhf :d
 1).
The range of plant scales modelled here exceeds that analysed by Bridgwater et al.
(2002) (approx. 1:5   22:0MWe)3 and from which capacity dependent parameters
3All stated electrical capacities (MWe) are calculated from stated feedstock capacity
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have been validated (< 250MWe). The viability of extrapolating these limited data
sets to plant capacities > 1:5GWe is open to debate. In defence, it is considered both
important and practical to consider the implications of such large scale plants. A rated
capacity of 1:5GWe is comparable with current large-scale coal and nuclear generating
plants (BERR, 2008b). Furthermore, the fundamental process of biomass combustion
boiler and steam-turbine coupling is not anticipated to change fundamentally during
upscaling. The impact of both eciencies of scale and diminishing economies of scale
are considered briey in Section 7.5.6 regarding the feasibility of large scale biomass
power generation.
A simple sub-model is required to determine the base capacity capital and op-
erating cost parameter. The capital annuity factor is determined by Equation 7.9.
The base capacity capital and operating cost parameter is derived from constituent
annuity adjusted capital and operating costs in accordance with Equation 7.10.
 =
DR
1  (1 +DR) LT (7.9)
CF0 =
:CC0
365
+ CO0 (7.10)
Sensitivity to discount rate and capital lifetime is not analysed explicitly. Instead
xed capital cost ranges are specied to account for combined error estimation and
annuity ranges. Bridgwater et al. (2002) suggest an error in cost gures of 30%.
Annuity ranges are calculated assuming discount rates between 3:0 15:0% and capital
lifetimes between 10  30yr.
(MWhf :d
 1) assuming a 35% conversion eciency. For example, assuming a conversion eciency
of 35:0% operating at a full 24hr:d 1, a plant consuming 10; 000MWhf :d 1 biomass feedstock is
equivalent to a rated power-output capacity of approximately 146MWe.
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7.4.4 Power Price
The unit revenue (i.e. price) received by the plant for power generated is a combi-
nation of both the wholesale market price of electricity and any subsidies for which
the plant might qualify for. The wholesale power price (i.e. that received by the
generator) for the UK is dicult to ascertain owing to the two tier nature of the
electricity market. A system of long-term private bilateral trade agreements between
the generator and distributors, or individual power consumers, typically constitutes
a secure revenue stream returning a low unit-price (assumed marginally above gen-
eration cost, < $35MWh 1e ). Supplementary to this, a spot market exists for the
balancing of supply and demand on hourly timescales. This oers much higher unit-
prices (> $50MWh 1e ) yet at signicantly increased risk to the generator owing to
the inherent uncertainty in market uctuations. Since 2002, additional subsidies for
biomass power generation have been provided through the Renewables Obligation
(RO) mechanism. This provides an eective subsidy of $35:76 per megawatt hour of
electricity generated from domestic biomass resources (Thornley and Cooper, 2008).
This subsidy is raised through the eective taxation of non-renewable generation (i.e.
that which does not qualify for RO certicates) within the UK. The RO acts to in-
crease the system-wide cost of power provision whilst leveraging biomass renewable
against non-renewable power generation within the market. In the proceeding analysis
a unit power price of ($50MWh 1e ) is assumed. This comprises an aggregate of con-
tract price, spot market price and revenues derived from from renewables obligation
certicates.
7.4.5 System Parameters
Base case model parameters are represented for an aggregate GB system encompass-
ing England and Wales only. Note that the economies of scale factor () is lower than
that determined in Chapter 5 for the combustion steam-turbine technology. This is
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owing to the separation of variable operating (i.e. linear with throughput) operating
costs from scale-dependent capital and operating costs. Upper and lower bounds on
parameters were prescribed either at logically constrained limits (e.g.  < 1) or to
reect envisaged, feasible upper and lower bounds derived from an assessment of GB
system conditions. Logistics parameter ranges were derived from the sensitivity anal-
ysis on the logistics model detailed below in Section 7.5.1. The resulting parameter
values and bounds deployed in the sensitivity analysis are presented in Table 7.1.
Optimal plant metrics for base-case parameter condition are also presented.
Table 7.1: Sensitivity parameters and optimal single-plant metrics
Parameter Units Value Min Max
CP $:MWh 1 7.47 2.06 20.6
CF0 $:MWh
 1
f :d
 1 14950 5654 32910
CV $:MWh 1f :d
 1 3.23 1.61 4.84
Y MWh:d 1:km 2 1.27 0.00 2.00
LF % 90.0 50.0 98.0
V0 MWhf :d 1 2400 N/A N/A
 $:MWh 1 0.410 0.0116 20.8
 $:MWh 1:km 1 0.0384 0.00163 1.23
 (-) 0.684 0.500 0.999
 MWhe:MWh
 1
f 0.350 0.250 0.450
V  MWhf :d 1 25720 - -
MC $:MWh 1e 47.0 - -
L km 76.1 - -
Optimal plant capacity for the aggregate GB system (V ) is equivalent to an
output of 375MWe. Whilst considerably lower than typical coal-red generation fa-
cilities, this is signicantly higher than current biomass plants deployed in the UK.
This is a result of the high `potential' resource availability scenario (i.e. total latent
resource is accessible) general to this thesis. We recognise that this optimal capacity
is similar to those planned for series of plants to be constructed in the vicinity of the
current Drax coal red power station (each approx. 300MWe). The rst of these
is anticipated to come online in 2014. Whilst these proposed plants will initially be
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reliant on a signicant fraction of imported biomass, this analysis suggests that they
may prove to be close to optimal if the full potential of domestic biomass resources is
realised. The production cost suggests that protable operation, given the assumed
power price of ( $50MWh 1e ), is feasible at these scales. Total feedstock consump-
tion for this optimal single plant system is equivalent to 9.2% of the whole-system
biomass resource availability. First, this is not too small so as to be insignicant. The
sourcing radius suggests that cell-specic resource availability and geographical (i.e.
boundary) eects will be observable at the spatial resolution of the whole-systems
model selected (50  50km). Secondly, this suggests that an optimum network in-
frastructure utilising a signicant fraction of domestic biomass resources will consist
of multiple plants. From a market structure perspective this implies that we do not
have to pay the price of oligopoly, or even monopoly in order to achieve ecient (i.e.
near-optimal) scale.
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7.5 Analytic Model Sensitivity Analysis
The analytic model developed in Section 7.3 has been applied in order to explore the
sensitivity of optimal scale, sourcing radius and marginal cost to a range of model
parameters. We extend the analysis to consider sensitivity in broader terms, encom-
passing measures of optimality (Section 7.5.4), alternative objective functions (Section
7.5.5), eciencies and diminishing-economies of scale (Section 7.5.6). In all cases, a
simple one-at-a-time (OAT) method is employed. This is considered applicable ow-
ing to limited endogenous parameter interaction. Where important interactions are
envisaged these are commented upon in the supporting discussion. The analyses are
presented in a predominantly graphical form.
7.5.1 Sensitivity [1]: Logistics Sub-Model
As will become apparent in Section 7.5.2, variable logistics costs (i.e. a function of
distance) represent a crucial factor in determining optimal plant capacity and as-
sociated costs. Furthermore, the logistics formulation, developed in Chapter 4 and
deployed throughout this thesis, is general in that it can analytically represent a broad
range of alternative transport modes (i.e. truck, train, ship). For reference the list of
sub-model parameters that determine logistics costs and their units are provided:
Parameters:
DW Driver wages ($:hr 1)
FE Fuel economy (km:L 1)
FP Fuel price ($:L 1)
GE General overheads ($:d 1)
LUT Total trip loading and unloading time (hr)
ME Maintenance expenses ($:km 1)
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OP Annual operation (d:yr 1 )
PP Capital payback period (yr)
SP Average trip speed (km:hr 1)
TC Unit capital cost ($)
TMA Unit availability (hr:d 1)
TCAP Container capacity (MWh)
 Tortuosity (-)
A parameter sensitivity analysis has been completed for the logistics sub-model.
Results are presented in graphical form for xed costs in Figure 7.2(a) and for variable
costs in Figure 7.2(b). Sensitivity is measured relative to the parameters for the Road
mode of transport. For reference these are provided in Table 5.8.
It is clear from Figures 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) that unit capacity (V ) represents a
dominant determinant of both xed and variable logistics costs. Opportunities to
increase unit capacities are envisaged in optimising the payload (i.e. increasing above
assumed 2=3 of available capacity) in addition to increasing absolute vehicle size.
Increasing capacity will be concurrent with increased loading and unloading times
(LUT ) which contribute signicantly to xed logistics costs. Increased vehicle tonnage
can limit access to the eld and forest roadside. Resource access can also be related
to tortuosity () and average trip speed (km:hr 1); distributed resources requiring
collection and transport via less direct routes and on lower quality roads. Detailed
optimisation of the logistics network from eld to plant-gate, potentially through
multiple intermediate storage and transhipment sites, poses a sub-problem that is not
considered further in this thesis.
7.5.2 Sensitivity [2]: Single-Plant Performance
Plant performance is here considered with regard to dependent variables represen-
tative of optimum plant capacity (V ), marginal power generation cost (MC) and
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(a) Fixed Costs ()
(b) Variable Costs ()
Figure 7.2: Logistics cost parameter sensitivity
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biomass sourcing radius (L), and their associated expressions as per Equations 7.2-
7.4. The analysis here considers relative parameter and variable values in relation to
the base-case values (Table 7.1. Figure 7.3 demonstrates the sensitivity of optimal
plant capacity. Observed trends in optimal capacity can be broadly interpreted by
considering the counteracting `forces' relating to economies of scale and plant-system
logistics costs.
Figure 7.3: Sensitivity of optimal plant capacity to system parameters
Base xed capital and operating costs (CF0 ) dictate the relative contribution of cap-
ital costs, and therefore economies of scale, to the marginal generation cost. Increasing
relative capital costs therefore drive increases in optimal plant scale. Similarly, as the
operating load factor (LF ) decreases, capital costs account for an increasing fraction
of marginal generation cost. The optimal system therefore becomes more sensitive
to economies of scale and optimal plant capacity increases to take advantage of this.
This result is perhaps counter-intuitive; low-load factors being traditionally associated
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with small-scale, distributed technologies (e.g. household boilers at approx. 15%) as
a result of peak and base-load dynamics in energy demand.
The eect of biomass yield (Y ) on optimal capacity is similar to xed capital and
operating cost, although less pronounced. Yield aects the logistical range required
to provide a xed quantity of biomass. Higher yields therefore act as to reduce
the impact of increasing logistics costs with increasing capacity relative to the cost
benets achieved through economies of scale. This results in an increase in optimal
plant capacity.
Variable biomass logistics costs (), mirroring xed capital and operating costs,
aect the relative contribution of logistics costs to the marginal generation cost. De-
creasing variable logistics costs promote a signicant expansion of optimal plant ca-
pacity as economies of scale become more signicant concurrent with a reduced cost-
impact of increasing the average sourcing radius. Such a scenario could be anticipated
through the uptake of rail and or ship logistics. These logistical scenarios are investi-
gated in more detail in Chapter 9. For comparison here, the relative value of  for rail
is calculated as 0.33 and that for ship transport as 0.078. Alternative logistical modes
therefore have the potential to support extremely large optimal conversion facilities
through a signicant reduction in relative variable logistical costs.
In comparison, the economies of scale coecient () acts over a comparatively
small relative range (Table 7.1). However, as the coecient increases the eect on
the optimal plant scale is quite dramatic. A signicant reduction in optimal capacity
is observed as logistics increasingly become the dominant scaling factor. The sensi-
tivity of optimal plant performance in relation to the economies of scale coecient is
discussed in more detail in Section 7.5.3.
The sensitivity of optimal sourcing radius (L) to its determining variables is
presented in Figure 7.4. The response to reductions in the operating factor (LF ) is
signicantly reduced compared to the optimal plant capacity (Figure 7.3). This is due
to the reduction in proportional biomass demand concurrent with increasing optimum
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plant scale.
Figure 7.4: Sensitivity of optimal sourcing radius to system parameters
The eect of yield variation on the optimal sourcing radius is interesting. In-
creases in yield result in an increasing plant capacity (Figure 7.3) concurrent with a
slight decrease in plant sourcing radius. This eect (i.e. increasing plant scale with
decreasing sourcing radius) was also observed by Dunnett et al. (2008) in application
to lignocellulosic bioethanol production facilities. Here it was recognised that con-
current technological improvements aecting production-plant conversion eciencies
and energy crop feedstock yields could result in a net-decrease in the spatial scale
of plants within optimised systems whilst supporting signicant increases in plant
capacity. Such system eects relating both conversion technology and feedstock yield
improvements are of interest in envisioning migration pathways for bioenergy infras-
tructure evolution and their spatial connotations. These dynamic-spatial migration
pathways are developed in more detail in Chapter 10.
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Optimal marginal power generation cost (MC) sensitivity is presented in Figure
7.5. It is noted that, owing to the plant system scaling its capacity to optimise
marginal cost, the relative range of marginal cost variation is signicantly less than
that observed for optimal plant capacity (Figure 7.3) and sourcing radius (Figure
7.4). This is also a result of the biomass purchase costs forming a signicant portion
of marginal generation cost.
Figure 7.5: Sensitivity of optimal marginal cost to system parameters
Two parameters which do not aect the optimal capacity or sourcing radius have
a signicant inuence on the marginal cost. These are the plant conversion eciency
() and the purchase cost of biomass (CP ). In the base-case scenario (see Table 7.1)
biomass purchase costs account for 45.4% of the marginal cost of power generated. An
interesting trend with increasing economies of scale coecient () is observed. This
is discussed in more detail in Section 7.5.3. Sensitivity to the xed biomass logistics
cost () is negligible. However, in relation to the variable biomass logistics cost, this
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factor is critical in determining the optimal logistical mode and route selected (i.e.
truck, rail or ship) to transport biomass between any two locations.
The relationship between the fractional cost of logistics, as a component of total
system costs, and the absolute measure of freight activity employed in delivering
biomass is plotted in Figure 7.6 as a function of the variable logistics cost. Freight
activity is measured here in oven-dry-tonne kilometers per day (odt.km.d 1). Here
we observe a sharp increase in total logistical activity with a concurrent decrease in
the logistics cost fraction as variable logistics costs decrease. This absolute level of
logistics activity has important implications regarding local trac levels in the plant
vicinity.
Figure 7.6: Sensitivity of freight activity to variable logistics cost
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7.5.3 Sensitivity [3]: Economies of Scale Power Law
The sensitivity of optimum biomass power-plant scale to the economies of scale coef-
cient was highlighted by Jenkins (1997). Figures 7.7(a)-7.7(c) present the absolute
sensitivity of optimal-plant performance metrics to the economies of scale coecient.
These correspond to the relative sensitivity presented in Figures 7.3-7.5. The general
trend observed is one of decreasing plant capacity and associated sourcing radius with
increasing coecient (i.e. decreasing economies of scale). With an increase in the scale
coecient the gradient of the xed capital and operating cost-curve (Figure 7.1) is
reduced. An increasing emphasis is therefore placed on minimising logistics costs.
(a) Capacity (b) Sourcing Radius
(c) Marginal Cost (d) Capacity gradient
Figure 7.7: Sensitivity of plant metrics to the scale coecient
In isolation, variation in the scale coecient captures perhaps the most diverse
range of technological performance, and indeed technologies, of all those independent
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model variables considered. In considering the range of combustion technologies, from
centralised power generation plants through to individual household boiler technolo-
gies, scale coecients are typically envisaged to increase from approximately 0.7, for
the industrial plant technology, to 1.0 for the modular household installation. Whilst
not a thorough analysis owing to the constant base-case plant cost and capacity pa-
rameters, an interesting insight is drawn in considering the potential optimisation of
the scale coecient to minimise marginal costs for a specied plant capacity. The
result is equivalent to Figure 7.7(a) wherein optimum scale coecients at low plant ca-
pacities tend towards unity. This suggests an alternative perspective on plant-system
optimisation wherein the supporting techno-economic environment is engineered to
suit the particular technology. This would require means of `engineering' economies
of scale through, for example, modularisation of the unit technology, reduced require-
ments for the specialisation of labour, or reduced reliance on vertical linking economies
(i.e. integrated process operations).
The scale coecient is typically determined through the regression of a power-law
relationship against limited published plant capacity and cost data (Dornburg and
Faaij, 2001; Bridgwater et al., 2002). Regarding the quality of these regressions, R2
values ranging from 0.77-0.99 are calculated by Bridgwater et al. (2002). This suggests
that there is potential for moderate uncertainty in the modelling of costs subject to
economies of scale independent of the error in base-case plant parameters (i.e. V0,
CF0 and C
V ). This inherent uncertainty is expressed through the sensitivity of the
optimal plant scale to the economies of scale coecient. Figure 7.7(d) highlights a
concern of Jenkins (1997) with regard to the location of maximum sensitivity to the
scale coecient. For the system prescribed by Table 7.1 this is located at  = 0:904.
Jenkins (1997) recognises that this value corresponds with those scale coecients
observed for large-scale coal-red and nuclear power plants. As biomass facilities
have currently only been developed at comparatively small scales it is suggested that
observed scale coecient might increase (i.e. tend towards unity and thus increased
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sensitivity) as a function of plant capacity. The impacts of this behaviour on the
plant-system performance are analysed below in Section 7.5.6.
7.5.4 Sensitivity [4]: Measures of Optimality
Computational constraints arise in the solution of the MILP formulation of the whole-
system model by the branch and bound (B&B) algorithm. As a result it is often pref-
erential to accept slightly sub-optimal solutions for analysis. The optimality criterion
(OptCR) applied throughout this work is described in Section 5.5.2. Experience sug-
gests that an MILP solution optimality of about 5.0% is sensible as a general heuristic.
This range is used here under the assumption that the best-possible solution is xed
and that the increasing optimality is achieved through the identication of superior
integer solutions. However, it must be recognised that this is by no means the case and
that MILP solutions terminated prior to proof of global optimality may represent, or
be close to, the globally optimum integer solution. Nonetheless, the analysis presented
here provides insight into globally-optimal MILP plant-system congurations in re-
lation to those that are sub-optimal (i.e. sensitivity to sub-optimality). In contrast
to MILP solution, the analytic formulation exhibits no such constraints in computa-
tional complexity. The analytic formulation supports the identication of the precise
cost-optimal plant scale and logistical range under the assumption of homogeneous
radial resource distribution and in the absence of inter-plant resource competition.
The analytic model can therefore be used to directly assess the sensitivity of plant
performance metrics to the level of sub-optimality.
As was demonstrated in Figure 7.1, the cost-curve as a function of plant scale
has a distinctive shape. A steep descent to optimality is observed, coupled with a
long, shallow tail extending for large (i.e. >> M) plant capacities. This shallow
tail emerges owing to the diminishing gradients of the competing scale factors: xed
capital and operating costs owing to the power law capacity scaling; and logistics
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costs owing to the source-radius to area relationship. The sensitivity of marginal
cost (as a function of plant capacity) to variations in biomass yield density is demon-
strated in Figure 7.8. Sample data is presented in Table 7.2 including the base-case
yield scenario. An equivalent analysis could be repeated for all independent variables
that aect the cost-curve gradient (see Equation 7.3). Error bars are superimposed
measuring +5.0% marginal cost in relation to the optimal minimum value.
Figure 7.8: Sensitivity of the marginal cost curve to biomass yield
Table 7.2: Eect of yield on plant capacities within +5.0% optimality. Note(s):
All units in MWh:d 1 feedstock consumption except for yields (Y) which are
stated in MWh:d 1:km 2 feedstock generated.
Y V L V  V U 
0.10 1579 5416 17060 15481
0.50 3747 14520 50800 47053
1.27 6098 25720 96720 90622
2.00 7709 33950 132400 124691
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In Figure 7.8 we observe a signicant reduction in the gradient of the marginal
cost curve with increasing yield. Table 7.2 details the impact of this behaviour with
respect to the minimum and maximum plant capacities that lie within +5.0% of the
optimum. Minimum capacity as a fraction of optimum capacity decreases with in-
creasing yield. This is accompanied by an increase in maximum capacity as a fraction
of optimum capacity and thus a relative, as well as absolute, increase in the range of
plant capacities that fall within the specied optimality range. This result suggests
that at high resource yields, sub-optimal solutions can accommodate signicantly
`over-sized' plants. However, this eect should be tempered through the perfectly col-
lusive or monopolistic market structure specied by the whole-system model. Here,
signicant capacity over-sizing of any single plant would impact signicantly on the
biomass resource available to other cell-agents. Furthermore, the impact of down-
sizing on marginal costs is more signicant and thus the emergence of systems with
dominant, over-sized plants supported by a series of sub-optimal down-sized plants is
not anticipated. We consider the impact of alternative market structure scenarios on
single-plant and whole-system optimality in Section 7.6.
The capability of the whole-system model to suggest optimal plant locations and
sourcing strategies, and the resultant value in generating maps for the visual un-
derstanding of optimal system behaviour, can be related to the sensitivity of plant
sourcing radii to solution optimality. The range of plant capacities that fall within
5.0% of the optimal value represents a respective range of sourcing radii. These ranges
are demonstrated in Figure 7.9 in relation to the optimal plant sourcing radius for
the set of yields considered in Figure 7.8. The congurations represented on the sec-
ondary y-axis convert the sourcing radius to a sourcing footprint on the 50  50km
grid-cell system applied in the MILP model (see Chapter 4). These are provided for
visual comparison in the attached key.
Owing to the shape of the marginal cost-curve, if sub-optimality in generation cost
performance is to be accepted, there is an inherent preference for capacity oversizing.
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(a)
(b) Key
Figure 7.9: Sensitivity of sourcing radius to optimality and biomass yield
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This suggests that in a more realistic competitive market scenario, a minimum-cost
strategy could entail the deliberate selection of plant capacity above cost-optimal
capacity. This could provide signicant benets with regard to supply security by
capturing lowest cost or highest quality biomass resources within long term supply
contracts. Exercising this `rst mover advantage' might, however, have detrimental
impacts on the performance of later market movers and therefore system performance
as a whole. This requires us to consider the dynamics of spatial competition as
introducing barriers to achieving whole-system cost optimality.
7.5.5 Sensitivity [5]: Investment Indicators
The bulk of the analyses presented in Part III focus on whole-system cost minimisation
objectives. Here we briey consider Net-Present-Value (NPV) and Internal-Rate-of-
Return (IRR) as performance metrics and objectives for plant-system design. These
metrics are classically applied in appraising potential capital investment opportunities.
NPV expresses the present lifetime value of (i.e. prot derived from) the investment,
calculated as a function of discounted cash-ow given an assumed interest rate to
account for the cost of nancing. IRR species the equivalent interest rate at which
the project would break even; giving some insight into the potential returns on capital
in relation to some alternative investment (e.g. secure government bond, competing
xed-capital proposal etc.). By calculating these metrics, we hope to gain insight
into potential system congurations when central-planning capability is relaxed and
competitive, `prot-making' rms become the dominant economic agents determining
system structure. In the context of the UK, this is a more realistic scenario reecting
current markets for biomass power generation. Investment in UK biomass power is
currently dominated by private energy and utilities companies. Policy to regulate and
steer the market takes the form of low-carbon and renewable energy incentives (e.g.
CCL, ROCs etc.).
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Our single-plant model developed in Section 7.3 is extended. We formulate an
analytic expression for NPV and an expression from which IRR can be calculated
numerically. For clarity in both cases it is useful to condense daily system operating
costs into a single parameter (COP ) as per Equation 7.11. Here daily operating
costs are expressed as a combination of biomass purchase, xed and variable logistics,
variable operating costs, and the capacity scaling `xed' component of operating costs.
COP = V:LF:
 
CP +
"
+ 
r
V:LF
2Y
#
+ CV
!
+ CO0 :

V
V0

(7.11)
The NPV of the single plant system is given by Equation 7.12. Expressed as a
discounted cash ow, xed capital costs are assumed to be accumulated at t = 0
and therefore not subject to any discounting. Subsequent annual operating prots,
specied as revenue minus operating costs, are discounted at an annual rate (r) over
the capital lifetime of the project (LT ). We note that, in practice, specic scale
exponents () for each component (i.e. capital or operating costs) can be isolated from
the data provided by Bridgwater et al. (2002). The scale exponents in Equation 7.11
and 7.12 therefore dier, being 0.615 and 0.751 respectively. No analytic expression
for IRR can be derived, as is the case for the minimum production cost and NPV-
optimal capacity (i.e. Equation 7.3 and 7.12 respectively). The IRR is calculated by
setting NPV = 0 in Equation 7.12 and solving numerically for the interest rate (r).
An initial estimate of 10.0% is assumed.
NPV =  CC0 :

V
V0

+
LTX
t=1
365:(V:LF::Pe   COP )
(1 + r)t
(7.12)
In analysing these economic performance metrics, model parameters remain con-
sistent with Table 7.1. A power price (i.e. revenue received) of $50:0MWh 1e is
assumed. The resulting trends in metric performance as a function of single-plant
capacity are plotted in Figure 7.10.
The optimum NPV of $134:6  106 is realised at an output capacity of approx.
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Figure 7.10: Economic performance metrics as a function of plant capacity
820MWe. The optimum IRR of 15:00% is realised at a capacity of approx. 500MWe.
IRR values should be compared against the interest rate assumed in calculating min-
imum cost and NPV metrics. The value assumed here was 8:00%, implying a viable
investment for all plants of capacity > 70MWe. In practice, a combination of NPV
(absolute return) and IRR (relative return) should be considered in order to appraise
the worth of any capital investment. The signicant result demonstrated by Figure
7.10 is that NPV- and IRR-optimal capacities are greater than for minimum cost
objectives. This observed trend in optimum capacity for `measures of prot' can be
deduced logically. If any prot is to be realised (and thus any positive IRR or NPV),
it is at a minimum feasible level (i.e. 0) when the marginal cost of production is equal
to price. As price increases above the marginal cost of production, if the plant is to
change its capacity to take advantage of prot opportunities it will grow larger as
the equivalent marginal cost available at lower capacity will yield a lower total prot.
Therefore, if positive prots are available, the prot-optimal capacity will always be
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greater than or equal to the marginal-cost optimal capacity.
Returning to our focus on measures of optimality and the impact of sub-optimality
from Section 7.5.4, it is recognised that under NPV maximising conditions the near-
optimal plant-capacity range is reduced signicantly. For the case demonstrated in
Figure 7.10, the capacity range within a 5:0% of the NPV optimum (i.e. the best
solution, Equation 5.2) is equivalent to approx. 292MWe compared with 1:33GWe
for the cost-minimising base case. This suggests that for a xed measure of objective
sub-optimality, NPV-maximising plant systems are more sensitive close to optimal
scales, and therefore to some extent more capable of self-organisation, than cost-
minimising systems. IRR-maximising objectives appear marginally more robust over
a broad range of capacity scales than NPV, with a range of 423MWe within 5:0% of
the optimum value.
Perhaps a more signicant measure of sensitivity is that of NPV and IRR optimal
systems to a reduction in the unit power price (Pe). Metric values and optimal plant
scales for each objective were examined numerically for a range of power prices be-
tween $45:0 55:0MWh 1e taken at $0:5MWh 1e intervals. The results are presented
in Figures 7.11(a) and 7.11(b).
(a) NPV (b) IRR
Figure 7.11: Sensitivity of NPV and IRR metrics to the Power price
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As anticipated from the gradients in Figure 7.10, NPV-optimal capacities exhibit
a higher sensitivity to price than IRR-optimal capacities. The apparent discontinuity
observed in NPV-optimal capacity at low power prices arises due to a portion of
the NPV-optimal capacity function (i.e. derived from Equation 7.12) observed at low
capacities wherein NPV increases to zero from any negative position. In order to
assess the potential risk in plant investment owing to uctuations in power price,
we also plot metric performance of the optimal plant scale determined at a power
price Pe = $50:0MWh
 1
e across the same range (Denoted NPV50 and IPV50 in
the legends of Figures 7.11(a) and 7.11(b) respectively). Clearly no upside loss (i.e.
performance depreciation) is feasible in either case. In the NPV case, we recognise
some measure of downside risk as price decreases below the initial value at which the
plant is optimally capacitated.
7.5.6 Sensitivity [6]: Extended Scale Eects
We have observed a number of cases wherein optimal plant capacities become large
(i.e.  750MWe) as a result of sensitivity to independent variables (Section 7.5.2),
potential ranges of sub-optimality (Section 7.5.4), and under NPV-maximising condi-
tions (Section 7.5.5). We recognise a weakness in our analysis in that our capital and
operating cost and economies of scale coecients are derived from small-plant data
(10   50MWe) as presented by Bridgwater et al. (2002). Extensions to the simple
model formulation developed in Section 7.3 are introduced in order to consider the im-
pact of increasing plant capacities signicantly beyond their base-case ranges. These
relate to: (1) eciencies of scale, wherein a general trend for increased feedstock con-
version eciency is observed with increasing plant capacity; and (2) a reduction in
the economies of scale exponent () with increasing plant capacity, a trend postulated
by Jenkins (1997).
Eciencies of scale are modelled using a general logarithmic form derived from
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Bridgwater et al. (2002) for the combustion-steam turbine technology. Plant conver-
sion eciency data from Dornburg and Faaij (2001) was also used in developing the
empirical relationship postulated in Equation 7.13. The scale coecient was mod-
elled as a function of capacity using the general form suggested by Jenkins (1997).
The form presented in Equation 7.14 was specied to exhibit an increase from the
base-case condition, 0.684 at 35MWe, up to approx. 0.90 at a capacity of 1:46GWe.
For the purposes of Equation 7.14, plant capacity is parameterised in units of kWe.
(V ) = 0:0217:ln(V ) + 0:150 (7.13)
(V ) =
2

tan 1((V 0:14)  2:5) + 0:035 (7.14)
Marginal cost-curves for each combination of the base-case with these model exten-
sions are presented in Figure 7.12. Here the cost curve capacity ranges are truncated
at +5.0% of their respective cost minima. Base-case conversion eciency is corrected
for that determined from Equation 7.13 to a value of 31.9%. This is reected in the
increased optimal marginal cost ($51:6MWh 1e ) compared to the analysis presented
in Section 7.5.2.
The lack of data in the literature regarding these complex technological and eco-
nomic phenomena precludes the drawing of concrete conclusions regarding their ac-
tion beyond their general direction of inuence on optimal capacity and marginal cost.
However, it is clear from Figure 7.5 that the marginal cost of generation is highly sen-
sitive to conversion eciency and that the eect of any available eciencies of scale,
reducing required feedstock cost per unit output, would make capacity enlargement
preferable. The eects of a reducing scale coecient with increasing plant capacity are
to promote a signicant reduction in optimal plant capacity. Under such a scenario,
increasing logistics costs rapidly become the dominant scale factor. We must also
recognise the considerable uncertainty that exists regarding these phenomenon. Both
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Figure 7.12: Sensitivity of marginal cost curve to extended scale eects
have potentially signicant eects on optimal single-plant capacity and, therefore,
on the conguration of any bioenergy infrastructure system. Both phenomenon are
highly aggregate measures of whole plant-system performance which must be derived
through detailed econometric analysis of existing, fully operational plant systems. As
such, an inherent `observability' problem is recognised central to the econometric ba-
sis for economies, eciencies and (as we shall develop in Chapter 10) technological
learning. The value in the high-level, whole-systems approach of this thesis is implicit
in the general lack of any substantial experience regarding operational plant systems
in the UK, and therefore a lack of any associated body of literature characterising
these econometric phenomenon.
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7.6 Hybrid Approaches
The single-plant analytical model, developed in Sections 7.3-7.4 and analysed within
Section 7.5, is abstracted from the whole-system modelling paradigm developed in
Part II through three critical assumptions:
1. The plant is located within a homogeneous resource distribution;
2. The plant employs a radial sourcing strategy with associated logistics costs;
3. No competition for resources exists between multiple plants.
This section re-introduces those complicating system factors previously ignored
through the above assumptions. Firstly, in Section 7.6.1, the analytic single-plant
model is embedded within the GB spatial resource distribution developed in Chapter
4. Non-linear programming (NLP) models of the single-plant system are formulated.
Marginal cost, prot and rate of return objectives are optimised and optimal sourcing
strategies, exible in biomass type and location, are identied. In Section 7.7 we
identify alternative market structure scenarios within which single-plants are embed-
ded. For this purpose we employ the whole-systems model developed in Part II. We
also develop a sequential bid allocation algorithm in an eort to simulate more realis-
tic competitive market entry conditions. In Section 7.8 optimal single plant systems
(i.e. cell-agents) are compared against those plants determined through minimum cost
optimisation of the whole-system. This supports an assessment of the degree of `com-
promise' that each cell-agent must undergo in achieving whole-system optimality; thus
going some way to answering the motivating question that introduced this chapter.
7.6.1 Supply and Demand Integration
In Chapter 4 we developed a map of biomass resource supply and energy demand
for the GB system. There we identied a set of biomass resources which included
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Wood Residues (WR), Agricultural Residues (AR) and Energy Crops (EC). These
were mapped onto a system of discrete cells (g 2 G) at a 5050km resolution. In
order to integrate the single-plant model developed in Section 7.3 with this system of
spatial cells, we disaggregate model parameters in the spatial domain and embed the
single-plant model within a mathematical programming framework.
The delivered cost of biomass (CDs;k;g) is calculated as a summation of the purchase
cost of each biomass type (CSs ) and the total logistics cost of bringing each biomass
type s from the source cell k to the plant located in cell g (CLs;k;g). This is formulated in
Equation 7.15. Note that no mode (m 2M) is specied for the logistics cost (CLs;k;g).
All logistics in this chapter are assumed to be completed by the Road transport mode.
Biomass purchased and consumed within the same cell (i.e. g = k) is assumed to entail
a 20km transfer.
CDs;k;g = C
S
s + C
L
s;k;g 8 s; g; k (7.15)
Spatially-explicit supply curves specic to each cell can be derived by ordering the
resulting matrix of delivered biomass costs for a specic plant location and plotting
against the cumulative availability (i.e.
P
s;k
Us;k;g) for each successive cell. A demand
curve general to the combustion technology is derived from those plant costs which are
themselves a function of the total demand for biomass (feedstock consumption selected
as our measure of plant capacity). The intersection of these curves represents a
genuine, albeit local, economic equilibrium of supply and demand. The optimal plant
capacity can now be clearly stated as that capacity at which the marginal increase
in unit production cost arising through increasing delivered biomass costs (MCP ) is
equal in magnitude to the marginal decrease in plant costs (MCC) arising through
economies of scale. This principle is formalised in Equation 7.16. The complexity
of the whole-system model entailing multiple plants is realised; the biomass supply
curve of each plant itself a function of the capacity of all other existing and potential
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plants (cell-agents) within the system.
@
 
MCP (V )

@V
+
@
 
MCC(V )

@V
= 0 (7.16)
As we recognised above, when located within a heterogenous spatial distribution
of supply and demand, discontinuities in the supply-curve preclude such a simple
graphical analysis. We must adapt the analytic formulation developed in Section 7.3
to account for the discrete resource distribution. Equation 7.17 becomes the discrete
form of Equation 7.2 for calculating the marginal cost of power generation within each
cell (MCg). This forms a composite of the cell-specic supply curve, the technology-
specic demand curve, and the variable operating cost component CV .
MCg =
1

264 CF0
LF:V 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
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Us;k;gC
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s;k;g
Vg:LF
1CA+ CV
375 8g (7.17)
In addition, two resource constraints are required. Equation 7.18 equates the total
biomass supply uptake from all source cells k with the feedstock demand of the plant
in cell g. Equation 7.19 ensures that, for a plant located in cell g, the supply of
biomass type s from cell k does not exceed the quantity available.
X
s;k
Us;k;g = Vg:LF 8 g (7.18)
Us;k;g  AMaxs;k 8 s; k; g (7.19)
Equations 7.17-7.19 are integrated into a non-linear programming (NLP) problem.
This identies the minimum-cost optimal plant capacity and biomass sourcing strat-
egy for each cell. Similar formulations can be completed for prot and rate-of-return
objectives. These are developed in the context of alternative market scenarios in the
next section. The NLP problem is expressed here specic to each cell:
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min [MCg]
s.t. (7:17); (7:18); (7:19)
Vg  0 8 g
Us;k;g  0 8 s; k; g:
In formulating this NLP model we have successfully integrated our analytical
single-plant model within a spatial resource distribution. In doing so we have high-
lighted synergies between single-plant and whole-system modelling approaches. How-
ever, we have still not accounted for any mode of competition between plants within
a multi-plant infrastructure. For this purpose we must embed this single-plant NLP
model within a broader infrastructure-wide solution algorithm. This requires us to
consider the structure of the market within which individual cell-agents are interacting
in addition to the governing economic objectives of each cell-agent and the integrated
system as a whole.
7.7 Market Competition Scenarios
In Chapter 3 Section 3.3.4 we identiedmode of interaction, more specically themode
of competition, as one of four key factors in determining the spatial conguration of
the bioenergy infrastructure system. Here we explore this notion by analysing the
single-plant NLP optimisation model under alternative objective and competition
rules. This combination of objectives and competition rules is here taken to dene
a market structure or scenario. Comparative combustion-power infrastructures are
analysed under 4 alternative market scenarios. These are characterised according to
the solution algorithm and the economic objective applied.
1. Whole-System Optimisation Algorithm:
Monopolistic centrally planned minimum cost (S-CP);
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2. Sequential Bid-Allocation Algorithm:
Marginal cost minimising market entry (S-MC );
Net-Present-Value maximising market entry (S-PV ).
Internal rate of return maximising market entry (S-RR);
An overview of each market structure and the solution algorithm applied for its
analysis is provided.
7.7.1 Whole-System Optimisation Algorithm
The whole-system optimisation algorithm refers to the MILP model developed in Part
II. A reduced technological superstructure in relation to that parameterised in Part
II is analysed. This forms a general superstructure for both algorithms applied. The
following elements are modelled explicitly:
 Spatial cells (g 2 G): The GB grid-cell system is employed comprising 159
discrete cells.
 Commodities (s 2 S): Three biomass resource commodities are represented: en-
ergy crops, Wood residues and Agricultural residues. Land, as the underpinning
resource for energy crop cultivation, and Power are also represented.
 Conversion technologies (j 2 J): Cultivation and Combustion technologies are
modelled explicitly.
 Scale brackets (sc 2 SC): Five scale brackets characterise the piece-wise lin-
ear cost curve for the Combustion technology. The Cultivation technology is
assumed to exhibit no economies of scale.
In solution, the plant capacities and sourcing strategies (i.e. resource and location
specic) for all cells are determined simultaneously resulting in whole-system opti-
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mality. This solution algorithm therefore infers a monopolistic or centrally-planned
market scenario. This scenario is characterised formally as a narrative.
Monopolistic centrally planned market (S-CP)
In this scenario a central planner assumes full control of system design. The infras-
tructure is specied to utilise a xed fraction of total, available biomass resources
for the provision of bioelectricity. This is expressed in the data structure as as a
specied fraction (
G) of maximum feasible power generation. The optimisation
model determines the infrastructure conguration entailing minimum daily operating
cost. Following the identication of the optimal snapshot conguration, the system
is implemented through a structured program of centrally planned Cultivation and
Combustion-plant installations.
7.7.2 Sequential Bid-Allocation Algorithm
In contrast to the whole-systems optimisation framework, a number of alternative
market scenarios are developed which focus on the motivating objectives specic to
each cell-agent in isolation. An algorithm is developed around the concept of sequen-
tial market entry in accordance with some measure of market tness. This is adapted
from a similar model developed by Norman (1979) in application to the UK cement
industry. Each cell-agent is represented by an NLP model equivalent to that formu-
lated in Section 7.6.1. Three agent objectives are analysed resulting in 3 alternative
market-structure scenarios: (1) minimum marginal cost; (2) maximum total prot;
and (3) maximum rate of return. A short narrative describing each market-objective
scenario is provided.
Marginal cost minimising market entry (S-MC )
In this scenario the state, or any equivalent central-planner, issues tender to contracts
for the development of biomass facilities by private rms (hypothetically represented
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by an agent located in each cell). Each cell-agent optimises their combustion plant;
minimising the marginal cost of power generated. Contracts are issued successively
to the bidder exhibiting the minimum marginal cost. The successful bidder gains
singular contractual rights to those biomass resources that they have incorporated
within their bid. Bid-allocation proceeds until a xed uptake of biomass resource
for the provision of bioelectricity has been exceeded. This scenario simulates a least-
cost program of investment from a subsidy-support perspective. The minimum-cost
objective ensures that the total nancial support required to realise a break-even
infrastructure is minimised. The dynamics (i.e. rate) of system evolution within this
scenario are centrally controlled through the allocation of tender.
NPV maximising market entry (S-PV )
In this scenario the market is assumed to be fully liberated and open to the free entry
of investment capital. Each cell-agent optimises their combustion plant; maximis-
ing NPV for a specied price of power ($:MWhe). The NPV for each cell-agent is
calculated through a cell-specic equivalent of Equation 7.12. The plant exhibiting
maximum net present value in each round is installed and gains singular contractual
rights to those resources incorporated in its bid. Bid-allocation proceeds until either a
xed uptake of biomass resource for the provision of bioelectricity has been exceeded
or no cells capable of achieving positive NPV remain (i.e. the market becomes satu-
rated). Determining the dynamics (i.e. rate) of system evolution under `free-market'
conditions is beyond the scope of the model framework. The potential for a haphazard
`gold-rush' as of when and to where protable investments are identied cannot be
ignored.
IRR maximising market entry (S-RR)
This market scenario is broadly equivalent to the NPV maximising scenario. Each
cell-agent optimises their combustion plant; maximising the internal rate of return
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on capital investment for a specied price of power ($:MWhe). The plant exhibiting
maximum internal rate of return in each round is installed and gains singular contrac-
tual rights to those resources incorporated in its bid. Bid-allocation proceeds until
either a xed uptake of biomass resource for the provision of bioelectricity has been
exceeded or no cells remain capable of achieving positive returns on capital investment
(i.e. the market becomes saturated). Capital investment thus locates in accordance
with maximum possible returns on capital investment rather than absolute value or
prot. As in the NPV scenario, whilst the order of investments (location and capac-
ity) can be derived, no insight as regards the precise rate of successive installations is
ascertained.
A structural overview of the algorithm for the minimum marginal cost scenario is
provided in Figure 7.13.
The sequential bid-allocation algorithm employs a dual loop structure. The outer
loop relates to each sequential installation decision (i 2 I) and the allocation of
biomass resources to each installed facility. Prior to each inner-loop bidding round
(see below) the governing market objective is set to a minimum optimality criteria
(measure of tness). In the case of prot or rate-of-return this is equal to zero. Suc-
cessive installations proceed until either a specied fraction () of the total available
resources are utilised (TU) or no locations remain feasible for the next installation
(i.e. the set of feasible cells (G0i+1) is empty). The set of feasible cells excludes all those
which already have an installation within them (as shown). In addition, in prot and
rate-of-return maximisation scenarios, negative prots in any round render a cell in-
feasible. Given the progressive allocation of resources to installed facilities, prot and
rate-of-return objectives for each cell cannot improve in successive installation rounds.
We can therefore remove these cells from the feasible set for all remaining installation
rounds. This signicantly reduces the total algorithm solution time.
The internal loop enacts a program of bidding amongst all feasible cells for that
installation round (g 2 G0i). Each cell is represented as an independent formulation
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Figure 7.13: Sequential bid-allocation algorithm. Note(s): This example
demonstrates the marginal-cost minimizing entry scenario (S-MC).
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of the cell-specic NLP model developed in Section 7.6.1. Each cell optimises its
potential performance in relation to the governing market objective. Having optimised
cell performance, the governing market objective is compared against the current
benchmark for that bidding round (e.g. MCi ). If the current cell improves upon
the benchmark, the selected-facility vector (V i ) is updated to represent the facility
capacity, supply-strategy and performance metrics (Vg;i). The objective benchmark
is also updated. Sequential bidding continues until all feasible cells for that round
have submitted their bid and been appraised. The loop then exits into the outer,
installation loop and installs the optimum facility identied in that bidding round.
The infrastructure conguration vector (Ci) is updated.
For the S-MC scenario, the NLP model for minimum marginal cost developed in
Section 7.6.1 is employed. For S-PV and S-RR scenarios, adaptations to this NLP
model structure are required. As a common factor in both IRR and NPV calculation,
we isolate the operating prot as an independent variable. Annual operating prot is
dened as the dierence between revenue and the sum of delivered biomass, xed and
variable operating costs, recognising that base xed capital cost (CF0 ) is expressed as
a daily annuity adjusted cost as per Equation 7.10. The calculation of annual prot
is completed via Equation 7.20.
g = 365:
"
Pe:Vg:LF: 
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(7.20)
Owing to the aggregate expression of xed capital and operating costs in the
analytic model of Section 7.6.1, specically parameter CF0 in Equation 7.17, we must
estimate the fraction to be allocated exclusively to capital costs in order to calculate
the NPV and IRR metrics. An analysis of the fraction of xed capital cost as a
function of capacity for the combustion technology, taking data from Bridgwater
et al. (2002), suggests a range of 0:33   0:25, decreasing with increasing capacity in
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the range 14:6   1460MWe. A value of 0.268 is assumed here, equivalent to a plant
of capacity 729MWe.
NPV is determined as the sum of discounted net-prot over the plant lifetime
t = 1! LT and the capital cost accrued at t = 0 (again recognising that base capital
cost CF0 is calculated as a daily annuitised cost). NPV is is calculated as per Equation
7.12.
NPVg =
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The internal rate of return (IRR) is determined numerically in solution from a
specied initial condition of 10:0%. For this purpose an additional Equation 7.22 is
introduced into the NLP formulation.
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The resulting NLP model for the S-PV scenario, with the objective to Maximize
[NPVg], comprises Equations 7.18, 7.19, 7.20 and 7.21 in addition to non negativity
constraints on plant capacity (Vg) and resource uptake (Us;k;g) variables. An equivalent
formulation for the S-RR scenario, with the objective to Maximize [IRRg], comprises
Equations 7.18, 7.19, 7.20 and 7.22.
The sequential bid-allocation algorithm developed here provides a powerful tool
wherein alternative business strategies, specied at the level of the individual economic
agent, can be analysed within a more realistic market environment. Game-theoretic
concepts of `mixed-strategies' could be evoked wherein each cell might contain a subset
of agents each optimising their bid to a dierent objective function, or perhaps under
dierent information. The resulting appraisal and award of bids in accordance with
a general market-level test of tness could generate in a broad array of intermediate
market scenarios and infrastructural congurations dependent on the composition of
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bidding agents. Extensive applications for this agent-based economic modelling ap-
proach are envisaged in supporting simulation, optimisation and policy-design applied
to complex spatial-infrastructure systems.
7.7.3 Algorithm Solution
Both algorithms were formulated in GAMS (McCarl, 2004). A cluster of Intel Pentium
and AMD Athlon powered UNIX machines were used to solve both market structure
algorithms. Typical machine congurations incorporated single or dual-core 2.40GHz
processors and between 0.5-2.0GB of available RAM.
When formulated, the whole-system model employed in the S-CP scenario com-
prised of 25611 equations incorporating 196846 variables and 3816 binary variables.
The solution is found by a Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm via CPLEX 9.0.
Computational resources were constrained to 18000CPUs. The current best integer
solution (BP ) was reported once assigned resources have been fully utilised. The op-
timality criterion applied and monitored during model solution (OptCR) is equivalent
to that specied in Equation 5.2. A production scenario was specied wherein the
infrastructure was constrained to generate half of the maximum potential generation
of power from domestic biomass resources (i.e. (
Ge = 0:50).
The bid-allocation algorithm proceeds via the solution of a series of cell-agent spe-
cic NLP models wherein all sequential bid-allocation scenarios are initially equiva-
lent. When formulated, the NLP for the S-MC scenario (a general example of the
NLP form) comprises 75846 variables and 75846 constraints with 76802 Jacobian el-
ements, 478 of which are nonlinear. The Hessian of the Lagrangian has 1 element
on the diagonal, 477 elements below the diagonal, and 478 nonlinear variables. Solu-
tions proceeds via the CONOPT solver (Drud, 2009) to proven local optimality. The
bid-allocation algorithm was specied to proceed until at least half of the maximum
potential generation of power from domestic biomass resources (i.e. ( = 0:50).
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7.8 Market Scenario Results
In the introduction to this chapter we asked a key question of the whole-systems
modelling approach developed and applied in the course of this thesis: To what extent
does each economic agent compromise its individual optimal performance in order
to optimise aggregate whole-system performance under monopolistic market structure
conditions? The economic metrics presented in Table 7.3 highlight the impact of
alternative market scenarios on the total daily infrastructure cost. Mean MC and
IRR gures report the plant-capacity weighted sector mean. Total NPV calculates
the aggregate sum of individual plant NPV functions normalised to the level of total
generation in the S-CP scenario. This table also details the prot, marginal-cost
and rate-of-return for the aggregate-sector, maximum and minimum-case facilities for
each scenario. Total daily costs are not normalised, their full value measuring the cost
of target (i.e. 50% total resource uptake) overshoot that results from the sequential
bidding (i.e. free economic agent) mode of market establishment. Mean marginal
cost of power generation for the system is provided as a more robust measure of
comparative cost performance.
The whole-system algorithm derived S-CP scenario fails on all measures of cost
optimality in comparison with all bid-allocation scenarios. The whole-system opti-
misation algorithm applied in the S-CP scenario was constrained by computational
resources (18000 CPUs) and terminated at a measured optimality gap of 4:65%. By
comparison, the bid-allocation algorithm is eectively solved to optimality (i.e. an
optimality gap of 0:00%) for each discrete installation with signicantly less compu-
tational resource. Formulating Equation 5.2 as a function of mean marginal cost, with
the S-CP scenario as our best located solution (BP ) and that for the S-MC scenario
as our best feasible solution (BF ), optimality for the S-CP scenario within the set of
market-scenarios is measured at 1:92%. This lies within the whole-system algorithm
solution bound. This suggests that given more computational resource it is feasible
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Table 7.3: Infrastructure performance metrics for market scenarios
Category Metric Units
Scenario
S-CP S-MC S-PV S-RR
Overview
Generation MWhe:d 1 49150 51687 55939 57361
Cost $ 103:d 1 2409.5 2484.9 2702.7 2763.2
Combustion
Number Cells 13 5 4 5
Mean MWhf :d 1 12002 32817 44396 36420
Max MWhf :d 1 24906 42094 71943 53838
Min MWhf :d 1 5816 24372 26750 26796
Cultivation
Number Cells 37 37 39 43
Total ha 459019 494101 523418 579506
MC
Mean
$:MWh 1e
49.02 48.08 48.31 48.17
Max 50.48 48.99 48.84 49.10
Min 47.72 46.81 47.71 47.18
NPV
Total
$ 106
172.09 338.74 296.84 321.52
Max 64.19 117.09 185.73 171.68
Min -3.45 33.13 34.98 27.15
IRR
Mean
%:yr 1
10.27% 12.68% 12.44% 12.61%
Max 13.28% 15.57% 14.24% 15.34%
Min 7.19% 10.46% 10.77% 10.10%
Resource CPUs 18002 1009 747 2681
Optimality Gap - 4.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Termination Criteria - CPU OPT OPT OPT
that the centrally-planned S-CP scenario could result in lower total infrastructure
costs than a process of market-based, sequential bid-allocation. This result can be
interpreted as both justifying the application of our whole-system optimisation ap-
proach whilst validating the bid-allocation algorithm as a method of infrastructure
design. The apparent `optimality' of bid-allocation derived infrastructures is testa-
ment to the eciency of decentralised decision making independent of the economic
objective adopted by each cell-agent. A measure of this eciency is given by the
comparatively low computational resource required for the bid-allocation algorithm
to run to completion (Table 7.3).
It is important to recognise that whilst minimum total infrastructure costs re-
main our primary measure of system optimality for the duration of this thesis, single
plant economic optimality (i.e. NPV, IRR) is the dominant concern of any single-
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plant operating within the infrastructure. Without widespread nationalisation of the
UK energy infrastructure and associated markets, future bioenergy infrastructures de-
signed, optimised or steered through policies informed by a whole-systems approach
must be proven to be economically viable. Table 7.3 highlights the poor perfor-
mance of the S-CP scenario on NPV and IRR metrics, exhibiting the lowest values
of the scenario-set. Optimality metrics for infrastructure performance in these cases
are measured as 96.8% for total system NPV and 23.5% for mean system IRR. By
contrast, whilst `prot-centric' system performance is degraded signicantly by the
whole-system optimisation approach in scenario S-CP, single-plant minimum cost de-
sign by the bid-allocation algorithm (scenario S-MC ) remains both competitive and
broadly comparable. Cost minimisation therefore remains a viable objective for infras-
tructure design. However, we must recognise limitations implicit in the whole-system
algorithm. These limitations derive in part through the requirement to piece-wise
linearise the plant cost-curve as a function of capacity, resulting in inecient capacity
scaling around the true optimum. This modelling treatment was itself introduced
in order to relieve the computational complexity of handling non-linearities within a
whole-system optimisation approach. The `computational' eciency (in its broadest
sense) of decentralised decision-making versus a centrally planned approach is again
highlighted.
Maps detailing the optimised spatial system conguration for each market-scenario
are presented in Figures 7.14 and 7.15. These indicate the location and capacity of
installed energy crop cultivation and combustion power generation technologies. Disc
area is representative of technological capacity equivalent to biomass production or
feedstock consumption (MWhf :d
 1). Discs are scaled such that their radii are ap-
proximately equivalent to the sourcing area required to satisfy biomass consumption
assuming an aggregate GB system yield density (1:27MWh:d 1:km 2). As a result,
installations within low-yielding regions (i.e. northern and western extremes) would in
practice require a larger sourcing radius than that depicted. Whilst direct allocation
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of purchased biomass to combustion-plant locations is completed in model solution,
overlap between plant sourcing radii indicates locations where local competition for
biomass resources would be anticipated to occur. Supporting metrics detailing max-
imum, minimum and mean-sector combustion plant capacities for each scenario are
provided in Table 7.3.
(a) S-CP (b) S-MC
Figure 7.14: Infrastructures for S-CP and S-MC scenarios. Note(s): For the
S-MC scenario, combustion plants are numbered in order of installation (i 2 I).
Whilst we must therefore accept some degree of degradation in economic perfor-
mance, we are also interested in the capability of the whole-systems algorithm to
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(a) S-PV (b) S-RR
Figure 7.15: Infrastructures for S-PV and S-RR scenarios. Note(s):
Combustion plants are numbered in order of installation (i 2 I).
identify strong candidate cells for biomass conversion facility location. In the simple
technological system considered in this chapter, optimal facility location, capacity
and cost are sensitive only to the spatial distribution of feedstock availability. On this
basis we recognise that plant location is near identical across the set of bid-allocation
scenarios, whilst the S-CP scenario correlates closely, and location correlates with re-
gions of high biomass resource density (see Figure 5.1(b) and Table 5.1). The S-MC,
S-PV, S-RR bid-allocation scenarios all install their rst plant in cell 49. For the
S-CP scenario we assume that combustion-plants are installed in order of increasing
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marginal cost of generation (i.e. lowest cost rst). On this basis the rst plant installed
in the S-CP scenario is located in cell 41. Both cells 41 and 49 are located within
(and plants installed source predominantly from) the agriculturally dense East region
of the UK. energy crop resource availability, whilst the most expensive of the 3 aggre-
gate biomass resources modelled explicitly ($8:46MWh 1f ), correlates spatially with
low-cost agricultural residue availability ($5:14MWh 1f ), resulting in dense regions
of cost-optimal aggregate resource. Agricultural cover predominates across much of
central England and extends up the east coast, through the Yorkshire and Humber,
and North East regions into Scotland. Optimal facility location for all scenarios is
broadly correlated with this distribution. Sub-optimal economic performance for the
S-CP scenarios therefore appears to derive from fragmentation of plant systems in
the spatial domain. Robust facility locations identied through the bid-allocation al-
gorithm in cells 49 and 74 appear to form a scattered system of 8 plants in the S-CP
scenario (Figure 7.14(a)). A similar behaviour is observed for the plant located in
cell 100. Potential to improve the whole-systems model through the introduction of
spatial cuts, limiting the number of plant installations within some cell neighborhood,
could limit this fragmentation and improve derived whole-system performance.
Focussing on the bid-allocation derived infrastructure in more detail, Figures
7.14(b), 7.15(a) and 7.15(b) demonstrate the range in optimal plant capacities as-
sociated with dierent single-plant economic objectives. In relation to the trends in
optimal capacity under alternative objectives (see Figure 7.10), the rst 2 installa-
tions follow the observed trend in optimal capacity (V NPV > V

IRR > V

MC) for each
of the sequential bid algorithm derived systems. The S-PV scenario demonstrates a
failing in the NPV metric (the most `prot-centric' of all analysed) mode of system
establishment, wherein the capacity and associated performance of the third installa-
tion is constrained owing to the `oversizing' of the rst, resulting in resource scarcity.
This is reected in economic terms in the level of total system NPV for the S-PV
scenario in comparison with the S-MC and S-RR scenarios, as presented in Table
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7.3. Whilst the rst plant exhibits the highest NPV of any plant installed across all
scenarios ($508:85  106), this is ultimately detrimental to the performance of fu-
ture installations and the resultant whole-system performance. This key limitation to
bid-allocation based system design, and associated prot-centric agent objectives, is
highlighted if the total resource uptake objective (TU) is increased. Targeting a total
resource uptake of 90.0% ( = 0:90), the algorithm for the S-PV scenario (depicted in
Figure 7.13) terminates at a total uptake of TU = 64:4%. The S-RR scenario termi-
nates at TU = 85:9%. This demonstrates a potential limit to `prot-centric' market
establishment wherein positive returns at the high uptake margin are constrained by
the initial 'gold-rush' for dense biomass resources and associated capacity over-sizing
from a whole-system perspective.
Despite the apparently large scale of the primary facility within the S-PV scenario,
output ratings (944MWe for the largest case) remain comparable with existing coal-
and gas-red generation facilities (BERR, 2008b). However, the large capacity of these
plants has signicant implications regarding the delivery of biomass through local
infrastructure networks. In addition, the low number of total plants that comprise
the infrastructure (4) suggests some degree of monopoly market power directed from
biomass consumers to producers. Roos et al. (1999) recognise the importance of
competitive markets in developing ecient bioenergy implementation. On this basis
the S-MC scenario is optimal, comprising the maximum number of plant installations
(13).
In summary, we assume the position of a hypothetical policy maker whose objec-
tive it is to achieve minimum marginal system costs whilst minimising the negative
externalities of the infrastructure and supporting an attractive economic environment
for investment. We consider a number of factors: namely (1) the complexity of the
planning process; (2) the capacity of combustion-plants that comprise the system
(i.e. the scale of their impacts); (3) the number of individual plants comprising the
infrastructure (i.e. a measure of market competitiveness). On this basis, a system of
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sequential bid allocation to plants exhibiting the lowest marginal cost of power gen-
eration (i.e. the S-MC scenario) suggests an ecient method for system design and
market structure for development. In comparison, optimising whole-system infras-
tructure costs represents a highly complex problem. Whilst the physical structure of
the infrastructure is comparable (Figure 7.14), the economic performance of internal
single-plant systems is degraded signicantly.
7.9 Concluding Remarks
An analytic model for single-plant system optimisation has been developed. From
this, a rich insight into the combustion steam-turbine plant performance under aggre-
gate GB conditions, with particular reference to capacity, cost and spatial scale, has
been derived. Assumptions of a homogeneous resource distribution and the absence
of resource competition preclude the analysis of plant system behaviour arising exclu-
sively from economies of scale and logistics costs with variant capacity. A qualitative
appreciation of model behaviour must therefore be considered generally relevant to
alternative technologies of similar character. Sensitivity of the model formulation to
system parameters has been presented and the key performance impacting parame-
ters highlighted. With regard to the combustion steam-turbine technology analysed,
plant eciency and operating load factors have the most signicant impact on cost
performance.
Under GB conditions, assuming full availability of all latent biomass resources,
large cost-optimal plant capacities are identied. These range between 110MWe and
440MWe rated electrical output (assuming a 35% conversion eciency). Regard-
ing plant-system economic performance, generation costs are typically in the range
$45:0   50:0MWh 1e with the cost of biomass representing the largest single cost
factor. Within the GB system, and the range of biomass types considered here, the
availability of high cost energy crop resources are correlated spatially with a general
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increase in agricultural resource density. The result is that plants can enlarge to take
advantage of economies of scale to counteract the eect of increasing biomass logistics
costs. In relation to energy-vector (i.e. power) logistics, this ability owes much to the
fact power grid has already been built. A general tendency towards large centralised
plants is observed. This tendency is anticipated to become more apparent with a pro-
gressive development of the bioenergy sector within the UK. A number of key system
factors driving this behaviour are identied:
 Prot maximising objectives : The transition from cost minimising to `prot-
centric' objectives (i.e. NPV or IRR maximisation) results in a signicant en-
largement in optimal plant capacity. In the case of NPV, this enlargement is
highly sensitive to the received price of power.
 Increasing biomass availability : With a progressive introduction of biomass re-
sources onto the market (i.e. an increase in spatial yield density) the optimal
plant capacity will increase signicantly, with an ever larger potential for prof-
itable returns. This poses a threat for early market entrants operating at small
capacities who are not protected by strong contractual agreements with biomass
suppliers.
 Low cost biomass logistics : Current heuristics regarding feasible biomass system
scales are dominated by the assumption of road transport of biomass. Reducing
the distance-variable cost of biomass transport through rail or ship modes has
the potential to make large-scale biomass conversion (e.g. > 500MWe) econom-
ically optimal.
 Eciencies of scale: Whilst not analysed in detail here, eciencies of scale will
act as a strong driver for the enlargement of plants as they represent one of
the few ways of `engineering' a reduction in the predominance of high biomass
purchase costs.
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By embedding the analytic optimal single-plant model rst within an NLP formu-
lation accounting for the spatial biomass distribution and logistics and secondly within
a sequential bid-allocation algorithm, we have been able to observe the role of market
structure in determining the spatial conguration of the biomass-power infrastruc-
ture. Comparison against an alternative algorithm for spatial resource allocation has
highlighted the monopolistic, centrally planned market structure implicit in our whole-
systems modelling framework. It has also highlighted the signicant computational
complexity in solving for the centrally planned optimum allocation in comparison to
the decentralised decision making implicit in a sequential, free-market entry approach.
On the basis of the analysis presented here, for a simple biomass power infrastructure,
the whole-systems model developed in Part II appears cumbersome and inecient for
the task of infrastructure design, although it remains as arbiter on the level system
optimality. However, we have not demonstrated the capacity for the sequential bid
algorithm to generate near-optimal infrastructures comprising competing technolo-
gies (e.g. heat, power and transport fuel production), employing multi-echelon supply
chains (e.g. energy crop cultivation, pelletisation, combustion), and applied across
a range of sectors (e.g. public, commercial, domestic). In the following chapter we
demonstrate the value in the whole systems optimisation algorithm in designing and
analysing the conguration of more complex heat and power infrastructures.
Chapter 8
Snapshot Infrastructure Model:
Heat and Power Applications
8.1 Chapter Overview
In Chapter 7 we observed how optimality from the perspective of the single-plant was
related to that observed within optimal whole-system infrastructures for a combustion
steam-turbine power generation technology. Integrating the single-plant model within
multi-plant infrastructures introduced the general concept of resource competition
(i.e. allocation) between plant locations. In this chapter we expand this concept
to include competition between supply-chains. A heat supply chain, incorporating
factories for pellet production and pellet-boilers for domestic and commercial heat
provision, is introduced. The whole-system optimisation algorithm developed in Part
II is applied in order to determine optimal infrastructures for a range of heat and
power generation scenarios. Recent UK government publications (e.g. BERR 2008a)
suggest contributions of 39:8TWh:yr 1 of heat, 10:6TWh:yr 1 of dedicated power and
5:3TWh:yr 1 of co-red power from could be realised from domestic lignocellulosic
biomass resources by 2020. A focus on the concurrent development of biomass heat
and power sectors therefore represents a timely subject for system and policy analysis.
Section 8.3 embeds the assessment of multiple scenarios within a higher-level mod-
elling framework employing methods developed for parametric programming algo-
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rithms. In order to interpret the variation between scenarios, and their associated
optimal infrastructures, a range of performance metrics must be distilled from the
numerical model output and post-solution analysis. Section 8.4 identies and for-
mulates a range of key metrics and provides a discussion regarding their relevance
and broader implications in the analysis and appraisal of spatial infrastructures. Sec-
tion 8.5 presents the optimised infrastructures relating to each scenario. Performance
metrics are compared in analysing the impact of competition between heat and power
sectors on the spatial-economic performance of the whole system. In Section 8.6 a
range of scenarios, ordered with regard to their level of energy-vector supply, are anal-
ysed in order to generate heat and power `supply-curves'. Finally, Section 8.7 draws
general conclusions from the analysis.
8.2 Chapter Nomenclature
Extensions and adaptations to the whole-systems model nomenclature employed in
this chapter are provided. Metrics determined through post-optimisation analysis are
specied here as parameters.
Set Indices:
n 2 N Set of penetration scenarios
s0  S Characteristic scenario energy vector
Parameters:
GENs;g Total commodity s which is purchased or produced in cell g
fs;n Fractional penetration parameter for state s in scenario n
fLs Fraction of commodity s which transferred between cells
Ls Average transport distance of a unit of commodity s
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Positive Variables (2 <+):
Ds0 Maximum generation for energy vector s
0
8.3 Scenario Analysis Algorithm
The whole-system model, developed in Part II and rst applied in Chapter 7, is em-
bedded within a simple "-method parametric programming framework adapted from
Hugo and Pistikopoulos (2005). The resulting algorithm, including post-solution out-
put generation, is presented schematically in Figure 8.1. The algorithm generates a
series of minimum cost infrastructures specic to a range of feasible heat and power
generation scenarios. These scenarios are specied through the global demand sat-
isfaction parameter (
Gs ) and its associated constraint (Equation 4.5). This analysis
provides valuable insights into (1) the sensitivity of whole system performance to the
level of biomass feedstock uptake, and (2) the interaction between competing heat
and power supply chains.
Step [1] determines the maximum generation specic to each energy vector assum-
ing utilisation of domestic biomass resources. The whole-system model is formulated
in GAMS (McCarl, 2004) with the objective to maximise generation of heat or power.
The result is a model of 20682 equations incorporating 195733 variables and 3816 bi-
nary variables. The solution is found by a Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm via
CPLEX 9.0. A cluster of Intel Pentium and AMD Athlon powered LINUX ma-
chines is used with typical congurations incorporating single or dual-core 2.40GHz
processors and between 0.5-2.0GB of available RAM. The optimality criterion applied
and monitored during model solution is equivalent to that specied in Equation 5.2.
The problem of maximising production is solved rapidly in the absence of logistical
energy-costs and eciencies of scale. The solution was constrained to within 0.10%
of optimality. This was typically achieved in < 2:0 CPUs.
A number of model assumptions are highlighted with regard to these `maximum-
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Figure 8.1: Parametric programming algorithm for Heat and Power
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generation' scenarios. First, all biomass commodities are assumed to have equal lower
heating values (LHV) and thus there is no direct economic or spatial preference for
higher energy content feedstocks. Secondly, the current model formulation considers
no explicit eciencies of scale or competing technologies within each sector which
might provide competing degrees of energy eciency. Thirdly, no energy-cost of
logistics is considered. For cost-minimisation objectives, economies of scale interact
with distance-variable logistics costs, cell-specic biomass availability and purchase
costs. These enforce a dual spatial-economic optimality. By comparison, the listed
assumptions negate any such `spatial-drivers' for the maximum generation scenarios.
Biomass can be purchased in any location, at any price, and processed at any location
and at any scale without reducing the total level of energy vector generation. The
result is that the maximum generation scenarios do not optimise spatially. Further
biomass supply or absolute-demand constrained upper bounds could be derived for
additional energy vectors (i.e. biofuels) or more specic sub-sectors (i.e. domestic,
commercial or industrial). This would support the analysis of more detailed bioenergy
uptake scenarios in the proceeding steps.
Step [2] generates and optimises a range of scenarios (n 2 N), which here consider
varying quantities and ratios of heat and power generation. These are specied in
relation to generation upper bounds determined in Step [1] by a fractional penetra-
tion parameter specic to each energy vector (fs;n). Again, the base-case model is
formulated for each scenario in GAMS (McCarl, 2004) and solved using the (B&B)
algorithm via CPLEX 9.0. Detailed cost-minimisation scenarios were constrained
to 10000CPUs or within 2.5% of optimality, as per Equation 5.2. Individual cost-
minimisation scenarios within supply-trajectory assessments (see Section 8.6) were
limited to 3600CPUs or within 1.5% or 5.0% of optimality for heat or power/hybrid
portfolios respectively.
The ltering of solutions in Step [3] is required as a result of both the discrete
nature of the model formulation and the varying degrees of optimality accepted un-
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der computational resource constrained solution. This is employed here to ensure
smooth, monotonically increasing supply curves (see Section 8.6). The identication
of `ecient' solutions refers to the process wherein a model infrastructure derived
dominates another in that it either (1) generates an equivalent energy portfolio for
less total cost or (2) a surplus of energy with no increase in cost (i.e. a lower marginal
cost). In each case, dominated solutions are removed from the analysis as inecient.
Step [4] incorporates a broad array of post-solution (i.e. post optimisation) anal-
yses. These include the direct assignment logistics algorithm developed in Section
4.4.6, performance metric calculation, aggregation and disaggregation of model vari-
ables, and a range of methods for the systematic comparison of alternative scenarios.
Algorithm output can be interpreted from 3 perspectives:
 Point solutions are visualised as maps, imputed into sequential models, sub-
jected to aggregation / disaggregation processing and analysed through detailed
performance metrics;
 Trajectories are used to generate cost curves representative of the pseudo-
dynamic evolution of the sector driven by increasing penetration of one or both
energy vectors as dened by successive scenarios. Marginal cost analysis pro-
vides insight into project-specic costs;
 Surfaces represent whole-system performance metrics as a function of both heat
and power market penetration.
In analysing model output it is therefore required to specify a range of stan-
dardised performance metrics with which to compare and contrast alternative system
infrastructures. This set of metrics should provide insight into all aspects of system
performance regarding: (1) economic performance; (2) technological preference (in-
cluding biomass feedstock selection); (3) spatial system conguration; and (4) some
measure of interaction between infrastructural components. Such a system of metrics
are developed in the following section.
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8.4 Spatial Infrastructures: Performance Metrics
A strength of the MILP model formulation developed in Part II is that, despite its
simple form, a rich numerical model output is generated supporting the determina-
tion of a broad-range of metrics in relation to economic, technological and spatial
performance. These each embody a varying degree of system aggregation regarding
technological, spatial and temporal system dimensions (note that no temporal dy-
namics are considered here explicitly). In order to support a standardised analysis of
alternative infrastructures, an overview of those metrics developed and employed is
provided here with a short discussion regarding their potential implications. Potential
interfaces with alternative, external system assessments are discussed.
Total System Cost
The minimisation of total infrastructure costs ($:d 1) forms the predominant objec-
tive function employed in this work. This value is presented as an aggregate daily
`operating cost' for each snapshot infrastructure. In relation to any specic scenario
(i.e. a specic level of energy-vector consumption) this can also be expressed as a
unit energy cost ($:MWh 1), supporting direct comparison with reported costs for
fossil-fuel and alternative renewable energy technologies.
For the comparison of heat costs, both oil and gas red boilers are assumed as
reference case generation technologies. Costs have been calculated from data collated
by Jablonski et al. (2008c) for UK systems. Domestic heat costs range between a
minimum of $57:1MWh 1th for lower-bound gas-red generation, to a maximum of
$23:7MWh 1th for upper-bound oil-red generation. Commercial heat costs range be-
tween $17:7  27:4MWh 1th for average gas-red and oil-red generation respectively.
As is the case for biomass heat supply chains, the cost of fuel represents the most sig-
nicant contribution to energy vector cost and therefore the relative competitiveness
of alternative supply chains. The spatial distribution of heat demand developed in
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Chapter 4 does not explicitly distinguish domestic and commercial demands within
the MILP formulation.
Current reference system costs for power generation range between $25:7MWh 1e
for a gas-red CCGT up to $34:5MWh 1e for a coal-red uidised bed technology
(RAE, 2004). We again recognise that this limited range of costs is highly sensitive
to the cost of fossil fuel feedstocks. In order to gauge the market competitiveness
of biomass power generation, the wholesale market price of electricity is considered.
Current spot-prices are listed at $48:6MWh 1e (APX, 2009). However spot prices
must also be considered highly volatile over the strategic time-horizon. The true
strategic `price' of electricity received by the generator must also account for the
base-load nature of biomass power generation and thus the signicantly lower price
for power received through long-term bilateral trade agreements between generators
and network distributors. These counter-party trades account for approximately 95%
of power traded in the UK and can be expected in the long run to tend close to
the cost of production plus margin. In addition to market price, long-term policy
support (2009-2027) is currently expected for the renewable power sector. Renewable
obligation certicates (ROC's) are currently trading at approximately $52MWh 1e
(E-ROC, 2009). This is signicantly above the buy-out price ($37:19MWh 1e ) owing
to the revenue available from the re-distribution of the buy-out fund to certicate
holders. In conclusion, the long-run competitive cost of power generation is dicult
to ascertain. In light of ongoing policy support and strategic uncertainty in the cost
of fossil fuels, any renewable power generation costed at  $50MWh 1e is considered
economically viable.
Marginal Costs
When considering an ordered series (i.e. trajectory) of scenarios (n 2 N) representa-
tive of an increasing bioenergy penetration, a marginal cost specic to each additional
unit can be determined. This is specied as the gradient of the total cost curve as a
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function of energy-vector generation at any given level of penetration. This notion is
formalised in relation to ordered scenario n and characteristic scenario energy-vector
s0 in Equation 8.1.
MCn =
TCn+1   TCn 1P
gDs0;g;n+1  
P
gDs0;g;n 1
8s0; n (8.1)
If sequential model-derived infrastructures could be assumed purely-additive with
increasing penetration, this marginal cost could be interpreted directly as the cost
of generation specic to each additional unit of capacity and its associated supply
chain. However, owing to the nature of the B&B algorithm employed via the CPLEX
solver, and the discrete nature of the model formulation with regard to both the
spatial domain and economies of scale, no such additive character can be assumed
general. This prevents the interpretation of a rational economic dynamic wherein
additional capacity is introduced within each sequential scenario in order of its sub-
system specic marginal cost.
Despite this limitation, the measure of marginal cost as a function of vector-
demand satisfaction provides us with some measure of the variance of sub-system
specic generation costs within any particular infrastructure. This can support the
design of both `blanket' market-wide and more focussed regional- or sector-specic
policy measures in order to stimulate desired levels of bioenergy penetration.
Cost Fraction
As we observed in Chapter 7, the composition of total costs with regard to biomass
purchase, logistics, xed and variable conversion costs is a function of the capacity at
which individual conversion technology units are installed and operated. A dominance
of capital costs is observed in decentralised systems incorporating multiple small-
scale unit installations operating at low capacity utilisations (e.g. domestic heat).
As economies of scale become available within increasingly centralised systems (e.g.
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combustion power generation), biomass purchase costs rapidly become the dominant
cost (> 40%TC) concurrent with an increase in biomass logistics costs (> 15%TC).
In the spatial dimension, the purchase cost of alternative biomass commodities
is mapped to the underlying distribution of biomass resources developed in Chapter
4. Specied biomass costs range from $25:0odt 1 for agricultural residues up to
$41:1odt 1 for dedicated energy crops. This translates to an eective increase of
$9:45MWh 1e in the marginal cost of power generation. As we observed in Chapter 7,
the spatial correlation of agricultural residue and energy crop availability, both derived
from underlying agricultural land cover, goes some way to temper the impact of this
discrepancy. However, we must still recognise the potential for intermediate cost
wood residues, derived from dense urban and remote forested land cover and costed
uniformly at $35:0odt 1, to impact upon the optimal spatial location of bioenergy
technology installation. Such a behaviour would be subtly reected in the fractional
composition of system costs.
Feedstock Composition
As alluded to above, the forces dictating system feedstock composition have both
an economic and spatial element. In considering the absolute composition of biomass
feedstock at a system-wide aggregation we can therefore deduce, to some degree, those
locations at which conversion plants might be optimally located. For example, a plant
consuming a high proportion of wood-residue feedstocks would most likely be located
in the west of Scotland, a region which exhibits a high density of this resource (see
Table 5.1). Perhaps of more interest is the capability to identify the feedstock com-
position consumed within a specic technological installation (i.e. a particular cell).
From this, the supporting biomass supply-chains required to support the installed
facility (encompassing harvest, pre-treatment, pre-processing and delivery) can be
inferred.
A multi-scale application of the model framework is envisaged wherein a `2nd cut'
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optimisation of localised supply-chain infrastructures is completed, at increased spa-
tial, technological and temporal resolutions. Information from the `1st  cut' solution
would be preserved through technology capacity and logistical ow (i.e. biomass im-
port from and export to the hinterland) constraints. Owing to the low technological
resolution employed at the `1st   cut' level (model applications presented in this the-
sis would all fall into this category), a broad range of supply chain activity at the
operational level is aggregated within biomass purchase (CPs ) and xed logistics costs
(s;m). However, seasonal variations in the availability of particular biomass sources
across the annual cycle have the potential to introduce bottom-up constraints in fea-
sible operation owing to complexities in the scheduling of biomass harvest, storage
and delivery. Furthermore, whilst technologies are assumed fully exible with regard
to their biomass feedstock, in reality this exibility comes at an economic cost and
a reduction in conversion eciency. Specic plants that are allocated a diverse feed-
stock mix balance eciency benets, to be found in specialised feedstock handling
and boiler technologies, for the security of supply and increased absolute yield den-
sities that come with multi-fuel operation. These trade-os, whilst not explicit in
the model formulation, must be considered in the analysis and interpretation of the
derived infrastructures and their constituent technological installations.
Logistical Fraction
The logistical fraction (fLs ) is dened as the system aggregate fraction of each com-
modity (s), either produced (e.g. pellet) or harvested (GENs;g) which undergoes trans-
fer between cells via the logistics network. Clearly this fraction is proportional to the
spatial resolution of the grid-cell system; tending to increase with increasing spatial
resolution. The generation term, equivalent to a portion of the steady-state mass or
energy balance, is calculated by Equation 8.2. The logistical fraction is calculated by
Equation 8.3.
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GENs;g = Rs;g +
X
j
X
c
Vj;c;g:LFj;c:j;c;s 8 s; g (8.2)
fLs =
P
g
P
k 6=g
Qs;g;kP
g
GENs;g
8 s (8.3)
Logistical Distance
The average distance traveled by each unit of a biomass commodity s (Ls) is calculated
at a whole-system level of aggregation. This includes intra-cell transport which is
assumed to be completed over a range of 20km at the 5050km grid-cell resolution1.
This is referred to as the internal distance (LI). Values close to 20km can therefore
be compared directly with the logistical fraction outlined above in identifying the
variation in logistical distances observed within the infrastructure for any particular
commodity.
Total system logistical movements (odt.km) can be derived through multiplication
of total commodity purchase or generation by mean logistical distance. This supports
appraisal of the impact of any potential bioenergy system on the freight industries
and the associated road logistics network (i.e. contributions to road-wear, congestion
etc.). The mean logistical distance covered by each commodity s is calculated by
Equation 8.4.
Ls =
P
g
 
GENs;gL
I +
P
k 6=g
Qs;g;k

Lg;k   LI
!
P
g
GENs;g
8s (8.4)
Analysis of the solution to the Direct-Assignment Logistics (DA-Logistics) algo-
rithm, developed in Chapter 4 and applied in Step [4] (see Figure 8.1), allows calcula-
1This internal sourcing range is equivalent to the average trip distance for radial sourcing within
a circular region of equal area (2500km2). I.e.
q
2500
2 = 19.95km
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tion of the maximum distance over which biomass commodities are transferred (LMaxs )
in order to settle the cell-specic mass-balance (i.e. production or trade decit). High
values (100km) are typically only observed in supplying biomass to large centralised
power generation facilities. Maximum sourcing distance determines the absolute spa-
tial scale of each internal plant system. This can be interpreted as that area over
which any installation within a specic cell exerts direct inuence on the market for
biomass feedstocks.
Unit Composition
In Chapter 7 we explored the relationship between the optimal single-plant capacity
specic to aggregate GB conditions (determined as 25720MWhf :d
 1, equivalent to
375MWe), for specic system cells, and those plant capacities that are selected within
multiple plant least-cost infrastructures. The sensitivity of the marginal generation
cost to plant capacity was also analysed (Figure 7.5). We recognised that within opti-
mal multiple-plant infrastructures, a broad range of plant capacities can co-exist. Low
cost sensitivity (the `shallow tail') to increases in plant capacity above the optimum
can oset the increased marginal cost of those plants (i.e. cells) which must decrease
in capacity under competition for limited biomass resources, simultaneously reducing
their proportional contribution to total system costs.
The biomass supply curve specic to each cell across the majority of the East-
midlands, West-midlands, East, and South-eastern regions of GB is fairly insensitive
to precise location. As a result, a broad range of plant scale compositions exist close
to the cost-optimal conguration. A level of degeneracy in model solution is therefore
envisaged. Aggregate infrastructural character can be determined through reference
to: (1) the total number of technological units installed; (2) the maximum installed
capacity; (3) minimum installed capacity; and (4) mean installed capacity. Supported
by maps this provides insight into the range and distribution of plant capacities and
the degree of installation-specic marginal-cost variance within the infrastructure.
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Regional Aggregation Analysis
The interpretation of system activity at the single-cell resolution, whilst providing in-
sight in to the precise geography (i.e. town, forest, topographical phenomenon) with
which the bioenergy system is interacting, is too focussed to derive any robust and
general system conclusions (i.e. the issue of optimal solution degeneracy highlighted
above). An intermediate degree of numerical output aggregation is therefore derived
at the regional scale. Production and consumption tables for UK governmental re-
gions (excluding Northern Ireland) can be generated through aggregation of those
cell-specic commodity balances which fall within each region. The net of consump-
tion minus production provides a trade-balance for each region with regard to each
infrastructural commodity (e.g. biomass, electricity etc.).
Aggregation to the regional scale introduces some degree of multi-scale character
to the system analysis. In determining inter-regional logistical ows it would typically
be required to specify aggregate locations of biomass supply, commodity production
and energy-vector demand within each region. Interregional ows could then be de-
rived through a least cost balance of regional supply and demand. In aggregating
numerical model output from the cell to the regional scale, logistical information re-
lating to precise inter-cellular logistical ows is maintained. This multi-scale principle
is demonstrated in Figure 8.2 for the example of East (E) and East Midlands (EM)
regions.
Whilst it must be realised that regional boundaries do not represent barriers to
trade in the GB context, a broader application of the modelling framework to a system
of long-distance bioenergy logistics and international biomass trade can be envisaged.
Successive cell, region and national aggregation could be completed whilst maintain-
ing detailed logistical information from lower-levels. Regionally aggregated output
might also support some degree of empirical validation of model output owing to its
alignment with current spatial-planning and reporting practices, rather than the ar-
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(a) Regional (b) Multi-scale Cell
Figure 8.2: Multi-scale regional aggregation of logistical ows. Note(s): Figure
(a) represents a hypothetical scheme for determining trade between the
East-midlands (EM) and East (E) regions using exogenously specied centres of
supply and demand. Figure (b) demonstrates the capacity for aggregation of
specic inter-cellular logistics information to the regional scale.
bitrary grid-cell system specied for the purpose of this work. Furthermore, owing
to the anticipated degeneracy in model solution, a broad range of alternative infras-
tructures (i.e. degenerate model solutions) might exist which are structurally similar
to the optimal infrastructure derived. Comparison between infrastructures at a cel-
lular level of aggregation might therefore observe large variation between compared
scenarios (i.e. no two cells are equivalent) whereas at the regional level of aggrega-
tion signicant, meaningful spatial variation in technological installation, commodity
production and bioenergy consumption might be observed.
Abatement Analysis
In Chapter 2 we provided an overview of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). We identied
LCA as a broad modelling framework for environmental impact assessment and recog-
nised a number of analyses which had successfully integrated LCA with mathematical
programming and energy-systems modelling approaches (Azapagic, 1999; Hugo and
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Pistikopoulos, 2005). In relation to our analysis of UK bioenergy infrastructures, a
Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) tool has been developed as part of the TSEC-Biosys
consortium (Whittaker et al., 2009). This tool supports a detailed analysis of life-cycle
stages (i.e. processes) for a range of alternative bioenergy supply chains. Crucially,
the database compiles a broad range of published gures and rst-hand operational
experience from practitioners specic to UK conditions. The database is used to
parameterise a series of modules relating to stages of the bioenergy supply chain.
Those selected for the analysis here are: (1) Feedstock production; (2) Pelletisation;
(3) Pellet-boiler heat generation; (4) Combustion steam-turbine power generation.
Within each module the LCA model identies a number of life-cycle stages relating
to specic processing operations (e.g. transport, storage, drying etc.). Each stage
is characterised by 4 metrics: (1) primary energy consumption (MJPE); (2) carbon
dioxide emissions (kgCO2); methane emissions (kgCH4) and nitrous oxide emissions
(kgN2O). The relative global warming potential (GWP) equivalent emissions factors
are provided in Table 8.1. These are used to calculate a total CO2 equivalent output
on a per-unit-output basis for each module (e.g. kgCO2;eq:MWh
 1
e ).
Table 8.1: Relative Global Warming Potential equivalent emissions factors
Emission CO2 CH4 N2O
Weighting 1.000 25.080 296.971
A rigorous LCA approach comprises of 4 distinct stages: (1) Goal and scope
denition; (2) Inventory analysis; (3) Impact assessment; and (4) Interpretation (ISO-
14040, 1997). Owing to the external nature of the LCA analysis completed in this
work, much of stages (1) and (2) cannot be presented rigorously and with a level
of transparency required in order to fully justify our results. Rather, we enter the
analysis at stage (3) wherein we must t the numerical output of our mathematical
modelling exercise with the data structure established for impact assessment within
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the LCA tool. Going from the aggregate analysis of this work to the inherently
rigorous, bottom-up approach of the LCA analysis therefore requires some degree of
compromise regarding data continuity. In this section we provide a general overview
of our method for data tting and those reference systems which are assumed for
feedstocks and alternative energy supply chains.
The aggregate feedstock categories developed in Chapters 3 and 4 are reclassied in
order to match those identied byWhittaker et al. (2009) as closely as possible. Whilst
from a thermochemical conversion or purchase-cost perspective a broad range of lig-
nocellulosic biomass fuels might appear homogeneous, within a life-cycle assessment
the precise sources, production methods, by-product character and reference-cases
assigned to each feedstock can signicantly aect the energy and carbon-equivalent
balance. We must therefore disaggregate the model output to identify the feedstock
composition in more detail. From our model output, the uptake of each biomass cate-
gory (e.g. AR, WR, EC) from each grid-cell is identied. Using the spatial databases
which underpinned the resource mapping described in Chapter 4, uptake levels de-
termined by the whole-system model (Rs;g) could be further disaggregated into sub-
categories in order to identify the internal composition of biomass uptake in each cell.
Wood residues (WR) were disaggregated into those arising from coniferous woodland,
broadleaved and mixed woodland, forest industry and arboricultural arisings. En-
ergy crops (EC) were disaggregated in order to identify the land-type on which they
were cultivated; either arable and horticulture or improved grassland. These sub-
categories could then be matched against an example biomass specied by Whittaker
et al. (2009). Biomass resources for each sub-category were then aggregated at the
whole-system scale; specifying a general compositions for each category (e.g. Energy
Crops, EC). Each biomass category was subsequently allocated to each supply chain
(heat or power) in accordance with equivalent whole-system allocation (i.e.
P
g
Bs;j;g).
The characterisation of biomass categories and those reference systems assumed are
presented in Table 8.2.
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The specication of reference crop-allocation and land-use systems has a signi-
cant impact on the net energy and emissions balances for feedstock production. For
wheat straw production, a signicant fertiliser penalty is introduced if we assume that
in the reference case the straw would be plowed back into the land therefore recycling
valuable nutrients. We assume a penalty of 68kg N , 12kg P2O5, and 118kg K2O per
hectare (Punter et al., 2004). This is calculated assuming a straw yield of 4t:ha 1. In
the case of wood residues derived from the forestry industries, we assume natural de-
cay as our reference case. Whilst this is not very realistic, it prevents extreme results
from arising from alternative reference systems. These alternative systems are: (1)
sawdust and slabwood was used to generate on-site heat; (2) sawdust and slabwood
are landlled. If wood residues were extracted in the rst case, a substitute natural
gas boiler would have to be installed and natural gas consumed for heat. This results
in a large primary-energetic and emissions penalty. In the second case, allocation to
landlling must assume a fractional degradation rate of wood. This fraction can range
between 3 50% (Whittaker et al., 2009) resulting in a signicant uncertainty regard-
ing potential CO2;eq credits, although these are potentially oset by levels of methane
produced via anaerobic digestion. The potential for SRC energy crops, poplar and
willow, to provide vegetative lters for waste treatment is widely recognised, and is
practiced in treating landll leachate throughout Sweden (Borjesson, 1999). Poplar
and willow energy crops are therefore allocated a signicant energy and emissions
credit for the application of waste-water, landll leachate or sewage sludge to the
SRC stand. This credit takes the form of a unit reference case waste-water treat-
ment process which is assumed to be fully substituted. However, we recognise that
Miscanthus would not receive this slurry credit, resulting in a signicantly higher net
primary energy consumption and GHG emissions. Assumptions regarding cultivation
practice, land-use and reference case allocation therefore have a signicant eect on
the results of the LCA exercise, particularly with regard to the feedstock production
module.
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The LCA data for feedstock production is provided in Table 8.3. Here we recognise
the signicant impact of fertiliser use in wheat production impacting on the primary
energy and GHG balance for wheat straw (i.e. Agricultural Residue) production. A
signicant fraction of wheat-straw harvest costs are allocated to the wheat prod-
uct and therefore are not counted towards straw production. Energy crops appear
comparatively `low-impact' owing to the osetting of signicant harvest costs by the
slurry-application credit.
We must also specify reference systems for power and heat generation. It is in
comparison with these systems that bioenergy supply chains hope to achieve net-
reductions in primary energy consumption and GHG emissions. Reference systems
for power generation include both Gas and Coal-red systems. For heat, coal-red
generation is assumed as the reference case. Whilst this might appear an unrealistic
or outdated assumption, the substitution of gas heat for biomass heat is not widely
anticipated. Similarly, whilst oil-red heat might provide a better reference basis given
anticipated market-sector uptake (Jablonski et al., 2008c), data availability becomes
the ultimate constraint on the LCA exercise. Data for coal-red heat generation was
identied by Whittaker et al. (2009) and is therefore applied here.
In Section 8.5.5 we present the quantitative results of a whole-chain LCA for
an example optimised infrastructure scenario. We present data regarding the specic
supply-chain stages and reference energy systems. Explicit results of the LCA exercise
are dicult to isolate from data generated and compiled systematically through the
LCA process. We draw some general conclusions regarding abatement costs and GHG
mitigation potential of bioenergy supply chains.
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Table 8.3: Feedstock production energy and emissions factors.
Note(s): All data supplied from Whittaker et al. (2009); All values per tonne of
wet biomass produced (t 1wb assuming wheat-straw at 20%wb and all other biomass
at 30%wb; SRC sources: A+H - Arable and Horticulture; IG - Improved
Grassland.
Example used Stage MJPE KgCO2 KgCH4 KgN2O KgCO2;eq
Wheat Straw Wheat Cultivation 812.3 45.587 0.108 0.245 120.882
Transport 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Land-use Reference -42.5 -2.928 -0.001 0.000 -2.971
Penalty for removal 245.8 13.942 0.045 0.038 26.342
Total 1015.6 56.601 0.152 0.282 144.3
Sitka Spruce Site Establishment 8.6 0.451 0.000 0.000 0.455
Road Construction 38.8 2.593 0.003 0.002 3.341
Harvesting 207.0 14.640 0.010 0.000 14.989
Chipping 198.5 14.135 0.011 0.000 14.533
Chip Storage 40.5 2.480 0.004 0.000 2.654
Total 493.5 34.299 0.028 0.003 35.972
Beech Site Establishment 3.8 0.199 0.000 0.000 0.201
Road Construction 17.1 1.146 0.001 0.001 1.476
Harvesting 240.7 17.012 0.011 0.000 17.413
Chipping 198.5 14.135 0.011 0.000 14.533
Chip Storage 40.5 2.480 0.004 0.000 2.654
Total 500.6 34.972 0.027 0.002 36.277
Forest Industry Storage 0.1 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.005
Chipping 198.1 14.107 0.011 0.000 14.504
Chip Storage 40.4 2.475 0.004 0.000 2.648
Decomposition Reference 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total 238.6 16.586 0.015 0.001 17.158
Arboricultural Collection 163.1 11.247 0.004 0.000 11.395
Storage 58.9 3.601 0.006 0.000 3.856
Chipping 232.9 16.390 0.010 0.000 16.730
Chip Storage 41.0 2.510 0.004 0.000 2.687
Mulching Reference -409.1 -28.566 -0.013 0.000 -29.019
Total 86.7 5.182 0.011 0.001 5.648
SRC (A+H) Cutting delivery 0.0 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001
Establishment 373.3 20.206 0.009 0.001 20.639
First year cut 2.6 0.186 0.000 0.000 0.194
Harvesting 1596.7 110.758 0.032 0.001 111.848
Storage 28.2 27.134 0.038 0.002 28.736
Termination 34.7 2.404 0.001 0.000 2.430
Emissions from soil 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.033 9.929
Land-use Reference -67.5 -4.636 -0.002 0.000 -4.751
Slurry Application -1481.9 -102.396 -0.028 -0.056 -119.855
Total 486.1 53.657 0.050 -0.019 49.172
SRC (IG) Cutting delivery 0.0 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001
Establishment 373.3 20.206 0.009 0.001 20.639
First year cut 2.6 0.186 0.000 0.000 0.194
Harvesting 1596.7 110.758 0.032 0.001 111.848
Storage 28.2 27.134 0.038 0.002 28.736
Termination 34.7 2.404 0.001 0.000 2.430
Emissions from soil 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.033 9.929
Land-use Reference -317.6 -15.236 -0.027 -0.145 -59.100
Slurry Application -1481.9 -102.396 -0.028 -0.056 -119.855
Total 236.0 43.057 0.025 -0.165 -5.177
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8.5 Snapshot Infrastructure Scenarios
Infrastructures for 4 demand satisfaction scenarios are analysed here in detail. These
are characterised in relation to the maximum heat and power demand that can be
satised from domestic biomass resources. The scenarios are summarised in Table 8.4.
Existing biomass power generation capacity, totalling approximately 4320MWhe:d
 1
(see Chapter 5), is assumed to remain fully operational in all scenarios. This imparts
a constraint on potential heat demand satisfaction and explains the discrepancy in
absolute biomass resource uptake in scenarios S2 -S4.
Table 8.4: Heat and Power resource uptake scenarios
Scenario 
GHeat 

G
Power
Resource
%Total
S1 0.000 0.500 50.0
S2 0.500 0.000 51.9
S3 0.250 0.250 48.9
S4 0.500 0.500 97.8
Maps detailing the optimised spatial system conguration for each scenario are
presented in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. These indicate the location and capacity of in-
stalled technologies. Disc area is representative of technological capacity specic to
biomass feedstock consumption (MWhf :d
 1). Discs are scaled such that their radii
are approximately equivalent to the sourcing area required to satisfy consumption
assuming average system biomass yield density (1:27MWhf :d
 1:km 2). As a result,
installations within low-yielding regions (i.e. northern and western extremes) would
in reality require a larger sourcing radii than that depicted. Performance metrics for
each scenario are presented in Table 8.5. Note that all solutions are terminated by
allocated computational resource (10000CPUs) except for the dedicated heating sce-
nario (S2), as the absence of economies of scale in heating technologies signicantly
reduces computational complexity.
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Table 8.5: Performance metrics for snapshot infrastructure scenarios.
Note(s): AR - Agricultural Residues, WR - Wood Residues, EC - Energy Crop,
ECP - Energy Crop Plantation, C/ST - Combustion Power Plant, PF - Pellet
Factory, PB - Pellet Boiler
Category Metric Units
Scenario
S1 S2 S3 S4
Generation
Heat - MWhth:d
 1 0 117300 58650 117300
Power - MWhe:d
 1 49150 4320 24570 49150
Cost
Total - m$:d 1 2.143 5.040 3.493 7.244
Marginal - $:MWh 1 43.6 41.4 41.9 43.5
Cultivation -
%
20.4% 11.9% 15.3% 18.9%
Purchase - 25.8% 8.9% 12.5% 9.6%
Logistics - 8.1% 1.1% 3.8% 2.6%
Conversion - 45.6% 78.1% 68.5% 68.8%
Feedstock Uptake
AR
modt:yr 1
3.67 3.60 3.57 4.09
WR 1.97 2.09 2.00 4.37
EC 4.90 5.32 4.74 12.16
Total modt:yr 1 10.54 11.01 10.31 20.62
Logistics
Fraction
AR
%
63% 33% 39% 47%
WR 50% 14% 38% 15%
EC 32% 1% 23% 25%
Pellet - 7% 8% 6%
Mean
AR
km
37.0 24.5 33.5 36.0
WR 43.2 31.0 33.7 25.0
EC 29.9 20.3 28.7 28.0
Pellet - 22.0 22.4 22.0
Units
Number
ECP
Cells
93 89 100 131
C/ST 16 - 9 24
PF - 37 15 35
PB - 48 16 46
Mean
ECP ha 4442 5034 3993 7828
C/ST
MWhf :d
 1
8893 - 7142 5929
PF - 3628 4475 3836
PB - 6842 3476 8603
Min
ECP ha 244 1246 1246 33
C/ST
MWhf :d
 1
1397 - 1396 1169
PF - 1405 872 1800
PB - 870 3189 146
Max
ECP ha 19085 19085 19085 19085
C/ST
MWhf :d
 1
24831 - 30932 14963
PF - 6051 7615 7615
PB - 39166 42433 49140
Solution
Resource CPUs 10002 53 10002 10002
Optimality Gap - 4.96% 1.63% 5.29% 3.90%
Termination Criteria - CPU OPT CPU CPU
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8.5.1 Dedicated Infrastructures
Intra-cell consumption is assumed to require logistics over an approximate 20km sourc-
ing and delivery radius. The results imply that dedicated power infrastructures (S1,
Figure 8.3(a)) and their constituent plants exhibit larger biomass logistical ranges
compared to dedicated heat infrastructures (S2, Figure 8.3(a)). Average system lo-
gistical ranges correspond well with general bioenergy system heuristics, typically
< 80km (50 miles) for economically feasible sourcing radii. The maximum observed
sourcing ranges for S1 were 100km for wood-residue import from cell 127 into cell
129, corresponding to a combustion plant installation located close to the Scottish
city of Aberdeen.
The infrastructure for S1 shown in Figure 8.3(a) requires the installation of 16
combustion plants in addition to existing latent capacity. The largest single plant
installation is of 24800MWhf :d
 1. Assuming2 a conversion eciency of 35:0% op-
erating at a full 24hr:d 1, this is equivalent to a rated power-output capacity of
360MWe. This is located in cell 37, corresponding to a predominantly rural area to
the north-west of Cheltenham and Gloucester, exhibiting a high combined agricultural
and improved grassland density of 63:8ha:km 2. As a general trend, facility location
correlates strongly with biomass resource availability, tracking the dense agricultural
cover to the centre and east-coast of the UK.
Average power generation costs for S1 are $43:5MWh 1e . This is borderline
economically feasible given current wholesale electricity prices, as discussed in Section
8.4. Based on this analysis, the UK biomass power sector would therefore be reliant on
subsidy through schemes such as the Renewable Obligation Certicates (ROCs), or a
carbon emission tax/credit in order to become competitive with fossil fuel alternatives.
The infrastructure for S2, shown in Figure 8.3(b), exhibits widespread uptake of
pellet boilers supported by localised biomass sourcing and pellet manufacture. Table
2Note: As in Chapter 7, these assumptions are used to convert reported plant capacities where
applicable.
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8.5 highlights this point in that only 7.0% of those pellets manufactured are transferred
between cells. As anticipated, heat market penetration is observed to correlate with
areas of high urban density. The largest pellet factory installed, of 6050MWhf :d
 1
(equivalent to 250MWf ), is located in cell 26 which includes the cities of Cardi,
Newport and the western limits of Bristol. This cell also exhibits the greatest uptake
of biomass heating, equivalent to the installation of pellet boilers within approximately
100,000 homes. These are supplied entirely through locally generated pellets.
Whilst averaged logistical ranges for S2 are generally lower than those for S1 (Ta-
ble 8.5), the requirement that heat-infrastructure should be located in dense urban
centres, coupled with spatial imbalances between areas of urban demand and rural
supply, results in some instances of increased transport distances. The maximum
observed transport range was 117km for energy crop import into cell 80. Further-
more, owing to their high energy density, pellet logistics were observed over ranges
up to 265km. However, in general, and contrary to the often perceived role of pellet
as a logistical commodity, inter-cell pellet logistics are limited with < 8:0% of pel-
let transferred between cells in all scenarios (Table 8.5). Pelletisation performs the
role of biomass quality standardisation rather than one of energy densication for
subsequent transportation. This wood-fuel `standardisation' is a key requirement in
accessing domestic and commercial markets (Jablonski et al., 2008c). This role is
implicit in our exclusion of woodchip heat supply chains. It is also noted that, despite
signicant economies of scale ( = 0:589), pellet factories do not exhibit sucient
unit costs in order to promote biomass feedstock centralisation, pelletisation and pel-
let re-distribution between cells at the grid scale considered (i.e. < 50km). Pellet
production is localised, embedded within autonomous heat infrastructures operating
at local scale.
Average heat production costs for S2 (feedstock cost associated with latent power
generation capacity being subtracted from total costs) are calculated as$42:3MWh 1th .
These are high compared with mid-cost estimates for gas and oil red heat identi-
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ed in Section 8.4. Whilst potential substitution of o-gas-grid oil red heat appears
competitive (domestic mid-range costs approx. $51:7MWh 1th ), this has not been
considered explicitly in this work. Primarily, it has not been possible to spatially
locate o gas-grid customers, and secondly oil red heat is considered a niche market
sector. Widespread (i.e. beyond-niche) uptake of bioenergy technologies within the
UK market will require supply chains to be broadly cost competitive with fossil-fuel
and alternative-renewable technologies.
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(a) S1 : 50% Power (b) S2 : 50% Heat
Figure 8.3: Infrastructures for S1 and S2 scenarios; (a) Scenario 1 (50%
maximum power demand); (b) Scenario 2 (50% maximum heat demand).
Note(s): Latent biomass-power generation remains active in Scenario 2.
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(a) S3 : 25% Power + 25% Heat (b) S4 : 50% Power + 50% Heat
Figure 8.4: Infrastructures for S3 and S4 scenarios: (a) Scenario 3 (25% of
endogenous biomass used for Power + 25% for Heat); (b) Scenario 4 (50% of
endogenous biomass used for Power + 50% for Heat).
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8.5.2 Hybrid Infrastructures
Perhaps the most signicant pattern observed in the increased uptake between S3
and S4 (Figures 8.4(a) and 8.4(b)) is the fragmentation of the large combustion plant
installation in cell 74 (corresponding to the location of existing coal-red plants at Egg-
borough, Ferrybridge and Drax) and the establishment of a more distributed power
generation infrastructure in the north and western reaches of the UK. The result is a
decrease in the maximum combustion plant installed capacity from 30900MWhf :d
 1
(450MWe) in S3 to 15000MWhf :d
 1 (220MWe) in S4. The combined expansion of
the system scale and subsequent relocation of power generation capacity into regions
of increased woodland density results in a shift in aggregate feedstock composition for
each sector. This is highlighted in Figure 8.5. Increasing penetration from S3 to S4
drives a signicant increase in energy crop uptake in both heat and power sectors, as
lower cost agricultural and wood residues are exhausted, and a concentration of wood
residue utilisation within the power sector.
In calculating an aggregate energy cost for hybrid systems, heat and power are
costed as equivalent energy services. Despite their apparent similarity (i.e. compar-
ing S1 and S2 ), it is clear that if considered from a 2nd law perspective, the true
`unit-value' of low-grade heat energy is far greater than for power, owing to its far
lower capacity to do useful work. Whilst such complexities regarding allocation of
costs to each sector explicitly preclude the comparison of vector production costs di-
rectly, comparative total costs for S4 are only 2.1% above the linear extrapolation
of combined power and heat costs calculated for S1 and S2 respectively. This is
despite the required uptake of more costly energy crop and geographically isolated
feedstocks at a near total utilisation of domestic biomass resources (Table 8.4). Such
a low cost sensitivity can be understood. Firstly, pellet boiler costs account for a
signicant xed component of the whole-system cost, reducing sensitivity to other
cost factors. Secondly, the capability of power generating capacity to optimise both
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Figure 8.5: Sector specic feedstock allocation for scenarios S1-S4. Note: EC -
Energy Crop, WR - Wood Residues, AR - Agricultural Residues
its location and installed capacity (and associated logistics costs) minimises, to some
degree, the impact of increasing resource scarcity. Some part must also be attributed
to the mathematical model; discrete capacity `brackets' allowing signicant plant
down-sizing without an associated increase in marginal costs of production.
This result suggests that both heat and power sectors may co-evolve without
signicantly impacting upon the economic performance of each sector in isolation.
However, this is itself a powerful result of the whole-systems optimisation approach
developed here. Comparing scenarios S1 and S2 in Figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(b), it is
clear that each sector taken in isolation preferentially locates in similar locations corre-
lating with high density agricultural residue availability. Within a system of dynamic
free market competition, a combustion plant installation located preferentially from
the self-interested perspective of the power sector might be highly detrimental to the
system costs of both the existing and any future heat infrastructure. The perfectly
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collusive market structure implicit in this model prevents such deviations from nor-
mative whole-system optimality, ensuring minimum cost provision of the combined
heat and power portfolio.
8.5.3 Regional Infrastructures
It is of interest to briey focus on the detailed congurations of those infrastructures
emergent at the regional scale. Two arbitrary regions from Scenario 3 (Figure 8.4(a)),
here specied as 33 systems of cells, are presented in Figure 8.6. Despite their close
spatial proximity, they exhibit quite radically dierent system structures.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 8.6: Regional infrastructures for scenario S3 : (a) classical centralised
radial sourcing; (b) balance of supply and demand between cells; (c) Figure Key.
Note(s): Disc area is proportional to installed capacity; Arrow thickness is
proportional to commodity logistics.
In Figure 8.6(a), a `classical' radial sourcing strategy supplying a centralised power
generation facility is observed. The central plant, located in cell 74, consumes 100%
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of residual biomass within the region and promotes energy crop establishment on
93% of available agricultural land. In Figure 8.6(b), a far more complex picture is
presented, with energy crop production supplying both heat and power sectors within
close proximity. As was observed in S2, pellet production is scaled to locally (i.e.
intra-cellular) available biomass. Limited pellet logistics subsequently balance local
biomass supply, pellet production and pellet demand.
8.5.4 Regional Aggregation Analysis
The potential value in aggregating the analysis to the regional scale was discussed
in Section 8.4. Aggregate generation, consumption and net-commodity balances for
scenario S3 are presented in Tables 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 respectively. Scenario S3 was
selected as it represents only a partial uptake of total biomass resources (48:9%, Table
8.4). We can therefore identify optimal regions for biomass system activity, whereas
a near total uptake scenario (e.g. S4 ) obscures optimal locations through blanket
uptake of biomass resources. This opportunity is taken to present quantity units on
a more conventional basis; supporting a more intuitive analysis in relation to current
or feasible-future regional system operation.
Table 8.6: Aggregate regional commodity generation for the S3 scenario.
Note(s): AR - Agricultural Residues, WR - Wood Residues, EC - Energy Crop
s 2 S Units Regions
(yr 1) E EM NE NW L S SE SW W WM YH
Land kha 73.8 77.7 6.1 0.0 0.0 50.2 51.9 62.2 3.9 7.7 65.7
EC
kt
876 922 72 0 0 596 615 738 47 91 780
AR 813 565 95 27 25 455 504 481 49 202 360
WR 149 136 30 6 78 731 324 216 57 126 144
Pellet 895 750 0 0 0 200 1305 1556 0 188 0
Heat TWhth 4.89 3.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.87 4.73 6.81 0.00 0.82 0.00
Power TWhe 1.57 0.13 0.28 0.06 0.00 2.74 0.44 0.00 0.16 0.03 3.57
In Table 8.6 we observe the low bioenergy uptake in the northern and western
regions of England (North East (NE), North West (NW), Wales (W) and West Mid-
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Table 8.7: Aggregate regional commodity consumption for the S3 scenario.
Note(s): AR - Agricultural Residues, WR - Wood Residues, EC - Energy Crop
s 2 S Units Regions
(yr 1) E EM NE NW L S SE SW W WM YH
Land kha 73.8 77.7 6.1 0.0 0.0 50.2 51.9 62.2 3.9 7.7 65.7
EC
kt
876 434 72 0 0 596 615 738 47 91 1268
AR 820 348 61 27 1 490 560 558 21 81 610
WR 149 64 30 6 0 731 428 308 24 39 218
Pellet 1118 750 0 0 0 200 1082 1556 0 188 0
Heat TWhth 4.89 3.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.87 4.73 6.81 0.00 0.82 0.00
Power TWhe 1.57 0.13 0.28 0.06 0.00 2.74 0.44 0.00 0.16 0.03 3.57
Table 8.8: Aggregate regional commodity trade balance for the S3 scenario.
Note(s): AR - Agricultural Residues, WR - Wood Residues, EC - Energy Crop
s 2 S Units Regions
(yr 1) E EM NE NW L S SE SW W WM YH
Land ha 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EC
kt
0 -488 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 488
AR 7 -217 -35 0 -24 35 55 76 -27 -122 250
WR 1 -72 0 0 -78 0 104 92 -33 -88 74
Pellet 223 0 0 0 0 0 -223 0 0 0 0
Heat TWhth 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Power TWhe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lands (WM)) in relation to the high uptake in the East Midlands (EM) and Eastern
regions (E). Uptake in Scotland (S) whilst comparatively high must be considered
in relation to its absolute size (see Table 5.1). Clear regional demarcation of heat
and power sectors is highlighted. East (E), East Midlands (EM), South East (SE)
and South West (SW) regions dominate heat uptake, accounting for 92% of total
heat generation. Power generation is similarly concentrated with the East (E), Scot-
land (S) and Yorkshire and Humber (YH) regions accounting for 88% of total power
generation.
Table 8.8 demonstrates that inter-regional biomass and pellet commodity logistics
are limited. They account for only 9.2% of the total biomass commodity generated.
The predominant transfer between the East and East Midlands regions can be related
directly to the large plant located in grid 74 (Figure 8.4(a)) and focussed upon in
Figure 8.6(a).
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Regionally aggregated commodity balances can also support the comparison of
activity location between scenarios. In Table 8.9 we highlight the relocation of equiv-
alent power and heat sectors (i.e. equal net-output) from their location in dedicated
scenarios S1 and S2 (Figure(s) 8.3) to their location in the hybrid infrastructure
scenario S4 (Figure 8.4(b)). This clearly highlights the east to west migration of
power generation capacity; downs-scaling in the East, East Midlands and Yorkshire
and Humber regions and relocation in the regions of the North West, Scotland and
Wales. Heat market uptake in the South West, Wales and West Midlands is indicative
of the high total biomass resource utilisation in scenario S4, requiring the expansion
of heat supply chains into regions of higher biomass costs, lower yield densities and
constraining geographies.
Table 8.9: Generation relocation under supply-chain competition. Note(s):
Generation locations for S1 (Power) and S2 (Heat) scenarios are compared with
the hybrid (S4) scenario (TWh:yr 1).
Vector
Region
E EM NE NW L S SE SW W WM YH
Power -1.97 -1.45 0.00 0.70 0.00 3.76 1.06 -2.15 1.25 0.00 -1.19
Heat -0.87 -0.03 0.96 0.57 0.00 -1.59 -2.89 1.21 1.22 2.48 -1.07
8.5.5 Abatement Analysis
Qualitative and quantitative outputs of an LCA exercise are derived at each of the
stages identied in Section 8.4, namely: (1) Goal and scope denition; (2) Inventory
analysis; (3) Impact assessment; and (4) Interpretation (ISO-14040, 1997). With
reference to these stages, the quantitative model results which characterise particular
infrastructure scenarios complete the task of inventory analysis. The inventory which
we assess here is representative of the feedstock composition and heat-power supply
chain allocation for scenario S3 (Figure 8.4(a), Table 8.5). Aggregate scenario output
data, forming characteristic data inputs to the impact assessment stage, are provided
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in Table 8.10. The sensitivity of primary energy consumption and GHG emission
performance to feedstock composition and supply-chain allocation is discussed below;
providing a basis to analyse alternative scenarios developed in this chapter.
Table 8.10: LCA inventory analysis output for the S3 scenario.
Note(s): All units measured as modt:yr 1 consistent with Table 8.5.
Feedstock Total Heat Power
Wheat Straw 3.58 1.82 1.75
Sitka Spruce 0.88 0.39 0.49
Beech 0.31 0.14 0.17
Forest Industry 0.33 0.15 0.19
Arboricultural 0.48 0.21 0.27
SRC (A+H) 3.38 1.66 1.71
SRC (IG) 1.36 0.67 0.69
Total 10.31 5.04 5.27
In reporting the impact assessment (stage 3) we tabulate primary energy consump-
tion, GHG emission factors for CO2, CH4, N2O, and a weighted kgCO2;eq metric for
each life-cycle stage. Table 8.11 presents the impact assessment for power gener-
ation. Table 8.12 presents the impact assessment for pelletisation and subsequent
pellet-boiler heat generation.
In interpreting the information in Tables 8.11 and 8.12 we rst consider the bioen-
ergy supply chains in isolation. The total CO2 equivalent emissions for biomass power
generation are dominated by the production of wheat straw. This can be traced to
the large fertiliser inputs into conventional wheat cultivation practices. Cultivation,
or more generally land-use, reference states also explain the gap in CO2 equivalent
emissions between the alternative sources of SRC energy crops. This can be traced to
Table 8.3 where the shift to SRC cultivation on improved grassland, from a land refer-
ence system of grassland that is fertilised and mown, results in a signicant reduction
in net CO2 and N2O emissions. The fertiliser credit associated with ash disposal
provides an additional and signicant credit through a reduction in N2O emissions
from soil. Focussing on heat generation in Table 8.12, we again observe the clear dis-
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tinction between wheat straw (AR) and the woody feedstocks (WR, EC). In addition
to the signicant emissions associated with wheat straw production, the pelletisation
process for wheat straw is far more energy intensive (approx. 2) and CO2;eq emission
intensive (approx. 6) than the process assumed for pellet production from energy
crop or wood residue feedstocks. Owing to this signicant variation as a function
of pellet feedstock, Whittaker et al. (2009) distinguish between high quality pellets,
derived from energy crops or wood residues, and low quality pellets produced from
dry agricultural residues. Referring back to the power generation assessment, signi-
cant variation in ash fractions between straw and the woody feedstocks suggests that
more detail regarding feedstock resolution and technological performance as a func-
tion of feedstock composition would be valuable in characterising life-cycle impacts
more accurately.
The reference case scenarios (e.g. coal power) impart an upper bound on abso-
lute carbon abatement potential. In Table 8.11 we consider both coal- and gas-red
reference states. For purposes of calculating an abatement cost we assume a general
substitution of an aggregate-mean unit of UK power generation capacity. Taking
BERR (2008b) gures for coal and natural gas allocation to UK power generation
in 2007 (383TWh:yr 1 and 354TWh:yr 1 respectively) and corrected for generating
eciency (35:7% and 48:9% respectively), we calculate output ratios of 0.441 for coal
and 0.559 for gas generation. A surplus cost is calculated as the total daily bioenergy
infrastructure cost in excess of an equivalent reference case fossil fuel supply cost sce-
nario. Reference system costs are assumed consistent with those costs for minimum
cost domestic gas-heat and the adjusted mix of coal and gas-red power generation
identied in Section 8.4. The abatement cost calculation is collated in Table 8.13 for
the S3 scenario.
Assuming a conversion rate of $0:864EUR 1, scenario S3 infrastructure abate-
ment costs are measured at EUR36:03tCO 12;eq. This is situated at the high-end of the
global GHG abatement cost curve developed by Naucer and Enkvist (2009); correlat-
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Table 8.13: Primary energy and GHG abatement costs for the S3 scenario
Metric Unit Heat Power
Generated MWh:d 1 58650 24570
Reference System
$:MWh 1 23.7 29.6
MJPE:MWh
 1 5551.4 7938.0
kgCO2;eq:MWh
 1 511.5 577.8
Total Abatement
GJPE:d
 1 325590 195037
tCO2;eq:d
 1 30000 14197
MtCO2;eq:yr
 1 10.95 5.18
Total Cost $ 106d 1 3.493
Surplus Cost $ 106d 1 1.376
Abatement Cost
$:GJ 1PE 2.64
$:tCO 12;eq 31.13
ing with abatement-cost estimates for new-build coal CCS plants, biomass co-ring
with coal, and the cost of GHG emission savings achieved through reductions in agri-
cultural intensity. We recognise that this value, and its economic attractiveness, is
sensitive to the assumed reference case system cost. Ravindranath et al. (2006) iden-
tify biomass combustion power system substituting grid electricity from coal thermal
power plants in India. For India, coal-red generation costs are higher than biomass-
red generation costs, resulting in a negative abatement costs (i.e. savings) for biomass
power (approx. $14:0tCO 12;eq). The reference case is a geographically and temporally
specic quantity, changing in relation to the baseline generation technology. Further-
more, it should be interpreted in relation to the economically optimum abatement
technology available in order to identify how attractive it appears within the broader
market for abatement technologies.
We recognise a low sensitivity of the LCA emissions inventory in Tables 8.11 and
8.12 to the feedstock composition ranges of the scenarios outlined in Table 8.5. Taking
the values for heat and power sector abatement from Table 8.13, loose estimates for
the abatement costs of those dedicated infrastructures in Scenarios S1 and S2 can
be calculated. Scenario S1 suggests an abatement cost of $24:2tCO 12;eq for dedicated
combustion power generation. This lies at the high-end of cost ranges for power-
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sector abatement (Naucer and Enkvist, 2009). Scenario S2 suggests an abatement
cost of $33:1tCO 12;eq for pellet-heat generation. For the case of domestic and com-
mercial heat generation, or more generally building and household sector emissions
reduction, pellet heat is therefore uncompetitive with a broad range of energy ef-
ciency measures and their associated indirect emissions and abatement potential.
Building energy eciency measures exhibit lifetime abatement savings in the range
$20  35tCO 12;eq. These cost estimates, provided by Naucer and Enkvist (2009), are
calculated at a globally aggregate scale and therefore UK-specic abatement poten-
tial and cost-competitiveness cannot be inferred directly. However, we can conclude
that despite similar abatement costs, biomass power represents a more economically
competitive abatement strategy than biomass pellet heat.
8.6 Heat and Power Trajectories
Trajectories for both dedicated heat and power sector uptake are generated as a series
of monotonically increasing demand scenarios. These are formulated as supply curves
and presented in Figures 8.7 and 8.8 for dedicated heat and power sectors respectively.
These each demonstrate the system-wide averaged unit production cost in addition
to the marginal unit production cost at each point (Equation 8.1). Fluctuations in
marginal costs (i.e. decreasing marginal cost with increasing generation) can be ex-
plained by the fact that the system objective is to minimise total costs for a xed
demand satisfaction. Therefore, the situation can arise wherein systems with poten-
tially lower marginal costs arising through economies of scale cannot be implemented
as they would result in excess production. This explains the `oscillatory' nature of
the power supply curve (Figure 8.8); successive, discrete units of capacity each grow
so as to maximise their economies of scale.
The initial reduction in heat unit-cost in Figure 8.7 arises as localised heat supply
chains take advantage of increasing economies of scale in pellet manufacturing. This
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Figure 8.7: Heat supply curve
is observed through an increase in maximum pellet factory capacity from an initial
1500MWhf :d
 1 up to 4000MWhf :d 1 in the range of decreasing system costs. Mid-
range costs remain fairly static prior to the exhaustion of dense urban centres and an
expansion of the pellet-heat infrastructure into the rural periphery, driving a require-
ment for either downsizing of pellet factories with a concurrent loss in economies of
scale or an increase in biomass collection or pellet distribution logistics costs.
Low power supply costs (< $35:0MWh 1e ) result from the predominance of un-
costed latent generation capacity dominating operation at low penetrations. In this
portion of the supply curve the feedstock mix is dominated by low-cost agricultural
and wood residue feedstocks, accounting for between 50:0   70:0% of system costs.
Increasing power costs can be explained through a progressive uptake of higher cost
energy crop feedstocks coupled with a progressive dominance of installed plant capital
and operating costs. This is driven, in part, through diseconomies of scale associated
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Figure 8.8: Power supply curve
with accessing remote (i.e. geographically constrained) resources. The fraction of
total costs dedicated to conversion technologies peaks at 49:1% at scenario S1 levels
of power generation (49150MWhe:d
 1). At this point on the supply curve, the fraction
of energy crops within total feedstock mix is 52:2%, accounting for 25:0% of system
costs. At levels of maximum production (i.e. total resource uptake) the conversion
cost fraction has fallen to 45:6% whilst total energy crop uptake accounts for 30:9%
of system costs. Inter-cellular logistics costs remain fairly steady, between 5:0% and
11:9% across the range of power generation scenarios.
Whilst it is not robust to suggest that successive snapshot scenarios of increasing
gross-resource consumption are representative of system growth dynamics (as dis-
cussed in Section 8.4), these scenarios and their associated costs do represent the
optimal infrastructural conguration for any prescribed demand portfolio. In eect,
the solutions developed here are feasible upper bounds on future system performance
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(or lower bounds on costs) and embody the infrastructure required to achieve this
performance. Deviations between these optimal snapshot-infrastructures and infras-
tructures derived through the incorporation of dynamic constraints can therefore pro-
vide insight into how technological legacy and economic discounting aect system
structure and economic performance. More specically, such an analysis would allow
the discount rate applied to be compared directly against the relative loss in system
performance in going from a static to a dynamic representation. Such a dynamic
formulation of the model is developed in Chapter 10.
8.7 Concluding Remarks
Whilst the technological superstructure considered here is limited, those technologies
represented explicitly exhibit the principal behaviours relevant to a broad range of
bioenergy process systems. The combustion steam-turbine technology provides in-
sight into conversion technologies that exhibit signicant economies of scale in the
generation of high density energy vectors (power representing an extreme case). As
such, the behaviour of the power sector presented in Sections 8.5-8.6 can be, qualita-
tively at least, extrapolated to gasication and, potentially, fermentation within 2nd
generation lignocellulosic biofuel platforms. Similarly, the requirement of some degree
of feedstock standardisation (in this case via pelletisation) in the biomass heat infras-
tructure provides qualitative insight into a range of distributed biomass pyrolysis,
down-draft gasication and fuel-cell technology platforms.
Within dedicated power infrastructures power generation costs are observed to
range between $40   55MWh 1e , increasing with market penetration. Snapshot
supply-curves suggest that approximately 3:4GWe of dedicated biomass power gener-
ation capacity might be cost competitive within conventional fossil fuel generation at
< $50MWhe. Facility location correlates strongly with biomass resource availability,
tracking the dense agricultural along the east coast of GB. Optimal installed combus-
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tion plant scales range broadly between 20  350MWe. Abatement costs for biomass
power generation appear generally competitive with alternative low-carbon genera-
tion technologies at approximately $25tCO 12;eq. Heat market penetration is observed
(as anticipated) to correlate with areas of high urban density. Within heat system
infrastructures, pellet production is localised, embedded within autonomous heat in-
frastructures operating at the cellular ( 50km) scale. Within optimised GB biomass-
heat infrastructures, installed pellet factory capacities range between 60  250MWf .
Limited pellet logistics (< 10% total pellet produced is transported between cells) are
observed beyond 20km. This result is counter to the current practice wherein pellets
are typically transported over large distances to a distributed consumer base. This
suggests that the model is invalid (i.e. not validated by practice). However, the cur-
rent practice must be recognised as a result of the low penetration of pellet conversion
technologies resulting in distributed supply chain networks. The normative least-cost
result observed makes logical sense: low cost pellet factories (i.e. in that they do
not carry sucient cost `weight' within the supply chain to make large capacities
economically optimal) should be established simultaneously with a local network of
pellet boiler installations in order to achieve optimal whole-system performance. Pol-
icy recommendations to date have often cited the need for such `whole-chain' stimulus
in promoting bioenergy uptake (RCEP, 2004; Biomass Task Force, 2005).
Whole supply-chain heat generation costs are range between $35   55MWh 1th
with increasing market penetration. Whilst broadly competitive in replacing niche
oil red heating, signicant penetration into the gas-red domestic and commercial
heating sectors would not appear feasible without direct subsidy support or the estab-
lishment of carbon emissions markets. Alternatively, signicant reductions in residue
extraction, energy crop cultivation and pellet boiler technology costs are required, in
line with a general trend of technological learning in bioenergy systems, in order to
become cost competitive within the 2020 timeframe. Abatement costs for biomass
heat in the domestic and commercial sectors does not appear competitive at approx-
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imately $33tCO 12;eq owing to a broad range of eciency measures available to the
building and household sectors which exhibit negative lifetime costs.
Perhaps the most signicant observation in the analysis presented here is the rel-
atively low cost sensitivity to heat and power sector competition within the hybrid
as compared with the dedicated (i.e. single vector) infrastructures. In Chapter 7
we recognised the relatively low sensitivity of marginal costs of power generation as
a function of yields (Figure 7.5). This is a result of the potential for technologies
to relocate and scale optimally to local conditions. This minimises the eects of in-
creasing inter-plant and inter-sectoral resource competition. The most signicant cost
increase observed is driven by a system wide uptake of more costly feedstocks (i.e.
energy crops) as the system tends towards near total domestic resource consumption.
This is more generally reective of a biomass supply curve that, although not modelled
explicitly here, would be observed in practice for all commodities. However, whilst
costs remain relatively constant, the spatial infrastructure conguration undergoes
widespread reconguration. Regional variations in capacity installation are observed
under sectoral competition, with widespread displacement of power generation from
the Eastern regions of England into the North, West and Scotland.
We recognise that the scenarios analysed in this chapter do not reect current
projections for biomass power generation in the medium term future (2010-2020),
which is anticipated to rely heavily on imported feedstocks. This owes to the immature
state of domestic biomass markets. As a result, a signicant gap exists between
the potential resource availability and cost model developed in Chapter 4 and the
commercial reality circa 2009. Similarly, we do not consider the widespread practice
of co-ring biomass feedstocks with coal. In the next chapter we develop the model
framework to incorporate alternative technologies, including co-ring and CHP, in
addition to complicating system factors associated with biomass imports, eciencies
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of scale and logistics. These adaptations attempt to develop a more realistic vision of
future GB bioenergy infrastructure systems, building upon the insight derived here
regarding the mode of competition between alternative sectors and their respective
technologies.
Chapter 9
Snapshot Infrastructure Model:
Technological Sensitivity
9.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter forms a natural extension to the analysis of heat and power supply-chains
completed in Chapter 8. We further develop and detail factors within the whole-
system modelling framework, characterising a more technologically rich representation
of the GB bioenergy infrastructure. In doing so we hope to demonstrate the capacity
of the modelling framework to analyse alternative, high-level, technological scenarios
and their impact on both the economic performance and the spatial conguration
of the bioenergy infrastructure. For this purpose, a number of adaptations to the
MILP model framework developed in Part II are required. These aect both the
system factors (i.e. system forces) explicitly represented and the specic processes
(i.e. conversion technologies and logistical modes) that comprise an expanded supply-
chain superstructure. Each model adaptation is analysed sequentially, constituting
a high-level, structural sensitivity analysis in relation to a specied base-case system
scenario. This also supports an analysis of the computational burden of enhanced
technological detail and superstructure size.
Those factors introduced within the extended model scope include:
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 Eciencies of scale in conversion technologies;
 The potential to import resources from the system hinterland;
 Spatial constraints on supporting network (e.g. power transmission) capacity;
 Eciencies in energy transport as a function of transport distance;
 Material and energy transfer through multi-modal logistics networks.
These factors are broadly applicable to the analysis of energy systems at a range
of spatial and temporal scales; ranging from the household at the minute timescale to
the strategic planning of integrated national and international energy infrastructures.
Each factor enhances the capability of the conceptual and mathematical model frame-
work to explicitly identify unique technological features, determine technology-specic
performance, and distinguish between alternative technologies. Crucially, these fac-
tors each relate technological performance to the spatial distribution of supply and
demand. It is this ability to suggest not only `what' resources and technologies but
also `where' and in the proximity of `whom' those components will be located (and
upon whom they will impact) that provides the modelling framework of this the-
sis with niche value in relation to spatially aggregate energy systems models such as
MARKAL (Seebregts et al., 2001), MESSAGE (Messner, 1997) and EFOM (Gronheit,
1997).
In Section 9.3.1 we develop a base-case scenario for the 2020 timeframe. The fol-
lowing subsections develop a range of alternative system scenarios; detailing both the
adaptations to the mathematical formulation required and those model parameters
applied in order to capture system factor and process-specic performance. Sections
9.3.2-9.3.4 introduce system factors for eciencies of scale, eciencies in energy vector
logistics and the potential for biomass trade. Sections 9.3.5-9.3.6 outline the model
adaptations required to integrate co-ring and CHP technologies into the system
superstructure respectively. Section 9.3.7 develops a detailed multi-modal logistics
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network incorporating road, rail and close-coastal ships logistics. Scenario results and
discussion are presented in Section 9.5. Section 9.5.1 presents the results of each opti-
mised scenario through a series of performance metrics. The optimised infrastructures
are then discussed regarding their spatial form in Section 9.5.2. Finally, Section 9.6
draws some general conclusions from the modelling exercise.
9.2 Chapter Nomenclature
Extensions to the set-index, parameter and variable nomenclature developed in Part
II are provided:
Set Indices:
GP  G Subset of cells g that contain a port infrastructure
GR  G Subset of cells g that have access to the rail network
J (2)  J Subset of transmission-grid power generating technologies
J (3)  J Subset of technologies with system-wide cost-curves
J (4)  J Subset of technologies with cell-specic cost-curves
LAs;m;g;k Subset of cost-optimal logistics mode m for commodity s transfer
from cell g to cell k
SW  S Subset of wood fuel derived import commodities s
z 2 Z Set of grid network zones
ZGg;z  G Subset of cells g contained within network zone z
Parameters:
CIs Imported cost of commodity s
CL Global upper-bound logistics cost
CBGj;c;g Cost bounds for technology j at scale c in cell g (8j 2 J (4))
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IMaxs Maximum import availability of commodity s
LCg;k Coastal distance between port locations (8g
T
k 2 Pg)
LLA Lower bound distance for adjacent cell transfer
LUA Upper bound distance for adjacent cell transfer
V BGj;c;g Capacity bounds for technology j at scale c in cell g (8j 2 J (4))
V IMaxz Maximum installed generation capacity in grid zone z
"s;m;g;k Transfer eciency of commodity s via mode m from cell g to cell k
Positive Variables (2 <+):
Is;g Quantity of commodity s imported into grid g
9.3 Extended Model Scenarios
9.3.1 Base-Case Scenario (S-BC )
The base-case scenario (S-BC ) specied here bears close resemblance to scenario S4
analysed in Chapter 8 (i.e. near complete utilisation of domestic biomass resources).
As such it provides a direct basis for comparison with and extrapolation of the systems
analysis completed in Chapter 8. The S-BC scenario is developed to analyse the
potential form of a GB bioenergy infrastructure circa 2020 consistent with recent heat
and power generation targets developed within the UK. These were presented within
a renewable energy strategy consultation compiled by the Department for Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR, 2008a). This consultation outlines the
potential resources and action required to achieve an increase in total UK renewable
energy contribution from 1.5% in 2006 to 15% by 2020; embedded within a broader
schema to achieve a 20% contribution for the EU as a whole by 2020. Specic targets
for bioenergy are postulated with regard to heat, power and transport fuel provision.
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Biomass derived heat is targeted to provide 39:8TWhth:yr
 1; accounting for ap-
proximately 6.4% of projected 2020 UK heat demands. Over the same timeframe,
biomass power is targeted to contribute 10:6TWhth:yr
 1 of dedicated generation in
addition to 5:3TWhth:yr
 1 of co-red generation. On a feedstock equivalent basis,
this equates to an approximate 50:50 split between heat and power supply chain
allocation. Assuming conversion eciencies of 90% for heat and 35% for power gener-
ation, the resulting aggregate sector feedstock demand is for 121004MWhth:d
 1 and
124320MWhth:d
 1 respectively. Both heat and power supply targets are specied
through the assignment of the global demand satisfaction parameter (
Gs ) and its ex-
pression within Equation 9.1 in relation to the total respective energy vector demand.
The levels of demand satisfaction specied here are applied in all scenarios developed
and analysed within this chapter.
X
g
Ds;g = 

G
s
X
g
DMaxs;g 8s (9.1)
Consistent with the analysis in Chapter 8, the S-BC superstructure incorporates
the combustion steam turbine technology for power generation and a 2-tier heat sup-
ply chain consisting of both pellet factory and pellet boiler technologies. Biomass
and pellet commodity logistics are assumed to be completed via a Road logistics
mode, subject to adjacent-cell transfer constraints. This underpinning superstructure
remains available in all scenarios subsequently developed.
9.3.2 Eciencies of Scale (S-EFS)
Under the inuence of cost minimisation objectives, eciencies of scale act to increase
preference for large-scale, centralised processing facilities operating at the regional
scale. This is opposed to distributed, local- or household-scale technologies which are
observed in the model as aggregated installations of multiple units installed within
each cell. Eciencies of scale were briey considered as an extension to the analytic
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single plant model developed in Chapter 7. There we observed the tendency for very
large combustion-steam turbine plants (> 750MWe) to become optimal for aggre-
gate GB resource densities. Here we integrate eciencies of scale within the MILP
whole-systems model formulation, and explore their eect on the spatial infrastructure
conguration.
Eciencies of scale act so as to reduce the quantity of biomass feedstock required
in order to satisfy a unit of energy-service demand. As such, they introduce an elastic-
ity of substitution into the system-wide production function wherein increased plant
costs, those embodied in the increased capital, operating and logistics costs associated
with increased plant capacity, are substituted for biomass feedstock purchase costs.
Thus, whilst the single plant can be considered to exhibit a linear (i.e. Leontief) pro-
duction function based solely on feedstock conversion at xed ratios, the whole-system
in eect now operates within a market for producers with elasticities of substitution.
Neo-classical production functions thus emerge in relation to plant scale from endoge-
nous technological and logistical model factors; from eciencies of scale and spatially
explicit supply curves respectively. This goes some way to associate an element of the
neo-classical economics literature with the emergent behaviour of a spatially disag-
gregate system, at the level of the rm operating within a national market structure.
In this case it suggests that factor substitution arises as a result of implicit economies
and eciencies of scale available at the level of the rm.
A proposed mechanism for realising (and justifying) observed eciencies of scale
is through increased xed capital cost per unit output being substituted for working
capital (operating costs) in achieving a given project economic performance projection
(i.e. IRR, payback period etc.). For example, pass-out turbines, improved combustion
nozzles, fuel pre-treatment or integrated heat exchanger networks can be installed, at
extra capital cost, in order to improve operational eciency through improved energy
capture, combustion extents or valuable product yields. It is important in identifying
these trends that economies and eciencies of scale are derived from equivalent plants
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and that operating and xed capital costs are distinguished in order to observe isolated
phenomena. In this work this has not been possible owing to the limited availability
of reliable data. Therefore, it is assumed that both eciencies and economies of scale
are available at their full rate as published in the literature.
Eciencies of scale, much like economies of scale, are identied as econometric
trends in plant operating data. Biomass lower-heating value (LHV) to power gen-
eration eciencies are observed to range between 26:0   33:0%LHV for capacities of
2:7 66:0MWe (Bridgwater et al., 2002; Dornburg and Faaij, 2001). This limited range
of scales is representative of observed commercial applications to date. A logarithmic
relationship between eciency () and feedstock capacity (V ) is derived by regres-
sion of plant operating data provided by Dornburg and Faaij (2001). The resulting
function, for power generation by a combustion steam turbine process, is presented
in Equation 9.2.
 = 0:0217: ln (V ) + 0:150 (9.2)
This trend results in a range of scale-specic generation eciencies for the com-
bustion technology as per Table 9.1. The range of plant capacities considered in
the scenario S-EFS is quite dierent to that in S-BC. This is predominantly due to
the propensity for eciencies of scale to make very large plants economically opti-
mal. Two points are made in defence of the high upper bound capacity specied.
First, the upper bound is equivalent to approximately 2:6GWe power generation ca-
pacity which is comparable with large coal-red combustion power generation. It
cannot therefore not considered fundamentally unrealistic in the context of combus-
tion steam-turbine technologies. Secondly, we prefer to identify where constraints on
feasible plant scales arise from whole-system factors incorporated within the model
framework (e.g. resource scarcity, logistics costs), rather than those exogenously and
arbitrarily specied according to current heuristics.
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Table 9.1: Combustion technology parameters with eciencies of scale
c 2 C V Bc 1 V Bc c
MWhf :d
 1 MWhf :d 1 MWhe:MWh 1f
1 0 10000 0.350
2 10000 17187 0.362
3 17187 29540 0.373
4 29540 50773 0.385
5 50773 87269 0.397
6 87269 150000 0.409
Eciencies of scale are simple to incorporate within the MILP model formulation.
They are specied through the technology conversion ratio specic to each technology
at a given technological scale with regard to each commodity output (j;c;s). Thus
within each scale bracket (c) the marginal unit capacity cost ($:MWh 1) is now
associated with a scale-specic marginal unit generation per unit feedstock capacity
(MWhe:MWh
 1
f ). This can be simply expressed through the general form of the
material-balance expressed in Equation 4.33. The incorporation of eciencies of scale
therefore introduces no additional complexity into the model formulation with regard
to variable and constraint accounting or equation block structure. However, by their
nature, eciencies of scale introduce a further complexity into the solution of the
problem through distortion of the location-specic feedstock supply curve as a function
of plant scale. This is observed as a reduction in the measure of solution optimality
achieved in relation to S-BC given the same level of computational resource (CPUs)
(see Section 9.5.1).
9.3.3 Energy Vector Logistics (S-EVL)
The explicit characterisation of energy vector logistics within the modelling frame-
work provides a fundamental basis for the dierentiation of alternative conversion
technologies. Furthermore, of particular relevance to this thesis, this means of dif-
ferentiation is directly related to the spatial distribution of supply and demand. For
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example, a predominant driver for decentralised power generating technologies is the
reduction in power transmission and distribution losses compared with a centralised
alternative. In the case of heat distribution the eect is even more apparent. Heat
generation in Chapter 8 is completed by individual household boilers and thus heat
`logistics' (i.e. transfer to the point of energy service consumption) are completed
through radiation and convection within the household at zero cost. However, in
considering larger scale dedicated heat and combined heat and power plants, both
the economic costs (predominantly owing to low capacity utilisation of heat networks
scaled for peak demand capacity) and energetic losses associated with heat distribu-
tion through steam pipelines become signicant. For example, it is estimated that for
a CHP plant consuming 1:0MWth of feedstock and operating at heat-network load
factor of 25% that the heat network will account for approximately 45% of the capital
and operating costs of the installed conversion technology and heat network combined
(DEFRA, 2007). Heat logistics are not themselves considered explicitly at the spatial
resolution of the grid-cell system here applied. However, it is clear that in the case of
heat it is energy vector logistics (dened in their broadest sense) that are fundamen-
tal in dictating the upper bounds on capacities at which conversion technologies can
feasibly operate.
Transportation eciencies were not considered in Chapter 8 wherein the assess-
ment of logistics was conned to the handling and centralisation of biomass feedstocks.
In the case of biomass logistics, whilst material losses may occur as a result of storage,
densication and material handling processes, these losses can be assumed directly
proportional to the quantity of biomass mobilised. This accounts for a small fraction
of the total quantity (1-3%) and is independent of transport distance. If required it
can therefore be modelled as a xed component in specied biomass purchase costs
or xed logistics costs. It is economic costs, not energetic eciencies, that dominate
the performance of biomass logistics.
The opposite case holds for the transport of power. Power logistics are assumed
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to be completed via existing transmission lines at negligible maintenance and depre-
ciated capital cost. However, energetic eciencies in power logistics are signicant
at the nationwide scale. Transmission losses account for approximately 7.7% of de-
livered electricity consumption in the UK (BERR, 2008b). They arise predominantly
through joule heating eects in the transmission lines. These losses are modelled as
transmission eciencies and are calculated as a percentage of total power transmit-
ted. They are specied to generate a loss of 10% of transmitted power over a range of
500km. Although arbitrary, this is considered sucient to assess the sensitivity the
spatial infrastructure conguration to power transfer losses. Transfer eciencies are
simple to formulate within the MILP mathematical model. They are introduced as an
eciency coecient (") on inbound logistics within the general state and cell-specic
mass balance. This updated form is presented in Equation 9.3.
Rs;g+
X
k
X
m
("s;m;k;g:Qs;m;k;g  Qs;m;g;k)+
X
j
 X
c
Vj;c;g:LFj;c:j;c;s  Bs;j;g
!
 Ds;g = 0 8 s; g
(9.3)
An additional factor relating to power logistics arises through constraints on the
available capacity of the National Grid (i.e. the GB high-voltage power transmission
system) to transfer additional power loads between particular network Zones (z 2 Z).
The location of the boundaries that demarcate these zones are detailed in Figure 9.1.
Limits to current transmission capacity for the transfer (i.e. balancing of supply and
demand) across the network zones have resulted in a connection backlog totalling in
excess of 10GWe in Scotland alone. As a result, dates as late as the year 2020 are
being oered for connection (BERR, 2008a). This poses a signicant barrier to the
rapid uptake of renewable, and as yet unplanned, generating capacity that is required
to meet renewable energy targets within that timeframe. Furthermore, bioenergy
projects will be in competition with the full portfolio of competing renewable energy
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sectors for limited transmission-grid infrastructure investment.
Upper bound constraints on installed large-scale power generating capacity within
each zone over the 2020 timeframe are derived from BERR (2008a). Upper bounds
(V IMaxz ) are specied in Table 9.2. Here, zones 1-6 are specic to the Scottish grid.
No such constraint is placed on embedded generation via CHP as the power generated
is consumed locally and does not require transfer via the National Grid.
Table 9.2: Installed capacity upper bounds for grid network zones. Note(s):
Units for capacity bounds specied in MWhf :d
 1.
Zone Reference V IMaxz
1 North West 0
2 North 1 0
3 Sloy 0
4 South 1 0
5 North 2 0
6 South 2 0
7 N & NE England 0
8 Yorkshire 0
9 NW England & N Wales 0
10 Trent 17143
11 Midlands 17143
12 Anglia & Bucks. 17143
13 South Wales & Central England 0
14 London 205714
15 Thames Estuary 0
16 Central South Coast 102857
17 SW England 17143
Installed capacity within each zone is constrained through Equation 9.4.
X
g2ZGg;z
X
j2J(2)
X
c
V Ij;c;g  V IMaxz 8 z (9.4)
Whilst the recent Transmission Access Review (OFGEM, 2008) has proposed a
range of scal and administrative measures in an eort to remove or signicantly
reduce grid-related access barriers, it remains of interest to assess the impact of the
spatial constraints imposed by existing network capacity upon the optimal cost and
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Figure 9.1: National Grid network zones
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conguration of a bioenergy infrastructure. Once incorporated into the modelling
framework, the resulting S-EVL scenario infrastructure cost can be compared with the
cost of S-BC in order to determine an eective shadow price on power infrastructure
investment arising directly from the bioenergy sector.
9.3.4 International Biomass Trade (S-TR)
The required role of international trade in providing the UK with sucient transport
biofuels to meet 2010 and 2020 RTFO targets is widely recognised (DEFRA, 2007a;
BERR, 2008a; Perry and Rosillo-Calle, 2008). However, with regard to heat and
power applications the picture is less clear. Whilst future global markets for ligno-
cellulosic biomass fuels are potentially large (> 11:5PWh:yr 1, Smeets 2007), large
uncertainties in availability and the fraction that might be available (i.e. allocated)
to GB markets make any general import estimates highly unreliable. Estimates for
2020 wood fuel availability (i.e. composite of dedicated energy crop and primary wood
residues) derived from Jablonski et al. (2008b) were applied in this work. These as-
sume an S-curve availability prole proceeding from 2010 and reaching a maximum
UK import availability of 236.2TWh:yr 1 by 2050. This wood fuel is also assumed
available following conversion to a Pellet commodity. Agricultural residue availability
was derived from 2005 gures provided by Perry and Rosillo-Calle (2008). Imported
biomass costs are also derived from Jablonski et al. (2008b). These incorporate both
biomass purchase and long distance logistics costs. Long distance biomass logistics
have been costed according to the model developed by Suurs (2002).
Parameters for imported biomass availability and costs are provided in Table 9.3.
It is clear from Table 9.3 that imported biomass resources are costed at a signicant
premium compared to domestic production. In particular, wood residue resources ap-
pear uncompetitive with all forms of domestic biomass. This result appears unrealistic
given current plans for a number of combustion power generation plants consuming
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imported wood feedstocks to be established in GB (e.g. Avonmouth, Port Talbot,
Tees Renewable Energy Plant). However, we should recognise that domestic biomass
feedstock markets are currently extremely underdeveloped. Our model of biomass
costs and availability (see Chapter 4) assumes a fully established supply-sector capa-
ble of delivering the total potential biomass resource available to the GB bioenergy
system. Under these optimistic conditions, imported biomass cannot compete with
domestic resources owing to the signicant cost of long-distance biomass logistics. It
is this optimistic future market scenario which is analysed throughout this work.
Table 9.3: Imported biomass availability and costs.
Note(s): AR - Agricultural residues, WR - Wood residues or imported Wood
Products, EC - Energy Crops; Imported energy crops are lumped within the WR
category; EC costs relate to the marginal cost of the Cultivation technology.
Commodity
Availability Imported Domestic
MWhf :d
 1 $:MWh 1 $:MWh 1
AR 10388 8.50 5.14
WR 187261 15.40 7.20
EC - - 8.46
Pellet 21607 17.50 13.37
The location of existing GB port capacity was identied from provisional 2007
port statistics (DfT, 2008a). Imports are constrained to occur only in that subset of
cells that are identied as having an existing port infrastructure. This is completed
by Equation 9.5.
Is;g = 0 8 s; g =2 GP (9.5)
The total quantity of biomass commodity available for import into the GB system
is specied by an upper bound availability as per Equation 9.6. The import of pellets is
assumed to be derived from the underlying wood fuel stocks. An additional allocation
constraint is incorporated, limiting all wood-fuel derived commodities (wood residues
and pellets) to the total wood-fuel quantity available for import. This is specied by
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Equation 9.7.
X
g
Is;g  IMaxs 8 s (9.6)
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Is;g  IMaxWR (9.7)
The commodity mass balance and total system cost are augmented to incorporate
any resulting import ows and the associated port `gate' purchase costing relative to a
unit import cost. The resulting mass balance and total cost summation are presented
in Equations 9.8 and 9.9.
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We now consider the role and eect that alternative technologies might play within
a future GB bioenergy infrastructure. Combustion co-ring with coal and combined
heat and power (CHP) conversion technologies are considered as potentially game-
changing with respect to the S-BC scenario. The potential for domestic biomass
logistics via low-cost rail and close-coastal ship modes is also investigated.
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9.3.5 Biomass Co-ring (S-CF)
Following the establishment of the renewables obligation (RO) in 2002, co-ring of
biomass with coal experienced rapid uptake; becoming the third largest source of
renewable electricity in the UK, behind hydro and landll gas, by 2005 (Perry and
Rosillo-Calle, 2008). From a spatial system perspective it is of signicant interest, ow-
ing to its xed location coupled with potentially large demand for biomass resources.
The location and capacity of existing GB power generation capable of co-ring with
biomass was identied from BERR (2008b). Those power stations considered viable
for co-ring, their rated output capacity, commissioning date and cell location are
provided in Table 9.4. Assuming a 2020 scenario timeframe, it is clear that the ma-
jority of this capacity will be approaching or exceeding 50 years of operation by this
date. Whilst this is considered a constraint on ongoing reliance on co-ring for a
biomass electricity contribution, and perhaps explains the conservative contribution
target suggested by BERR (2008a), this is an issue to be considered in the dynamic
model extending beyond 2020 presented in Chapter 10. Here, the impact of feasi-
ble, widespread co-ring uptake and its impact on the resulting spatial infrastructure
system circa 2020 is considered in full.
The cost of retrotting existing plant capacity to accept biomass feedstocks is
strongly dependent on the fraction of biomass co-red. An investment cost model
incorporating economies of plant scale and the fraction of biomass co-red on an
energetic basis has been developed by De and Assadi (2009). This accounts for both
adaptation to the current fuel handling and delivery system at low ring fractions
(< 4:0% on an feedstock energy basis) in addition to the cost of dedicated storage,
handling, compressors and dryers required in order to accommodate higher fractions,
up to an assumed constraint of 15.0% biomass feed on an energetic basis. This cost
model has been applied to the aggregate generation capacity in each cell at a range of
scales specied in terms of total feedstock capacity (MWhf :d
 1). The result is a set of
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Table 9.4: Coal-red generation capacity.
Note(s): Capacity is specied in MWe output rating; The year specied is that in
which the plant was commissioned.
Station Capacity Year Cell
The Heat Station 7 2004 18
Aberthaw B 1,489 1971 26
Didcot A 2,020 1972 29
Fibrepower (Slough) 12 2002 29
Aylesford CHP 100 1994 31
Kingsnorth 1,974 1970 31
Tilbury B 1,020 1968 31
Ironbridge 970 1970 56
Rugeley 976 1972 57
Ratclie 2,000 1968 58
Fiddlers Ferry 1,961 1971 66
Shell Green Generation 4 1998 66
Cottam 1,970 1969 68
West Burton 1,932 1967 68
Eggborough 1,960 1967 74
Ferrybridge C 1,955 1966 74
Drax 3,870 1974 74
Littlebrook D 685 1982 88
Lynemouth 420 1995 95
Longannet 2,304 1970 106
Cockenzie 1,152 1967 107
cell-specic cost curves as a function of coal-red generation capacity. Each cost-curve
is modelled as a piece-wise linear approximation consistent with the methodology
outlined in Chapter 4. For clarity, the cell-specic cost-curve model is presented here
in full.
Lower and upper capacity bounds specic to each capacity scale bracket (c 2 C)
are constrained by Equations 9.10 and 9.11 respectively.
V Ij;c;g  V Bj;c 1;gj;c;g 8j 2 J (4); c; g (9.10)
V Ij;c;g  V Bj;c;gj;c;g 8j 2 J (4); c; g (9.11)
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Aggregate capital and operating cost for the installed technology (CVj;g) is speci-
ed equivalent to the system-wide case as per Equation 9.12. For a more comprehen-
sive discussion of this constraint refer to Section 4.4.2.
CVj;g =
X
c
"
CBGj;c 1;gj;c;g +
V Ij;c;g   V BGj;c 1;gj;c;g
V BGj;c;g   V BGj;c 1;g
 
CBGj;c;g   CBGj;c 1;g
#
8j 2 J (4); g
(9.12)
Technological parameters characterising the co-ring conversion technology are
presented in Table 9.5. Electrical generation eciency is assumed constant at all
feedstock fractions (i.e. scales) and is representative of the aggregate UK coal-red
power generation eciency. Similarly, the load factor specied represents an aggregate
UK coal-red power generation sector (BERR, 2008b). The limited eects of biomass
co-ring on plant conversion eciency results in a loss of approx 0.99% in boiler
eciency at a 15.0% biomass energetic fraction, (De and Assadi, 2009). This eect
was incorporated into costs through a lost power fraction costed at $45:0MWh 1e .
Despite the apparently small eect of co-ring on boiler eciency, at high combustion
fractions annual lost-power costs are on average equal to approximately 80% of the
total capital investment costs. The result is that strong, super-linear, dis-economies
of scale are observed in co-ring operating costs. It is also noted that a technology-
specic capital lifetime of 10 years is assumed in order to more accurately model
the economic character of the retrot technology. This is consistent with the limited
operational lifetime of the underlying capacity (see Table 9.4). Cell-specic discrete
cost and capacity brackets (V Bj;c;g, CBj;c;g) for the co-ring technology are reported
in Appendix B.
Owing to capacity-specic discontinuities in the capital cost-function, each cell
(here considered as an aggregate of all internal plants) exhibits a unique cost-curve.
Table 9.5 therefore species an approximate capital and operating cost curve for a rep-
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Table 9.5: Co-Firing technology parameters.
Note(s): References relate to [1] De and Assadi (2009) and [2] BERR (2008b);
The cost-curves specied relate specically to cell 74 capacity; Capital cost curve
parameters are specied for power-law scaling co-ring fractions > 4:0%.
Parameter Symbol Units Value Ref.
Base Capacity V0
MWhf :d
 1
10000 -
Min Capacity V Min 0 [2]
Max Capacity V Max 30585 [2]
Base Capital Cost CC0 $ 103 7524 [1]
Scale Coecient  - 0.870 [1]
Discount Rate DR % 8.0 [1]
Capital Lifetime LT yr 30 [1]
Base Operating Cost COP0 $ 103:yr 1 3202 [1]
Scale Coecient  - 1.604 [1]
Load Factor LF % 62.5 [2]
Eciency  MWhe:MWh
 1
f 0.357 [2]
resentative cell (g = 74) which contains the Eggborough, Ferrybridge and Drax power
stations. This allows direct comparison with the scale cost behaviour of alternative
conversion technologies.
9.3.6 Combined Heat and Power (S-CHP)
Combined heat and power (CHP) generation, here envisioned as a coupled combustion
steam-turbine power generation unit linked to a heat distribution network, represents
a `game-changing' technology in that it provide a means for the decentralisation of
electricity generation supported through a migration into the urban environment. It
also has the potential to signicantly enhance whole-system energy eciency by cas-
cading otherwise wasted, low-grade process heat into commercial and domestic hot
water and space-heating demand sectors. The CHP technology provides an excellent
case-study demonstration of the modelling framework's ability to identify and distin-
guish between alternative, principally centralised and decentralised, conversion tech-
nologies through those system factors developed within this chapter. Economies and
eciencies of scale, energy-vector logistics (i.e. heat), supporting network constraints
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(i.e. local power distribution), and the cost of imports from the system hinterland
(i.e. centrally generated power) each represent key factors in identifying the potential
benets of distributed generation technologies within an energy systems modelling
framework.
As in the case of pellet boiler installation within the heat supply chain, constraints
are expected to arise from the demand side with regard to the technical and econom-
ically feasible penetration of CHP technologies. DEFRA (2007) provide estimates
for the UK potential for CHP in 2010 and 2015. They identify economically feasible
market potential for CHP industrial applications equal to 6808MWe and 8646MWth
for 2015 assuming a 15% discount rate. However, industrial demands cannot be lo-
cated spatially within the model and are therefore not considered explicitly. This is
a clear shortfall of the model database compiled and spatial allocation methodologies
employed.
A very limited economically feasible demand for district heating via CHP is iden-
tied for discount rates above 8.0% (DEFRA, 2007). In order to integrate this factor
into the model we would require an analysis of the locations wherein district heating
is feasibly installed. This can be completed through analysis of the system at a higher
spatial resolution within which the potential for a heat network can be assessed on
a project-specic basis. A method for the economic assessment of heat networks is
provided by DEFRA (2007). Sub-system specic costs within each cell can be ordered
on a cost basis and aggregated in order to generate a cell-specic cost curve for the
district-heat network technology. This can be specied within the model framework
through a series of constraints, equivalent to Equations 9.10-9.12, forming a genuine
multi-scale modelling approach. However, owing to the low economic feasibility of
district heating schemes they are not considered explicitly in this work.
A feasible economic potential for CHP providing 1228MWe by 2015 within the
commercial sector is identied. This is considered as representative of the total po-
tential CHP demand for the GB system owing to its general character regarding
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available net-energetic generation per unit of feedstock and its predominantly urban
location. Feasible CHP installation, consistent with commercial heating demand, is
allocated to each cell in proportion to the fraction of total urban cover. Capacity
installation is constrained in accordance to the resulting cell-specic upper bound
(V Maxj;g ) as per Equation 9.13.
X
c
Vj;c;g  V Maxj;g 8j 2 fCHPg; g (9.13)
Technical and economic parameters are derived from Jablonski et al. (2008c).
Averaged performance for a range of CHP units ranging from 0:1   10:0MWe was
determined. General parameters for the CHP technology are presented in Table 9.6.
Discrete cost and capacity brackets (V Bj;c, CBj;c) for the CHP technology are re-
ported in Appendix B.
Table 9.6: Combustion CHP technology parameters.
Note(s): References relate to [1] DEFRA (2007) and [2] Jablonski et al. (2008c).
Parameter Symbol Units Value Ref.
Market Capacity - MWe 1228 [1]
Base Capacity V0
MWhf :d
 1
1000 -
Min Capacity V Min 0 -
Max Capacity V Max 20850 [1]
Base Capital Cost CC0 $ 103 13641 [2]
Scale Coecient  - 1.000 -
Discount Rate DR % 15.0 [1]
Capital Lifetime LT yr 20 [2]
Base Operating Cost COP0 $ 103:yr 1 905.6 [1]
Scale Coecient  - 1.000 [1]
Load Factor LF % 60.0 [2]
Heat  MWhth:MWh
 1
f 0.500 [2]
Power  MWhe:MWh
 1
f 0.205 [2]
Ratio - MWhth:MWh 1e 2.44 -
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9.3.7 Multiple Logistical Modes (S-LOG)
In Chapter 8 only the truck transport of dierent biomass commodities is modelled
explicitly. However, in considering future bioenergy infrastructures, the impact of
rail and close-coastal ship transport of biomass cannot be ignored. Furthermore, in
order to model power losses in the transmission and distribution of electricity, Cable
must also be explicitly recognised as a logistical mode within the data-structure (this
has already been considered to some extent in Section 9.3.3 above). A number of
adaptations to the model formulation developed in Chapter 4 are required in order
to capture mode-specic logistics performance.
Those cells with access to the UK railway network are identied using the Ord-
nance Survey's 1998 digital 1:250,000 Strategic dataset and assigned to a subset of rail
accessible regions (GR). Rail logistics are assumed to be completed over the euclidian
distance between cell pairs adjusted for a network tortuosity (Rail = 1:4). With re-
gard to close-coastal ship logistics, that subset of cells containing a port infrastructure
(GP ) which handle proportionally > 5:0% solids or container ows are identied (see
also Section 9.3.4). Transport distances between ports are derived from an approxi-
mation of minimum distance routing around the GB coastline following the grid-cell
system boundary. This is demonstrated in Figure 9.2.
The formulation for dedicated truck logistics outlined in Chapter 4 constrains
transfer between adjacent cells; routing biomass logistics through the cellular spatial
network cell-by-cell. However, this results in the accounting of xed logistics costs
(meant to model the handling and loading process costs entailed at farm and plant
terminus) each time a unit of biomass moves between any two cells, even if its even-
tual transfer spans multiple cells. This adjacency constraint (Equation 4.27) inates
total truck (i.e. Road) logistics costs by +9.5% for baled energy crop transport over
100km (i.e. 2 transfers between 50km cells). When rail and ship logistics modes are
considered, being distinguished from truck transport by their relatively high xed cost
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Figure 9.2: Example of close-coastal ship logistics routing
and low variable (i.e. distance dependent) costs (see Figure 3.3), this constraint arti-
cially inates logistics costs by > 50%. Rail and ship modes are therefore prevented
from taking advantage of their comparatively lower variable costs, as any savings are
oset through the multiplication of their xed cost component. Removal of the adja-
cency constraint and full specication of a multi-modal direct transfer network is not
desirable owing to the large number of logistics variables (Qs;m;g;k) required. Large
numbers of logistics variables (> 500; 000 for the 4-mode scenario developed here)
are computationally cumbersome and will be largely redundant as a cost-optimal
transport mode m will exist for each cell g to cell k transfer for each commodity s.
We therefore specify a detailed logistics network denoting the cost-optimal mode for
commodity transfer between each pair of cells.
Specication of the logistics network takes the form of an overlay analysis wherein
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the subset of optimal connections for each commodity s between any two cells (LAs;m;g;k)
is derived from a matrix of mode m specic transport costs. Transfer costs for each
mode are specied as per Equations 9.14 and 9.15. Infeasible mode transfers are set
to an upper bound by Equations 9.16 and 9.17. Infeasible transfer modes specic to
each commodity are removed by setting to the upper bound by Equation 9.18.
CLs;m;g;k = s;m + s;mLg;k 8 s; m 2 [Road; Rail]; g; k (9.14)
CLs;m;g;k = s;m + s;mL
C
g;k 8 s; m 2 [Ship]; g; k (9.15)
CLs;m;g;k = C
L 8 s; m 2 [Rail]; g
[
k =2 GR (9.16)
CLs;m;g;k = C
L 8 s; m 2 [Ship]; g
[
k =2 GP (9.17)
CLs;m;g;k = C
L 8 s; m =2 S(4)s;m; g; k (9.18)
Equation 9.19 is applied in order to dene the set of mode-optimal network linkages
(LAs;m;g;k) and the resulting multi-modal logistics network specic to each commodity
s in each cell g.
LAs;m;g;k  G 8
n
s;m; g; kjCLs;m;g;k = min
m

CLs;m;g;k
o
(9.19)
Finally, the network matrix is screened to remove non-adjacent transfers for Road
and Cable modes as per Equation 9.20. Non-logistic commodities (i.e. heat at the cell
resolution considered here) can also be screened out as infeasible transfers.
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LAs;m;g;k * G 8 s; m 2 fRoad; Cableg
n
g; kj
\
LL  Lg;k  LU
o
(9.20)
The resulting cost-optimal network is expressed within the model through Equa-
tion 9.21. This constrains logistics variables (Qs;m;g;k) to consider only the optimal
feasible mode for each tuple permutation. This exogenous network specication has
the eect of reducing the total number of active logistics tuples from the order G2M
to the order G2 for each commodity.
Qs;m;g;k = 0 8 s;m; g; k =2 LAs;m;g;k (9.21)
All transport modes are analytically modelled for each commodity using the xed
(s;m) and distance-variable (s;m) cost parameter data-structure developed in Chap-
ter 4. Those logistical modes considered are specied according to Table 9.7. Here
unit capacity is provided on both a tonnage and volumetric basis in order to allow
specication of unit capacity constraints to variant biomass commodities. Rail and
Ship modes are also subject to an assumed 20km truck transfer to account for intra-
cell transfer to the station or port infrastructure. This is incorporated into the xed
cost of logistics. The resulting xed and variable costs for each commodity s and
mode m are provided in Table 9.8.
Parameters for Road logistics are equivalent to those applied in Chapters 7 and 8,
derived from RHA cost tables (RHA, 2008). Rail logistics parameters were derived
from Almansoori and Shah (2006). Transfer was assumed to be completed via a unit
container equal in capacity to the Road mode and employing a diesel fuel. Rail energy
eciency was calculated in proportion to Road using comparative energy intensity
ratios calculated by Schipper et al. (1997). The ship mode was parameterised from
data provided by Hamelinck et al. (2005a) wherein all operational, maintenance and
wage costs are subsumed within a general cost factor (GC). In addition, Ship transfer
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Table 9.7: Multiple-mode logistics parameters. Note(s): Ship loading costs are
specied specic to each commodity EC - Energy Crop, WR - Wood Residues,
AR - Agricultural Residues, HFO - Heavy Fuel Oil
Parameter Symbol Units
Mode
Road Rail Ship
Fuel Type - - Diesel Diesel HFO
Fuel Eciency FE km:L 1 2.55 15.08 -
Fuel Eciency FE km:MJ 1 - - 0.00155
Loading Time LUT hr 2.0 12.0 12.9
Operating Period OP d:yr 1 240 240 240
Payback Period PP yr 6 30 25
Average Speed SP km:hr 1 50.0 45.0 27.8
Availability TMA hr:d 1 18 12 24
Tortuosity  - 1.6 1.4 1
Volume Capacity TCap m3 90 90 6700
Tonnage Capacity TCap tonnes 44 44 4000
Payload - %TCap 0.67 0.67 1.00
Driver Wage DW $:hr 1 8.5 8.5 -
Fuel Price FP $:L 1 1.056 1.056 -
Fuel Price FP $:MJ 1 - - 0.0146
General Overheads GE $:d 1 23.67 3.81 79.53
Maintenance ME $:km 1 0.0891 0.0345 0.0000
Unit Capital Cost TMC $0000 84.2 55 4581
Loading Cost
EC
T
WR $:t 1 - - 2.19
AR $:t 1 - - 4.51
Pellet $:t 1 - - 2.36
Table 9.8: Model xed and variable logistics parameters. Note(s): EC - Energy
Crop; WR - Wood Residues; AR - Agricultural Residues
Cost Units Commodity
Mode
Road Rail Ship
 $:MWh 1f
EC
T
WR 0.373 2.693 1.580
AR 0.597 4.308 2.701
Pellet 0.180 1.300 1.032
 $:MWh 1f km
 1
EC
T
WR 0.0349 0.0126 0.0027
AR 0.0559 0.0201 0.0044
Pellet 0.0169 0.0061 0.0013
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is subject to a transfer cost (i.e. loading fee) specic to each form of cargo. Average
loading costs are derived from Suurs (2002) and incorporated as a component of xed
logistics costs.
9.3.8 Total System Model (S-TT)
The scenario S-TT is formulated quite simply as the combination of all adaptations to
S-BC developed through Sections 9.3.1-9.3.7. In a minor relaxation of those factors
considered, it omits the network zone constraint imposed by Equation 9.4. As we
shall observe in Section 9.5, this constraint becomes essentially redundant owing to
the cost dominance of co-red power generation.
9.4 Scenario Compilation and Solution
Each scenario was compiled in GAMS (McCarl, 2004) and solved by Branch and
Bound (B&B) algorithm via CPLEX 9.0. A cluster of Intel Pentium and AMD
Athlon powered LINUX machines is used with typical congurations incorporating
single or dual-core 2.40GHz processors and between 0.5-2.0GB of available RAM. The
optimality criterion applied and monitored during model solution is equivalent to that
specied in Equation 5.2. An optimality criterion of 2.5% was specied. This was
to prevent large gaps in solution optimality between scenarios from perturbing the
quantitative and qualitative conclusions drawn in scenario comparison. This could
otherwise invalidate any inter-scenario sensitivity analysis being undertaken due to
large variations in scenario-specic optimality. Solution time for each scenario was
constrained to 18000CPUs.
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9.5 Results and Discussion
9.5.1 Performance Metrics
Table 9.9 presents an overview of daily total system costs, a breakdown of the system
cost components, computational time required and the degree of optimality achieved
in solution for each scenario. The `minimum' cost provided relates to the highest
unexplored node within the B&B tree and thus provides some insight into the potential
cost lower bound. Total system and marginal costs for S-BC scenario are comparable
with those for the S4 scenario analysed in Chapter 8. It is clear from Table 9.9 that the
total system costs are dominated in the majority of cases (scenarios S-CHP and S-TT
being exceptions) by the xed cost of pellet boilers. Similar signicant `xed' costs (i.e.
those which are essentially equivalent across all scenarios) also arise through minimum
biomass purchase and combustion plant capital and operating costs. A cost reduction
of 17.1% is observed for S-TT, supported by reductions in feedstock requirement
arising through increased technological conversion eciency, reduced logistics costs,
and low-cost CHP and co-ring conversion technologies.
The most signicant cost variation from S-BC arises through the uptake of dier-
ing conversion technologies. The cost of co-ring ranges between $0:64 3:47MWh 1f .
This is in comparison to base-case combustion costs (see Table 5.7) of $6:97MWh 1f .
Similarly, whilst the CHP technology exhibits similar capital and operating costs to
the equivalent generation capacity via pellet heat and base-case combustion power
generation, the far higher load factor specied in comparison to pellet heat (60.0%
vs. 15.0%) makes it a cost dominant technology. In those scenarios where these tech-
nologies are available, widespread uptake is observed. Utilisation of 90.8% and 54.8%
of available co-ring capacity is observed in S-CF and S-TT respectively. Spatial
resource constraints arise in S-CF, with 61.1% of co-ring capacity being located in
close- proximity within the East Midlands, North West and Yorkshire and Humber
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regions. In S-TT CHP generation substitutes in-part for co-ring. Complete uptake
of available CHP capacity is observed in both S-CHP and S-TT.
The eciencies of scale available in S-EFS drive a six-fold increase in the average
combustion plant installed capacity from 4785MWhf :d
 1 in S-BC to 28264MWhf :d 1
(equivalent to 70   412MWe). From a cost perspective this is observed as a substi-
tution of increased logistics costs (+125:0%) with decreasing feedstock ( 10:0%),
capital and operating costs ( 6:5%). Whilst the net cost reduction is small in com-
parison to those available through the co-ring and CHP technologies, the impacts of
the associated increased plant capacity and sourcing radius on the spatial infrastruc-
ture conguration are signicant. The spatial infrastructures for each scenario are
presented and discussed in detail in Section 9.5.2.
As anticipated, biomass imports were not utilised in S-TR owing to its high cost
in relation to domestic resources. The result is essentially a degenerate solution of
S-BC. It therefore provides insight into the exibility in spatial structure supported
with minimal impact on total system costs. The S-BC power infrastructure comprises
26 installations at an mean capacity of 4785MWhf :d
 1 (69:8MWe) compared to S-
TR comprising 18 installations at a mean capacity of 6911MWhf :d
 1 (101MWe).
For the heat generation infrastructure we observe a reduction in the number of pellet
factory installations from 40 to 30 with a concurrent increase in mean capacity from
3116MWhf :d
 1 to 4154MWhf :d 1. This is reected in a direct whole-system substi-
tution of increasing logistics costs (+54.1%) for a decrease in combustion (-7.1%) and
pellet factory (-12.6%) capital and operating costs. In agreement with our analysis
in Chapter 7, this suggests that signicant exibility in the level of logistics activity
exists within a range of near-optimal system congurations.
Flexibility in the spatial location of generation capacity is highlighted in S-EVL.
Here the `cost' of the constrained power network (Equation 9.4) is calculated as
$72:5  103d 1. This cost is manifests as a signicant increase in logistics costs
(+70.4%), as plants are required to source biomass from further aeld. From the
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perspective of the bioenergy system in isolation, this cost represents the `value' in
power transmission system investment whilst comparison with S-BC suggests pre-
cisely where this investment should be targeted. The cost of the network constraint
is equivalent to $0:53 billion over a 20 year capacity lifetime. This compares with
the estimated $1:95 billion of investment required in expanding and reinforcing the
on-shore network over the period to 2020 (BERR, 2008a).
With regard to absolute biomass feedstock uptake, a maximum utilisation of
18:7modt:yr 1 is observed for S-EVL. Small losses in power transmission (0.14%) re-
sult in a requirement for additional biomass feedstock in relation to S-BC. A reduced
feedstock utilisation of 17:9modt:yr 1 is observed for S-EFS. Eciencies of scale drive
an increase in whole-system power generation eciency from 35.0% up to 38.1% and
thus a reduction in the total amount of biomass feedstock required. The slight increase
in co-red power generation eciency in comparison to dedicated combustion (35.7%
vs. 35.0%) available in S-TT is oset by the eect of power transmission losses. The
result is that the minimum feedstock utilisation observed is 17:7modt:yr 1 in S-CHP.
With regard to the feedstock mix, the uptake of least-cost agricultural residues
is  95:0% of available resource for all scenarios. Wood residue resource uptake is
far more variable, ranging between 73.0% for the S-EFS up to 99.1% for S-BC. This
range correlates with a reduction in power generation within Scotland (holding 52%
of the total GB system wood-residue resource) arising either through the require-
ment for high agricultural resource density in order to maximise eciencies of scale
(S-EFS ) or through the xed location of low cost co-red generation capacity avail-
able in S-CF and S-TT. Energy crop establishment (i.e. available Land purchase) is
lowest in scenarios S-CHP and S-TT (74.1% and 74.0% uptake respectively) when
the CHP technology is available. This technology supports a reduction in the total
quantity of biomass feedstock required through an increased net system energy e-
ciency. energy crops, being the highest cost domestic biomass resource, are waived
rst. Furthermore, the CHP technology liberates power generation from those regions
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of high density agricultural cover required for economies and eciencies of scale to be
realised. This preferentially supports distributed local (i.e. intra-cellular) operation
deploying local residue resources. Maximum energy crop establishment, equivalent
to 86.7% utilisation of Land to produce 10:9modt:yr 1, is observed in S-EVL. Here,
severe constraints on installed capacity in the north of England and the entire of
Scotland drive combustion plant installation into regions with access to high-density
agricultural resources; predominantly into the East Midlands, London and the South
East.
Table 9.10 provides a breakdown of the logistical activity specic to each commod-
ity and to the mode of transport employed. The level of activity measured is equivalent
to that specied in Equation 8.3; representing the fraction of each commodity gener-
ated that is transported between cells. Perhaps a more intuitive interpretation of this
metric is that the remainder (i.e. inactive) commodity fraction is consumed locally
within the cell that it was generated. The range specied represents the average dis-
tance that each commodity is transported prior to consumption, also accounting for
intra-cell transfer.
As was discussed in Section 9.3.2, eciencies of scale act (from an economic stand-
point) to substitute biomass feedstock costs for logistics costs. It is therefore not sur-
prising to observe that the S-EFS exhibits the highest level of agricultural residue and
energy crop logistical activity coupled with the maximum employment of road (i.e.
truck) logistics. Total road logistics for this scenario are equivalent to approximately
0.67% of the total UK road freight activity in 2007 (DfT, 2008b). For comparison
the maximum rail and ship-mode employment observed in S-LOG are equivalent to
0.41% and 0.86% of UK activity specic to each mode respectively. Despite these
relatively low levels in comparison to UK-wide freight sector activity, the signicant
localised impact of this activity must be recognised. The maximum plant capacity of
61838MWhf :d
 1 (equivalent to 902MWe) installed in S-EFS would require 49 sep-
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arate truck deliveries per hour1. The impact of such intensive truck activity at the
local scale remains a signicant barrier to centralised biomass conversion projects and
a crucial factor in site feasibility studies at the local (i.e. intra-cellular) scale. S-LOG
installs a plant of similar scale (744MWe). However, in this scenario the plant is lo-
cated within a cell containing a port. A detailed multi-modal (i.e. road, rail and ship)
logistics strategy is therefore employed requiring only 21 direct truck deliveries per
hour, with the remainder being delivered by both rail and close-coastal ship logistics.
9.5.2 Spatial Infrastructures
Maps detailing the spatial infrastructure conguration for each of the system sce-
narios are presented. In all presented maps, and consistent with Chapter 8, the discs
are scaled to represent the approximate sourcing radius of each installed technology as-
suming an aggregate GB-system averaged biomass resource density (1:27MWh:km 2:d 1)
.
The distribution of combustion plants and pellet factory capacity for S-BC is
presented in Figure 9.3. Perhaps the most signicant model-derived behaviour and,
whilst normatively optimal, unrealistic to some extent is the exclusionary nature of
combustion and pellet plant location. Generally, it is only in those cells which possess
latent power generation capacity (i.e. cells 50, 66, 88) that combustion and pellet
plants co-exist. This is reected in the biomass sourcing strategy for each constituent
plant wherein limited overlap between sourcing radii is observed. The majority of
those cells in Figure 9.3 which exhibit signicant overlap are located in regions of
higher than average biomass resource density and thus the actual radii would be
reduced in comparison to those presented for the GB-system average. Overlapping
sourcing radii suggest locations wherein competition between plants for biomass re-
sources would arise. It is this inter-plant competition which forms the basis upon
which eective local, regional and national markets for biomass commodities can be
1Assuming that deliveries occur regularly for the 18 hours of truck availability per working day
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Figure 9.3: Infrastructure for the S-BC scenario
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(a) energy crop establishment (b) Pellet boiler installation
Figure 9.4: energy crop and boiler detail for the S-BC scenario
established.
The distribution of pellet heat boiler installations in relation to this underpinning
`processing' infrastructure is presented in Figure 9.4(b). Here we observe that in the
population dense regions of England, medium scale (albeit large by current standards)
pellet production (< 5000MWhf :d
 1, or approximately 1000odt:d 1) from localised
biomass and satisfaction of local (i.e. < 50km) heat demand is the norm. In contrast,
the isolated pellet plant installed in north Scotland (cell 135) takes full advantage of
available economies of scale; utilising energy crops and wood residues sourced within
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50km and 112km respectively and delivering pellets over distances of up to 200km
to a distributed system of boiler installations. These alternative regional infrastruc-
tural forms are strongly dictated by the underpinning spatial distribution and density
of supply and demand. Similar spatial contrasts are observed in the distribution of
energy crop establishment in relation to the processing infrastructure. This is pre-
sented for S-BC in Figure 9.4(a). Dierent feedstock compositions between plants
are observed here in that those plants located within the Scotland region exhibit large
sourcing radii in relation to the local establishment of energy crops (generation and
consumption areas should be approximately equal). This indicates the utilisation of a
far greater proportion of wood-residue feedstocks within those plants. In comparing
the feedstock compositions of combustion plants located in cells 39 and 113 we ob-
serve a decrease in energy crop fraction from 64.9% to 32.1% respectively concurrent
with an signicant increase in wood residue fraction from 17.8% to 58.0%.
We now consider the spatial form for each of the alternative scenarios. Figure
9.5 presents the spatial infrastructures for scenarios S-CF and S-CHP. Figure 9.6
presents the infrastructures for scenarios S-LOG and S-EFS. Figure 9.7 presents the
infrastructures for scenarios S-EVL and S-TT.
In aggregating system performance to the regional scale, the spatial sensitivity of
the infrastructure system to alternative technological scenarios is more apparent. This
analysis provides a basis from which to construct meaningful spatial-technological nar-
ratives. These can be invaluable in supporting both policy appraisal and in engaging
with stakeholders regarding the whole-system impacts of alternative, potentially rad-
ical (i.e. microgeneration) technologies and a range of technical, economic and social
constraints imparted upon the system. In order to support the following discussion
of alterative scenario spatial infrastructures, a regional aggregation of commodity
generation for S-BC is provided in Table 9.11.
In Figure 9.5(a) co-ring has clearly become the dominant `excluding' technology.
Pellet and power generation interchange spatially. Pellet production is displaced from
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(a) S-CF (b) S-CHP
Figure 9.5: Infrastructures for the S-CF and S-CHP scenarios
the East Midlands, North West, and Yorkshire and Humber regions, which between
them contain > 60% of the total GB-system co-ring capacity. Pellet production
capacity shifts to the East, Scotland and the South West regions.
As was mentioned briey above, localised resource competition between xed co-
ring locations constrains the absolute penetration of the co-ring technology. Over-
lapping sourcing radii suggests that signicant competition for biomass resources will
arise between co-ring capacity located in cells 58, 68 and 74. Under realistic market
conditions this can manifest itself as an increase in biomass price oered at the farm
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Table 9.11: Regional commodity generation for the S-BC scenario.
Note(s): all units in MWh:d 1 except for Land which is stated in ha; AR -
Agricultural Residues, WR - Wood Residues, EC - Energy Crop
Region
Commodity
Land EC AR WR Pellet Heat Power
E 119199 18833 10834 2078 19554 16786 3319
EM 96986 15324 7519 1813 10519 10279 3957
NE 23214 3668 1987 1953 5144 4828 761
NW 50415 7966 1238 2018 8765 7313 886
L 0 0 329 1036 0 0 5
S 135039 21336 7220 30197 11490 10917 16488
SE 110231 17417 8144 5107 10093 12001 9248
SW 143657 22698 7363 4427 23744 18452 3511
W 32136 5077 1079 5064 4385 3947 589
WM 83814 13243 3600 2954 14416 12974 3359
YH 66513 10509 4839 2084 12895 11408 1389
or forest gate equivalent to the marginal cost of logistics required in order to import
biomass from a cell farther aeld. Within the normative least-cost model employed
here this competition manifests as increases in both logistical activity and range for
agricultural residue and energy crop feedstocks (Table 9.10). For example, co-ring
capacity in cell 74 sources wood residues from up to 158km (cell 78) within a sourcing
footprint that encompasses the Yorkshire and Humber region in addition to a large
fraction of the North West. Logistics costs coupled with diseconomies of scale arising
through boiler eciency degradation mean that co-red generation sourcing biomass
from beyond this range is not cost competitive with dedicated combustion plants. A
total of 4 small-scale combustion plants, ranging between 17  35MWe, are therefore
installed in Scotland in order to generate the specied quantity of power.
The scenario S-CHP, presented in Figure 9.5(b), demonstrates the uptake of all
feasible CHP capacity across all GB urban cover. This is as a result of its cost and
energy eciency dominance in relation to S-BC heat and power technologies. This
results in the emergence of competition within cells between pellet factory, combustion
plant and CHP technologies for local biomass resources. The urban nature of the
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uptake of CHP promotes the emergence of London (i.e. cell 30) as a dominant location
of biomass consumption. Driven by both a comparatively low regional urban cover
density and a reduction in whole-system feedstock demand, we observe signicant
reduction in energy crop cultivation (-28%) and pellet production capacity (-46%)
installed in the South West region.
(a) S-EFS (b) S-LOG
Figure 9.6: Infrastructures for the S-LOG and S-EFS scenarios
Figure 9.6 demonstrates the potential for both eciencies of scale and alternative
logistics modes to make large-scale combustion plant capacities optimal. The sce-
nario S-EFS, shown in Figure 9.6(a), takes advantage of available eciencies of scale
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through the installation of a single large-scale combustion plant located in cell 56.
This plant has a rated output 1:023GWe making it comparable with existing coal-
red generation plant capacities. Its dominant exclusionary impact on the spatial
infrastructure is clear from Figure 9.6(a). In comparison with S-BC, power genera-
tion capacity relocates from Scotland (-32%) and the South East (-92%) into the West
Midlands and Yorkshire and Humber regions. Pellet production capacity is totally
excluded from the West Midlands and signicantly reduced in Yorkshire and Humber
(-60%). It is re-established in Scotland (+92%) and the South East (+115%).
(a) S-EVL (b) S-TT
Figure 9.7: Infrastructures for the S-EVL and S-TT scenarios
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Looking in more detail at S-LOG, we focus on the large combustion plant located
in cell 114. Here, the feedstock accessible through rail and ship logistical modes
supports signicant economies of scale. The resulting combustion plant has a capacity
of 744MWe which makes it comparable with the maximum capacity observed in S-
EFS. Figure 9.8 details the sourcing strategy for the plan in cell 114. Here we observe
a complex multi-modal sourcing strategy. Road logistics are employed up to ranges
of 100km. Rail logistics are employed between 100-255km in order to transport the
signicant wood-residues distributed throughout north and west Scotland. Close-
coastal ship logistics are cost competitive with road logistics at > 37:5km and are
used wherever feasible; transporting biomass between 150-500km along the east coast.
Perhaps the most interesting logistics phenomenon observed is the application of dual-
mode transport observed in cells 95, 129 and 135 wherein biomass is collected from
local cells immediately surrounding the port location prior to long-distance transport
by ship along the coast. The ability of our framework to model transhipment logistics
could prove invaluable in analysing complex international biomass movements with
associated long-distance biomass transport (Suurs, 2002).
In all scenarios reliant on dedicated combustion for power generation (S-BC, S-
EFS and S-LOG), Scotland represented the region of maximum generation capacity
(Table 9.11). The implications of spatial constraints on capacity installation, intro-
duced in S-EVL and presented in Figure 9.7(a), are therefore clear. All regions bar
the West Midlands observe a displacement of power generation for pellet production
or visa versa. Power generation increases signicantly in the East (+88%) and East
Midlands (+115%) regions. In addition, London (i.e. cell 30) becomes a prime lo-
cation for capacity installation owing to 3:0GWe of residual network capacity (Table
9.2). This highlights potential concerns regarding the negative social and environ-
mental impacts (e.g. road congestion, local air quality) implicit in locating large-scale
biomass combustion facilities (here scaled at approx. 250MWe) within or in close
proximity to dense urban environments. Within the South East and South West re-
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Figure 9.8: Detailed multi-modal sourcing strategy for the S-LOG scenario.
Note(s): Arrow thickness is proportional to the quantity of biomass transported
between cells.
gions, moderate increases in total generating capacity are observed with precise plant
location being focussed (i.e. cell 18) through superposition of the regional and net-
work zonal boundaries. With regard to pellet production, a widespread migration of
capacity into the North East (+113.0%), Scotland (+164.3%) and Wales (+271.5%) is
observed. In summary, the network zone constraints enforce system-wide exclusion of
heat from power production and widespread regional shifts in technology installation.
Table 9.12 details the variation in regional commodity generation between S-TT
and S-BC. This data directly supports the comparison of Figures 9.3 and 9.7(b). A
complete transition from dedicated combustion to co-red and CHP power generation
technologies is reected in a signicant spatial restructuring of the system. In contrast
to the exclusionary location behaviour observed for S-BC, we observe widespread co-
location of pellet production, latent combustion, co-ring and CHP technologies (i.e.
cells 29, 66, 88, 95).
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Table 9.12: Regional variation in generation for the S-BC and S-TT scenarios.
Note(s): AR - Agricultural Residues, WR - Wood Residues, EC - Energy Crop;
all units specied in MWh:d 1 except Land in ha.
Region
Commodity
Land EC AR WR Net Power Pellet Heat
E -7315 -1156 0 0 -1156 -1502 -1895 1061
EM 292 46 0 0 46 1633 -6444 -2119
NE 15418 2436 0 0 2436 1570 3850 6533
NW -11724 -1852 52 97 -1704 2197 -8765 -2213
L 5693 900 0 0 900 2564 0 6255
S -40356 -6376 -285 -9734 -16396 -11401 5408 5224
SE 23918 3779 0 0 3779 -2022 1916 6495
SW -43833 -6926 112 -313 -7127 126 -13369 -6298
W -11592 -1832 49 -1007 -2789 458 -4385 -2295
WM -13227 -2090 0 0 -2090 997 -14416 -7222
YH 4000 632 0 0 632 5384 -9824 -5420
Total -78726 -12439 -73 -10958 -23469 5 -47922 0
In the scenario S-LOG ship logistics were employed to supply biomass sourced over
a large area to a single large-scale combustion facility (Figure 9.8). In contrast, S-TT
employs domestic close-coastal ship logistics in order to supply biomass over shorter
distances (i.e. inland via estuaries) to a number of port locations. Furthermore, in
contrast to S-TR, we also observe the import of agricultural residues through port
locations. This allows the system to maximise economies of scale available in pellet
production (cells 18 and 95) and to maximise co-ring uptake (i.e. cells 26, 31 and
106) when competition for resources arises through high, local, urban CHP demand.
Figure 9.9 details the ship logistics and biomass imports employed in S-TT.
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Figure 9.9: Detailed ship-logistics strategy for the S-TT scenario. Note(s):
Arrow thickness is proportional to the quantity of biomass transported between
cells.
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9.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter the spatial infrastructure model was developed further through the in-
corporation of additional system factors, conversion technologies and logistical modes.
These were introduced so as to support a high-level sensitivity analysis of the GB
bioenergy infrastructure system as a function of feedstock and technology selection,
economic performance and spatial conguration. As such, we have demonstrated the
capacity of the modelling framework to support the appraisal and analysis of future
scenarios and policy action, both in terms of the absolute uptake of bioenergy within
Great Britain (as considered in Chapter 8) and with regard to alternative technolog-
ical futures. Crucially, the model supports the development of spatial-technological
narratives, relating technological selection to the underlying distribution of supply
and demand and therefore precisely where system activity is cost-optimal, and sub-
sequently whom would be aected by any optimised bioenergy system development.
The potential for co-ring biomass with coal and commercial-sector CHP were
assessed. Both are dominant on an economic and energetic eciency basis, in com-
parison to the base-case combustion power generation and pellet-heat supply chains.
As a result these technologies exhibit widespread uptake within optimised bioenergy
infrastructures. Furthermore, owing to their xed location (i.e. existing coal-red
power stations and urban land-cover respectively) these technologies have a signi-
cant impact on the optimal spatial conguration of these infrastructures. Competition
for biomass resources between alternative heat and power supply chains is anticipated
to arise at the regional (< 60km) scale in contrast to the exclusionary (i.e. limited
sourcing radius overlap) of the base-case, wherein pellet factory and combustion power
generation plants can locate freely. These local biomass resource constraints can be
tempered to some degree through the uptake of close-coastal ship logistics, support-
ing low cost transfer of biomass around the GB coastline. From the perspective of
the dedicated combustion generation technology, close-coastal ship logistics have the
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eect of signicantly increasing optimal scales of plant operation. Large-scale power
generation is observed ( 750MWe) sourcing biomass via road, rail and ship over
ranges of up to 500km. The potential economies and eciencies of scale accessible
through the installation of conversion technologies at port locations are recognised.
This is in agreement with planned biomass power generation capacity within Eng-
land and Wales (e.g. Port Talbot, Stallingborough, Tees Renewable Energy Project,
Portbury, Avonmouth etc.). However, this planned capacity is expected to utilise
predominantly imported biomass feedstocks. Given the data utilised here regard-
ing potential quantities of biomass available for import and their respective costs,
imported woody biomass is not generally cost competitive with potential domestic
resources. Close-coastal ship transport may therefore be the key to integrating emer-
gent, cost-competitive, domestic biomass resources into planned generation capacity
expected to come online over the 2020 timeframe.
The focus here on 2020 as a `deadline' for the delivery of renewable energy targets
falls short of realising the requirement for progressive diversication, de-carbonsiation
and development of a sustainable energy sector for the long-term future. In particu-
lar, the predominance of co-ring uptake as a least-cost technology observed in this
chapter does not appear sustainable given that a signicant fraction of coal-red gen-
eration capacity is anticipated to reach the end of its service lifetime shortly after 2020.
Furthermore, whilst the annuity adjusted cost of capital employed in this work cap-
tures to some extent the strategic nature of technology investment, we consider only
a single capital lifetime (i.e. approximately 20 years) in relation to a current reference
cost period. We do not suggest precisely when investments should be made or, cru-
cially, how capacity installed in snapshot 2020 scenarios should be utilised, upgraded
or replaced by emerging technologies. Gaining insight into these decisions could prove
invaluable in optimising the contribution of bioenergy to ambitious targets for the re-
duction of the UKs carbon emissions by 80% within the period to 2050 (Committee
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on Climate Change, 2008). In Chapter 10 we attempt to tackle these limitations;
extending the strategic timeframe to 2060 and expanding the model framework to
consider a multi-period system complete with dynamic objectives and constraints.
Chapter 10
Dynamic Infrastructure Model:
Endogenous Learning
10.1 Chapter Overview
The current market-structure of the UK energy system can be envisaged as a directed
free-market. In relation to this system of allocation, policy intervention provides scal
and nancial incentives designed to direct the behaviour of prot-maximising energy
companies. A key role of policy intervention in achieving desired future energy in-
frastructures is to provide nancial support capable of overcoming cost barriers to
technology deployment prevalent at the current time. The type of analysis presented
in this chapter can support the policy maker in costing nancial incentives, by mea-
suring the value of technological investment over the strategic time-frame.
Cost barriers to technological deployment can be overcome through the process of
technological learning. This is expressed as the potential to reduce capital and op-
erating costs and improve performance (i.e. conversion eciency, co-product ratios,
product quality) with accumulated capacity investment and operational experience.
In supporting technological learning, policy support can overcome economic barriers
to achieving long-term, minimum-cost system states which arise from the competi-
tion rules and inherent dynamics of a free market system. By analogy to chemical
reaction systems, policy support can provide sucient `activation energy' to overcome
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otherwise impenetrable market barriers in achieving long-run cost optimal states. In
comparison, the technological trajectory of a free-market scenario follows an aggre-
gate of many closed, rm-specic, energy cost topologies. The result of this is a
system comprising the aggregate of many local, rm-specic cost-minima. This can
be seen to occur for two key reasons. First, technological learning must be observed
to occur both internal and external to the rm. Therefore the full societal benets
of learning, even when considering a limited cost objective, are not fully internalised
within the realised benets to and therefore objectives of the rm. Secondly, the
time-scales on which capital investment and nancial returns are played out (1-10
years) are misaligned with those associated with the dynamics of technological learn-
ing and widespread infrastructural change ( 50 years, Grubler et al. 1999). This
result highlights the valuable perspective gained through normative, whole-systems
modelling in supporting large-scale infrastructural development and planning over the
strategic timeframe.
In this chapter we apply the dynamic formulation of the spatial infrastructure
model developed in Chapter 6. We rst provide an overview of technological learning
through Section 10.2, detailing the method employed for the modelling of technologi-
cal scenarios through a learning-curve approach. New system parameters introduced
specic to this analysis are outlined in Section 10.3. We then provide a discussion
of issues regarding the solution of the model in Section 10.4 prior to the presenta-
tion of model results and a discussion of their relevance in Section 10.5. Our focus
is here on identifying the role of endogenous (i.e. internal to the system) and exoge-
nous (i.e. external to the system) technological learning in determining the dynamics
of the spatial infrastructure conguration. Throughout, the mechanisms driving the
spatial-temporal evolution of the bioenergy infrastructure system are highlighted and
discussed. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks on the strengths and weak-
nesses of the modelling exercise in Section 10.6.
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10.2 Learning Curve Scenarios
Whilst an overview of the literature on learning or experience curves was provided
in Chapter 2, no explicit mathematical formulation was provided. Here, we provide
a brief overview of the conceptual model of technological change employed. We then
explore the learning curve approach regarding to its capacity to model dynamic tech-
nological scenarios over the strategic timeframe.
The model of endogenous technological learning formulated in this chapter is sim-
ilar to the approaches of (Messner, 1997) and (Barreto, 2001) wherein learning is as-
sumed to occur only through the accumulation of installed capacity. By the nature of
assumptions regarding full utilisation of capacity within load-factor bounds, installed
capacity is here equivalent to accumulated operational experience and thus represen-
tative of a learning by doing process. Learning eects are observed as improvements
in technical performance coupled with reductions in both capital and operating costs.
From a spatial perspective, acquired learning is assumed to be available to the whole
system at the national scale. This prevents spatial variations in technological perfor-
mance from emerging, driving spatial `lock-in' wherein specic cells or regions develop
niche capability. From a dynamic perspective, the strategic nature of the analysis and
the associated period duration results in an instantaneous (i.e. no inter-period delay)
communication of learning being observed. The capacity of the mathematical frame-
work developed below to incorporate constraints on the diusion of learning in both
space and time is recognised although it is not employed explicitly.
Learning rates, much like economies and eciencies of scale, embody a broad range
of phenomena occurring at the process-unit, plant-wide, local environment, regional
and national scales. As was recognised in characterising economies of scale (see Chap-
ters 3 and 4), the incorporation of technological learning into a modelling framework
is subject to an inherent `observability' problem. The added-value of incorporating
learning rates into an analysis, typically to gain insight into the potential strategic
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evolution of sector performance, is reliant upon good econometric data. Good econo-
metric data will only become available once the infrastructure is established; once a
broad range of plants have been developed, put into operation and their progressive
cost evolution observed. We therefore risk constructing an ever more complex and
detailed dynamic narrative without recourse for validation. Furthermore, McDonald
and Schrattenholzer (2001) recognise the complexities inherent in observing learning
eects as distinct from economies of scale, owing to the progressive scale-up of pro-
duction capacity typically observed with increasing technological deployment. Here,
owing to a lack of `distinct' data in the literature, we consider both economies of scale
and technological learning at their full potential. Hettinga et al. (2009) identify this
requirement for sucient data as a constraint on the legitimacy of experience curve
applications. We must therefore propose the development of qualitative insight rather
than quantitative analysis as our predominant motivation. Indeed, the signicant in-
crease in model complexity introduced limit the value of this chapter as a detailed
bioenergy system analysis. We recourse (in defence of the core motivation) to the
suggestion and demonstration of a model by which the coupled spatial and temporal
evolution of a xed infrastructure with its associated inows, outows and internal
logistics might occur.
Crucially, we wish to incorporate learning-curve eects into the model framework
in the absence of data regarding the current level of accumulated installed capacity
(i.e. experience) for each technology. We therefore propose a method employing the
learning-curve, and employing published data regarding technology-specic learning
rates (McDonald and Schrattenholzer, 2001; Junginger et al., 2006; Hettinga et al.,
2009), in order to model a set of specied technological scenarios. This takes the form
of a simple exogenous sub-model which species parameters for the dynamic spatial
infrastructure model developed in Chapter 6. This sub-model characterises the general
learning scenario for each technology comprising a potential decrease in marginal
cost for a specied level of cumulative capacity investment (TV ). A graphical
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Figure 10.1: Learning curves for combustion and gasication technologies
example is provided in Figure 10.1 for alternative combustion and gasication power-
generation technologies assuming learning rates of 15.0%. These technologies are
parameterised in detail in Section 10.3. Observe here the wide variation in levels of
initial accumulated capacity, the power law decay in marginal costs, and the result:
increasing relative competitiveness of the gasication technology with accumulated
experience. Marginal cost is specied as the capital cost per unit of primary output.
The initial marginal cost refers to the status of the technology at the start of the
dynamic timeframe. Final marginal cost refers to the status of the technology upon
reaching the maximum installed capacity. An equivalent form could be specied for
an increase in technological performance (i.e. marginal productivity).
A nomenclature specic to this learning-curve sub-model is provided.
Specied Parameters:
C1 Initial marginal cost of technology
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C2 Final marginal cost of technology
PR Progress ratio per cumulative doubling of capacity
TV Maximum installed capacity of technology over strategic horizon
Dependent Variables:
b Learning rate coecient
C Marginal cost of technology
C0 Base marginal cost of technology
LR Learning rate per cumulative doubling of capacity
TV Level of accumulated capacity
TVL Lower-bound cumulative installed capacity of technology
TV U Upper-bound cumulative installed capacity of technology
TV0 Base cumulative installed capacity ratio
The learning rate coecient (b) is calculated from the progress ratio and in rela-
tion to the learning rate via Equations 10.1 and 10.2. Equation 10.3 represents the
general form of the learning-curve as dening the marginal cost (C) as a function of
accumulated capacity (TV ).
PR = 2b (10.1)
LR = 1  PR (10.2)
C = C0TV
b (10.3)
Abstracting and assuming that our initial marginal cost of technology (C1) is
realised for the rst unit of accumulated capacity, we can determine the ratio of the
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upper and lower bounds on accumulated capacity across the strategic horizon (TV0)
via Equation 10.4. We can then solve for the absolute upper and lower bounds on
system accumulated capacity by simultaneous solution of Equations 10.5a and 10.5b,
assuming a total increase in installed capacity (TV ) for the scenario.
TV0 =
b
r
C1
C2
(10.4)
TV U = TVL:TV0 (10.5a)
TV U = TVL +TV (10.5b)
Finally, we can solve for the base marginal cost of technology (C0) via Equation
10.6.
C0 =
C1
TVL
b
(10.6)
The marginal cost for each technology at any level of accumulated investment,
within the determined feasible capacity bounds, can be calculated via Equation 10.3.
By this above method we can characterise technology cost reduction and performance
improvement scenarios as learning-curve processes. Three technologies are explicitly
modelled as learning technologies: energy crop cultivation, biomass combustion and
biomass gasication for power generation.
10.3 System Parameterisation
The dynamic system superstructure explicitly represented in this analysis comprises
the following elements:
 Time periods (t 2 T ): 5 discrete time periods are considered each representa-
tive of 10 years. A base year of 2010 is assumed. System variables therefore
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characterise a snapshot view of the system at each of 2020, 2030, 2040, 2050
and 2060.
 Spatial cells (g 2 G): The spatial grid-cell system dened in Chapter 4 is again
employed. This comprises 159 discrete cells.
 Commodities (s 2 S): Consistent with earlier chapters, three biomass resource
commodities are explicitly represented including energy crops, Wood residues
and Agricultural residues. Land, as the underpinning resource for energy crop
cultivation, and Power are also represented.
 Conversion technologies (j 2 J): Cultivation is explicitly modelled in addi-
tion to 3 thermochemical power generation technologies, namely Combustion,
Gasication and Co-ring.
 Scale brackets (c 2 C): Five scale brackets characterise the piece-wise linear
cost curves as a function of installed capacity for each conversion technology.
 Accumulated capacity levels (l 2 L): Five accumulated capacity levels are rep-
resented explicitly for each conversion technology, relating to both cost-curve
scaling and conversion ratios.
Here we provide an overview of the model parameters which characterise the Gasi-
cation technology. We then develop two scenarios for the analysis of Endogenous
and Exogenous technological learning eects respectively and characterise the total
demand satisfaction.
10.3.1 Gasication Technology
In the static case, we compared technologies on the basis of their current performance.
The capacity to distinguish between alternative conversion technologies was therefore
limited to their respective base-costs, economies of scale, conversion eciencies and
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their ability to accommodate particular feedstocks. At such a constrained level of
technological resolution, gasication appears in relation to combustion as a more
ecient but signicantly more expensive mode of power generation. From a spatial
infrastructure perspective it exhibits no performance `niche' upon which to leverage
uptake. As a result it is dominated by combustion on a whole-chain least-cost basis
(see Table 10.1). On this basis it was not represented within the system superstructure
analysed in Chapters 7-9. Any policy recommendation arising from the analyses
presented in these chapters would therefore exclude the development and installation
of gasication technologies.
The expansion of the model framework to incorporate learning processes over
the strategic timeframe supports the analysis of competition between technologies
currently at widely varying stages of development. In this case, competition must be
envisioned as between dynamic performance trajectories of the whole supply-chain.
Anticipated improvements in feedstock yields, logistical modes, pre-processing and
conversion technologies each act in leveraging a process platform into a strategic
position of niche advantage. When considered from a whole-chain perspective, sub-
set supply-chains within an infrastructure optimisation over the strategic timeframe
begin to assume the character of technological clusters, as discussed by Grubler et al.
(1999) in relation to broad scale technological change at a national, continental and
global scale.
A case in point cited in relation to the bioenergy system is the anticipated matura-
tion of (currently uncompetitive) gasication technologies to provide cost-competitive
biomass derived power, combined heat and power (CHP), chemical feedstocks and
transport fuels via chemical synthesis pathways (Faaij, 2006; McKendry, 2002b).
Analysing the full strategic potential of the gasication platform to leverage into
the energy system, whilst simultaneously realising reductions in cost and increases in
performance, therefore requires a large superstructure encompassing a broad-range
of alternative processing routes beyond the scope of this work. Here we limit our
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analysis to the comparison of gasication with combustion and dedicated co-ring
technologies for power generation only.
Parameters relating to the gasication technology are presented in Table 10.1 in
comparison to the combustion technology. The gasication technology considered here
is a pressurised gasication and integrated gas turbine combined cycle process (IGCC)
as specied by Bridgwater et al. (2002). References to the gasication technology
relate to the complete IGCC process. The data regarding capital and operating costs
for both combustion and gasication technologies is derived from Bridgwater et al.
(2002). In the case of combustion this is fully consistent with earlier chapters.
Table 10.1: Combustion and gasication technology parameters. Note(s):
Capital and operating cost economies of scale parameters are dierentiated and
normalised to the base capacity.
Parameter Symbol Units Combustion Gasication
Base Capacity V0
MWhf :d
 1
10000 10000
Min Capacity V Min 720 720
Max Capacity V Max 36000 36000
Base Capital Cost CC0 $ 103 77370 223140
Capital Cost Scaling  - 0.839 0.754
Discount Rate DR % 8.0 8.0
Capital Lifetime LT yr 30 30
Base Operating Cost COP0 $ 103:yr 1 12817 23993
Scale Coecient  - 0.827 0.888
Load Factor LF % 90.0 90.0
Eciency  MWhe:MWh
 1
f 0.350 0.400
Technological parameters for the cultivation (Grow) and co-ring (Co-Firing)
technologies are consistent with those detailed in previous Chapters 5 and 9 respec-
tively. From a learning-curve perspective these represent base-case technological pa-
rameters circa 2010 from which the technological learning trajectories detailed in
Section 10.3.2 proceed.
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10.3.2 Technological Learning Scenarios
In Section 10.2 we described the method by which specied technological develop-
ment scenarios were characterised as learning-curve processes. In the superstructure
considered in this analysis three technologies are explicitly characterised as having
learning potential: Combustion; Gasication; and energy crop Cultivation. Absolute
cost reductions and performance improvements considered viable for each of these
technologies are estimated from a general survey of the bioenergy literature. The
somewhat arbitrary nature of this parameterisation ensures that the value of the pro-
ceeding analysis is limited to a demonstration of model method and inherent dynamic
system behaviour rather than providing any genuine quantitative insight into future
GB bioenergy infrastructure performance. Learning scenario parameters are provided
in Table 10.2.
Table 10.2: Technological learning scenarios.
Note(s): Units of technological input (VI) are ha:d
 1 for cultivation and
MWhf :d
 1 for combustion and gasication. Units of technological output (VO)
are MWhf :d
 1 for cultivation and MWhe:d 1 for combustion and gasication.
Parameter Units Cultivation Combustion Gasication
Cost Learning Rate - 20% 15% 15%
Capital Cost(s)
Current $:V  1I :d 982 7737 22314
Future $:V  1I :d 835 6964 11157
 - -15.0% -10.0% -50.0%
Operating Cost(s)
Current $:V  1I 0.643 3.51 6.57
Future $:V  1I 0.547 3.16 3.29
 - -15.0% -10.0% -50.0%
Performance
Current VO:V
 1
I 0.158 0.350 0.400
Future VO:V
 1
I 0.237 0.370 0.450
 - +50.0% +7.1% +12.5%
Maximum Installed Capacity VI 3:17 106 7:06 105 7:06 105
Cost learning rates for energy crop cultivation (20%) are matched against those
values observed for declining US corn production costs over the period 1975-2005
(Hettinga et al., 2009). Cost learning rates specied for gasication and combustion
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technologies (15%) are in general agreement with those rates observed for both bioen-
ergy supply-chain wide and component (e.g. uidised bed boilers) costs (Junginger
et al., 2006; McDonald and Schrattenholzer, 2001). In the case of energy crop culti-
vation, current production cost estimates appear optimistic. Small reductions energy
crop cultivation costs per unit hectare cultivated (ha) are envisaged (-15.0%). Increas-
ing energy crop yields are expected to be the dominant driver of reduced costs per
unit biomass output. Absolute potential cost reductions for the gasication technol-
ogy (-50.0%) are envisaged so as to bring it further in-line with current combustion-
technology costs.
Technological performance scenarios recognise the potential for improvements in
energy crop yields. Conversion ratios for the Grow technology employed in Chapters
7-9, and characteristic of the 2010-2020 base-case here, are equivalent to an GB-
system averaged annual yield of 11:9odt:ha 1 of biomass (Richter et al., 2008). We
assume that a potential increase in average yield up to 18:0odt:ha 1 is achievable.
Modest improvements in combustion and gasication performance are also assumed;
having the eect of widening the gap between these competing technologies on an
energetic-eciency basis.
Endogenous Learning Scenario
In the Endogenous learning scenario, both cost and performance improvements are
assumed fully realised only upon the complete utilisation of all residue and land re-
sources over the strategic timeframe. This potential is equal to the maximum installed
capacity of each technology over strategic horizon (TV , see Section 10.2) as dictated
by feedstock-resource and xed-capital lifetime constraints. In the case of the culti-
vation technology this is equal to the total land-area resource available in each period
multiplied by a maximum of 3 installations, each operating for 20-years, in each cell
over the 50-year strategic timeframe (e.g. planting in relative year 0, 20 and 40). In
the case of the combustion and gasication technologies this is assumed equal to the
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maximum energy crop yield in addition to complete wood-residue and agricultural-
residue resource availability in each period employed within 2 successive installations,
each operating for 30 years.
The assignment of accumulated capacity brackets (TV Bj;l, TCBj;c;l) is completed
through regression of the piecewise-linear approximation to the underlying power law
relationship for capital and operating costs as a function of installed capacity. The
method used is equivalent to the piece-wise linear t for economies of scale formulated
in Chapter 4 and demonstrated in Figure 4.1. Regression model parameters required
include the upper and lower bounds on accumulated capacity (TV L, TV U), deter-
mined by Equations 10.5a and 10.5b, and the power law exponent. In the regression
model the power law exponent is set equal to b + 1 owing to the total installed cost
rather than marginal unit cost being modelled explicitly. Cost learning is subsequently
expressed by scaling the capital and operating cost curves (modelling economies of
scale as a function of installed unit-capacity) by the ratio of marginal costs to the
base-case costs calculated for each accumulated capacity bracket upper-bound. The
performance learning-curve is expressed through a series of equal step-change im-
provements corresponding to the same accumulated capacity brackets. Transitions
between brackets therefore represents a transition to the `next-generation' technology
in terms of both cost and performance improvements. This was depicted previously
in Figure 6.2. Tabulated cost-curve data is provided in Appendix B.
Exogenous Learning Scenario
In the Exogenous learning scenario, levels of cost and performance improvement
achieved in the Endogenous scenario become available at each successive period, in-
dependent of the level of accumulated capacity. The result is a dynamic learning
curve expressed only as a function of time. This is expressed through the exogenous
conversion ratio and cost learning parameters (Lj;t, 
C
j;t) in Equations 6.1 and 6.19
respectively. Tabulated learning data is again provided in Appendix B.
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It is important to realise that exogenous learning does not necessarily represent
an unrealistic, or any less viable technological scenario. Whilst the virtues of en-
dogenising the process of technological learning within the model formulation were
highlighted throughout Chapter 6, there remains signicant potential for learning from
energy programs ongoing in other countries, alternative industry sectors and ongoing
research and development in complementary technologies. The Exogenous learning
scenario is therefore, although fairly arbitrary with regard to its parameterisation, a
viable one which should be considered in parallel with the Endogenous case. They
each represent complementary poles. The historical analysis of a spatially-explicit
dynamic learning process would exhibit elements of both.
Total Generation Scenario
Underpinning both learning scenarios is a measure of total generation expressed as
a fraction of the maximum generation potential in each case (see Section 6.4.6). A
value of 
T = 0:50 is specied for both scenarios. This is selected as it is equal to the
total generation achieved through a symmetrical s-curve, logistic function penetration
increasing from negligible generation in the base year and achieving maximum poten-
tial generation in the nal time-period. The resulting dynamic, least-cost generation
proles can therefore be compared directly against the accepted norm for empirically
observed technological uptake dynamics (Grubler et al., 1999).
10.4 Model Solution
Models for each scenario were formulated in GAMS (McCarl, 2004) and solved via
the CPLEX 9.0 solver running on a LINUX machine (Specication: Dual-core, 2400
MHz, 2.05GB RAM). Owing to the signicant increase in computational complexity in
comparison to the static case, the computational resource allocation was increased to
259200CPUs (3CPU days). Neither learning scenario achieved a solution within 5:0%
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of proven optimality (see below, Table 10.3). We identify a number of issues that
aect the computational tractability of the spatially-explicit modelling framework,
and the extension to the dynamic case.
First, the sheer scale of the dynamic model, and in particular the number of
binary-integer variables required to model the eects of technological learning at the
individual plant level, results in an extremely large B&B search tree. Equation 10.7
calculates the total number of binaries as a function of the cardinality of each set
index. An issue applicable to modelling work of this thesis in general is recognised in
that the total number of scale brackets (C), required in order to accurately observe
interactions between economies of scale and logistics, tends to increase with the spatial
resolution of the model and thus the total number of cells (G). A total of 3816 binary
variables are required for the snapshot model employed in Chapter 8 rising to 79600
in the dynamic case. The value of model reduction methods outlined in Section 6.4.5
is therefore clear.
X
(Binary V ariables) = J:L:T:(1 + C:G) (10.7)
Secondly, it is recognised that the MILP formulation suers from an extremely
poor LP relaxation at the source node of the B&B algorithm. Under the condition of
fully relaxed binaries the system optimum (as expected) incorporates multiple, frac-
tional installations within maximum scale and maximum learning capacity brackets
and consuming locally available feedstock within each cell. The result is that all bi-
naries collapse close to the lower bound (i.e. ' 0), providing the algorithm with very
limited information regarding optimal plant locations and scale capacities with which
to direct the integer branching search. Integer tightening heuristics employed by the
CPLEX solver are eectively redundant.
Thirdly, there exists an inherent `multi-scale' element to the model, even in the
static case, arising from economies of scale in conversion technologies. The central-
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isation of biomass, through the consumption in a single plant location of multiple
cell-specic feedstock parcels, results in a high level of degeneracy in the solution of
the LP relaxation. Further degeneracy is inherent in the integer problem wherein
sensitivity of whole-system costs to the location of a single plant is negligible. We
can envisage at-least 8 (i.e. all adjacent cells) degenerate near-identical equivalents for
any infrastructure based on a single plant relocation. This brings to light questions
regarding: (1) the grid-resolution scaled so as to observe inter-cell logistics and there-
fore support an analysis of the interaction between logistics and economies of scale;
and (2) the optimise at the cell level and aggregate to the regional mode of analysis.
The identication of more concrete information regarding the spatial structure of the
system directly from model variables is desired. However, it is recognised that the
issues of degeneracy identied here are implicit in the nature of the bioenergy-system
itself and thus emerge as a fundamental constraint on any whole-system bioenergy
analysis.
In order to improve the model solution, a number of the CPLEX solver parameters
were tuned:
 Node selection: Best-estimate search
This chooses the node with the best estimate of the integer objective value
that would be obtained once all integer infeasibilities are removed.
 Probing: More probing
Limited number of clique cuts are generated and merged.
 MIP Emphasis: Emphasize feasibility over optimality
This is preferred to the default balanced approach in order to locate a fea-
sible integer solution given the extremely large B&B search tree.
 Disjunctive Cuts: Generate disjunctive cuts very aggressively
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The algorithm employed is more accurately a Branch and Cut approach.
Cuts are generated aggressively in order to reduce the feasible search space
following integer branching.
The tuning of solver parameters resulted in observed improvements in model so-
lution. However, without a thorough understanding of the workings of the solver it
is dicult to pinpoint precisely where and why these improvements occur. The op-
tion to specify a desired MIP search emphasis provides a powerful, general option for
CPLEX solver tuning. Else, a concise mathematical formulation extended to incor-
porate a range of logical, model-specic integer cuts (see Section 6.4.5) and populated
with a well-scaled parametric data structure will provide the most tangible gains in
solution performance.
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10.5 Dynamic Model Results
10.5.1 System Cost Optimality
Statistics relating to model solution and computational requirements for each sce-
nario are presented in Table 10.3. System costs for the Exogenous scenario are lower
by 15.1%. This cost gap arises as a result of 2 key factors. First, exogenous learn-
ing is specied as being equivalent in absolute potential to the maximum-generation,
and therefore maximum-learning, potential scenario. In comparison, the Endoge-
nous learning scenario is constrained by the global demand-satisfaction parameter
(
T = 0:50) to a fraction of the maximum potential experience. Secondly, the sig-
nicant increase in model size for the Endogenous scenario results in signicantly
lower measures of proven optimality. In an eort to improve the objective function
and measure of optimality achieved, the model was solved twice. Firstly the model
was solved for the full superstructure incorporating both combustion and gasica-
tion technologies. The model solution was then analysed, revealing a `lock-in' of the
combustion technology reected in the total exclusion of gasication uptake over the
strategic horizon. The model was then solved a second time for a reduced super-
structure incorporating only the combustion technology. It is the reduced scenario
results (Endogenous2 in Table 10.3) which are discussed throughout the remainder of
this section. Locations where the degree of sub-optimality is reected in performance
metrics are highlighted in the proceeding discussion.
Observing the system from a spatially aggregate perspective highlights the princi-
ple dierences between the two models of technological learning. Figure 10.2 presents
the dynamic growth-trajectories (continuous sector growth specied in Equation 6.5)
for power generation. For reference this gure also shows the postulated BERR target
for biomass power of 15:9TWh:yr 1 by 2020 (BERR, 2008a). In relation to the gener-
ation prole, Figures 10.3(a) and 10.3(b) detail the feedstock composition trajectories
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Table 10.3: Solution optimality for alternative learning scenarios.
Note(s): Endogenous cases: (1) Full superstructure; (2) Reduced superstructure
with gasication technology removed. `Best possible' solution relates to the best
partial MILP relaxation at an unexplored node.
Metric Units
Learning Scenario
Exogenous Endogenous1 Endogenous2
MIP Solution
$ 103:d 1 2043 2414 2405
Best possible 1923 1848 1938
Relative gap - 5.85% 23.47% 19.43%
Resource Usage CPUs 259200 259200 259200
Nodes Explored - 310000 52700 159400
Iterations 106 43.39 19.44 32.31
Figure 10.2: Dynamic trends in power generation
for the Endogenous and Exogenous learning scenarios respectively.
In order to support the following discussion from a technological perspective a
breakdown of system costs for the Endogenous learning scenario is presented in Table
10.4. An equivalent breakdown of system costs for the Exogenous learning scenario
is presented in Table 10.5. Note that the marginal generation costs are signicantly
lower for both scenarios than in the snapshot 50.0% power scenario ($43:6MWhf :d
 1,
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(a) Endogenous
(b) Exogenous
Figure 10.3: Dynamic trends in feedstock composition
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Table 10.4: Endogenous learning scenario cost metrics.
Note(s): Costs are representative of the system state at the end of each period;
Total Investment implies the absolute investment in capital costs required within
each period independent of any annuity.
Metric Units
Period
2010-20 2020-30 2030-40 2040-50 2050-60
Daily Cost $ 103:d 1 2076 2515 2441 2513 2482
Generation MWhe:d 1 59050 68559 69040 73347 76234
Marginal Cost $:MWh 1e 35.16 36.68 35.35 34.26 32.56
Wood Residues
$ 103:d 1
0 5 0 0 87
Agri. Residues 17 33 8 10 82
Energy Crops 1128 1266 1094 1108 941
Logistics 196 235 213 329 303
Capital Cost
Combustion
$ 103:d 1
226 327 404 405 413
Gasication 0 0 0 0 0
Co-Firing 20 12 1 1 0
Operating Cost
Combustion
$ 103:d 1
416 591 715 656 657
Gasication 0 0 0 0 0
Co-Firing 73 46 6 3 0
Conversion $ 103:d 1 736 976 1126 1066 1070
Total Investment
Cultivation
$ 106
851 103 708 112 580
Combustion 930 413 315 938 444
Gasication 0 0 0 0 0
Co-Firing 49 0 0 0 0
Table 10.3). This can be attributed to the uptake of co-ring in early periods 2010-30
and to technological learning eects in the long-run. A peak in marginal costs is
observed for both scenarios correlated with the retirement of co-ring capacity under
conditions of sustained output growth.
In Figure 10.2 the Exogenous learning scenario demonstrates an archetypal `wait
and import' prole wherein the system awaits the background development of the
advanced gasication technology prior to deploying this to its maximum potential.
Constrained by resource within the single period 2050-60 the model is forced to back-
track generation in order to meet the specied total generation over the strategic
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Table 10.5: Exogenous learning scenario cost metrics.
Note(s): Costs are representative of the system state at the end of each period;
Total Investment implies the absolute investment in capital costs required within
each period independent of any annuity.
Metric Units
Period
2010-20 2020-30 2030-40 2040-50 2050-60
Daily Cost $ 103:d 1 759 1154 1213 2694 4395
Generation MWhe:d 1 27065 37179 37179 86055 153022
Marginal Cost $:MWh 1e 28.04 31.05 32.63 31.31 28.72
Wood Residues
$ 103:d 1
129 67 62 93 337
Agri. Residues 165 165 131 212 279
Energy Crops 209 442 420 879 1210
Logistics 98 71 27 80 157
Capital Cost
Combustion
$ 103:d 1
0 109 176 238 129
Gasication 0 0 24 393 1032
Co-Firing 21 14 1 1 0
Operating Cost
Combustion
$ 103:d 1
54 231 341 378 205
Gasication 0 0 25 417 1045
Co-Firing 82 56 6 3 0
Conversion $ 103:d 1 158 410 573 1430 2411
Total Investment
Cultivation
$ 106
160 179 138 512 382
Combustion 0 448 276 253 0
Gasication 0 0 98 1518 2624
Co-Firing 52 0 0 0 0
timeframe. Two factors are identied which inuence the backtrack prole. Firstly
the availability of low-cost co-ring makes installation and operation of co-ring ca-
pacity attractive from a least-cost perspective for the period 2010-30. Secondly, it is
desired that any prior installed capacity is retired in accordance with its 30-year capi-
tal and operating lifetime prior to the most advanced technologies becoming available
in the period 2040-60. The result is 3 overlapping stages of technological investment
and operation. These are clearly discernable from the capital and total period in-
vestment cost data presented in Table 10.5. Stage 1 spans the period 2010-20 and
comprises co-ring uptake and latent combustion capacity. Stage 2 spans 2020-50
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and comprises combustion technology installation. This stage arises in response to
emergent relative demand driven by the retirement of co-ring capacity coupled with
the required continual growth in total generation. Stage 3 spans the periods 2040-60
and comprises exclusively advanced gasication technology installation.
In contrast, the Endogenous learning scenario exhibits a rapid `lock-in' of the com-
bustion technology through widespread uptake in the period 2010-20. Output growth
is subsequently sustained through periodic expansion, substitution of retired co-
ring capacity and replacement of existing capital stock with more advanced, higher-
eciency combustion plants. The feedstock composition prole (Figure 10.3(a)) also
exhibits a rapid uptake in energy crop consumption. Negligible quantities of agri-
cultural and wood residues are consumed until the nal period. This is despite the
fact that energy crops remain more expensive than straw feedstock ($6:82MWh 1f
and $5:14MWh 1f respectively) in the period 2010-20. From a strategic perspective
it is therefore optimal to overconsume (i.e. subsidise) energy crops in the short term
in order to maximise the (diminishing) returns on accumulated capacity achieved in
the long run. The result is a total available land utilisation of 86:5% in the period
2010-20 peaking at 97:3% in the period 2020-30 (equivalent to 1:028  106ha). A
subsequent decline in total land use, despite rising net-output, is achieved through
improving energy crop yields. A decline in energy crop consumption in the period
2050-60 is attributed to sub-optimal plant location (see Table 10.3).
The patterns in capacity installation are clearly reected in the level of Total
Investment required in each period (Tables 10.4 and 10.5). Whilst the Endogenous
scenario exhibits two clear peaks of investment prole driven by plant capacity lifetime
(30 years), neither period exceeds $1bn of total investment required. In contrast, the
rapid uptake of the gasication technology in the Exogenous scenario over the period
2040-60 requires a far higher rate of investment. We note that there exist latent
barriers in the planning process which can severely constrain the rate of capacity
installation realised!
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10.5.2 Spatial Infrastructures
Here we discuss how the system dynamics outlined above are played out in the spatial
domain. A key goal is to identify the direct expression of dynamic factors, specically
the process of technological learning, in the evolution of the spatial infrastructure
conguration. For comparison throughout the reader is referred to the 2020 snapshot
50% power generation scenario analysed in Chapter 8 (see Figure 8.3(a)).
Firstly we consider the Exogenous learning scenario. Figure 10.4 presents a snap-
shot of the infrastructure upon the conclusion of the period 2010-20. Consistent
with earlier chapters, the disc radii in all maps presented here are representative of
the sourcing range under average, base-year GB biomass yield density. Figure 10.5
demonstrates the evolution of the infrastructure through the period 2020-50. Here we
clearly observe the transition from Stage-1, dominated by co-ring, through Stage-
2 dominated by tie-over combustion capacity to prevent sector decline, and nally
to Stage-3 wherein the gasication emerges as the dominant conversion technology.
Figure 10.5(c) presents the nal state of the infrastructure circa 2060; dominated by
energy crop cultivation, utilising 99:4% of the latent land resource, supporting a dense
network of gasication plants operating at the local (< 50km) scale.
Looking beyond the perturbations introduced by xed co-ring location in the
period 2010-30, spatial system evolution can be correlated with a progressive mi-
gration into regions of lower agricultural resource density. In the period 2020-40
a series of combustion facilities are established throughout the agriculturally dense
East, South-East and the east coast of Scotland (i.e. cells 119, 122 and 129). Upon
the arrival of the mature gasication technology (circa 2040-50) a progressive migra-
tion west, south-west and north along the east coast is observed. By 2060 we observe
widespread establishment of gasication plants throughout the GB system, including
the low-density regions of Wales and the North-West. This pattern of spatial migra-
tion can be directly related to the maximise nal-period generation `sub-objective'
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Figure 10.4: Technological infrastructure for Exogenous learning scenario circa
2020
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Figure 10.6: Technological infrastructure for Exogenous learning scenario circa
2060
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imparted by the exogenous technological learning scenario. In this particular case
future improvements in energy crop yields, capital costs, and conversion eciencies
are sucient to overcome the logistical costs associated with expansion into regions
with low resource densities. If future learning was insucient to overcome this logis-
tical barrier the system would compensate by concentrating generation within those
resource dense regions (i.e. East, East Midlands, West Midlands and South West) in
earlier periods, the result being an increasingly homogeneous spatial and temporal
generation prole.
In addition to the location of cultivation and generation we are interested in the
feedstock capacity of each installation and how this relates to measures of optimal
plant scale. In Chapter 7 an analytic expression for optimal plant scale was de-
rived (Equation 7.3) from which the sensitivity of optimal plant capacity to system
parameters was explored (Figure 7.3). We identify two parameters relevant to the
analysis here, each subject to technological learning: (1) annualised plant capital and
operating costs; and (2) the biomass yield density (MWhf :d
 1:km 2). From Figure
7.3 we observe that a decrease in plant costs drives a reduction in plant capacity
as economies of scale diminish in relation to logistics costs. The reverse holds for
increases in biomass yields; supporting increased plant capacity as logistics costs are
reduced relative to economies of scale. However, the limitations of the one-at-a-time
(OAT) method of sensitivity analysis employed become apparent in our capacity to
interpret a two-factor dynamic.
We propose the emergence of a dynamic trend in the spatial conguration of the
system driven through imbalanced evolution in plant technology costs (capital and
operating) and available biomass yields. In Table 10.6 we present the absolute and
relative values for each of these driving factors expressed in each period for each of
the learning scenarios. The Exogenous scenario model does not suggest that such a
dynamic is apparent from a spatially aggregate perspective. Identifying any trend
in plant capacity is obscured by the transition from conversion to gasication tech-
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Table 10.6: Dynamic trends in optimal plant capacity.
Note(s): Relative values are specied as a ratio compared to the value in the
previous period. Annualised costs are calculated for a 10000MWhf :d
 1 base-case
consistent with Table 10.1.
Scenario Metric Units
Period
2010-20 2020-30 2030-40 2040-50 2050-60
Exogenous
Energy Crop
Yield MWhf :ha
 1:d 1 0.158 0.175 0.194 0.214 0.237
Relative - - 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.11
Annualised Cost
Combustion $: 103:yr 1 19480 18880 18480 18100 17720
Relative - - 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.98
Gasication $: 103:yr 1 40980 33210 28910 25170 21910
Relative - - 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.87
Mean Operational Capacity
Combustion MWhf :d
 1 858 2872 3441 5340 5201
Relative - - 3.35 1.20 1.55 0.97
Gasication MWhf :d
 1 0 0 5884 6318 5640
Relative - - - - 1.07 0.89
Endogenous
Energy Crop
Yield MWhf :ha
 1:d 1 0.181 0.200 0.215 0.226 0.226
Relative - - 1.11 1.07 1.05 1.00
Annualised Cost
Combustion $: 103:yr 1 19530 19040 19040 18730 18420
Relative - - 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.98
Gasication $: 103:yr 1 41290 41290 41290 412890 41290
Relative - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Mean Operational Capacity
Combustion MWhf :d
 1 3595 4294 4469 8627 9719
Relative - - 1.19 1.04 1.93 1.13
Gasication MWhf :d
 1 0 0 0 0 0
Relative - - - - - -
nologies. Validation of our proposal appears more likely for the Endogenous learning
scenario. We now consider this scenario in more detail.
Figure 10.7 presents a snapshot of the Endogenous learning infrastructure upon the
conclusion of the period 2010-20. We observe the widespread establishment of combus-
tion facilities concentrating in Scotland, the South East and South West regions. Sub-
optimal plant location is identied in a preference for location in Wales, a region of low
resource density (1:01MWhf :d
 1:km 2), over the East region (1:80MWhf :d 1:km 2).
Further measures of sub-optimality in relation to the static-snapshot scenario equiva-
lent (see Figure 8.3) are observed in the high level of logistical activity; dened as the
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fraction of energy crop consumed which undergoes logistical transfer between cells.
This value ranges between 50:0% in the period 2010-20 up to a maximum of 65:5% in
the period 2050-60; signicantly higher than the value of 32:0% for the snapshot 2020
scenario (see Table 8.5). However, in observing the infrastructural evolution through
the period 2020-60 in Figure 10.8 and culminating in Figure 10.5(c) a possible narra-
tive explanation for the high levels of energy crop logistics becomes apparent.
The dominance of energy crops in the system-aggregate feedstock composition
(Figure 10.3(a)) coupled with the high level of logistical activity implies that, from
a strategic perspective, the increased cost of transportation entailed in a dedicated
energy crop system is countered by cost reductions achieved through technological
learning. This suggests a spatio-temporal dynamic in feedstock selection and logistical
patterns that arises through the interaction of four factors in relation to a given plant
location at any given time:
1. Base-costs of alternative feedstocks;
2. Spatial distributions of alternative feedstocks;
3. Logistics costs associated with each feedstock;
4. Potential future cost reductions realised through accrued feedstock consump-
tion.
Given this set of interacting factors, endogenous technological learning becomes
the key factor in extending the static-snapshot model of optimal feedstock selection
and sourcing to the dynamic case.
From a conversion technology perspective we observe a signicant centralisation
of combustion plant capacity. The number of operational plants (i.e. cells) is halved
from 48 to 24 in the period 2040-60 concurrent with an increase in average plant
capacity from approximately 65MWe to 142MWe. The peak number of plants can
be attributed in part to a fragmentation in the feedstock distribution; a legacy of the
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Figure 10.7: Technological infrastructure for Endogenous learning scenario
circa 2020
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Figure 10.9: Technological infrastructure for Endogenous learning scenario
circa 2060
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xed-location co-ring technology. The subsequent consolidation and centralisation
trend in plant capacity is consistent with increasing energy crop yields (Figure 7.3).
It is apparent from the above analysis and discussion that the incorporation of
technological learning within an extrapolation to the dynamic case introduces a range
of eects that inuence optimal feedstock selection, technology location and logisti-
cal decisions. Whilst a limited superstructure and sub-optimality in model results
prevent general `empirical' validation of system behaviour, the exercise has provided
valuable insights into mechanisms for the spatio-temporal evolution of the bioenergy
infrastructure system. We proceed by drawing conclusions from the conceptual and
mathematical model developed and explored in this chapter.
10.6 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has extended the spatially-explicit modelling framework to the dynamic
case whilst simultaneously introducing technological learning eects into our analysis.
In doing so we have introduced a signicant degree of conceptual and computational
complexity. This has been traded against an increasing capacity of the modelling
framework to support policy decision making with regard to GB bioenergy infrastruc-
ture planning over the strategic horizon (i.e. 2010-2060).
The modelling of technological learning scenarios, whether endogenous or exoge-
nous to the system, has a crucial role to play in optimum technological selection de-
cisions from a normative, whole-systems perspective. This was demonstrated for the
case of three competing biomass-power generation technologies each at diering stages
of development: co-ring with coal, dedicated combustion and advanced gasication
processes. A crucial parameter emerges in the total learning resources available within
the constrained, endogenous, spatial-temporal system boundary. These can be physi-
cal (i.e. biomass or land resources), technological (i.e. accrued operational experience)
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or innovative (i.e. learning rates as aected by R&D capacity). The policy decision
maker must therefore estimate the relative potential to accrue endogenous learning
in comparison to that which might become available through exogenous technological
developments. This is by no means a simple task and by no means feasible within
an fully quantitative framework. However, it is recognised that the fair appraisal of
technological options must be completed from the perspective of a lifetime learning
trajectory. Technology options must be compared on their potential, strategic lifetime
costs if we are to realise the full potential of innovation. Else, the phenomenon of
path-dependency and lock-in have the potential to emerge as signicant detrimental
constraints on future system performance.
In order to validate our decision to incorporate technological learning into an
already computationally costly spatially-explicit modelling approach we were required
to observe interactions between spatial, temporal and technological learning factors.
By analysing Exogenous and Endogenous learning as exclusive scenarios, two clear
forms of interaction were emergent:
1. Exogenous : The potential for future technological improvements to overcome
feedstock and logistics cost barriers results in a growth and spread dynamic.
Here capacity is initially established and maintained at low levels in regions of
low-cost, high-density biomass resources. As technological improvements be-
come available exogenously they are imported concurrent with a rapid system
expansion into areas of increasing feedstock cost and/or decreasing resource
density.
2. Endogenous : The potential for long-term reductions in feedstock costs through
accumulated experience is sucient to overcome logistical barriers in transport-
ing biomass over long-distances as apposed to utilisation of alternative local
resources. Here capacity is rapidly established system-wide in order to take
advantage of the large increases in feedstock yields available at the start of
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the learning-curve. Uneven operational lifetimes in feedstock cultivation and
conversion technologies result in spatial lock-in.
We also propose, although do not validate `empirically' through our model re-
sults, a mechanism for the long-run trend in centralisation or decentralisation of the
conversion technology. This is enacted through through the dynamic trajectory of
feedstock yields (i.e. resource density) in comparison to conversion technology capital
and operating costs. Uneven (i.e. disproportionate) technological learning at dierent
stages within the supply chain therefore has the potential to drive spatial dynamics
in the strategic timeframe. Technological learning in feedstock production, logistics,
pre-processing, conversion technologies and energy delivery all have the potential to
shape the spatial conguration of the bioenergy infrastructure. If we further dieren-
tiate between endogenous learning, imported exogenous learning or, more realistically,
a combination of both a complex array of interacting dynamic system drivers becomes
apparent.
Part IV
Conclusions and Future Work
Chapter 11
Thesis Contributions
11.1 Thesis Overview
Any transition to sustainable, future energy systems will require the integration of a
range of spatially and temporally distributed primary energy sources (e.g. wind, wave,
solar, biomass etc.). Analysis of these future energy systems will require models capa-
ble of handling this distributed character. This thesis has developed and demonstrated
a spatially explicit energy systems modelling framework in application to the bioen-
ergy infrastructure system. This has been applied to the design of optimal bioenergy
infrastructures for Great Britain over the period 2010 to 2060. A spatially explicit
modelling approach is of particular relevance to the bioenergy system owing to the
dispersed spatial distribution of biomass resources coupled with high logistics costs,
owing to low mass and energy density. Bioenergy infrastructures have been analysed
with regard to both their technical composition (e.g. primary resources, conversion
technologies and energy demands) and their spatial conguration (e.g. location, scale
and logistical ows). A key contribution of this thesis is in the identication of syn-
ergies between classical, technology-rich methods of energy-systems analysis and this
spatially explicit approach.
As identied in the introduction, we consider the contributions of this thesis from
three perspectives: (1) as a project in bioenergy systems analysis; (2) as a programme
of academic research focussed on the development of mathematical modelling and op-
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timisation tools; and (3) as a period of personal research and conceptual exploration.
We consider each of these perspectives in turn.
11.2 Project: A Bioenergy System Analysis
As an applied analysis, this thesis contributes to the literature attempting to measure
the economic performance and spatial conguration of future bioenergy infrastruc-
tures. Our case study analyses have focussed on the utilisation of lignocellulosic
biomass in Great Britain for the generation and supply of heat and power.
In Chapter 7 we developed an analytic, single-plant model for the combustion
steam-turbine technology. This supported a sensitivity analysis of cost-optimal plant
capacity and sourcing radius as a function of aggregate GB system parameters. Op-
timal capacity is most sensitive to base (i.e. reference plant capacity) capital costs,
decreases in operational load factor and distance-variable logistics costs, and increases
in the economies of scale exponent. Marginal costs are most sensitive to the purchase
cost of biomass and the eciency of its conversion to energy vectors. We recognise the
shape of the marginal cost curve, as a function of increasing plant capacity, as exhibit-
ing a `shallow tail' prole. This supports large optimal plant capacities (> 800MWe)
under single-plant NPV maximisation objectives.
We expanded our system analysis in Chapter 8 to consider the design of optimal
infrastructures satisfying UK governmental targets for biomass heat and power circa
2020. Combustion steam-turbine power generation and a 2-tier pellet factory and
pellet boiler supply chain were analysed. We recognise that energy (i.e. heat and
power) logistics ranges are dominant in determining optimal capacity location. In
relation to single-vector scenarios, the provision of both heat and power requires
widespread relocation of power generation from agriculturally rich East, South-East
and South-West regions of Great Britain into Scotland; a region exhibiting a high
net-availability of moderate to low density wood-residue resources. Heat demand
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is spatially locked to urban and suburban demand centres which correlate spatially
with areas of high agricultural resource density in the south and east of England.
Pellet factories do not posses sucient capital-cost weight, and associated whole-
chain economies of scale, in order to enact widespread centralisation of biomass and
pellet redistribution.
The most technologically rich scenario analysed was the `Total System Model' (S-
TT ) scenario formulated in Chapter 9, again focussed on delivering 2020 targets for
heat and power. From a conversion technology perspective, commercial Combined
Heat and Power (CHP) systems, sourcing local (i.e. < 20km radius) woodchip and
energy crop resources represent the minimum cost supply-chain option. However,
upper bounds on economically feasible CHP uptake are envisaged. Supplementary
power is generated by co-ring with coal in existing power stations. Supplementary
heat is supplied via the pellet-heat supply chain. Close-coastal ship transport is
employed, in addition to widespread road logistics, to supply port locations with
domestic biomass in addition to imported agricultural residues. No uptake of imported
wood residues is observed. Long-distance logistics price imported wood residues at a
premium in comparison to assumed domestic energy crop and wood residue resources.
Finally, in Chapter 10 we consider dynamic trajectories for UK bioenergy infras-
tructure evolution. Focussing only on power generation, we observe widespread uptake
and lock-in to a system of co-ring and combustion steam-turbine technologies. This
is driven by an impetus to improve energy crop yield and cost performance with ac-
cumulated cultivation experience within the 2010-2030 timeframe. The potential to
import a mature gasication technology after 2030 is recognised.
11.3 Academic: Modelling Infrastructures
From an academic perspective we consider contributions of this thesis to the devel-
opment of the spatially-explicit infrastructure modelling frameworks, previously de-
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veloped and applied by Norman (1979), Hugo et al. (2005) and Almansoori and Shah
(2006) in application to a range of supply chains. In this vein, Chapter 3 characterises
the bioenergy system as a technological superstructure comprising of available biomass
resources, conversion technologies, pre-processing routes, logistical modes and energy
vector demands, and their inter-connectivity. We recognised close alignment of this
data-structure with those applied in existing bottom-up energy systems modelling
approaches (e.g. MARKAL, Loulou et al. 2004) and Life-Cycle-Assessment (LCA)
frameworks. We proceeded to identify a series of four system factors which determine
the spatial conguration of the a static 'snapshot' infrastructure design, namely:
1. The spatial distribution of resource supply and energy demand;
2. Economies of scale in conversion technology capital and operating costs;
3. Distance-variable logistics costs;
4. The mode of interaction or competition between supply chain elements.
As a development from the existing literature in this eld (and enhancing their
applicability to the bioenergy system), Chapters 3 and 4 formulate a Hybrid-STN
representation of conversion technologies, supporting multiple feedstock allocation to
a single unit coupled with economies of scale. This simple adaptation to the model
is important in order to align with the ndings of Moses (1958) who states that
"production functions must be fully feedstock exible to observe the full interaction
of technologies, and sectors which their aggregate compose, in the spatial domain".
Formulation advances are also implemented in the logistics module. In Chapter 4 we
further recognise the aggregate nature of logistics when modelling the biomass sys-
tem at the national scale. We do not require detailed accounting of discrete logistical
units as previously applied by Almansoori and Shah (2006) when modelling hydrogen
transport modes. This allows us to implement a continuous xed and distance-variable
logistics cost structure in only a single, continuous logistics variable for each system
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state, logistics mode, source and sink location. Further model reductions are imple-
mented through adjacent-cell transfer constraints on road logistics. These constraints
result in direct cell to cell routing through the logistical network rather than direct
source-sink matching. Direct matching can be identied through post-solution opti-
misation of the logistics network in order to balance cell consumption and generation
for each system state. In Chapter 9 we expand the logistics network to consider mul-
tiple transport modes (rail and close-coastal ship). In order to maintain our ability
to distinguish between logistical modes on a xed and variable cost basis, we for-
mulate a general least-cost, multi-mode logistics network topography. This identies
the least-cost mode of transport between a source cell and any destination cell for
each system state. The result is a signicant reduction in the number of continuous
logistics variables modelled explicitly, and therefore computational resource required
in model solution.
Throughout Part III we demonstrate the value of embedding model formulations
within higher-level algorithms architectures. In Chapter 7 we develop and integrate a
single-plant analytic model rst within the spatially explicit supply and demand envi-
ronment via a NLP model formulation and secondly within a sequential bid-allocation
algorithm. By comparing the whole-systems modelling approach developed in Part
II with the bid-allocation algorithm, we observe the eects of central planning and
design on measures of single-plant optimality. Crucially, this enables us to identify,
by contrast, the monopolistic or perfectly collusive market structure implicit in the
whole-system model formulation. In Chapter 8 we further embed the whole-system
model within a parametric programming framework. This supports exploration of al-
ternative energy vector demand scenarios leading to the development of supply curves
and the potential to analyse multi-vector demand cost surfaces.
Finally, in Chapter 10 we formulate a dynamic model of the infrastructure system
with endogenous technological learning. This requires the development of a gen-
uinely multi-scale modelling framework relating discrete technological selection, loca-
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tion and capacitation with the status of the technology from an aggregate, dynamic
whole-system perspective (i.e. total accumulated installed capacity). We develop a
mathematical formulation capable of capturing the dual character of (1) economies
of scale as a function of single-unit installed capacity, and (2) technological learning
accrued as a function of cumulative installed capacity . By analysing endogenous
and exogenous learning scenarios, we can gain insight into modes of dynamic-spatial
infrastructure evolution. Three principle mechanisms are identied:
1. Import and Expand: as exogenous technological learning makes remote resource
access cost-optimal in the long-run;
2. Blanket and Learn: as endogenous learning supports widespread uptake in order
to realise economic gains in the medium term;
3. Uneven Supply Chain Learning: driving centralisation or decentralisation dy-
namics as costs concentrate at supply chain epochs.
By better understanding optimal system performance, the mechanisms which drive
the system to optimality, and the spatial component of those mechanisms, we are bet-
ter placed to develop eective policy action and appraise policy results. Furthermore,
in the development of energy programs which are consistent in their goals and out-
comes at the global, national and regional scales, the ability to observe how policy
action resolves in the spatial domain is crucial. This thesis contributes to expanding
the body of economic and engineering modelling tools t for this purpose.
11.3.1 Limitations of the Model
Despite a clear number of modelling successes, our analysis in Chapter 7 highlighted
the computational burden associated with a normative whole-system optimisation ap-
proach to system design, as opposed to an agent-based, sequential market-entry model.
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Extending any normative approach to encompass a spatially explicit model formula-
tion incorporating both logistical ows and economies of scale introduces signicant
additional computational complexity (the number of binary variables increasing as
a function of spatial scale and resolution). This acts to limit viable technological
and temporal model resolutions, compromising the ability of the model to support
technology selection decisions over the strategic timeframe (a key role of current en-
ergy systems models). However, if normative whole-system optimisation models (e.g.
MARKAL) are to remain a key tool in strategic energy systems modelling (as appears
the case), and as spatially diuse renewable resources begin to establish signicant
market share, then demands to increase temporal and spatial resolution of these mod-
els are inevitable. Our experience here suggests that within current computational
limits the snapshot formulation of the model can be solved to an acceptable degree
of optimality ( 5%) in reasonable computational time (10000CPUs). However, our
eorts to extrapolate to a dynamic and endogenous learning case came at signi-
cant computational expense. In formulating a stochastic version of the infrastructure
model Almansoori (2006) also noted signicant additional computational burden, and
a resulting deterioration in achievable optimality. Exploring technological learning in
an uncertain energy future would therefore appear beyond current model capability.
Agent based discrete event simulation of technology selection coupled with monte-
carlo analysis (in order to model the uncertainty in market conditions and techno-
logical performance) could provide an alternative modelling route for exploration of
these issues. Agent based approaches to energy system modelling have begun to gain
some acceptance (Ma and Nakamori, 2009). Further advances in agent based simula-
tion approaches with embodied single-site optimisation of scale and resource selection
would mark a diversion from the current path of model development. It may further
mark a diversion ultimately more capable in understanding the actions of policy deci-
sions on (renewable) energy markets, observed as an aggregate of multiple rm-level
behaviours.
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In the absence of endogenous learning and uncertainty, spatial resolution and ab-
solute system scale could still emerge as a signicant constraint on optimality if the
number of discrete cells were to increase substantially. Such a case might be envisaged
in applying the model to a larger region, as in the case of the US. In Chapter 5 we
recognised that in order to observe and analyse economies of scale interacting with
biomass feedstock logistics we required the capability to identify individual conver-
sion plants operating at close to their optimal single-plant capacity. If the spatial
resolution or scale were to be signicantly increased, this requirement might be re-
laxed. In parameterisation we would be required to represent not merely single-plant
economies of scale through the piece-wise-linear cost curves, but the economies of
scale observed in operating a number of plants, or even multiple technologies (i.e. re-
gional polygeneration infrastructures explicitly represented as a single 'technology').
It may be that economies of scale cease to be observed at some critical spatial scale
(e.g. feasible for =geq5 conversion plants to be located within a single cell). In this
case, model solution might proceed in two steps. The rst as a large whole-system
LP problem modelling resource and technology selection, and ows of that resource
between supply and demand locations. This would, however, require a more rened
model of intra-cellular logistics than that developed in this thesis. The second model
would then comprise a more detailed MILP formulation focussing on the impacts of
economies of scale on technology selection and the balancing of feedstock sourcing
between the inter-regional and intra-regional levels.
11.4 Personal: Exploration
Within a structured analysis of the literature on energy-systems modelling tools,
we recognised the distinction between sectorally aggregate, top-down economic and
technologically-rich, bottom-up engineering approaches. In particular, we identied a
closing of the gap between the two paradigms with advancing computational capacity.
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This has been driven by the need to understand the widespread economic, social and
environmental impacts of transitions to a sustainable energy economy. This thesis
contributes towards our understanding of the interfaces between bottom-up, spatially
explicit modelling approaches and the more comprehensive partial-equilibrium ap-
proaches currently employed in policy decision making, namely MARKAL (Loulou
et al., 2004). We have identied spatially-explicit supply-curves, technology-specic
demand curves in relation to static and dynamic economies of scale, notions of
spatial-economic equilibrium and analysed alternative market structures through a
bid-allocation algorithm. This has required an appeal to agent-based modelling ap-
proaches: cell-agent interactions determined in accordance with the rules of the mar-
ketplace. Aggregation of model results to the regional-scale supported an analysis of
regional interaction as black-box models of the internal energy infrastructure. These
relate to notions of regional Input-Output analysis and resulting aggregate, sectoral
production functions.
This thesis has contributed to the eld of Process Systems Engineering (PSE)
through the recognition of interfaces with a broader body of literature derived from
the applied regional sciences and economic geography (Isard, 1960; Norman, 1979).
In doing so, the multiple scales at which PSE modelling tools are applicable can be
extended; ranging from the atomistic through to the national economic. In addi-
tion, the identication of synergies with existing energy-systems modelling tools has
brought policy decision support within the remit of model capability. By recognising
this capability as latent within the normative whole-systems modelling approach, we
open the door for PSE modelling tools to support policy decision making at regional,
national and global scales. The normative basis of our modelling approach allows
insight into optimal resource allocations, abstracted from the complicating eects of
market forces.
Chapter 12
Future Research Advances
12.1 Chapter Overview
In this short nal chapter we provide an overview of future research directions, ap-
proaches and applications which follow from this body of work. Section 12.2 considers
the value of computational advances in model solution. Section 12.3 identies a num-
ber of relevant case-study analyses and model applications. Finally, Section 12.4
considers potential avenues for expanding the scope of the modelling framework.
12.2 Computational Advances
Improvements in computational performance form a general category of future re-
search goals associated with the MILP formulation of the spatially-explicit infrastruc-
ture model. As we recognised in Chapter 10, issues of absolute model size, poor LP
relaxations and inherent spatial degeneracy each limit computational tractability; in-
creasing computational requirements in order to achieve good solution optimality. The
value of embedding the mathematical model within higher-level algorithm architec-
tures has also been demonstrated in Chapters 7 and 8. These algorithmic extensions
each require multiple model solutions at or close to global optimality and, importantly,
a consistent quality of model solution given a range of alternative system parameters
or superstructural elements. Ultimately, rapid model solution could support rigorous
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sensitivity analysis of the MILP formulation through multiple optimisation runs.
In an earlier application of the spatial modelling framework, (Almansoori, 2006)
recognised the potential of `Branch and Price' and `Branch and Cut' decomposition
methods for improving the B&B search procedure. We recognised in Chapter 10 that
the CPLEX solver eectively employs a branch and cut algorithm. The identication
of model-specic cuts which take into account knowledge of the model formulation
and its analytical character, in contrast to generic cuts implemented by the solver,
could support more rapid convergence to good model solutions. Branch and price
(Johnson et al., 1998) appears a particularly relevant strategy, being well suited to
spatial decomposition coupled with centralised resource pricing. This approach is
conceptually aligned with the bid-allocation algorithm developed in Chapter 7. Lim-
ited progress has been made with regard to the formal exploration of these methods.
They remain targets for future research.
12.3 Targeted Model Applications
Throughout this thesis we have demonstrated the analytical capability of a modelling
framework without recourse for validation. We have assumed the position of a central
planner, controlling the allocation of scarce resources within a national-scale energy
infrastructure. A validation of the model framework against the political and com-
mercial realities of bioenergy infrastructure planning and development is required.
Established bioenergy sectors in Sweden, Finland, Brazil and the US provide ample
case studies against which to test the inherent assumptions of our model framework.
Focussed national and regional analyses would each form a substantial body of work.
Accepting that the spatially explicit modelling approach is fundamental to the
analysis of biomass energy systems, a wide range of model applications can be envis-
aged. Three pertinent suggestions are outlined.
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12.3.1 Transport Fuels
This thesis makes a critical assumption in separating the problem of lignocellulosic
biomass allocation to heat and power supply chains from biofuel production path-
ways. This assumption was made in part owing to the urgency of integrating domes-
tic biomass resources into the energy mix by 2020. However, post 2020, advanced
`2nd generation' biofuel technologies, capable of generating bioethanol and biobutanol
from lignocellulosic biomass, are anticipated to become economically competitive.
Dunnett et al. (2008) and Zamboni et al. (2009a) have demonstrated the applica-
bility of the spatially-explicit model framework to these technologies and associated
supply chains. Advances required include: (1) the development of a dynamic-spatial
model of biofuel demand; (2) characterisation of the gasoline-blending and liquid-fuel
distribution infrastructure and (3) integration of biofuel supply chains with those for
heat and power. In contrast to the characterisation of biomass for thermochemical
conversion, focussing almost extensively on heating value, biochemical pathways re-
quire feedstocks to be characterised regarding their substrate (e.g. lignin, cellulose,
hemicellulose) composition. New methods for the analytical representation of biomass
feedstocks are required.
12.3.2 Biorenery Complex
Following from the anticipated emergence of lignocellulosic biofuels, a consolidation of
conversion pathways is anticipated through the emergence of the biorenery complex
as a principle mode of production. Biochemical-fermentative and thermochemical-
gasication-synthesis platforms are proposed, producing an optimised mix of heat,
power, transport fuels, chemicals and materials. Open questions remain regarding:
(1) How are bioreneries optimally located in relation to supply and demand? (2)
What is their process-unit composition?; and (3) to what degree are their constituent
processes fully integrated at a single site? Front-end pre-processing and densication
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of biomass to generate `crude' bio-intermediates could potentially support a range
of distributed technologies (i.e. pyrolysis) through reductions in total logistical costs.
The opportunity to explore the biorenery complex as an integrated regional `polygen-
eration infrastructure' represents a key feasibility analysis of relevance to the advanced
biomass industries. Optimising both the spatial and temporal integration of mate-
rial and energy ows poses challenges for the consolidation of current, chemical and
process engineering design paradigms.
12.3.3 Spatially Explicit National Energy Model
We have recognised that future, integrated renewable energy systems will place a
greater demand on modelling because they require spatial information (regarding
the location of primary energy sources and energy service demand) and temporal
information at a range of scales (e.g. diurnal and seasonal). The spatially explicit
modelling framework presented in this thesis constitutes a high-level decision-support
tool applicable to the analysis of national-level renewable energy systems. The model
could provide insight into infrastructural congurations that are likely to deliver the
requisite greenhouse gas emission reductions, achieve a degree of operability and be
cost-eective. An application of this scope would require signicant expansion of the
model data-structure to incorporate the full portfolio of existing and potential future
spatially-distributed primary resources (e.g. gas, coal, wind, biomass, sunlight, etc.).
A broad array of proposed conversion pathways will require analytical characterisa-
tion, and their niche dynamic and spatial performance identied. Information on their
respective endogenous and exogenous learning potential over the strategic timeframe
must also be incorporated.
Given existing computational limitations on model solution, a signicant expan-
sion in technological resolution could limit computational tractability without reduc-
tions in spatial resolution. A multi-scale application, optimising the energy system
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rst at regional (e.g. 150km), then district (e.g. 50km) and local (< 20km) scales is en-
visaged. Formal methods are required for the transfer of information between spatial
scales, supporting the identication of bottom-up and top-down spatial constraints on
optimal system performance. A similar methodology would be applicable in scaling
up to an EU-wide energy-systems model wherein the greater distances involved would
bring dense fossil-fuel and power logistics within the spatial model remit.
12.4 Expanding Model Scope
With regard to methodological advances, we recognise that model data-structures are
broadly aligned with those employed in Life-Cycle-Assessment (LCA) studies. The po-
tential for parametric programming approaches to simultaneously optimise economic
and environmental performance of supply-chains has already been demonstrated by
Hugo and Pistikopoulos (2005) and Zamboni et al. (2009b). In application to biomass
energy systems, signicant advances are required in our understanding of emissions
from soils under energy crop cultivation and the long-term variations in carbon stocks
brought about through land-use change (Hillier et al., 2009). These highly spatial
factors could have a signicant impact on the carbon balance of biomass systems in
relation to their spatial conguration. Further spatial constraints not yet formulated
explicitly relate to the concentration of energy crop uptake (i.e. local monoculture),
trac ows to centralised processing facilities, and urban-process proximity. Each
of these elements requires further research, expanding the social and environmental
scope of the spatially explicit infrastructure modelling framework.
Improving model parameters represents a key target in providing a more accurate
picture of optimal UK bioenergy infrastructures. Our proposed model relates spatial
and dynamic system performance to high level econometric trends, through economies
of scale and learning curves respectively. The parameters which characterise these
phenomena are regressed from very limited datasets, yet they are key in informing
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decisions regarding optimal technology selection, location and timing of investments.
Further research, in relation to these econometric models, is required to identify UK-
specic plant performance and the potential for technological learning across the
bioenergy supply chain.
Data from spatially explicit energy crop yield models (Richter et al., 2008; Aylott
et al., 2008) can be readily integrated into the model data structure. These yield
models have already been integrated with crop cost models in order to identify cost-
optimal locations for energy crop uptake within England and Wales (Bauen et al.,
2009). We recognise the signicant uncertainty regarding the availability and costs of
agricultural, forestry and arboricultural residues. Reducing this uncertainty requires
the development of dynamic supply scenarios, accounting market competition arising
through chemical and material conversion pathways. If we expand our feedstock scope
to consider waste-wood streams, further complexities arise regarding the sensitivity
of conversion processes eciencies to fuel quality. Handling the uncertainty latent in
bioenergy system evolution, particularly with regard to biomass availability and costs,
suggests signicant value in developing stochastic model formulations. Almansoori
(2006) demonstrates a stochastic-dynamic application of the spatial model framework
to hydrogen infrastructure design. A similar application to the bioenergy system
would support the design of infrastructure evolution pathways that are robust against
alternative domestic and imported resource scenarios.
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Appendix A
Annuity Adjusted Capital
In specifying our model of annuity adjusted capital we dene:
Set Indices:
t 2 T Set of time periods
Parameters:
TCC Total investment capital cost
i Discount rate per unit time
Variables:
A Annuity paid per unit time
The total capital investment capital cost (TCC) is expressed as a series of constant
annuity payments (A) made in each period (t) up to the capital investment lifetime
(T ). These are discounted at a constant rate (i). This is expressed in Equation A.1.
TCC =
TX
t=1
A
(1 + i)t
(A.1)
Equation A.1 can be expanded and represented as a geometric series as per Equa-
tion(s) A.2 and A.3.
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TCC =
A
1 + i

1 +
1
1 + i
+
1
(1 + i)2
+; :::;+
1
(1 + i)T 1

(A.2)
) TCC = A
1 + i
"
1  1
(1+i)T
1  1
1+i
#
(A.3)
Rearranging Equation A.3 reveals the annuity payment as a constant fraction of
capital investment cost. This is shown in Equation A.4.
A = TCC:

i
1  (1 + i) T

(A.4)
Appendix B
Additional Data
B.1 Table Index
A number of additional data tables are provided to support the model development
and parameterisation of Part II and those model applications and chapter-specic
scenarios analysed in Part III. The tables presented relate to the following chapters
and sections:
Table Chapter Section
B.1 5 5.2.1
B.2 5 5.3
B.3 5 5.3
B.4 8 8.4
B.5 8 8.4
B.6 9 9.3.5
B.7 9 9.3.5
B.8 9 9.3.6
B.8 9 9.3.6
B.10 10 10.3
B.11 10 10.3
B.12 10 10.3
B.13 10 10.3
B.14 10 10.3
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B.2 Data Tables
Table B.1: G
(1)
g;rg: Subset of cells g within region rg
Region Abr. G
(1)
g;rg  G
East E 40, 41, 42, 49, 50, 51, 52, 60, 61, 62
East Midlands EM 48, 58, 59, 67, 68, 69, 70
London L 30
North East NE 88, 89, 94, 95, 102
North West NW 66, 71, 72, 76, 77, 78, 85, 86, 87
Scotland S
83, 84, 90, 91, 92, 93, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 103,
104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114,
115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125,
126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136,
137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147,
148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158,
159
South East SE 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 29, 31, 32, 38, 39
South West SW 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 26, 27, 28, 37
Wales W 23, 24, 25, 33, 35, 36, 43, 44, 53, 54, 63, 64, 65
West Midlands WM 45, 46, 47, 55, 56, 57
Yorkshire and Humber YH 73, 74, 75, 79, 80, 81, 82
Table B.2: V Bj;c: Capacity scale bracket for technology j at scale c
j 2 J Units c 2 C
1 2 3 4 5 6
Cultivation ha 0 4000 8000 12000 16000 20000
Pellet Factory
MWhf :d
 1
100 295 872 2577 7615 22500
Pellet Boiler 0 70000 140000 210000 280000 350000
Combustion 500 1169 2735 6397 14963 35000
Table B.3: CBj;c: Cost scale bracket for technology j at scale c
j 2 J Units c 2 C
1 2 3 4 5 6
Cultivation $:d 1 0 3704 7408 11113 14817 18521
Pellet Factory $:d 1 1455 2753 5211 9864 18672 35346
Pellet Boiler $ 103:d 1 0 283 566 848 1131 1414
Combustion $:d 1 5792 11728 23753 48109 97445 197381
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Appendix B: Data Tables 449
Table B.6: V BGj;c;g: Cell-specic capacity scale bracket at scale c in cell g for
co-ring. Note(s): All units in MWhf :d
 1.
g 2 G c 2 C
1 2 3 4 5 6
18 2 7 10 14 20 28
26 367 1487 2097 2909 4135 5850
29 501 2030 2861 3970 5643 7983
31 763 3091 4356 6044 8591 12155
56 239 969 1366 1895 2694 3811
57 241 975 1374 1907 2710 3834
58 493 1998 2816 3907 5554 7857
66 485 1963 2767 3839 5457 7721
68 962 3898 5494 7623 10836 15330
74 1920 7777 10962 15208 21619 30585
88 169 684 965 1338 1902 2691
95 104 420 591 820 1166 1650
106 568 2302 3244 4501 6398 9052
107 284 1151 1622 2250 3199 4526
Table B.7: CBGj;c;g: Cell-specic cost scale bracket at scale c in cell g for
co-ring. Note(s): All units in $:d 1.
g 2 G c 2 C
1 2 3 4 5 6
18 1 6 31 43 63 97
26 234 1346 2634 4321 7590 13513
29 319 1836 3516 5801 10239 18292
31 485 2796 5214 8660 15375 27582
56 152 877 1775 2887 5035 8914
57 153 882 1785 2904 5064 8968
58 314 1808 3464 5714 10084 18011
66 308 1776 3408 5620 9914 17705
68 612 3526 6489 10816 19257 34620
74 1221 7036 12511 21040 37741 68215
88 107 619 1293 2087 3615 6369
95 66 380 833 1328 2277 3979
106 361 2082 3954 6537 11559 20678
107 181 1041 2078 3393 5934 10531
Table B.8: V Bj;c: Capacity scale bracket for the CHP technology at scale c.
Note(s): All units in MWhf :d
 1.
c 2 C
1 2 3 4 5 6
0 4170 8340 12510 16680 20850
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Table B.9: CBj;c: Cost scale bracket for the CHP at scale c.
Note(s): All units in $:d 1.
c 2 C
1 2 3 4 5 6
0 37045 74089 111134 148178 185223
Table B.10: TV Bj;l: Accumulated capacity bracket for technology j at level l
j 2 J Units l 2 L
1 2 3 4 5
Cultivation ha 416764 869511 1361347 1895643 2476063
Combustion
MWhf :d
 1
105168 218089 339332 469510 609282
Gasication 30537 82072 169041 315808 563485
Co-Firing 125000 125000 125000 125000 125000
Table B.11: V Bj;sc: Global capacity bracket for technology j 2 J1 at scale c in
Chapter 10
j 2 J Units c 2 C
1 2 3 4 5
Cultivation ha 0 20000 20000 20000 20000
Combustion
MWhf :d
 1 720 1914 5091 13537 36000
Gasication 720 1914 5091 13537 36000
Table B.12: TCBGj;sc;l: Local cost bracket for technology j 2 J2 at scale c at
level l. Note(s): Cultivation units are ha; Combustion and Gasication units are
MWhf :d
 1.
j 2 J c 2 C l 2 L
1 2 3 4 5
Cultivation
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 19383690 18622337 18132520 17655582 17191187
3 19383690 18622337 18132520 17655582 17191187
4 19383690 18622337 18132520 17655582 17191187
5 19383690 18622337 18132520 17655582 17191187
Combustion
1 8443477 8234670 8098527 7964634 7832954
2 19175340 18701135 18391952 18087877 17788829
3 43553540 42476464 41774206 41083553 40404316
4 98927973 96481490 94886374 93317617 91774790
5 224707382 219150382 215527197 211963886 208459470
Gasication
1 28896223 23994192 21223809 18773256 16605644
2 60419535 50169807 44377172 39253276 34720983
3 126347422 104913514 92800141 82085210 72607423
4 264222080 219398754 194066850 171659418 151839144
5 552553274 458816689 405841456 358982011 317532949
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Table B.13: Cj;t: Exogenous cost learning for technology j in period t
j 2 J t 2 T
2010-20 2020-30 2030-40 2040-50 2050-60
Cultivation 0.984 0.937 0.907 0.878 0.850
Combustion 0.990 0.959 0.939 0.919 0.900
Gasication 0.935 0.758 0.660 0.574 0.500
Co-Firing 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Table B.14: Lj;t: Exogenous conversion ratio learning for technology j in
period t
j 2 J t 2 T
2010-20 2020-30 2030-40 2040-50 2050-60
Cultivation 1.000 1.107 1.225 1.355 1.500
Combustion 1.000 1.017 1.035 1.053 1.071
Gasication 1.000 1.030 1.061 1.092 1.125
Co-Firing 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
